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FOREWORD 

Classified material has been removed in order to make the Information 
available on an unclassified, open publication basis,  to any interested 
parties.    The effort to declassify this report has been accomplished 
specifically to support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel 
Review  (NTPR) Program.    The objective  is to facilitate studies of the low 
levels of radiation received by some individuals during the atmospheric 
nuclear test program by making as much information as possible available to 
all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is either currently classified as 
Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under the provisions of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954  (as amended), or is National Security Information, or has 
been determined to be critical military information which could reveal system 
or equipment vulnerabilities and is, therefore, not appropriate for open 
publication. 

The Defense Nuclear Agency  (DNA)   believes that though all classified 
material has been deleted, the report accurately portrays the contents of the 
original.    DNA also believes that the deleted material is of little or no 
significance to studies  into the amounts, or types, of radiation received by 
any individuals during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 
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PART OWEt    GENERAL 

1.    This report is divided into five parts.   Part ONE is a general 

description of the report.   Part TWO is a discussion of the radiological 

safety problems created by the CASTLE mission of the task force, and their 

solutions as planned and executed during the shot phase of the operation* 

Part THREE is a discussion of fall-out forecasting techniques«   Part FOUR 

depicts the Radsafe organization.   Part FIVE is a discussion of conclusions 

drawn from the execution of the CASTLE radiological safety plan and reconmen* 

dations for future operations similar to Operation CASTLE. 

2*    The report is designed to cover the over-all CASTLE radiological 

safety matters from the viewpoint ef those issues of direct concern to Head- 

quarters, Joint Task Force SEVEN.   Since each task group was responsible for 

its own internal radiological safety as generally defined in CJTF SEVEN 

Operation Order 3-53 (Tab A), no attempt will be made herein to amplify on 

the details of the operations of the task groups except as they pertain to, 

or directly support, the responsibilities of the task forco as a whole. 

However, duo to the basic reliance of task force operations on floating 

facilities in the test area, the radiolegicAl safety portion of the TO 7.3 

final report has been extracted and appended hereto.   The radiological 

safety details of TO 7.1 shot atoll operations are being published separately 

as a VJT report and will be available approximately September 195k*    The 

TO 7.1 report will include full details on photodosinetry, radiochemical work 

performed on-site, shot atoll radsafe surveys and recovery operations. 

3.    This report has been written for the express purpose of assisting 

in the development of future radiological safety plans by presenting detailed 

discussions of the problems and solutions arising during C/iSTLE.    As such. 



the report has a primary operational viewpoint, and frequently departs In 

phraseology and precision from the normal standards prescribed for & purely 

technical document. Since various Independent technical Investigations 

have been completed, or are in process, which closely examine the rxny 

facets of the radiological effects of tho CASTLE events, the need for a 

coverage of the operational viewpoint appears vital for continuity and 

development of better operational means of coping with the problems. 

4. The following general information on special aspects of the CASTLE 

Operation is presented as background for Parts TV/0, THREE, FOUR and FIVE* 

a« Seven detonations had been scheduled when the task force 

arrived in the Pacific Proving Grounds, Five of the original seven, plus 

one substitute, were actually detonated, 

b. The planning date of 1 March 1954 was established for detona- 

tion of the first shot. 

(1) The original shot schedule, probable yield and presumed 

range of yield in megaton, wast 

SHOT 
PROa.BLE    PRESUMED RANGE   DETONATION 

(BRAVO) 

"(UNION) 

YIELD    OF YIELD 

J(IANKEE) . 
(Later revised to 
with yield 9.5 and rang« 
of 7.5 - 11.5) 

/ECHO) 

(NECTAR) 

(ROMEO) 

(KOON) 

5 -10 

8 

.125 

2-3 

4 

1 

1 - IS 

6-10 

.065 - .275 

1-5 

1.5 - 7 

0.3 - 2.5 

.ML 
rMärchl954 

11 March 1954 

22 March 1954 

29 March 1954 

8 April 1954 

15 npril 1954 

22 »pril 1954 

(2) Because of adverse weather, the effects ef BRAVO and 



deficiencies disclosed In KOON and ECHO, actual yields (In megatons), shot 

locations, detonation dates and local times wore as follows: 

SHOT nCTUAL YIELD 
15 t 0.5 

SHOT SITE DETONATION DnTE 
1 March 1954 

LCC.X TIME 
BHiVO Land surface 

near Manu, 
Bikini 

0645 

ROMEO 11 ^0.5 Barge In BRAVO 
crater, Bikini 

27 March 1954 0630 

KCON 0.11 / 0.02 Land Surface, 
Eninoan, Bikini 

7 -pril 1954 0620 

UNION 7.0/ 0.5 Barge off Yurochi,26 ..pril 1954 
Bikini 

0610 

YANKEE -, 13.5 / 1.5 Barge off Yurochl, 5 May 195t 
Bikini 

0610 

NECTAR 1.7 A 0.3 Barge MIKE crater 14 May 1954 0620 
off Telteripuchi, 
Enlwetok 

c, On-slte Operatlcps 

(1) The on-slte phase of CASTLE comenced with the establishnent 

of comand posts in the forward area on 17 January 1954. arrival of najor 

components in the forward area was phased to coincide with the imedlate 

operational needs. By 1 February 1954 all task force elements had arrived 

in the forward area and preparations wore begun for the conduct of the full 

scale rehearsal. Extenslrc preliminary consnunleatlons checks were cade and 

on 23 February the rehearsal for the first shot was successfully carried out. 

This was the only full scale rehearsal conducted. Since all shots w^re 

statically detonated and operations were similar, each detonation served as 

a rehearsal for the one to follow. 

d, BR.iV0 was detonated on 1 March 1954. Prior to this shot all 

personnel were evacuated from Bikini <%toll, except for a snail firing party 

which ronalned in a bunker on N^N (Enyu Island), approximately twenty miles 



fron zero point,   «t the tine of the detonation all task force ships in the 

Bikini area were located southeast of the atoll at least thirty nilcs from 

zero point,    nfter the shot it became necessary to close the canps on Bikini 

..toll because of the radiological contanination and blast damage,    Subsequent 

operations at Bikini were conducted principally fron afloat.    Because of 

unfavorable weather conditions at Bikini, it wr.s not until 27 March that 

ROMEO was detonated.   The concept of the shot schedule was reviewed -rnd 

revised to incorporate more flexibility.    NECTuR was rescheduled to be fired 

at Eniwetok .»toll.    On 7 .ipril, KOCN was detonated at Bikini, on Eninman 

Island.    Because of the poor results of KOON, ECHO was cancelled,    »t about 

the sane tine, the original YANKEE was cancelled and a modified version of 

ROMEO was added as YANKEE , j On 22 »pril, the task force was capable 

of detonating either NECT/Jl at Eniwetok ..toll or UNION at Bikini ..toll.   This 

was the first instance of such flexibility in U. S. testing history.    However, 

weather conditions were unfavorable, and it was not until 26 ..pril that UNION 

was detonated.    Preparations for firing YANKEE at Bikini were completed while 

awaiting favorable weather at Eniwetok to fire NECTHR.   By 5 ^ay« Y.iNKEE was 

readied and detonated.   On 14 May, the Eniwetok weather became favorable and 

NECTAR was detonated.   Except for rollup and redeployment, tho on-site phase 

was essentially completed with the last shot. 

e.    oS tasks were completed, units of the task force were redeployed 

and individuals were returned to parent organizations or were reassigned.    In 

accordance with previously prepared plans, reduced planning staffs and certain 

troop elements were reformed as components of tho task force in order to 

provide for continuity of operations, and for economical, expeditious support 

of future operations. 



t,    ns in previous operations, weather WAS a major problem, 

particularly with regard to winds aloft for fall-out considerations.   Delays 

were experienced because of unacceptable fall-out patterns.   The tests were 

carried out during a period of the year when the weather in the Marshall 

Islands area was reasonably favorable; it was not an unusual season fron a 

clinatological point of view.    ?uture tests rust expect similar delays due 

to weather unless flexible firing techniques such as firing on barges in the 

open ocean or 4.ir drops are developed which will rdninize the anount and the 

activity of fall-out. 

g.    radiological Safety 

(1) Since six shots in the megaton range were scheduled for the 

operation, the fcdsafe Plan placed particular emphasis on the possibility of 

fall-out on populated islands and transient shipping.    Forecasting radio- 

active fall-out for CASTLE was initially seriously handicapped by the absence 

of definitive data on the effects of vtry high yield (negaton) devices« 

Infcreation from Operation IVY (I3KE Shot) was extremely United and as a 

consequence misleading in many respects.    In particular, early C.-STLE 

experience indicated that fall-out periods on the order of six to twelve hour« 

while adequate for yields obtained prior to IVY, were inadequate for CASTLE. 

It was apparent that prc-shot forecasts would be required of wind conditions 

for periods up to H plus 18 to H plus 24 hours with a high degree of accuracy 

in order to insure that the significant fnll-out would take place in accept- 

able areas during this period of ti^e.    Generally, this requirement involved 

the forecasting of the stability of wind patterns, or the expected limits on 

the variation of the pattern during the period of fall-out.   Further, it 

required wind forecasting for several different times and many geographical 

positiooevfchrpurxbout the projected fall-out area^iajotdas■ tausuaaort A new. 



dynanic fall-out plot technique developed on C»STL2, This technique errployed 

the concept of a 24-hour period of fall-out and considered the effects of 

tine and cloud displacement factors on wind systems within approxlmtoly 50C 

niles of the shot site« 

(2) »erial cloud tracking flights were used as the primary means 

of obtaining a rapid evaluation of the relation between forecast and actual 

atomic cloud travel, '.dditional precision aerial surveys of land masses in 

the Marshall Islands wore supported for studios being conducted by the New 

York Operations Office, JSC (NYKOPO). Those two types of flights, together 

with a network of (NYKOPO) ground monitoring stations, were used to consider- 

able mutual and timely advantage by the task force and the NYKOPO representa- 

tives in evaluating the fall-out patterns on populated islands and, by the 

task force, in advising appropriate headquarters sharing responsibilities 

for these areas. 

(3) The maintenance of personnel radiation exposures at the 

lowest possible level was the third major task farce lladsafe problem« The 

planned Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) of personnel was 3*9 roentgens. 

However, it was anticipated that this limit would be too low considering 

the number and expected yields of the weapons and devices to be tested. 

Consequently, the lladsafe Plan, with the concurrence of the iurgeons General 

of the three Services and the Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, 

n£C, included provision for waiver of the MPE by the task force comnander 

in individually designated cases when circumstances indicated the need and 

justification therefor. This authority, exercised for a relatively few 

number of individuals, was adequate for the completion of essential CASTLE 

missions. Except for relatively high accidental exposures on 28 personnel 

at the .task lores, weather station on Itongerik ..toll, and a small number of 



other individual cases, none of the task force personnel received doses in 

excess of 7,8 roentgens« In fact, less than 8£ of the task force personnel 

received a total exposure in excess of the established MPE of 3.9 roentgens, 

and less than 2% in e::cess of 6.0 roentgens. 

(4) Specific details pertaining to each CASTLE shot: »s a 

general rule, the winds in the Marshall Islands area are east northeasterly 

to easterly in the lower, or tradewind, levels (up to about 20,000 feet), and 

easterly in the high levels (above tropopause height, or about 60,000 feet. 

In the general discussion of wind patterns for each shot below, the aid- 

levels winds (20,000 to 60,000 feet) are the primary consideration, sinco they 

are not only variable, but also involve the nost si.jpificwt portion of the 

cloud fron a fall-out viewpoint, 

(a) SL.VO 

1, The 9UV0 nid-lev«! winds were fron west southwest. 

The trades were shallow (approximately 5,000 feet) with light northwesterlies 

to westerlies to 20,000 feet and the high winds were more east northeasterly 

than easterly. 

2. HLkVO was detonated as a land surface shot on a 

small sand spit near NAilU (CHaRLIE) at Bikini 

2* The task force fleet was at least 30 miles southeast 

of ground zero at H-hour, and steamed further south upon receiving early 

fall-out. 

it. Close-in ground cent amirvrtion on the shot atoll was 

hivji, and spread in a sonewhat uniform elliptic?! pattern to the east, »t 

H plus k hours, the airstrip on AII3JKZJI (OBOE) was reading 10.5 r/hr; the 

ENYU (N;.N) camp approximately 2.5 r/hr at 125 feet and the D0G-G£0:GE chain 

from "K-ta. SO-e/hE. at 100 feet. 



£•    The yield of BIL.VO was three tines the most probable 

predicted value and twice the predicted upper limit«    Consequently, core 

radioactive debris was carried up and diffused over a much larger area than 

was expected.    BluVO dcoonstratcd that the origin of the fall-out pattern is 

a largo area up to 25 miles in radius, varying according to the yield.    .Tidio- 

active intensities at specified distances, likewise, varies with the yield. 

6.    BilkVO produced high contamination on populated areas 

imediately to the east of the test site which necessitated the cvr.cu^.tion of 

groups of Marshall Islands natives and certain U. S. military personnel. 

Elements of the task force fleet and personnel were involved in early fall-out 

which necessitated full use of nav».l atomic countemeasures and retirement 

of the fleet to regions more distant from ground zero.    The incidents associat- 

ed with this shot resulted primarily from tho lack of fall-out information 

from previous shots of comparable yield, the unexpectedly hi^h yield of HUVO 

and an average deviation of approximately tan degress (in "n adverse direction) 

between the observed and forecast winds for shot tine.    The net result was an 

aggravation of the adverse conditions ordinarily predictable and acceptable 

under operational criteria and forecasting techniques in existence prior to 

the BRAVO event. 

2*    «11 C«STI£ shots subsequent to BIUVO were detonated 

sithout significant fall-out impact.   This was duo to complete analyses of 

the effects of BTL.VO, the application of this inforrr.tion in the development 

of realistic and dependable fall-out forecasting techniques and the develop- 

ment of better limiting wind pattern criteria within which the fall-out 

pattern could safely lie. 

8.   82 natives of Hongelap   toll and 154 natives of 

Utirik war« evacuated to Kwajalein .»toll as a result ot the fall-out fron 



SL.VO«. Sone of the ^cngelap nitivea received total exposures in excess of 

100 roentgens. No fatalities or known significant after-effects resulted« 

The Utirik natives received approximately 17 roentgens. The report on the 

c?.re and treatment of the natives will be presented in detail in the final 

report of the nilitary effects tests prograns. 

2* The Utirik natives were returned to their hones in 

May 195U*   The tongolap natives were moved to Majuro ..toll in June 1954 to 

occupy a now temporary village constructed with task force facilities, 

materials and funds, additional task force funds will be furnished, as 

necessary, to reimburse the Trust Territories for necessary native living 

costs while housed at Majuro. 

iß. It is estimated that Songolap Atoll will bo safe for 

native re-occupancy by about 1 May 1955* In the interim, quarterly inspec- 

tion trips will be riade to Itorlgclap „toll by special survey parties to 

determine the progressive contamination status and the exact date of return 

of the natives. 

1^. One Japanese fishing vessel was contaminated in an 

area reported by the Japanese to be approximately 80 to 90 miles east north- 

east of Bikini. The reported position of this vessel was within the pattern 

of the search aircraft on shot day. Failure to contact the Japanese vessel 

was due to severe aerial contamination of the search aircraft when approxi- 

mately within radar range of the ship. The replacement search aircraft, 

directed to pick up and complete the search pattern, was unable to sweep the 

close-in area missed by the original aircraft due to the same radiological 

v^fficulty, 

12« Detailed information on the evacuation and rehabili- 

tation of the Harshall Island natives and the Jaoanese fishing vessel incident 



is contained In Tab H. 

12. Detailed radsafe inforrvtion, and pertinent weather 

factors| are presented in Tab K. 

(b) HDMEO 

1, ROMEO ndd-level winds were southerly except th-.t the 

tops of these levels (50,000 to 60,000 feet) were westerly at shot tine, 

beconing southerly by H plus 2 hours. The tradewinds were easterly at shot 

tine with a layer of southerlies between 6,000 and 12,000 feet* The entire 

tradewind level to 20,000 feet shifted to east southeasterly by H plus 2 hours, 

2, UOMEO was fired fron a barge at ELwVO GZ in water 

approxinately 110 feet deep, the first water surface shot in the history of 

U. S. atonic testing« 

2* The task force fleet was located approxinately 30 

miles southeast of ground zero« 

Zj. Close-in ground contandnation fron ROMEO was United 

to a radius of approxinately 10 riles, the values being sonowhat less than 

for KtkVO, 

2. Lagoon contamination fron ROMEO was United cssen-- 

tially to a drift of radioactivity toward the south along the western reefs, 

flushing slowly out the western channels. 

6. No significant health hazard resulted fron .DMEO, 

either to units of the task force or to populated islands in the vicinity, 

although appreciatle (but not hazardous) contamination was deposited on 

Rongelap and Rongerik. 

2« Preliminary reports fron Project 2.5a (Fall-out 

Distribution) indicated that the aerosol-type cloud fron XMEO tended to 

resist fill-out off the shot atoll for at least SO. nilaa-douradjad- but.that. 
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it deposited intensities comparable tc BRAVO on objects exposed broadside to 

the cloud drift. 

8, The long-range RCMEO cloud persisted for i consider- 

able tine, apparently transiting uongelap and Rongerik »tolls on plus one 

day. Effects of the cloud were also recorded at Bikini at about H plus it2 

hours and at Eniwetok at about H plus 54 hours» Intensities at Bikini 

reached values of 15 to 84 nr/hr. Intensities at Eniwetok ranged fron about 

5 to 15 nr/hr; Kwajalein recorded 1 to 9 nr/hr at about the sane tine. 

2,. To evaluate the effects of the tradewinds on 

Eniwetok, one additional cloud tracker was placed to the west of ground zero 

at 5)000 feet to augment the routine tracker at 10,000 feet, «erial intensi- 

ties in tno roontgen range were detected to the north of an east-west line be- 

tween Bikini and Eniwetok. Eniwetok was especially alerted to this fact} 

however, nil contamination passed to the north. The general results of ROMEO, 

and other water surface shots, indicate that, had the contamination passed 

over Eniwetok, much of the intensity values would have resulted from a "shine 

effect". 

16. Detailed radsafe infomation, and pertinent weather 

factors are presented in Tab L. 

(e) KOOM 

i, KOON n'.i.level winds were southerly to southeasterly, 

becoming southerly to 25,000 and west southwesterly to 60,000 feet by H plus , 

3 hours. The tradewinds were very shallow, averaging about 2,000 to 4,000 

feet in depth during the first three hours after the shot. 

2. KOON was a land surface shot detonated on the western 

tip of ENIMJJ (T.älE) at Bikini. 
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2»   The task force fleet was located apprcxinately 25 

nlles east of ground zero for operational reasons, with Instructions to 

stean south after H-hour« 

^.    Due to the unexpected low yield of KOON, no signifi- 

cant contanination problems arose.    Close-in contanlnr.tlon was United 

essentially to the shot Island, the Island immediately to the west of ground 

zero, the anchorages just off the shot Island, and acres« the lagoon on the 

DOG-GEOICE chain and BIKINI (Ha/) Islands. 

^.   (tt shot tine, a large ralnstom was present between 

ground zero and the task force fleet.   No radiological damage resulted to 

the fleet due to sufficient distance between the ships and the storm« 

6.    A small amount of contanination was deposited on 

Rongelap and Rongerik from KOON.    This was believed to be due to either rain- 
0 

out from approximately the 25«000 foot levels, or due to a relatively 

efficient transport of most of the debris to the oast and subsequent subsi- 

dence and scavenging by rain showers known to be in the general area« 

2* Detailed radsafe information« and pertinent weather 

factors, are presented in Tab M« 

(d) UNION 

i. UNION mid-lüvel winds were west southwest. The trade- 

winds were light and shallow (about 10,000 feet in depth), and light and 

variable between 10,000 and 14,000 feet. Light westerlies existed from 14,000 

to 20,000 feet. 

2« UNION was a barge (water surface) shot in the lagoon 

(in approximately 120 feet of water) near YUIIOCHI(DCG) at Bikini» 

2« The larger ships of task force fleet were located 

approxiesjba&irlO-miles east southeast of ground zero- tap.eoe«afri«Ml rsasoaa. 
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but were instructed to etean south imaedlately after H-hour. Sn^ller ships 

were located further, and more southeasterly, from ground zero at H-hour. 

/fc» Due to the predicted upper Unit on yield for this 

shot, the ROMEO fall-out experience was used with considerable caution in 

the UNION Hadsafe plan. Subsequent events, however, indicated characteristics 

quite sidlar to nOMEO, i.e. aerosol-type cloud» Contanination fron the mid- 

levels was not instrumented« 

^. Long-range contamination from UNION was slight in 

comparison with ItQMEO, probably due to more favorable winds in these levels 

to the east of ground zero« 

6. The dynamic system of fall-out plotting developed on 

CASTLE was first used for this shot, and continued for all subsequent shots« 

2,. Detailed radsafe information and pertinent weather 

factors are presented in Tab A« 

(e) LJJKEE 

1« YANKEE mid-level winds were southwest to west south- 

west« Tradewinds were shallow (10,000 feet deep) with light northerly to 

northwest erlies between 10,000 and 20,000 feet. 

2* YANKEE was a barge (water surface) shot in the lagoon 

(in approximately 120 feet of water) near YUHXHI (DOG) at Bikini. 

2* The larger ships of the task force fleet were located 

approximately 30 miles east southeast of ground zero for operational reasons, 

but were instructed to steam south immediately after H-hour. Smaller ships 

were located further, and more southerly, from ground zero at H-hour« 

Jt« Although ToMXEE winds were somewhat less favorable 

than UNION (lower level winds veering around counter-clockwise), ROMEO and 

UNION exoarlence were such that this factor could reazonahlv be_acceDted._. 
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Pott-shot experience indicated reasonable agreement with the forecast except 

that the southern islands were not appreciably contaoinated from this shot. 

The bulk of the contaoination expereieneed was confined to the northern and 

eastern islands, including N«N, 

£• YiüKEE characteristics were completely within the 

experience of IDMEO and UNION, Appreciable air intensities were measured 

over NAN and "LuTE and in the general vicinity of Rongelap, however, no 

appreciable ground deposition was associated with these observations. 

6. The ocean fall-out pattern was roughly delineated 

for this shot by the JSC's New York Operations Office program (using aerial 

surveys of styrofoam rafts and the water itself) and by Project 2,5a, (using 

surface water sanpling techniques). In addition to the documentation of 

YANKEE, this work was extremely useful in organising the plan used by these 

two groups on the last shot (NECTiJl). 

2« Lens-range contamination from Y<i)KES was slight at 

ilongelap in comparison with nCMEO, and, although aerial intensities in the 

vicinity north of Bikar were measured in the roentgen range as late as H plus 

30 hours, no significant increase in the ground readings (extrapolated fron 

aerial survey at about H plus 36 hours) were noted at this atoll, 

£• One isolated incident of interest involved two LSI's 

(one with wash-down equipment, the other without special gear) enroute (in 

company) to Pearl, at approximately 700 nautical miles east northeast of 

ground zero. These ships observed intensities of 40 and 96 nr/hr nnxinuns 

for tho wash-down and ncn-waahdown ships respectively. Contamination started 

at H plus 31 hours and continued until H plus J»2 hours, atonic counter- 

measures taken by the LST's reduced intensities to approximately 8 to 10 rsr/hi 

naad —a. ^ tt.IA conjectured that an appreciable oortion of tho observations 
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by those ships was due to a "shine" effect frcn the YANKEE cloud« 

2« Detailed radsafe Information and pertinent weather 

factors are presented In Tab 0. 

(f) NECT«H 

1. NECTAR ndd-level winds were southwesterly to south 

southwesterly to 45,000 feet and westerly to 60,000 feet. The tradewlnds 

were east southeasterly to 20,000 feet, 

2. NECTAR was a barge (water surface) shot In the IVY 

MIKE crater (approxlnately 100 feet of water) off Telteripuchl at Eniwetok, 

2* The task force fleet was south of the atoll at shot 

tine and re-enterod after H-hour for an enercency evacuation capability« 

It« No significant radiological problems arose fron this 

shot« Close-in contamination was United essentially to the islands north 

of YVONNE, 

£, Extensive weathor (cloud cover and rain) preceded 

the NECT.Jl shot, nt H-hour a large rainstorm was over the lagoon between 

ground zero and the southern islands} however, ground zero and the northern 

islands were relatively clear below the bases of the low weather cloud* (i.e« 

dear from the surface up to about 2,000 feet), 

6. Weather and clouds extending in layers up to about 

50,000 feet persisted for at least the first six hours after shot tine« 

1*   Moderate continuous rain occurred throughout the 

shot day. nil of the weather observed on shot day was attributable to the 

prevailing general weather situation, prinarlly the strong southerly wind 

flow« 

8, M unique feather of the NECT..?. Radsafe plan was the 

stationitur .of a. destroyer at U jelang in the event an evacuation of that atoll 
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became necessary*    Sine« cloud tracking efforts at 5 «000 and 10,000 feet 

southwest of Eniwetok through H plus 6 hours indicated no ccneem for UJelang, 

the destroyer was ordered to return to base« 

£•   M considerable effort was cade by the .JSC New York 

Operations Office fall-out program and Project 2.5a to iocunont the NECT.Jl 

fall-out pattern along the linos of similar work lone on YHNKEE. 

10, Detailed radsafe information and pertinent weather 

factors are presented in Tab P. 
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PAHT TWO: miOLOGIOJ. ^vFETY PROBLEMS 

1. Oristnally, Operation CASTLE Inrolred four erents in the very high 

yield range. As plan« progrested, the schedule was increased to seven events, 

and then reduced during the operation to six« HS a consequence, the Itadsafe 

Plan for the operation required detailed ro-eraluation to detemine the 

practicality of various assunptions and planning factors« Primarily, since 

each extra event (insofar as personnel radiation dosages were concerned) was 

additive, the permissible exposure per event for shot participants decreased 

as the number of events increased. Prior to Operation CASTUS, the naxinun 

nunber of events at the Pacific Proving Ground (PPG) was four on Operation 

QnEENHCUSE. The naxinun nunber of high yield events was two on Operation 

IVY. of which one was an air burst at 1,500 feet. It appeared that C.tSTLE 

planning would have to be built around the sane personnel dosage allowance 

as used on these operations regardless of the nunber and yields of the events 

for CASTLE. There w£.s an obtious need for ways and ncans to cut down on 

personnel exposures per shwt or to raise the pemissible dose for some 

individuals^ 

a« In regard to efforts to cut down on personnel exposures, a 

nunber of factors were inrolved. Not all personnel would participate in each 

event; however, it appeared to be a logical assunption that the average nunber 

of events for participation would increase* It was also assumed that the 

total nunber of people involved in the operation would increase due to attenptt 

to spread the pemissible dosage over a sufficient nunber of participants to 

effect an over-all average dose within acceptable limits« It was also clear 

that some fem of indoctrination was necessary in order to effect completion 

of work in contarlnatcd areas with the maxitiun efficiency in order that the 
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acquired dot« represented rwxlnun conaenration of personnel exposures. The 

Individuals prioarily involved in this problem were expected to be the 

scientific project participants. Consequently, a special course of instruc- 

^   tion was devised for the Hadsafe nooitors of the various projects« This 

course of instruction stressed the practical applications and field expedients 

involved in the oonitor' s work. The MPE of 3.9r for the operation was stressed 

in its relation to realistic pi^nw^^ by the projects. The basic problen was 

the relation between the nunbers of people capable of doing project work 

(including Hadsafe oonitors) and the bum-oat rate of the project recovery 

teans. These factors depended upon the nunber and type of shots in which the 

project p* -icipated, proxinity of recovery stations to ground serof problems 

of locating instruocnt sites after water wave and blast-induced topographical 

changes, coaplexity of instrunent tits, expected tine required to re-cater the 

instruaent sits plus a factor of safety to cover expected danage to doors or 

tine to clear «way coral or debris fron doors. Sines the project people had 

only 3.9r to spend for their entire participation, it was emphasised that th. 

should oaks realistic plans to pass the recovery job around to all aenbers of 

the project party and to avoid having an "indispensable nan" «ho alone was 

capable of cocking an instruaent or renaving a record. It was pointed out 

that a critical problea would arise fron burn-out of key project people and 

their intense desire, Act after shot, to be the only ones to touch their in- 

struDsnts and records. The course stressed that the provision for CJTP SEVER 

waiver of the 3.9r MPE (para l«b. below) would be ussd only as a last-ditch 

nsasure and would require full justification and evidence of realistic pre- 

operational planning. Monitors were requested to use IVT MIKE shot contasdna- 

tion data, the nunber of shots on which each neaber would participate, the 

expected hma mdm and tine required to rsnover ■eesad&^n&.iAleh. a masonahle 
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recovery plan could b« devised, 

b.    In recognition of the mutually exclusive aspects of a fixed MPB 

Zcv tha entire operation and the greater amount of work to be ace-cmplished 

-<r ^ontaarLra* ed areas, it was obvious that some form of relaxation of rigid 

do«-) Limits was ne:ensary.   Several methods of relaxation of the MPE were 

ayjarent-.    Thers was the possibility of assigning the MPE of 3.95 to calendar 

quartars and thus take advantage of the fact that Operation CASTLE extended 

:vsr two such quarters, giving a total of 7.8r for the first six months of 

:.954t    Some U. S. laboratories and Industries now use this system.    The 

'ni'&ry AEC objection to such a generalized solution lias in the fact that, 

vhereaa on a field test, dosage limits mist be flexible enough to all'.w Units 

jet without regard to the rate of acquisition, such is not the ease in labora- 

tcr'.es.   In the latter ease, control features are set up on a week-by-week, 

ypir-by-year basis to limit exposures to 0.3r per week, and to remove from 

v.iiatlon work those personnel exposed in excess of a mavlima averaged pro-* 

ftrassively on the basis of 0.3r per week.   Similarly, a flat MPE of, for 

example, 7.or for the operation was objectionable to tho AEC for similar 

reasons and because of a general lack of long-term radiation effects informa- 

tion on year-by-year acquisition of dosages at even the currently acceptable 

rate cf 0.3r per week.   The most promising avenue of relaxation appeared to 

be sons sort of waiver provision to be exercised by the Task Force Conmander 

In exceptional eases where tho technical Import and the medical aspects ef 

proposed work could be evaluated before the fact in conjunction with the 

necessity for completion of specific missions.   Provision for waiver of the 

MPE was built into the CASTTE plan (Tab A and Tab B) with the concurrence of 

the Surgeons General ef the three Services and the Direetor, Division of 

BLoleoLand.Medicine, AEC,   The «alvor provision was used to an appreciable 
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extent to resolve special cases, the majority of which wsre a number of scien- 

tific pre ject personnel and the crews on four major ships.    The rarioua 

factors involved were weighed and evaluated in all cases, the technical and 

^ ÄjrtiCÄl implications and the ability and necessity for completion of missiens 

vme the major factors leading to the decisions to authorize a departure from 

t'*e 3,9r standard for the operation. 

2.   Shot Conditions and General Results:    The following discussion is 

lialted to shot locations, generalised indication of yield, planning assump- 

tions and general results of the CASTLE shots*   Detailed shot results are 

pensented in Tabs K through P. 

a. The CASTUS program included shot conditions not previously 

öii^ountered in test operations, i.e. shots on barges in relatively shallow 

water, and one Act on a small sand spit.   According to the latest schedule 

prior to the operation, the shots at Bikini Atoll would be located - one 

on a small sand spit in the vicinity of NAMJ, four on barges in the lagoon 

near YUROCHI and ene on ENINMAN.   One shot was scheduled for SSRXBO en 

ENIWETOK.   AU shots were to be surface events, statically detonated«   AU 

shots were in the very high yield range except the one at ENIWETOK.   km 

executed en CASTLE, one of the four BIKINI barge shots was moved to a barge 

shot in ths IVY MIKE crater at ENIWETOK, and the EEKRIRU shot was cancelled, 

b. The Vn Mm shot radiological fall-out data illustrated a soms- 

what new feature in the fall-out phenomena associated with the detonation of 

high yield weapons.   Stated in its simplest terms, and insofar as the atoll 
i 

islands are concerned, there was little difference between upwind and down- 

wind conditions for a considerable distance from ground sere.   This phenemsns 

was ascribed to a terroidal atmospheric circulation set up locally and from 

which ttukheaxla&bomb wd bomb sits debris WAS foree-fad to the .«round, by. 



the circulating winds.   As & consequence, the up-wind or cress-wiod distances 

becaas critical, the lateral spread of the early fall-eut being such that 

relatively high radiation intensities can occur in these directions.   Per 

Operatl i CASTIE, it was assumed that the problems raised by this phenomena 

wi uld most likely occur at BIKINI.   This atoll, being relatively narrow along 

one north-south axis, with ground zeros along the northern reef, and camp 

*ites on the south (ENINMAN and ENYU), was assumed to be particularly suscep- 

vible to the cross-wind and up-wind fall-out»   It was assumed that with detonsr 

;icns along the northern reef, with yields on the order of HIKE and fired 

vrder the ground zero conditions of KIKE, fall-out on the ENINMAN camp cculd 
l)e expected to reach a ^-H«!« of x«0 to 10.0 roentgens per hour within about 

Vro to three hours after H-hour«   This could mean a delay of from one to - 

v/wo weeks in putting the ENINMAN camp back into full time eperatien.   Condi- 

tions on ENYU were assumed to \)e considerably better due to the greater 

distances from zero points and its relatively up-wind peeitisn»   For the 

shots involved, the reef shot southwest of NAMU and the barge shots in the 

vicinity of YUROCHI, it was expected that the NAM) shot should give the most 

trouble since its firing conditions would vary nearly approximate those 

of KIKE.   Here the conditions for heavy fall-out, namely the u-take of a 

large quantity of coral (to which the radioactive particles eeuld cendense), 

would be such that the coral particle scavenging action should be as efficient 

as KIKE, resulting in considerable fall-out in the atoll area oross-wind and 

up-wind.   Since the barge shots were to be fired in water of a depth approxi- 

mately that of the MIKE crater, it was expected that little coral or bottom 

material would be taken up into the "hot" cloud«   Consequently, the scaveng- 

ing action in the atoll region was expected to be greatly lessened.   It should 

also be noted that the conditions for a highly radioactive base surge would 
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not b« pnsmt for the barg» ahttf»   At Bikini BAKER, tht wmt«r causing th« 

base surge was part ef the blast end fireball, having bsen carried up along 

-with ind nixed with the highly rsdisaetiTe particles.   Per the barge shots, 

^> ar y water raised should be that itiieh is sucked up into the relatiyely eool 

zljvi stem.   Past experience, particularly with dust dram up in tower shots 

in Nevada, has shown little redioactlvitjr te be present in the resulting 

naterial which returns to the surface from the lewer cloed stem.    Althoegh 

it seemed probable that a phenoaena would occur on the barge shots which 

would have the appearance of a base surge (due to large quantities of water 

.'ailing back into the lagoen), it was not expected that appreciable radiation 

vculd be transported in this fashion as was the case at Bikini BAKER.   Suanar- 

icing, it eeemed that the local ccntaalnation problem was most urgent for the 

NAMU shot, and considerably lose urgent for the barge shots»   In this respect, 

the ground sores were favorable, the MAMÜ shot being most distant from the 

closest camp site (ENINKAN), and the bergs shots closer, but less likely to 

highly contaminate the oaqp.   It was considered that the chances were more 

against, than for, high radioactive contamination of the ctmp sites« 

c.   It was reeeononded that personnel of the ENINMAN caop sit« be 

evacuated (less those persons indicated in d below) for the NAWJ and the 

barge shots.   At H plus three to four houre Radsafe aurvey work would allow 

a positive determination of whether or not high contamination levels existed, 

or would exist, at the caap sites.    In the event of contamination at the cemp 

sits, knowledge of the decay characteristics of tho radioactive fall-out would 

' be such that an accurate prediction eculd be made for a favorable re-entry 

time.   Under the worst condition, task force personnel would be required te 

spend about 24 hours for either "cooling off* ef the caop sits or for a 

return tdn. to Enlwetok in the event extended "eoelina off" time was neoeesary. 
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This evacuation could be on an austere basis utilizing existing ships in the 

area and with a "standing room •nly" phileeophy, 

-     d»   At 'me tine it appeared that it might become necessary or desir- 

*> able to leave small numbers of emergency and. utility personnel at the ENINMAM 

sloe during the NAMU and barge shots«   In this event it was roeomnended that 

the plan include only a few peepl« (on the order ef two er three helicopter 

leads) to remain where their presence was necessary to man instrument sites, 

canp utilities or airstrip emergency equipment«    Should it become necessary, 

this small number ef people could be drawn off rapidly enough to prevent 

accuaulatien of high exposures.   Although it was recognised that even large 

numbers could be evacuated within a reasonable length of tins and with perhaps 

only mild evor-expesures, such an eventuality could conceivably hamper future 

operations by using up for a large number of personnel on ens shot most, if 

net all or more, of the authorised radiation exposures for the entire opera- 

tion« 

e.   As the shots progressed it became mere and more apparent that the 

planning assumptions were Justified«   Except for the yield ef BRAVO (which 

effectively aggravated and exaggerated all the adverse features in the existing 

wind structure) the assumptions were sufficiently valid to predict the end 

result with a fair degree of accuracy.   As a gonrral statement BRAVO behaved 

to a great extent like a highly contaminating surface burst over a wide plane 

ef earth«   The great amount ef solid material carried up into the column and 

aushrooa returned to the ground forming roughly a circular isodese line pattern 

■ '        en the «hot atoll»    Long range down-wind, this shot produced intensities such 

higher than hitherto seen or expected in test operations to distances up to 

300 miles ever a period.ef approodmately 12 to 18 hours.    Contaminatien ef the 

EN1U and RNTWHAH rnmn sites was predicted from the^BBMQ-wlnfi nsttarn. Altheuch 
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reaultant Intentltie«, particularly on ENTÜ, wire higher than anticipated. 

The barge shots, on the ether hand, appeared to remain in a fine aeroaol-typo 

elevl (without a baa« «urge phenowna) persisting fer long periods of tine. 

Close-in on the shot atoll, the barge shots produced contamination comparable 

t* BRAVO. Long range aspects indicated high aerial intensities cut to at 

least 50 miles and appreciable (but net dangerous) intensities out to 600 

miles fer periods of 24 tö 48 hours after the detonation. This latter feature 

of the barge shot raised a crucial problem which should be considered en f 

future operations, namely the necessity of eTalttatiai.th« "shine dose" from * 

this type burst in particular, and high yield shots in general. (See para 

4.d). 

3. The development of the CASTLE Radsafe Plan rerolred primarily around 

two basic criteria, i.e. the so-called Rule Dose and the Tactical Dose. 

a. Rule Dose: This dosage allowance is the legal limit,«r Maadana 

Perndtsible Exposure (MPE) ef 0.3r per week (gamma only) set >y the AEC up«n 

the advice of a coonittee of radiation experts. It is the industrial safe- 

guard based an a eentimous week by week, year by year exposure at this rate« 

Since this is the legal limit, deviation from this standard nay tend to plae» 

the Task Pores Conoander opon to question. As a consequence, the limit 

creates radiation control problems in each instance of work performed in 

eontaainated areas and becomes progressively mere a problem as the yield, the 

number of atesdc events and the rapidity with which they are detonated in» 

crease. 

b. Tactical Deset This desage allowance is that amount accepted 

by DCS) authorities in the radiation field fer use in tactical or emergency 

situations as required. It is based upon the consideration that it will be 
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received aa an exceptlen a« «pposed to the frequent and regular lifetime 

expesure rate for the Role or Legal doe« Unit«   It also assumes that indivi- 

duals so exposed will be kept from any further exposure if at all possible. 

The upper liisits cf the tactical dese (taken over short intervals) «rare as 

f'llowst 

(1) Less than lOOri    Little effect. 

(2) Mere than ICtrt    Ptseible deterioration (nausea and vcait- 

ing), no deaths» 

(3) 200r»   See» deaths night occur, rapid deterioration, 

(4) 450rt   Mean Lethal Doss (ML)), i.e. expectation of 5QC death* 

(5) 650n   Lethal in most cases. 

c.   The CA3TIZ Radsaf e Plan was necessarily designed to neet the 

requirements of the Rule Doss limits.   Certain modifieatiens were mads la the 

rules as fallows (with ths concurrence ef the Surgems General of the thres 

Serivees and ths Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, ABC)} 

(1) The integrated exposure ef 0.3r per week for 13 weeks (3.9r) 

was authorised to be taken without limitation as to ths rats of exposure sad 

without regard to the individual's radiation history provided no over-exp«sure 

remained for compensation,   Ths 3.9r was further augmented by 0«3r per week 

fer each week in excess ef 13 weeks required for Operation CASTLE,    Operation 

CASTLE, insofar as personnel radiation exposure was concerned, «as designated 

to start on ths first event minus IS days fer all task fores personnel, 

(2) The crew members of air WjUn aircraft were authorised aa 

MPS ef 20r for the entire period of Operation CASTLE.   All personnel so e». 

pvsed were to be removed from further werk in radiation until, sufficient tins 

elapsed to bring their average exposure doNn to 0,3r per week.   It was planned 
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to expose these people to about one-half the authorized 20rf retenrlng the 

remainder as a contingency against radiation accidents, 

_ (3) The Task Force Comnander was authorized te revise the MPE 

b/ waiver ir individually designated cases when circumstances indicated the 

mtd and justUlcation therefor.   This wairer provision applied only te the 

M?E "f 3,9r ana did not apply to the special MPE of 20r for the air sampling 

cxvw naaha-JT (T&b B), 

d.    in stated above, the CASTLE Redsafe Plan was designed to meet 

the   «equlrsnönis of the Rule dose as modified by agreements with the author!- 

tins -n Khu fj.ld.   However, due to the special nature ef field testa such 

p.-i Or-.ration CiSTU, it was assumed that a policy of strict adherence to 

the r^dioioglsal standards prescribed for routino laboratory or industrial 

usu vas ret realistic.    The intent in the CASTLE plm was to strive for a 

r2aso.-v.blo 2nd safe comprcnd.se. considering conservation of personnel exposures 

thvj tnteroationfil import cf tnj tosts and the cost at«po«-ts of delay« charge- 

as! e '.n excess^ a radiological precautions.   In an effort to set up practical 

pt<xlards, -nd still insure legal strength in the task force command potUiM>i- 

tlv'   -.ntcn4. and spirit of the standards were interpreted in terms of "real 

siftty' '/rrstt» ''rule safety"»    At no times, however, wore reccsmendations made 

iarri-rfng a  't anguo-in-chee^'' approach to real bodilj' sefety of personnel. 

Fanner ih<> 01 fort established criteria and evaluation for waiver ef MPE to 

i-i*'Lc:T,  rfcasonible conservatism i^rule safety", i.e., radiation exposure of 

fattfrUluA».» within the intent a:;d spirit of tha pmscribed rules which were 

f primat>  concern to the tZC and DOO, and still bo consistent with the need 

fcr complutiur. of the CASTLE mission.   The one exception to the above philos« 

ophy was tha specification of the tactical dose as a guide to be used in thrs* 



situations involving tactical action against foreign intervention or emergency 

rescue operations.   The specification of the tactical dese as a guide «as 

in conformity with basic rules in such cases «herein a conmander or officer- 

ilk-charge nvst make decisions weighing the damage probabilities and other 

adverse effects of the possible lines of action in tactical or emergency 

situations, 

L,   0ff-s5.t«i Operations! 

aa    3y JCS decisions dated 13 April 1951 and 14 ipril 1953« CINCPAC 

was given responsibility for the safety of all stations and units of the 

area, oiber thr.n JTF SEVEN, relative to the hasards introduced by the CASTLE 

Cpcrr.Llr.:,    Bv these directives, CJ7F SEVEN was specifically directed to 

prcv'.de for the safety of personnel and units assigned to the task force. 

CJTF 5.E/F.N was additionally directed to advise CINCPAC of the special hasards 

and danger areas involved in the te^ts and appropriate precautions required 

bo insure the safety of units in the area within tnc* purview of the Pacific 

Command other thin JTF SEVEN« 

b.    As a consequence,(by CINCPAC Serial 0024, subject:    Security« 

Safe ;y and Mcvocent Control of Joint Task Force SEVEN During Active Phases 

if Ooorailon CASTLE, dated 13 January 1954)» CINCPAC directed CINCPACFLT 

to 'sru-Tu complete responsibility on safety^matters for CINCPAC and to taks 

such letica a3 necessary to provide for the safety of all units and populated 

anas of tho P'.cific, except those attached to JTF SEVEN, incident to the 

bMr.rds irtrodured by Operat.irn CASTTÜ.    In connection with this respcnsibUit 

CIrlCP«CFLT wes directed to: 

(A) Take action on all advisories incident to all possible effort 

rf CJTF SEVEN to sdninise hasards to inhabitants of populated Pacific Islands, 
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(2) Conduct liaison with HICOMIERPACXS, CAA other military and 

governmental agencies and civilian authorities as appropriate. 

(3) Keep CINCPHC and CNO informed of the provisions for safety 

to be taken In the Pacific, 

(4) Exercise for CINCPAC all functions of movenent control except 

as otherwise specified. 

s.    In accordance with the JCS decisions, CJTP SEVEN advised CINCPAC 

by letter. J-3/729«3# subject: Safety Measures During Operational Phase cf 

CASTLE, dated M December 1953 (Incl k. Tab C), of special hasards involved 

in the JOSTLE tests and appropriate precautions required to insure safety of 

inhabited islands and units in the area within the purview of the Pacific 

Conmsnd other than JTP SEVEN.    CJTF SEVEN also furnished CINCPAC by letter, 

«1-3/300.4, subject: Schedule of Messages Concerning Detonations During CASTU, 

dated 3 December 1953 (Incl 3,,Tab C), a schedule of message advisories con- 

cerning CASTLE detonations in order that CINCPAC could be kept informed of 

developments,   although the schedule of advisories was originally set up for 

CINCP.tC as action addressee, a later change (in accordance with 4.b above) 

pro-v .ded for CXNCPACFLT as action addressee with CINCPAC, CGMUWSEüFRON and 

CCJVN.tVMnHIANAS as information addressees.   In addition to the above, an 

exchange of correspondence between CJTF SEVEN and CINCPiXFLT discussed in 

onsiderable detail the specific feathres of the task force plan for mutual 

dischftrf« of JTF SEVEN/CINCPAC responsibilities under the JCS directive. 

Since the above correspondence contains the basic thoughts behind the overall 

cf.f-site Radfafe Plan, the letters and wires involved have been attached in 

Tab C for record purposes. 

d.   In general, the radsafe off-site operations were carried set as 
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planned and were adequate for the CASTIÜ tests» As the operation progressed, 

however, certain modifications were made as dictated by unusual circumstances 

which_arose» These modifications are discussed below* 

(1) Native populations: As indicated in the native populations 

chart (Tab G), the bulk of the indigenes within 500 MM cf GZ reside in the  j 

southeast quadrant. Consequently, all atolls except UJELJ1Q (and ENBiETOK 

for BIKINI shots) were considered to be in a favorable location with respect 

to fall-ou*,- However, as indicated in Tabs K through P pertaining to. each 

event, there w?s a general movement of air particle trajectories to the 

east regardlesii of the initial directions of the winds near ground seres* 

This phenomena was associated with all shots, the mid-level air particle 

trajectories turning toward the east as the cloud moved away from GZ, even to 

the point of taking place from positions relatively close to ground zero on 

the two shots (ROMEO and NECTAR) with pronounced southerly flow at ground 

zero. The net consequence of this action was the eventual transport of the 

most significant portion of the cloud (i.e., the mid-Itvels from approximately 

20,000 feet to 60,000 feet) to the east where subsequent subsidence of the 

debris could place a considerable amount in the trade wind flow to be brought 

back into the general area of the teats. The gross effect of this mechanism 

(as well as other factors) was profoundly indicated on the BRA70 shot« Its 

effect was apparent to a much lesser degree on the remaining shots. The 

diminished contamination of the remaining shots appears chargeable to more 

favorable initial wind conditions, the low yield of the one remaining land 

surface shot (KOON), and to the fact that all subsequent high yield devices 

were shot from barges. The pertinent facts and ideas which became apparent 

as the shot schedule progressed, and due to the phenomena described above, 

are as follows: 
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(a) The natire atolls in the southeast quadrant, particularly 

those In the northern portion df the quadrant, were in a less favorable 

position for high yields than previously supposed, the degree of favorability 

depending upon the yield, initial wind conditions, shot site (barge, land, 

air) conditions, and the proximity of the air particle trajectories to a 

west-east line. 

(b) Shot decisions should be reached only after consider*- 

ing the impact of an air particle trajectory analysis over a period of time 

and space sufficient for significant fall-out to occur.    Initially, CASTLE 

planning factors In this regard were twwaty-four hours and 500 nautical miles 

as the upper limits beyond which no significant hazard should exist.   For the 

hazardous phase of fall-out, the significant portion considered was the FLJ3EX 

plot (using ground sero winds) and the forecast air particle trajectories for 

the first twelve hours.   Subsequent to BRAVO the ILJDEX was augmented by a new 

technique developed to plot the fall-out pattern over a period of twenty-four 

hours using the forecast air particle trajectory analysis revised progressive! 

as the forecast cloud- segssnts moved out of the vicinity of ground zero (Sss 

Tab D). 

(e) Of the contamination arriving at the native atolls in 

the southeast quadrant, some fell on the islands, whereas some undoubtedly 

remained in the moving air mass passing over the islands.    This phenomena 

appeared, from various observations, to be more persistent in time and apace 

for barge shots than for land shots. 

(d) Since tho mean free path of gannna in air is something        \ ■/ 

on the order of 2,000 feet, an appreciable slice of the air mass is involved 

in "shining" on the islands.    This contribution, estimated to account for 

as much as 50 r/areent of the dose rate experienced by the inhabitants during 
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the cloud transit, was not measured on any of the natire atolls, but was 

obserrod following ROMEO during light secondary fall-out at BIKINI, 

_ (e) Although the deposition of radioactive matter on native 

atolls from each shot subsequent to SLiVO was relatively insignificant, 

continuous additions of small amounts of contamination can eventually build 

up an appreciable background of long-lived fission products.    This conceivably 

could result in prohibitive levels causing cessation of testing or permanent 

removal of native inhabitants* 

(f) Provision should be made on future operations to measure 

the effects of radiation "shine" on at least the inhabited northern Marshall 

Islands .itolls.    Also, to record the total dose for the operation, or for a 

particular event, a representative number of film badges should be cached, 

or worn by responsible personnel on these atolls« In order to maintain stand» 

ard conditions of dosimetry, task force film badges and task force processing: 

of the badges should be used. 

(g) In order to avoid delay in detfermining the occurrence 

of fall-out on native atolls, and to implencnt paragraph 4«d(l)(f) above, 

manned monitor stations should be maintained on at least the northern Marshall 

Islands Atolls.    Those monitors should be equipped with two-way radio commmi- 

cations facilities, preferably of the CW-type for reliability and low power 

requirements, 

(2) Cloud trajectories and interference with air routes: 

Definitive data on this rabject were passed to CINCPACFLT in terms of specific 

reconnendations against closure of routes or to close a specified route 

for a specified period of time.   Forecast trajectories were given in terms 

of the geographical coordinates of the 24, 48 and 72-hour forecast positions 
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of each level Involved«   Normally the levels covered were in ten thousand 

feet tncramentsj however, not every such level was given»   Rather the attempt 

was to cover those levels of interest up to about fifty to sixty thousand 

feet, presenting the levels having a unique or significant orientation, 

or those levels which bounded, or most neazlv represented, the drift of the 

rain portion of the cloud.    Although trajectories for significant levels were 

passed to CINCP«CFLT (and revised if necessary) the decisions as to the effect 

of each situation also included consideration of the following factors: 

(a) Flight levels within the first 20,000 feet were con» 

sidered of primary concern. 

(b) The orientation of levels above 20,000 feet (from which 

contamination could fall into the lower li. vel) were evaluated in terms of 

time axid geographical position of settling of contamination into normal flight 

levels« 

(c) Rcconmended closure times and altitudes included estimat- 

ed flight times between possible departure points and the forecast positions 

of contamination* 

(d) Forecast trajectory position beyond twenty-four hours 

were considered to represent positions of insignificant contamination. 

(e) Cloud tracking operations post-shot were analysed for 

possible impact on the pre-shot deciüon,- 

(3) Protection of transient shipping:   In order to provide pro- 

tection for transient shipping in the region immediately outsMe the ENIWETOK- 

BIKINI Danger Area, planning fautora were established and a plan of action 

placed in effect as follows: 

(a) CtSTLS clouds more than twenty-four hours old were not 
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assumed to be hazardous.   Twenty-four hours travel of a CnSTIE cloud «ras 

assumed to be approximately 500 nautical miles. 

(b) CINCPnCFLT was requested to make advance diversions 

of shipping outside a sector area from southwest clockwise through north 

to east, to 500 nautical miles from ground zero from H to H plus 24 hours. 

This was accomplished on all shots; however, since the control involved 

primarily only U. S. shipping, arrangements were made subsequent to 9UV0 to 

effect maadimdn coordination with other nationalities«   «Iso, tbe excluded 

area was changed to an officially designated Danger «rea subsequent to BELtVO 

and re-defined as the sector area centered on 12° N, 164° £, from 240° clock- 

wise to 95°, radial distance 450 nautical miles.   Within this sector an 

additional area designated Area GREEN was defined as the region bounded by 

10° 15' M, 16° W M, 160° 10» E, and 170° 20' B.    (The significance of nrea 

(SEEN is discussed in 4.d(3)(cX below.)   A further modification subsequent 

to BRiVO provided for all U.S. shipping passing within 600 nautical miLos 

of BIKINI to come under the operational control of CIO 7*3 (for radsafe 

diversion if necessary) while within this limit. 

(0) P2V aircraft were planned to sweep the significant fore- 

cast sector of fall-out, using visual and search radar methods of sightings 

out to 800 nautical miles on D minus 2 days, out to 600 miles on D minus 1 

day and, if necessary, in front of the cloud on D Day.   Since the reliable        \ 

range of the P2V search radar was taken as thirty to fifty MM, the effective 

width of the sweep of a single P2V was (roung trip) 120 to 200 MM.   The P27 

aircraft crews were instructed to report the presence of any shipping sighted 

on D minus 2 day sweeps and to attempt to effect the diversion of all ships 

sighted on D minus 1 day and D Day.    Although this plan was used on Operation 
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IVY with success, its serious limitations were not apparent until the BRAVO 

shot. On Operation IVY the fortunate circumstance of the absence of any ship* 

ping In the actual fall-out area was not repeated on the SUVO shot. Further, 

the 120 to 200 MM strip within the search capability of a single P2V aircraft 

was found not comnensurate with the variations whieh could occur in the fore» 

cast winds from D minus 2 days forward through shot tlas. More than one P2V 

aircraft making parallel sweeps, although a somewhat better solution, was 

still not the answer. The dominant fact that became apparent was that a large 

area was involved in order to be assured of covering the variation in the 

forecast winds, the diffusion of the cloud along its path of travel, and 

changes in direction of drift of the cloud at points outside the influence 

of ground zero winds. For this reason, subsequent to BELiVO, the search plan. 

was modified to intensively search Area GREEN (defined above) with three P27 

aircraft on 0 minus 1 day, and'to make a parallel search with two P2V aircraft 

out to 600 NM (and 240 MM wide) centered on the forecast diriction of signifi- 

cant fall-out. The eapabtllty was also maintained and used on some shots, 

to search on Bay Day in advance of the cloud. A further modification was 

made for the one shot at ENH.'ETOK to avoid excessive drain on aircraft avails- 

ability due to numerous shot cancellations. <>n «orea EVELYN was defined as a 

sector centered on the SNIWETOK Lagoon, 270° clockwise through north to 90°, 

radius 300 NM, plus a rectangular strip 60 NM wide and 600 NM long iaasdiatalj 

adjacent to the south. Since the normal air particle trajectories generally 

moved toward the east as indicated in 4*d(l) above, the search of this siMllisr 

erea, *hich could be accomplished faster (and therefore at a later starting 

time before H-hour) and with less aircraft, took advantage of the relatively 

clear easternmost portion of the 450 NM Danger «tree without the neoeesity for 
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detailed se&rehlng»   As before, the capability for searching in advance of 

the cloud on D-day was maintained, 

(d) 'JB-29 aircraft on routine weather reconnaissance oisstons 

^          were Instructed to report all sightings of surface shipping encountered.   All 

such sightings (visual and radar) were relayed to the radar center in the TO 

7.3 fleet. 

(e) P2V aircraft and destroyer security sweeps were planned 

and utilised for the ENIWETOK-BIKINI Danger Area (i.e., the Danger ^rea 

originally established prior to C.-.3TLE for security purposes).   Infcrwation 

available from this source was channeled to the radar oenter of the TG 7.3 

fleet. 

(f) Information from all the above sources was relayed to 

the task foree headquarters for evaluation and consideration at the Weather/ 

Radsafe Con&and Briefings.   Consolidation of all known shipping in the are« 

was maintained by the TG 7.3 headquarters and susnaries passed to the Radsaf« 

OFFICE of the task force headquarters prior to conraand briefings»   P27 

sightings were passed to the task force headquarters and TG 7*3 direct from 

the search aircraft.   Information on diversions of other shipping in the are« 

was relayed to the task force headquarters by CINCPACFLT (through CCHHAWSEAFBt 

and C0MNAVF0RMARIANA3 as appropriate).   A master plot of all shipping reportsc 

was presented by the Radsafe Officer at command briefings for consideration 

along with the many other factors involved in a shot decision.   Except for the 

one incident (a Japanese fishing vessel) on BRAVO, all shots were detonated 

without significant effect« on any shipping in the general area of the tests. 

The case of the Japanese fishing vessel on BRAVO is covered in detail in 

Inclosure 3 of Tabs H and K.   Its presence was unletaated primarily due to 
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the search aircraft running into contaminated air when approximately within 

radar range of the reported position of the ressel, 

(4) Evacuation of native populations: The plans for evacuation 

of native populations were sound and well-executed, and should be used as a 

model for future operations. Certain aspects of the execution of the plan 

(Tab H) did, however, highlight soae features which could help future opera- 

tions« These are as follows: 

(a) In the interest of safety and planning, detailed map« and 

operational data should be compiled on all northern Marshall Islands Atolls 

and placed in the hands of ship captains likely to be called upon to execute 

an evacuation. The element of uncertainty and risk experienced by the ships 

involved in the C«STLE native evacuations could have been avoided. 

(b) Native populations could be prepared in advance of a 

test series in much the same way publicity is given to the test in the U. S. 

This would not only alert them to the fact that unusual phenomena would be 

manifested at various times, but would also provide an opportunity to assure 

them of the measures taken to provide for their safety. 

(e) The success of an evacuation once it becomes necessary 

depends upon a rapid pick-up of the population; the task is made considerably 

easier if tho natives are centr'lly located. Sineo the most prominent mani- 

festations of a test are the light and sound emitted during tho explosions, 

it would appear that native populations could be briefed to return to home 

Islands upon perceiving these effects. Should an evacuation again become 

necessary, this factor alone could save considerable tine. Such a condition 

existed for the Rongelap evacuation with the exception that tho natives 

temporarily on AUINQINAE remained at that location. However, at each atoll 
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the natives gathered together to discuss the strange phenomena; the time 

required for the evacuation was consequently short. 

(5) Cloud tracking: The term "Cloud Tracking", as used in the 

CASTLE Radsafe Plan, is probably more likely than not, a misnomer. The opera- 

tions could be more precisely considered as "Aerial Surveys", being surveys 

of sensitive areas to detect the development of potentially hazardous con- 

ditions. Early in the planning stage of CASTLE it was realized that a strietl; 

cloud tracking operation at the Pacifie Proving Ground would be uneconomical 

if not practically impossible. Considering the availability of aircraft to 

engage in such work, and the nature of the answers which were vital from a 

safety standpoint, it was apparent that certain areas in tho vicinity of 

the testing grounds were sensitive, whereas others were either not critical, 

or of interest only academically. It was also apparent that a cloud tracking 

effort of the type normally mounted for shots at the Nevada Proving Ground 

had little chance of success due to the extreme differential in cloud heights 

for the two proving grounds. »Iso, due to the fact that normally there are 

at least two major angular wind shear Uvels at bho Pacific Proving Ground, 

i considerable number of aircraft would be required to follow each jf the thre 

or more cloud segments formed, whereas the normal situation in Nevada is one 

low mn'jor shear level and therefor only the one major upper cloud segment to 

follow. To be perfectly precise, considerable angular shear is present in 

most Nevada clouds; however, relatively speaking, the sector of cloud travel 

in Nevada is very narrow compared to the wide sector of travel caused by 

complete reversals of wind directions in the Pacific. The normal conditions 

at the PPG latitude is east-northeast trade wind flow up to ten to twenty 

thousand feet, easterly flow above the tropopause (i.e., above approximately 

fifty-CiYS.thPUfAPd feet) and variable winds between. Since favorable shot 
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conditions require southerly components in the wind« between the top of the 

trades and the bottom of the high elasterlies, the shear angle at these two 

major shear levels varies from about 45° to 180°, In an effort to reconcile 

critical requirements with available equipment to do the work, a plan was 

devised as indicated in Tab E. This plan was followed on each shot with some 

modifications as indicated below: 

(a) In an effort to improve the capability of assessing the 

effect of the depth of the trade winds on the amount and horizontal spread of 

contamination from this portion or the cloud stem, and to improve the capabi- 

lity of early fall-out warning for the ENIWETOK Atoll inhabitants during shots 

at BIKINI, an additional aircraft was utilised in the racetrack holding patte» 

down-wind (tradewincUwise) from ground tero. This aircraft was flown approxi- 

mately mid-way between the ground and the racetrack aircraft at 10,000 feet» 

The exact altitude was left to the discretion of the aircraft pilot in order 

to clear all natural clouds. The results of this effort inc'icate that for 

high yield barge Acts at BIKINI, trade winds up to 20,000 feet have little 

effect on ENIWETOK, 100 NM distant. Information to this effect was normally : 

available by about H plus 3 to H plus 5 hours for each shot. 

(b) On some shots the raeetract aircraft were also used to 

obtain aerial readings between the task force fleet and BIKINI 4toll and to 

survey damage and intensities on the BIKINI airstrip. 

(c) The low-level racetrack aircraft was instructed to remair 

in its holding pattern until released by the Radsafe Officer. Normally, 

however, this aircraft was given another mission as dictated by the circum- 

stances of the particular shot. The additional mission, as a rule, was to 

search a sector covering the northern Marshalls and to make low level passes 
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over inhabited atolls in the sector. Since this mission took place at about 

H plus 6 hours to H plus 12 hours, the readings taken during the low level 

passes- (at approximately 200 feet), when extrapolated roughly to the ground, 

were sufficiently accurate tu justify early assumptions relative to the 

presence or absence of hazardous contamination at those atolls. For shots 

subsequent to BtLwVO the readings obtained indicated negative or insignificant 

contamination for all such low level passes* Consequently, no further action 

was taken for these atolls on shot day except to schedule a detailed preci- 

sion aerial survey for D plus 1 day (NYKOPO KWAJ.ILEIN Flight nBLE, Tab C, Incl 

6). (No NYKOPO flights were made on shot day in order that sufficient time 

could elapse for fall-out to occur in advance of the flight and in order that 

the highly sensitive instruments used would not be rendered impotent duo to 

high aircraft background arising from flight through contaminated air.) Use 

of the WB-29 for low level passes over the northern Marshalls was not made on 

BEUVO. For this shot the effort as planned and executed used a manned ground 

monitor station at the weather station on RONGERIK for early alert, and NTKOPf 

Flight ABLE on ERAVO plus one day. Unfortunately, the intensities experienced 

on RONGERIK exceeded the limit of the instrument supplied to the weather   $ 

detachment (loo me/hr nwximum). The detachment's report of "instrument off- 

scale" was not viewed with alarm duo to the fact that the task force fleet, 

nuch closer to ground zero, was experiencing intensities of 200 to 300 mr/hr 

at about the same time, plus the fact that cloud tracking operations in the 

RONGERIK area did not indicate intensities considered excessive in comparison. 

However, on the basis of the information known at the time, a monitor was 

dispatched by amphibious aircraft early the following morning and the NYKOPO 

Flight ABLE aircraft was directed to make an in-flight report upon reaching 

TA0NGIr, These actions resulted in positive information, on the fall-out situa- 
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tion by about noon on BRAVO plus one d.iy, Use of the WB-29 as a low Icyol 

aerial monitor on the afternoon of shot days, as described above, vr.s one of 

the pöst-BRAVO changes in the Redsafo Plan to improre the early fall-out 

warning capability of the task foroe. Among other measures, also taken, was 

the installation of a direct CW link between the WB-29 aircraft ani the Rad- 

SAfe OFFICE in order that more positive and rapid radsafe control of the air- 

craft flight could be assured. 

(d) .although the capability of WB-29 coverage was naintained 

for the period of H to H plus Uß hours, only the first 24-hour period was used 

on all shots« This was due to the fact that intensities encountered as late 

as H plus 24 hours were in no instances significant and to the fact that the 

crews on normal weather reconnaissance flights (usually two separate flights) 

on D plus 1 day wore instructed to make half-hourly radiation reports* As a 
0 

consequence, cloud tracking coverage was maintained normally by two WB-29's 

flying from H plus 2 hours to about H plus 14 hours (i.e., the special low 

level racetrack and sector search, (Flight #1 of Tab £), one WB-29 flying from 

H plus 12 to H plus 24 hours (Flight #2 of Tab E), two WB-29,s flying regular 

weather reconnaissance flights and reporting radiation encountered on 0 plus 

1 day, and NYKOPO Flight ABLE flown on D plus 1 day, 

(e) The original plan for radiation reporting provided for 

the cloud trackers to give readings in block values (i.e., 0-10 rar/for, 10-50 

nr/hr, 50-100 nr/hr, etc.). This was revised by a change in the reporting 

procedure to report the exact reading in mr/hr within the reporting block 

value given. Another change was made tc indicate the type instrument used to 

make the reading. A further change provided for readings to be reported as 

gross values with no attempt made by the aircraft crew to subtract aircraft 
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background. This was considered necessary in the interest of safety in that 

the Radsafe Office could better evaluate the total dose rate to which the air» 

craft Srews were subjected. In order to obtain true (i.e., net) readings, it 

was a simple natter for the Radsafe 0F7ICE to analyze a group of successive 

reported readings and detentine this infernution by jbservaticn of rate of 

decay or increase. However, in the interest of flexibility in the reporting 

procedure, a further provision was made for the aircraft crew tc indicate, as 

necessary, the value they considered aircraft background, 

(f) Since the original plan for cloud tracking considered 

the early warning value of the ground monitor stations of the New York Opera* 

tions Office, AEG (NYKOPO), the "off-scale" situation on ROMGERIK for the 

BRAVO shot dictated the placement of higher range radiae instruments at 

critical locations, AS a consequence, roentgen-range instruments were placed 

at all the outlying task force weather detachments (MAJURO, KUSAlE, PONnPE 

and the temporary water-based facility at RONGERIK) to augmtnt the 100 mr/hr 

NYKOPO instruments. In addition, the 'JaKE Island station, operated by the 

Weather Bureau for NYKOPO, was p: ivided with a reentgon-range instrument 

and requested to make special reports to the task fcree if end when intensities 

passed through 10, 50, 100 and 500 nr/hr. Alsc, the P2V squadron of TG 7*3 

based on KWAJALEIN was directed to perform post-shot radsafe surveillance for 

that atoll and report readings directly to the task force headquarters. It 

was emphasized on C.&TIE that ground monitor stations arc a vital part of any 

successful cloud tracking plan, primarily because of the fact that aircraft 

surveys can only indicate the intensities seen by a radiae instrument in the 

air at some particular altitude. Although certain extensions and analysis of 

the totality of such aerial survey data can roughly indicate whether or not 
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the aircraft reading was taken before, during or after major fall-out, it 

reoains for the fixed ground monitor station to bring about the necessary 

precision for firm long-range decisions. The primary ^.nd unique vlue of 

aerial surveys lies in the fact that largo areas can be covered rapidly with, 

at least, order-of-raagnitudo precision. If such aerial operations are proper! 

timed with forecast and observed winds, much of the uncertainty is eliminated; 

interpretation of the data cbtrined can prcvide e;rtrcmely valuable and vital 

facts for timely md safe decisions pending the outntne of any nüceasary 

detailed and p^rlsa aerial or ground sur/eyt». The BRAVO circumstinces, 

however, erapha'.izcd ch?t f'-ii.ur'i operation? in the Pacific should mike ntaxtaoa 

use of fully equipped ground monitor stations zo  augment clou:', tvackdni;, 

preferably manned stations with two-way radio facilities. 

(g) Although the relative insignificance of C«STI£ clouds 

more than 2U hours old resulted in cessation of major cloud tracking efforts 

at the end of the period of time, long-range intercepts of the cloud were 

requested from l±.F - nFC.kT-1 to augment and complete the record of any 

possible task force interest beyond 24 hours. These intercepts were usually 

made approximately 0 plus 2 or 3 days and indicated intensities considerably 

less than 1.0 mr/hr, 

(h) In sumr-ary. th« cl^ui tracking operations fop C.»S1LE 

were highly successful consider lit the serious limitations on such efforts 

in the Pacific, The surccw of tho operations was attributable to constant 

efforts to irprcve the t:cl:niqut;S ind ainrnft u'ril-aaticn by analyzing 

the difficultios ".ni eirv.URitAiwc» of each sh ^t in  '„he tedt  j^rifs progrossed. 

This spirit of "profit by pas* experience" was the doninant aspect of the 

relationship bstwssn thö werther reconnaissance -Jrews r'Jid uie task force 
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Radsafe OFFICE. The elioinaticn cf even the most minute flaws in the system, 

and recomendations for changes based on aerial tracking experience during 

the CASTLE shots, were the prime factors in the successful einpl^yrcent of long 

range aerial surveys on the test series. 

(6) Support of Fall-out Program Conducted by the Health and 

Safety Laboratory, New York Operations Office, tIC  (fUSL NYKCPC): In an 

attempt to document the long range fall-out aspects of high yield shots at 

the PPG, the Health and Safety Laboratories (HASL) of the New Yurk Operations 

Office, iiEC (in coordimtion with the t<?,sk furce -md CINCP.tCFLT) sponsored 

a program of ground, aerial and ship-board raonits-ring stations in the Pacific 

covering an area generally bounded by the equator to the south, Japan to the 

North, Hawaiian Islands to the cast and the Philippine Islands to the west. 

Although this program was tied in with permanent H.vSL NYKOPO stations in the 

United States, the discussion here will be limited to the effort made in the 

Pacific. The detailed features of the network of stations is indicatid in 

Inclosure 6 of Tab C. 

(a) In addition to tho major support items listed in Tab C, 

the task force headquarters made space and clerical assistance available in 

the Radsafe OFFICE for rUSL supervisory personnel, provided communications 

facilities to the many outlying ground stations, provided transportation to 

all of the outlying task forco weather stations, UJELnNG and VLKE, and 

provided transportation assistance to such other sites outside task force 

control as was nocenaary. In addition, the Radsaf-} U:iit cf TO 7.1 made space 

and equipment available for itomfffl and repair of K.-^SL inctrununts., 

(b) In turn, the H.kSL NYKOPO effort provided the task force 

with current data on the radsafo situation at the various ground stations and 
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the results of the aerial survey flights. Of prirnar/ value in this regard 

was the KWHJALEIN Flight ABLE which covered all the Marshall Islands Atolls 

north of KWAJALSIN. This flight was made as a natter of routine for the task 

force on the day following each shot. Sines secondary fall-out (of no major 

significance to the task force) vas forecast on son:e of the shuts, Flight ABLE 

was frequently re-flown subsequent to 0 plus 1 day for the primary benefit of 

HASL documentation» KWAJALEIN Flights BAKER and CHAHLIE (Marshall Islands 

Atolls southeast and southwest of KWAJAIEIN) were not as a natter uf course 

flown for task force interests except following ERAVO and during roll-up fol- 

lowing the last shot of the CASTLE series. In general, the principal value to 

the task force of the NYKOPO flights during the operation lay in the use of 

the information collected to confirm forecast fall-out and cloud tracking 

results and to advise CINCPACFLT of the fall-out effects on inhabited Pacific 

areas* 

(c) In addition to the flights indicated in Tab C, a special 

flight KING was set up following BUVO to cover the Gilbert Islands on the 

assumption that son« of the BRAVO contamination conceivably could have reached 

this area. Since the Gilberts are under British control, CINCPACFLT was 

requested to arrange clearance for the U. S. aircraft to overfly the islands. 

The flight was cleared with the British through the U. S. Naval Attache's 

office in London and flown on BRAVO plus 5 days; no significant intensities 

were encountered* 

(d) Prior to the fourth CASTLE shot, the Division of Biology 

and Iledicine, »EC, through HASL NYKOPO, initiated an effort to attempt documen- 

tation of the heavy doam-wind fall-out by the use of styrcfoam rafts* Prepara- 

tions were completed in tine for the project to be used on the YANKEE shot* 
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The rafts consisted of slabs of styrofosm approximately 5* x $' x 4" fitted 

with small radio homing transmitters and balloon-eleTated transmitting 

antennas. The rafts were dropped from transport aircraft starring several 

hours before shot time* The area covered was a 90° sector centered on ground 

zero. The orientation of the sector was determined on tho basis of the latest 

forecast winds and forecast fall-unt zone. Post-shot, two survey aircraft 

with large, highly sensitive scintillation-type counters were used to locate 

the rafts and measure the intensities of the contamination expected to be 

trapped in the porous siyrcfoam. Although location of the rafts proved to be 

the major operational problem (very few were found), the chief cause of failur 

of the project was due to the fact that intensities on the rafts were not 

appreciably different from the intensities road over tho water near tho rafts. 

Fortunately, however, failure of the raft program for the latter reason point- 

ed the way toward a simpler and more practical method of measuring tho down- 

wind fall-out, namely, the use of low-level aircraft flights to execute a 

grid-pattern survey over the fall-out area taking readings of the intensity of 

the water itself. On the basis of the relatively sketchy results from YANKEE, 

the Hi'iSL group set up and executed a reasonably successful aerial water survey 

project for tho last shot, NECTAR. (Note: CASTLE Project 2.5a, having lost 

the bulk of their open sea dan buoy fall-out collectors due to operational 

recovery problems and shot delays, also attacked tho fall-out problem in a 

similar fashion. In general, the 2.5a plan on the last two CASTLE shots 

consisted of gathering water samples fron various depths to determine radia- 

tion intensities and the various parameters affecting the mixing properties 

of the ocean and the taking of vortical radiation profiles by moans of trollin 

a submerged radlac instrument.) The results of the (LiSL NYKOFO effort and the 
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Project 2.5a work wiH be presented in their final reports,    Hovercr, the 

preliminary data fron the work of these two agencies indicates th*t a combina- 

tion of the two approaches to the problem will materially benefit previous 

incomplete documentation of PPG fall-out patterns and shows a great deal of 

promise for future operations.    In fact, it appears that the problem of de- 

lineating the fall-out pattern for rery high yield shots in the Pacific can 

be solved on future operations if major support is given to a project built 

around the findings of the two water survay methods outlined above, 

(e) The HASL plan of operation provided for one man to be 

stationed at the task force comnand post as supervisor of the activities and 

one man (later two) to perform the necessary maintenance and setting up of 

instruments at the many ground stations,   AS the operation progressed it 

became apparent that the workload was somewhat more than could be aocompliahed 

by the team, especially in the'matter of traveling around to the various 

sites to make repairs and adjustments to the instruments and in the matter 

of clerical assistance at the command post.    The net result of the former 

was the necessity for setting up some special flights on an emergency basis» 

or the loss to the HASL project of data from a station if a visit proved 

impossible.    The result of the latter was a constant drain on the clerical 

facilities of the task force.    It appears that for the future, it would be 

less expensive and less disruptive of task force operations if mere personnel 

were assigned to the project, 

5,   Protection of Task Force Personnel:    The CnSTLE plan of operation 

generally speaking was built on the premise that ENIWETOK Atoll was the 

primary base of operations and BIKINI was a forward shot area,    AS a conse- 

quence, the bulk of the personnel and equipment not directly concerned with a 

particula**«beU>*Dlu8 the entire .'my and Air FOZXA.TaakJQrouna_occuDied 
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ENIVIETOK for all BIKINI shots.    At BIKINI the original plan to lear« a tiring 

party in the firing bunker on NAN was discontinued subsequent to BRAVO for 

safety reasons.    No personnel were left on any other BIKINI site for any of 

the BIKINI shots.    The problem of protection of task force personnel was 

solved as follows: 

a. Personnel in the BIKINI area were completely evacuated (except 

for the firing party on BRAVO).   Disposition of ships was made such that all 

personnel would be in the most favorable position with respect to the wind 

pattern and fall-out area and sufficiently distant so as to be safe from 

blast and thermal effects.    Additionally, cleud tracking efforts wer« main- 

tained to detect, in advance, areas of potential radioactive hazard up-wind 

of task force ships. 

b. Since the evacuation of the primary camp at ENIWETOK Atoll ae 

a result of fall-out from BIKINI shots would cause considerable expense, effer 

and subsequent delay in the operation, the wind patterns for the shots were 

carefully examined for possible adverse fall-out effects in the direction of 

ENIWETOK.    In addition, as discussed in paragraph it under cleud tracking, a 

careful post-shet check was made of the air space between ENIWETOK and 

BIKINI in order, if required, to give advance warning ef hazardous contamina- 

tion likely to drift and fall-eut on ENIWETOK.    Lastly, a system of collection 

and reporting of Radsafe infomatith from all populated areas of ENIVSTOK 

Atell was placed in effect from H-hour to at least H plus 24 hours, extended 

as required by special circumstances.    It should be noted that primary re- 

liance was placed upon the examination of forecast and observed wind patterns, 

plus the cloud tracking effort, inasmuch as these act lens provided tho marin—» 

advance warning of potentially hazardous conditiena up-wind of ENIWETOK. 
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•.   For planning purpose» it was assumed that some Indication of 

the development of adverse conditions would be apparent from observed winds 

imnedtately post-shtt and that cloud tr». eking should confirm the situation 

by about H plus 2 to H plus 5 hours.   Assuming an averago wind of 15 to 20 

knots, the ENB.ETOK garrison could be given a firm evacuation decision approad 

matoly four to seven hours prior to the arrival of eontaminatien*   Warnings, 

had they- been necessary, could have been issued appreciably further in advance 

In addition to the above, an Eniwetok evacuation plan was placed in effect fci 

BIKINI shots, with personnel on alert status until H plus ZU hours*    The 

evacuation plan was designed on an austere basis to be accomplished relatively 

quickly with the mini mum of personal equipment and aircraft and shipboard 

space.    Levels of contamination requiring evacuation were not specifically sot 

down inasmuch aa each case would have to be considered on its own merits and 

demerits, and would depend upon the stage of completion of the operation, 

sites and yields of remaining events, and the average level of acquired 

personnel dosages.   In general, the levels which could be tolerated without 

evacuation would be higher for shots late in the operation than they would be 

for the first shots»    As a general rule, somethia- on the order of two to thre 

times the established MPE of 3.9r fcr the remaining period »f the operation 

was considered acceptable without resorting to the complexity, expense and 

disruption of an evacuation» 

6.    Lagoon Contaminatien:   A considerable amount of study was placed 

on the problem of contamination of the shot atoll lagoon and the attendent 

difficulties ef surface «perations as a result«    The outcome of these studies 

is presented in Tab F,    Briefly the studies indicated the folltwing: 

a.   Both ENIVftTOK and BIKINI Lageons have "belt drive" current 
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systems, being wind driven on the surface and roughly against the wind from 

west to east on the bottom.    The northern portion of the ENIWETOK Lagocn (at 

demonstrated en Operation IVY) appears to flush Independently of the southern 

portion.   At BIKINI, the entire lageon as a unit is involved in the flushing 

mechanism, BIKINI Lagoon flushing at a relatively much slower rate than 

ENB1ET0K. 

b. Considering the shot schedule and the flushing mechanism cf the 

two lageons, the primary problem of ship operation in such waters was con- 

sidered real only at BIKINI* 

c. There existed a requirement that operations should be conducted 

in the lagoons without the inordinate delay between shots that would result 

from unrealistic contamination limits« 

d. No health hazard was anticipated as a result of reasonable 

operations in the BIKINI Lagooh.   The problem was anticipated to be primarily 

an operational nuisance. 

e. The ships expected to bo involved were the Weapons Ship, CVS, 

LSD, LST's, AN, ATF's and small craft. 

f. The Navy Task Group was directed to initiate studies to determine 

methods tf preventing concentration of activities in water evaporators, 

distribution lines and ndcroorganic growths on the bottom of ships.   In 

general, the problem of lagoon operation was as predicted except that the 

bulk of the transport was horitontal and downward.    Very little, if any, 

up-welling of radioactive material occurred.    On all shots except BRAVO, 

ships were able te re-enter the NAN anchorages by approximately H plus 6 

to 10 hours.    Following BRAVO, ships were kept clear of the lagoon until 

B plus 1 day.    Following YANKEE (the last shot at BIKINI) re-entry was delayed 

(due to. cgntaplnation at NAN Anchorage) until about. H nlu« ID hours.    Upon 
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re-entry for YANKEE, personmL were re-groupedt following which, all ships 

put to sea (some to ENIWETOK, other« scheduled for BIKINI roll-up, to reaaim 

overnight at sea due to water readings at the NAN Anchorage of approodoately 

20 mr/hr).   Relative to the apparent lack of up-welling of radioactive 

material, some work was done early in the operation by Or. J. Isaacs of Projnct 

1.6 (Water Wave Studies) which disclosed a doep stratum of radioactive water 

which moved ^«.rthwest toward GEORGS and HOW.    This layer was quite concentrated 

just prior to KOGN,   Vertical sections were run at several stations using a 

dunked surrey meter.    The distribution was as expected with the astonishing 

addition of a stratum of dean water at about HO feet overlying the radio- 

active water at 130 feet.    Since no major storm was experienced during the 

operation, there remains for conjecture the effect of a violent disturbance^ 

of the lagoon.    Whether or not this low-lying layer of radioactivity would 

be brought up and distributed mdre or less uniformly in depth by such a dis- 

turbance is net known. 

7.   Split Atoll Operations:   The one single feature of the CASTXE Opera- 

tion which made Radsafe somewhat difficult was the fact that coverage was 

required at both BIKINI and ENIVJETOK Atolls»    These two sites are separated 

by 180 miles{ personnel transportation between the two sites was primarily by 

C-47 -aircraft.    As the operstion progressed a point was reached at which a 

capability of firing a shot et each atoll was simultaneously maintained to take 

advantage of favorable winds occurring at one site and not the other.   The 

principle adverse effect of this situation was the requirement to split the 

basic TO 7.1 Radsafe Unit personnel and equipment in order to be ready to 

operate regardless of which atoll became favorable for a shot.   During the 

Planung stage this unit was designed to move from one atoll to the other to 
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follow the shot schedule.    Consequently, the total number of people in the 

unit was suah that only a skeleton force was set aside for the opposite atoll, 

A further aggravating circumstance arose following the ERAVO erent, namely, 

the requirement to roll-up the damaged and contaminated TARE eanp and to 

maintain all aetirities ship-based.   This required that the Radsafe Unit of 

TO 7il further split itself to corer each major ship housing personnel who 

normally worked ashore during daylight hours«   Pour major Radsafe Centers were 

required afloat at BIKINI alone.   One of these was located at a hotel ship 

n^t originally designed to cope with mass control of personnel working In 

contaminated areas«    The solution in this oase was a barge (teeured along«sid«). 

equipped with two squad tents for storage of equipment and offioe spaos, and 

decontamination showers drawing off the ship's water supply«   Problems of 

dosimetry control became acute primarily due to the increased time required 

to collect film badges at a central laboratory, process the badges and return 

the results to the various ships prior to the next re-entry to shore install** 

tions.   Personnel, equipment and instruments were spread thin in order to 

corer the essential shore work.   The further requirement to operate simulta- 

neously at both atolls was a particularly difficult matter«   This problem 

was limited, however, to the TO 7.1 unit since the Radsafe units of the Array 

and Air Force Task Groups (TG 7.2 and TO 7.0 required no shift in their bass 

of operations, and the Navy Tisk Group (TG 7*3) Radsafe unit was designed 

around relatively self-sufficient individual ship units« 
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PARTTHMSf  FAIL-OüT remeiarpitt 

u Mfeal rymwttni ftfli 
«4-  Wiathtr«   Forecast» of radloa«%iv« fall-out dopaoA primurlly 

on foreOatt« of tho wiad flold«   Ciaiof—tly» fall««ai forooaot» ean bo 

no bottor than th« idnd fort«Mtw tftonolvot •   Mveh 1« yot to be leunod 

about tho tropical ataoophoro*   Qroat «dvonooo bOTO been undo in thla 

flald la tho laat two doeadaa, tut nodi io atUl unknoM» aboot tho phjrsleal 

preoooaeo liiioh affect and control tho weather over tho Marshall Island* 

area and eanaequontljr which change the MLad pattomo ever this area«   Tho 

idndo aloft over thio particular part of tho tropioo have alwjv been 

conaldorod very ttablo, with few variabilitioe * thio fact io oooallj bomo 

out by cliaatologioal statistieo» but not by tho day to day changoa in tho 

wind field« upon «hich windo aloft and fall-out forooaata anot be mado» 
t 

b.   WLndo Aloft Oboonrftlono and Forooaotor   Tho windo aloft 

fortcaato thonaelvea are only aa food as tho aceuraey of tho1 «dad obscr- 

Tatlono.   Obaorr&tional data of idnda alaft are eonaidorod- to bo Tory 

accurate if made «ith GMD-1A oquipacBt«   All obeomttiono la tho Marshalla 

xoro aado with sueh oquipnent during OporatloB CASKS with the cxoeptlflB 

of ihlp observations oado by the VS9 CIIRTI3S.   Soarah radar installed 

aboard that ahip mm uood for aaidng the «inda aloft obsorretionai pro- 

eedureo with thio oq^paoRt «o^o censidorod of equal aoeuraoy to tho GMD-1A 

equipment.   The obaonrations and forecasts availablo durtng CA8TLB wore 

aa foUSwot * 

(1)   the weather obeorvaticnal network oonslstod of otaticno 

at BTCWBTOK, BIKINI, HONGERIK, MAJURO, KOSAIE, FGMAPS and XMAJALQN, with 

data fron MZONAI, WAKB, MARCUS, GUAM, IHD JOCA and JOOOTOI being a ooet 
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VBliubU «dJaDCt*  MM dally yAnäi altft mm mot« mfi* rotttinoly, wlttr 

tu* KO» b«iiit itoppod up at ••l<Mt«4 aiati«M prltr im a rikoi portod ta 

aa Moar •• «4gW («) raa por dar»   Ruaa ta oaadaai «bUlaabla hoighta titra 

raquiradf the atwrafot woro ab-^Ta 09^000, foot« idtft MBT nma reachiBf 

120,000 fMt« 

(2) Plaaniag f oncaat« tt originally eonaolvod woro iMuod 

forty-ol^tt and ttdrty-oifht hoars prior ta oaeh «hot hour.   Tho foreeatta 

theosalToa eoiwiitod of wind» for tho ihot tita for oaoh ton thouoaad foot 

level freu the «vrfaoo to ninoty thouiond foot«   .Tho «iada noro forooaot 

to olztoan polnta of the ooapaat and for an intorral of tpebd to the aoaroat 

fivo knote« 

(3) PoUowing tho adeeUoQ of a tpoolfie that tine, detaUo« 

forocaeta ware ioouod at twonty-foar« thlrtoos, otfht and four hoora pries 

to K hour,   the dotailo of thoee foroeaete wore far in o»oea of thoae In 

tho planning fonoaato} winde «era fereeaot ta the nearoet ton dogjreea and 

ta the knot, far two thooaand feat inoroMote froa the «urfaeo ta twonty 

thouoaad foot, for fivo thouaaad feet ineraawte from twenty thooaand to 

eemnty thoueand feet, and for eighty and ninoty thouaand foot. 

<4)   The above foreoaeta were ebtalaod by tho Radaafe penomoL 

at apoeifle poriode piler ta oaeh ohot.   The foreoaeta, along idth all 

availablo portinont ebeorratiena, woro plotted ae hodographe (wind toetar 

diagram) uoing a particle rate of fall of 9000 foot per hoar to aonaliso 

tho plot for further conveniont eonpatatione* 

e.   Air Paitlolo Trajooteey Foreoaeta»   In addition to the wind 

foroeaete thoneolveo, auxiliary air partiato trajectory forooaete were 
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iaauod at H aim» 2k and H qdtnui S hour««   1h«M «OQslftod ft traj9«|§fM» 

fro* the shot tito for tho period H i# H pltu» 72 how», and wir» f9» Mch 
i 

tea theOMBd foot, tram to» to oisdy thoooaad foot»   Kotiood ifi|96toti«» 

for the oamo polled wero leeuod at R plxw 6 and H pi«» IS hour»»   JMIM« 

tho trajoetoiiea repreoeatod aoooamt of air at opoolfi» oeootaat altitude»» 

thoy «ero not direetlj uaeablo for mrfaee fall-oat foreoaoting.   Instead, 

tho forecasts were ueed by Radsafe porscsnal prinarllr to assist in aaalfoi» 

of tho long-rang« fall-oat aspects and to alert ether units of tho Amed 

Porees relativ» to tho probable locations and altitudes of area» of airbom» 

radioactive partidee.   The trajooteilos wars prepared bf eonstrueting 

prognoatie charts for tho period of tlae iatolved and using those chart» t» 

arrive at the trajectories»   Iho anobor of prognoetio charts varied idth 

tho einpLicitjr of tho aysteas, fewer being used idth ajstai noving or 

developing sloslx, and aore for sjataas dsvolepiiig rapidly*   Iho trajoetofio» 

«or« derived aechanlcally by tho aoporposition of one profaesti» chart ever 

ancthar and aakiag a saooth transition frea the flow and »pood field of one 

chart to the dthor. 

d«  Constant Altitude Balloon FUfhts«   Daring ths plsiwlng phas» 

of CASBJt, it was proposed that a project bo instituted «hereby constant 

altitude balloons mold be used to detendae the f easibilitj of trashing 

radioactive debris at selected levels,   This use of those balloons uae 

predicated on tho aaauaption that ths aeveaent of that part of tho radio- 

active cloud debrla remaining in the air at a partieular level could bo 

deeoxibed hy a balloon flown at the saae level, the balloon and radioastiv» 

debris being aliailtanoouely carried along*   Since those balloons could bo 
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traekad tor pMdodi of 4t hours or longor, and oeuld bo pooittono* oath 

hoar, • good •yoiai would ho avolXatto «or trooldag tho dohri« itiolf. 

Unf ortunotoly, tho hoUooa projoci mm «Moooooool^iX dio to j^oor jro^Xaanohtot- 

choeklnc proeeduro, m iaoofHoiont aMftor of holloeoo to oovor noro thaa 

ono or two flighto por ihot «aid iaq^ropor typo balloono for ilighd at tho 

aolootod 40,000 foot alUtudo.   Udo tjpo projoot hoootor, ho« poteotialitioo, 

and ahoold bo ralnatltatod on o lorgor ooalo for futufe tootd at tho Paoifto 

ProiLng Orouad* 

o«   Rooulta frow proviouo oporationo»   Doo to tho \la4hod mmbtr of 

oorf aoo ahota dotonatod prior to CAS1LI, only a Ualtod aaooBt of data «oa 

avaUablo «a tho loag raaio fall-out aopooto of thlo t|po bttrst, and in. 

partioular, only tho olooa-ia pho—■ waro atailabla for tho cno hitfi 

Tiold typo,   Aa a eonooquaseo, tho followtac looorol tool* and aoouaptioaoi 

woro uood in tho pi aiming for CASH! fall-oat forooaotlngs 

(1) Iho ZVT MXXI oarly eroooidnd and upidad lao-latanait^ 

linaa woro plotted aa aa orar-lagr an Hktal Atoll aad aaavawi to roprooaat 

(with allowaneoa aada for difforanooo la ylold and ohot condittan») tha 

olooo-la ewtaaiaatloo that oeuld bo oapaittod froa a hitfl ylold laod aurfaaa 

abot.   Thia infomatioa waa roaoowaWy uaoAil, hoootor, aa tta oporatton. 

progrooood, a now toohniqpo to dofiao oloao-ia fall-out waa doralopod*   9U* 

aothod (Inelooure 3 of Tab 0) dovaloped ty Dr. Thoaao Whito, H-ttLr., L'JSL, 

appoara proaiolag, aad is boing further refined for future toato. 

(2) Cloao-ia Intanaltioa fron barge ahota la tho lagoon (in 

appradaately 100 to 150 feet of water) wore aoaunod, duo to tho rolatiTaly 

anall aaeunt of aelid material available, to be on the order of 1 to 10 
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percent «• high as thM« retultln« fro« a tlmtlar land surfac« ahot. 

(3)   th« lonf-range araM of fall-oat war« aaauaad to b« 

reasonably repreaacted by tha nathod of vaator ausnatioa of the wlnda (aa 

uaad pratieoaly at tha »PÖ and tha PPO) anpaetad by aa aaalyait of tha 

forecaat air partiala trajaatarlaa«   Thla aaaunptictt «aa oiadifiad folloidJic 

BRAVO by tha davalopMnt of a formal teeholqa« of fall-cot pattern plotting 

taking into account tha paaaag« of tha partlelaa Into diffaren* idnd ayataaa 

aa tha particlea drifted aaey from Ofoundl Zero (Saa para Ud (1) afrora and 

Inol 2 af TabD). 

ik)   Since little waa knoMn quantitatively about tha loog-ranga 

variation in radiation intenaitiea with cüatmae and area» certain plamüng 

aaavHptiooa «volved fron tha nunerooa diaeuaaioaa daring the planning «tag» 

of tha oparation and uaad aa indicated belowv   Althoö#i tha aaaua^tionft wara 

general and conaarratiVB approxLaationa, they war« apaeiflo encugh to be uaad 

aa operational planning faotora with a fair amouat of eonfidaneo. 

(a)   CiSBM elouda aore thao twenty-four hour« old wara not 

aaavnad to be haaardoua«   Twanty-four houra travel of a CASIU aloud 

aaauaad to be approximately SCO nautical oilaa.   Theae aaauaptiona proved 

valid on tha operation» easept that there appeared to be relatively aignificant 

intenaitiea In aerial region« beyond thia tin« from the barge ahota. 

Certainly, it could be aaauaad that tha finely divided aeroaol-typo aloud« 

froa the barge ahota would reaiat fall-out and therefore peraiat longer»   It 

ia diffiault to aaaig;i a number to the poriod of tino involved, although on 

the baaia of cloud tracking operation« for tha barge ahota, and eonaidaring 

the natural proaaaaas of decay and diffuaion, it ia not believed to be longer 

than thirty houra« 
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(b)   St^dfleaBk fall-out KM» «zpMt«d t* occur Autlat 

tha fira% tmkym hoar**   Past «xpari«naa in thia nattar aaaand to faior t 

•isft-hour parlod for aigplfleaat fall; homvar, tinea tha off-aita f«ll-flttt 

a&peeta of ZVI MZXI «ara not team, tha valua of twalv« houra mm aaniMl 

for a aargin of oafaty.   BRAVO and RCNR) axparitnca rovlaad thia aaauoptlon. 

It bacana apparent that aoaathing on tha ordar of at laaat al^itaan and 

poaaibly tManty-fottr houra would ba nora realigtlc, «spaalally for aurfaea 

land bomta»   Aa a eona«qtt«aeat tha naw taehnUpia naa dovolopad (lael 2 of 

Tab D) to approitistata tha aipiifleant fall-out area (aifnifleanb fall-out 

area mm defined ae that area inaide the lOr Infinity ieo-doee line) for 

tha flrat twenty-four hour period.   No baeie ehange «as made in the fall-out 

ficeeiitlm toehniquea aa plannad and used prior to BRAVO (Inel 1 of tab D)9 

rather the new aathod wae used and preeented at briafinge to enseant and 
# 

noddLfy reeulte fron the original methoda« 

(5) The aethod of plotting infinity doae envelope» Vx 
» 

«Uiptieal approadaatioos (aa proposed hy AHDC Raport "Badioaetive Fall-out 

fron AtoBde BontasH
f dated Rovaaber 1959) MM planned and uaad on the CASIil 

aeries«   This aathod is an anplrtsal aolution to tha fall-out patten based 

on tha great anount of data fron low yield ahots at the RIO»   Du« to tha 

great diffarsoaee in yield and eloud heists for MFO and PPO ahota, a strict 

application of tha ayatan on CASTLI was aseoapanied by SA axtranely low 

confidence factor, pertieulaiCy for tha first ahot.   Then* 'r re no real 

aasuraneas that *.he uyatan deacribed the high yleli f alü. <*i orwhsnian 

at all«   for axaa?>lo; the trapping charaeteriatica rt Uli tr^fopauae could 

only be conjectured, and if it w*s asyunsd to disragani tl.e -.ropopauae 
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M a barritr, thtr* vf no xvliabl« indication» of th« h«l^t of My«r» 

tropopansn «loud to eoniidnr an tignlficanfe«. lüvthnr» •rm if th« «brnr 

faetont had boon too»«, th« fast that th« oiüjr avpllabl« long-rang« 

infomatioB en land surfae« taortt« *m* Ualtsd to ons low yisld shot, l«ft 

auch to i&s dssirtd in assigninc rsasonabls mnbsr« to isodos« lino« dsrivsd 

from th« syatsm«   Consoqasntlj, as a gensral stat«m«nt, it should b« notsd 

that, although this systsa of fall-out forecasting wa« ussd on BRAVO to 

au0Bsnt othsr data, it was prssmtsd and liadtad to discussions of th« 

relativ« asrits of ths assun^iions and sealing upon wbieh it wa* bassd» 

Thar« ma no real basis for aasusdng it was valid «d as a eonssqasne« 

ecnfldme« eould not be pushed to th« point of oTsr-riding ths manj othsr 

factors involved in ths shot dseision»   As ths opsratioa progr«ss«d, and 

th« obssrved fall-out affsots provided son« nsasur« of answHrs to th« asaqr 

questions inaolved, ths systsn mm relied «pen to a ntsh greater «xtent* 

the «ajor nodifteation in ths use of the nsthod wa« to assign Uniting 

altitude« of .the elend to us« in applying ths nsthod.   Xn genetnl, th« peat- 

shot svidMS« of th« finely divided asrosöl-typ« «lend froa th« barg« shot« 

indieatsd a probahl« sigsifieant cut-off h«i£t at the bass of th« high 

easterlies (i.e* approadnately tropopwose height, or about 60,000 feet)* 

It appeared that th« tnpopsuss trapping action probably has a signifioant 

effect on very nasll particles.   Qn the other lund, it appeared fron BRAVO 

that cloud heights for land surf as« bunt« should be considered up to at 

leaat 60,000 fast and poasibly to 80,000 fast*   The fast that the BRAVO 

fireball itaelf went up to the tropopeucc may account for the difference» 

Many particles could poaeibly hav« been fomad at altitude as well as 

r 
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a«rri«4 to th«i« h«i^itt> «nd A Xarg« matof of the toUX partLoleft «ould 

hat« bMft larg» «nottgh to ov«r»rl4« angr tropopaau« trapping aetloo that aa|t 

«sdtt.   In «Bjr «»pit, TWO of thl» nothod nor« nearly doseribM tho BRAVO 

retultt U altltKtdM up to 80,000 ft«% aro oonaid«r«tf* 

(4)   CHOSSW/JB BAXat «at UM« to obtain an appreoiaUoo of 

the lagoon contaninatlon «hich could be expeeted»   This inforaation togothtr 

with other atudlee (Tab P) gam riae to the aeaunptlon that the phenomena 

would be more an operational tuleanee than a hatard*   Zt naa aaeuned that 

ship operation could begin In the lagoon (except within a few nilea of 

Qround Zero) bjr D plua 1 day« or «t least bar 0 p&ua 2 day»«   Iheae proved 

to be valid aaeunptiona«   Worte began by at leaat 0 jlu» I day on all ahotr^ 

and, except for BRAVO, re^ntiy to the M/JI anehoragee wan net prohibitlv» 

on the ahot day itceir»   Mo appreciable radiation wae encountered at the * 

ancheragecy except following T/JOB, when water latensitiee one foo% f*aa 

the snrfaee were about 20 ar^ir at the HAM anehorage ai R ptna 10 hoora* 

Nevertheleac, the aajor ahipe were broutfit back in following thiq Aot for 

re-grouping of pereonnel« following «hidk all ahipe departed the lagoon-^ 

acne to EHIWfTOK, the others to reasdn at sea ow»4d^i%«   In ^cneral^ it 

appears that the lagoon sontaadnaticn eneountered was that due priaarily 

to fall-out and very little (except along weetwn resfs) due to cireulation» 

Principally, there appeared to be littls or no up-welling of eontaadnation 

by circulation, and eonsequeatly no appreciable spread of eontaadnation bjr 

cyolic re-cii-eclation of the lagoon,   (See Tab J for further deccription 

of Ship operation In the preaence of aignifleantly contaadned water») 
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(7)   Partiel« tls«*   A« ttat«« bafort, th« hodogr&ph» (wind 

Tscior diagram») twr» drawt nomaliMd to 5*000 fwt par hour rat« of fallr 

l.a« ona hour Hind vactonr wara draiat for aaaft $»000 faei increment of 

aXtituda» and veetora for increm«*» of laa» than, or mora than 5#00O feat» 

ware drawn idth a length proportional to tha ratio of tha increment heigit 

to 5*000 feet,   Thie amounted to eonaiderlng tha fall of partidea of 

approximately 100 microna in diameter.   Uaing the normalised hodograph, 

direct time and diatanee oeasuremefita could then be made in tana» oi 100 

ndercn partidea* and eonaidaration mada for any «nailer aisad partidea 

by taking tha diataneea doubled* tripled* ate.   Prior to BRAVO it wa» 
a 

aaauaad that particle aisaa down to 70 microna should be oonaidorad; thia 

amounted to doubling tha diataneea taken directly from tha normalised 

hodograph« After BRAVO* partLda aitaa down to 50 ndcrans war« oonaidarad 

to be aignificant and appropriate adjuatmante ware mada in tha fall-out 

pattern. 

(S) Diffusion. Prior to C/JSILB the accepted factor applied 

to tha conatruction of fall-out RADBXES to account for widening of tha con» 

tamlnatad area with distance waa tha addition of a tan degree aaetor on each 

aide of tha RADEZ area« For CASTLE, thia factor waa arbitrarily aaaumad 

to be fifteen degreea. Sine« ao little ««• known about tha fall-out 

taachaniam of high yield evente, and baeauda of arrora existing in other 

paranatara of tha fall-out' foreeaat* it wn» aaaenad that- son« additiond 

factor of aafety waa neceaaary* even thou^i the value of tha factor could 

not be precieely detemined. 



(9) Sours« sis«« ZVT Mm indieatsd ^hat tha cnrrtnt awthod» 

of predicting fall-cut on th« aaauaption of a point soore» (or at boat« a 

very amall aoure«) waro not aaeaptaVLa for high yielda, Conaaquently, CAS1LS 

foraeaating «aa originally aada oo th« aaaunption. of a circular «our«« 

approadnataij 15 mil«« in radiua (i*a. th« approxiaat« radiua of fall-out 

eroaawind and up*dnd fron MIXE) • BRAVO result« indicated thl« to be aooawhaft 

small, and probably more like an ellipa« idth a eeat-ninor axla of about 

25 milea. For the b&rge ahota, the IjHsdle circular radiua (actually nor« 

elliptieal than circular) appeared to be adequate« Th« net effect of th« 

above «a« to conaid«r th« surface RABQC oonatructod on a point aoure« typ« 

analyala a« a generating elaaant» Shifting th« point aoure« R/JSK around 

a aoure« area selected in accordance tdth yield and type of bunt generated 

the ccmplet« ana vhich should be censidarad in the surface RABB» A 

similar «djuatnant waa made to the /dr RAOS forecaata with excellent 

reaulta in defining th« areaa of contamination which resulted* 

f. Conatruction of RAMIES and Fall-out Flota« Generally 

speaking, the RADEX area (RAgiological Qaluaion area) uas eonsidarad to b« 

a lind tod fall-out area for the firet aix hours poat-ahot in the vicinity 

of the teat ait« and for th« primary u«« of te«t peraonnel and «quipnent. 

Area fall-out plot« wers conaidaatd to b« th« entire area of significant 

fall-out» to include infinity iaodoa« lin«« of at laaat 50 roentgen«, and 

in some «a««« down to 10 roentgena«. Th« RAOB HM uaed aa an operational 

davic« to define dangeroua area« and to deny entry of taak force unite into 

certain areaa exaept under apeeifia authorisation. 'la a conaequance, it 

was givsn wide diaaemination throu^iout th« taak fore« for th« infonnatlon 

mmtmmammam^mat^i 



and eonpUane« of all* Th« Pall-oat Plot, on th« athar hand, bain« 

genaral in appliaation» m» eonaidarad, with th« JL'JBSl, at Coamaad Briefing» 

for th» orar-all long ranga fall-out iapaot on populated atolla In tH» 

vlcinlty of th» ahot atoll* A datailad diacuaaion of tha oathod» of con- 

atruetion of hodographa, ILÜXES end Fall-out Plots ta given in Tab D« Th» 

diacuaaion below 1« limited to aartatn generalitia» and specific» which 

apply to th» Karshall lalanda area generallyv and to tha C/JSILK Operaticn 

specifically« 

(1) Hodograph fitaaplaa« Aa a general rule, the wind» in th» 

Marshall lalanda area are eaat northeaaterly to eaaterlj in the lower, or 

trade-wind, level» (up to absut 20,000 feet), and easterly in the hi^» 
v 

levela (above tropopouse height, l,e. at, and above, about 60,000 feat)» 

Tha level» between are not only variable, Vut involve tha aost slgnificaBt 

portion of the cloud frpm a fall-out viewpoint» Conaaqaantlj, a diaensaictt 

of favorable and unfavorable hodographs i» priaarily concerned with th» add» 

levels between 20,000 and 60,000 feet» (8»» Tab I») Since the CASILS 

Operation Involved two shot atolla, the diaeuaaion which follows iniat 

conaider the affect of a shot on one atoll on the populated area» of th» 

other. The priaaxy land oasaes involved in deteminlng the relative 

favorability of th» patterns are the two ahot atolls, UJELANO to the south- 

west of EMIWBTOK and the Marshall island» in th» aoutheaat quadrant, 

particularly thoae to the eaat of BZXIMX« (See Map« Native Population» in 

the Porward /area, Tab G). Generally apeaklng, wind conditions acceptable 

at BIKINI, are acceptable at EMIHRQK« The converse is not always true» 

An additional eonsidsraticn is the fact that the two atolls will not alway» 
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haw •lodltr» or «van acceptable^ ydjod pattern» dmltaneouely«   ^irther, 

the relatlTe I'avorabllltj of any epeeiile idnd pattern depended sonetiiat 

upon the faetort other that >dnd alonet wch as yieldy eiadlarlt/ of shot 

lite condition« idth the two general tjpea dieeussed (i.e. land surface and 

lagoon surface barge types), stage of eoopletion of the test series, preiicua 

efforts to evacuate both native and test pereomel and variations in the 

height of the tradewLnde (l«e* tradenlnds appreeiaUy in easess of 20,000 

feet place BKIWETOK in an unfavorable position for HEKBiZ land surface shots 

certainly, and progressively so for barge shots)« 

(a)   BIKINI hodographst   Patterns idth mid-level utade 

from the sector southeast clodndsa through southwest were eonsidered 

fauDrabls for all types of shots, with an extension of the sector to east 

southeast and west soathuest fpr barge shots*«   The nore eoutherly the oca» 

ponants in thee« levels, the nor» favorable the pattern beeaar. Kith the 

exception that odd-level tdnds aodng strongly toward W/JOI island ueri 

considered to be less favorable for a land surface shot, but reasonably 

favorable for a barge shot»   The lindtatione on the eector to the east and 

vest ware entirely da« to the native atolla to the east and EHIWHOK to the 

(b)   BUHUQK hodograftu   For BHUCXOK, the acceptable 

add-leval Vlnd diractions were oore flexible in two major reapeete*   Firet, 

the limits on cloud travel to the esst could be Nstretehed,* soneMhat to ■ 

allow west southwest ndd-level tdnds for all type« of shots.   This was du« 

to the fact that the fall-out impact on BUZHI was not critical due to 

flexibility In plans for modng any tsst ponom«! frost that area, and da« 
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to the fact that a shot on ENIWETOK Atoll added another 180 ollee cloud 

travel time between Ground Zero and the native atolls east of BIKINI. 

Second, the western Halts of the favorable fall-cut sector oould be extended 

to the point of accepting winds from at least east northeast» and with 

reservations, from northeast. This was due to the absence of any land masses 

to the innediate west of ENIWETOK except UJELANG approodratelj 120 nautical 

miles southwest. The primary additional advantage of ENIWETOK therefore 

was favorabllity for "deep trades", i.e. easterlies throughout most levels, 

including the mid-levels, a situation not at all uncomnon during the 

operation. 

(c) Other considerations: The net result of the above 

was the relatively firm requirement for the add-level winds to have direc- 

tional components such that resultant winds to the levels involved oould 

lay within the acceptable fall-cut sectore, i.e. within the sectors west 

northwest clockwise to east northeast for BIKINI shots and from about south'» 

west clockwise to east northeast for ENIWETOK shots. Although it would 

appear that the ideal shot atoll would be ailWEIOK, having a auch wider 

acceptable fall-out sector, certain other factors entered into the decision, 

which, in fact, made this atoll lass favorable. The primary factor was a 

consideratioi of yield. On the basis of MIKE results, it was considered 

haaardous to accept the relatively high probability of fallout, as wall as 

blast effects, on the highly developed and populated camp altes at ENIWETOK. 

Although evacuation would have resolved the fall-out problem, the problem 

of attempting aerial operations from a base likely to require evacuation 

for both fall-out and blast, was just one of the major problems raised. 



Furttwr, «Xthaia^i idnA pattern» could d«T»Uf in xhiok aU-lavel rtaolta* 

wind« lajf in th« aeeeptabl« teetor, the rector «unaatlen of the«« wind« 

have «ufficiont »outherly coaponent to carry the bulk of th« mid-lovel MnriM 

far enough north of Ground Zero «o that the cro««*dnd «id updnd «pread of 

eonUoinatlon over the atoll doe« not overlap th« eacp «it«««   L not unfionaoa 

condition appeared at SUMETOK several tin«« during the operation in nhiell 

the nid-levels to about 1*0,000 feet had «outhorly i4nd nith «««torlio« abore, 

such that the vector «venation of all th« level« placed the bulk of eon- 

tardnation «Ithin fifty nil«« to the north of Ground Z&vo,   Th« proadnity 

of th« «anp «ito« to th« fall-out fron «uoh pattern«, plu« th« add«d un- 

certainty of it« stability (i.e. the uncertainty of th« «outherll«« holding 

favorabi«) wm th« prin« factor in not accepting ««ell a pattern for EMIWSTCK, 

Thi» problao «a« relatively insignificant for Bikini Atoll shot«, «toll 

contanination not being a problen due to eonpletely ahip-baeed op«ration« 

at that atoll,   Th« only "real e«tat«H risk taken on BEKINX titot« *«« tha%    I 

on the airstrip and on station« to bo re-afttivatod for another «hot« 

Fortunately, the fam«r ri«k turned out innignificant; tho latter rl«k 

ovoreone throutfi efficient control of ro-ontry rocovety and work parti««» 

A« a general «tatccMBt, it would appear that the weight given to yield a« a 

factor in th« decieion and choic« of a «hot atoll, should bo revised.   It 

would now appear that barg« «hot« idth yield« and idnd« on th« order of 

RCMBO, WHOM or LÜKSB could be detonated in the vidnity of MIKE crater at 

BHUETOK without undo« ri«k fron fall-out.   It would appear reasonable 

however, to naintain an evacuation capability in th« «vent «u«h bocane 

noeeesary. 
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(2) 

(a) Surface RABEIJ   1h« foreoaat «urfae« R/JQEX wt 

obtained fron the basie forocast hodograph,   la dotaiX, it MSS detninjini 

by the Uniting bearings on the pattern of resultant winds draM» freo 

Ground Zero to all signifLeant levels.   To these lirrlting bearings» an 

additional fifteen degree sector was added to allow for diffusion, change» 

in the wind pattern fron that forecast and to allow for deviation fron a 

point source origin of fall-out.   Usually the JL'JtSL consisted of tw* sector 

areas» one defining the low-levtl tradowind portion of the cloud» and the 

other» the nid»levcls.   For all surf ass l/JSOS» a radial distaac« for the 

sectors was taken as that average distance repreeenting sis hours off fall 

at 5»00& feet per hoar,   this saoantsd to considexing the outer sres linits 

on the surface contaolnatiA resulting fron ths fall of partidss of all 

stses during ths six-hour period.   The surface RAOKX was issued for a valid 

tins of H to H plust 6 hours» and was revised as necessarj das to rii^jK is 

ths shot forecast idnds. 

(b) Air It'JSi   Ths forecast iix KJML was CcHSWusted 

in ths convantioaal naimer (Sss IM Kaaual 105-33).   Za general» «he nethed 

used on C/JSXU considsred two gcnsral regions» i.e. ths volass of eoa- 

tardaatsd sir frm 10»QOO feet and up and «he voluns froo lfi,O0O fesi and 

up.   The first voluns was defined for ths prinary use of .all test and serciss 

aircraft operating in the shot area fron K to H plus 6 hoars» and was 

disseninatcd for ths purpose of assisting those aircraft in awaidiag con- 

tanlaatcd regions.   The second voluns was- defined for the priaaiy use of all 
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cloud •«qOing airermft operating doling th« MBW period, aid >nm dit- 

•emlnatod for th« porposo of assisting these aircraft in finding the best 

•anpling area.   In gonorai, tha construetion of tho air R/JDEX consisted 

of selecting an altitude at the botton of the vJtvm under considoratiobr 

considrTing this altitude as a surface, and constructing a hodograph out 

this "quasi-surfaes" using appropriate vdnds above tne surface.   Con» 

tandnated areas were then defined by the use of diffusion factors applied 

tino-wise to the resultant winds obtained, sad aodified te aseocM for 

deviation fron a point source origin of falL-out,   The air 1A8K we« also 

issued for a valid peciod of H to H plus 6 hours, revised as neseesarft 

sad disserinated te all test personnel *dth particular attention to it« 

availability and use by the Air Operations Center« 

(e)   Hew Tephniqaest   A new techniqae to dsfttn tie 

close-in fell-out wss developed to explain tho shot atoll yliinnnsirl, sad 

was used paitieularly to evaluate the foresast effects et lOBtA «I th* 

nimm, snap site.   (See Ihcl 3 of Mb D).   this ntllM^ In gettsMt» 

nqploys a aMbnaatiesl approach to the initial close in disUtbutiQn of 

fan-out» 

(3)  VbU-entnoUt 

(a)   Ike prinary fall-out plot techndqso p&sansd «Aft 

initially used on CiOttX involved a joist analysis of th« surf see &ZBt 

and the 72-honr air particle trajectory forecast to define the area of the 

first twelve-hour period of fall-out, and to forailsto sons opinion as to 

the orientation and extent of the area involved subsequent to the first 

twelve hours.   For BRAVO an attenpt was nsds to enploy the method of 
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•lliptlcal approadmatioB« deaorlbed in If (3) (b) below, howrror, itf «•• 

WS extrwMljr limited due to tho great uncertainty a« to its applicaiicB 

for high yield ovmta. As the Operation progressed, it booaai? «pparont 

that a more meticulous method wns needed to denrly define *' he fal|H3Ut 

free the high yields* The elliptical apprordm^tion nothod and a linear 

oxbension of tho surface RADEX were both United by the fact, that they am 

built upon tho ground sero idnde. A new and dynamic method was needed to 

take into account the changes in the \dnd systcoa as particles drifted 

farther and farther from ground sero. At the request of the task force 

Radsafe Officer, Dr. Gaelon Pelt of LASL and TO 7.1, working directly 

with Major 0. W. Stopinski, Meteorologist from the Task Pore« Weather 

Central, undertook the dsvolopnent of such a method. The end rosalt 

(static and dynamle plots) 1« indicated in Inelosure 2 of Tab 0 as used 

on the last three shots of the CASTLS series. It should be noted that «11 

methods enept the dynaade plot (Inelosure 2, Tab 0), ware used on the 

last five shots, and all methods on the last three shots* This use don« 

to evaluate each method in it« relation to others' and because no single 

method was sufficiently tried aid proved to the complete satisfaetioo 

of all* In this respect the Radsafe portion of the Coraaand Briefings 

became sonetiiat eoaplieated, although viewed in retroepect, it appear» 

that a better appreciation of all the factors involved la the fall-out 

mechanism arose from this examination of the various different approaches 

to the problen« Por example, the limitations of some methods were high- 

lighted by others, and the preeeatation of old techniquee slailteneonsly 

with the new, served to emphasise the need for better answers and the 
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relative aaount of effort «hieh ehould be expended la the futurt» to get 

sueh^anewere, 

(b) The method of elliptlMl apppoxtoationa of the 

infinity itodoee lines oe mentioned In Xe (5) above was used on all 

forseaets from about H minue 18 hcfure up throu^i the final pre-shot 

forecast. In goneral, the method conaiated of cireumaeribing ellipaoa 

over the hodograph between major shear levela. The minor ana of the 

ellipaea ware detendned by the aaount of angular shear in the intorval» 

and the roentgen valuea of the elliptical iaodoae linea and the over-all 

envelopea were determined by acaling* The entire method la baaed on 

empirical data from the KPG, however ite auceeaaful uae on the low yield 

ahota at that proving ground, gave riae to an increaaing amount of 

confidence in the ability of -the ayatam to predict the fall-out are* after 

some of the difference botween hi^ti and low yield ahota had bean pro» 

greeaively resolved during C^STLB» 

2«  UrtHttl ftf PfJTE? 'TTl Ittkal plofc^, 

a»   In general, B4BBWI and Fall-out Flota auffer from the 

sane •»diaeaae", namely« their oooq^ete dependence on the forocaata. of 

the «ind field*   It ia thia one factor alone idiich primarily preclude» 

the attainaant of high prociaien in fall-out forecasting*   Mach has been 

done on Operation CASTLE to define the aignifieant cloud hei^ita for fall» 

out frcm high yiald ahota and to put nuabera on ..predicted iaodoae linea» 

There ia now a better appreciation of the time Involved for aignifieant 

fall-out to occur.   The effect of the conditiona of the shot aits are 

better understood«   Further,, a aignifieant at«p haa been taken to releaae 



ayvtfll»   BMI «to Itel ««AU MMd«# «Hal oigr ^tift <rf f«ai-«a* fotMMvllli« 

hu • aniaan «pf«r Uflift In tffl«isMy d«Am4 br til» pc^l^a» o# «k« 

wind flald foroeaaUng«   Th» dismaaiai h«f^A !• no» iak«ttted U it^daf 
* i 

that C/J9TU wathsr forocaatiftg «M poor«   To tha eoobntft tH» aarvia« 

during C/JTLl was mneh auperior to pratiott» woric at til« PPO, 

b»   Sineo any laprovjinnt in tho metoorologleal flald idll 

ultiooitaly reflect itaolf in inproTad eondLtlona in fall-out foraaaating, 

it aaama iopamtita that weather and radaefa paopla (unifciimar to a^pport 

and aaaiat each other and to maintain the doae oatoal iotetfaat in ftttf* 

operation* aa eadated on CASTL2.   Raoo^tising the limiting difflfiultia« 

«tdeh eonatantlgr hound tho «aether foreeaater in tt»e PadLila» it a«ea» 

that the logieal future step» for both weather and radaaute foreeasteirti i^* 

clear» nanalx, 

(1) Continued reosareh and study of troploal aetoorolegr* 

(2) Continued devolopnont of new teehnlcpe« «d wH—< 

of tho eurrent fall-out fq^esasting ajateeui, ponticularty thus« deteloped 

on wJBfOJn >. . • 

(3) Continued studies of partiele-eise paronetevs and ths 

effect of the tropopeuse in the fall-out nechaniaD, 

(4) tn reeo0iitico of the poeaiblllty for error in either 

the weather or fall-cut forecast, ths developnent of mtual we&ther/radsaf* 

techniques to "follow through- H-heur %dth conqplete poet-ahot foroSasts 

and obaervutiona in order to obtain the earlieat poasibls warning of the 

development of poet-ehot adverse fall-out concütiona. 
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c. Steps ware taken both during and after the CASTLE Operation 

in line with the above. Many of the concept» of the role of weather and 

its effects on the rperation were changed. For emqple, the Increasing 

laportance of the problem of deposition of radioaotiTS debris in the test 

area led to the beginning of a complete re-evaluation of the techniques 

of forecasting areas of fall-out and greater consideration of the long- 

range effects of the wind flow. It was found advisable to have a duty 

forecaster work directly with radsafe personnel during periods Just prior 

to the shot. It was necessary for this forecaster to be completely familiar 

with the current flow patterns at all levels, and the forecast changes 

through twenty-four hours after the valid time of the forecast in line with. 

the procedure for constructing air particle trajectory forecasts. In order 

to take into account the effect of the wind, the forecaster was prepared 

to give wind forecasts for levels as high as ninety thousand fset for a 

period of twenty-four hours over an area of approximately 500 miles in 

radius. The problem reached such a magnitude during CASTLE that continuing 

extensive work is to be done at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories 

utilising the services of a qualified forecaster experienced in PPG 

weather requirements and the talent and know-how of scientists prssently 

on duty there. It is felt that this problem is one of the most Important 

to be solved for future weapons test operations. Of equal ijqportance is 

the further research into improvement of weather forecast teohniques and 

procedures for the Marshall Islands area, currently being extensively 

investigated by Dr. C. E. Palmar of the Oahu Research Center at Wheeler 

AFB. Hawaii. All of the above represents attempts to Improve the systi 
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of Weathar/tadaAf« forteajtlnff,   1II«r# filling th« lagt ngg««tlim abo««, 

namolgr* b«tt«r u»e of «xlsting toohfllqilM to "folio« th» ahot throu^v". 

In reoogpitlc» of th« foot that fcreaact« oaa fall, tha ajataa ahoold 

protUm a maaaur* of adnnea wantfag la order that approprlata oaaaura« 

could be taken oarlj to avoid the aevere aapeeta of unexpeeted fall-out» 

Ott Ci'JrPLK the Veather Central nalBtaiaad a continuoua aehedule of poat- 

ahot obaervatlone bgr ita netwoik of otatioaa«   Thoae were atudied by 

radaafe peraomel In conjunction «ith ravleed air particle trajectoTiee, 

cloud tracking effort« and report« from manned ground monitor atation«» 

Continuing the complete pre-ahot type waather/radaaf« foreaaating 

techniqctoa from H hour through about H plua 2k hour« could conaideratoly 

iaqptrova the reaulta of theae effort«» 
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PARTFOtlRg RAD3AFB OHBAMBATKMf (Sa* Chart« 1 & 2) 

1* T&sk Fore« haadouartwa Hadflaf• OhMnigationt During the planning 

stag* of CASTLE, staff work required to set up the necessary ssrrloe» and 

procedures to cop« with the Radsafe problan« «as well within the capability 

of one officer and one cleric stenographer. However, once the shot phase of 

the operation started, the work-load became considerably greater* 

a. In particular, the requirement existed for a Radsafe officer, 

completely conversant with the entire Radsafe plan of action, and with the 

developing Weather and Radsafe situation for the shot, to be on duty fron 

about H minus 24 hours to approximately H plus 24 hours. It was during this 

period that the crucial Radsafe work had to be done« Prior to the shot, a 

succession of ccunand briefings (at least 4) required a considerable amount 

of preparation of briefing displays for wind patterns, fall-out plots and 
m 

transient shipping Information. Along with the briefings, a string of ad- 

visories and directives were required to go out to various agencies both 

external and internal to the task force, some of which occasionally required 

revision in accordance with significant changes in the wind forecast* After 

the shot, the problem became one of reconnaissance to determine the close- 

in and long-range fall-out aspects* Answers had to be obtained relative to 

the safety of task force ships; the problem of aerial contamination drifting 

toward anWETOK and UJELANG Atolls required early evaluation} winds aloft 

observations had to be plotted and continually analyxed together with both 

observed and forecast fall-out information; constant checks were required on 

the cloud sampling operation to assure the conduct of these operations in 

accordance with reasonable radsafe precautions; advisories again were re- 

quired to infom internal and external ageneiee of critical developments; 
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cloud tracking •peratlons had to b« contlououal/ and elcselx aenitored and 

analyied rolatire to populated areaf eOQtiffMU« to th» tost« •lies and neceo— 

sar7 adjuatnenta made according to the developing situation; Information on 

lagoon and island contamination had to bo analyzed and re-entry plans made 

araordinglj.   On a normal abet« the tempo of the Radsafe operations decrea- 

sed considerably by about H plvus 12 hours, hoMOTsr, the remaining actiTitieo 

(limited primarily to cloud tracking) required the continued -preaence of a 

qualified Radsafe officer until at least H plus 24 hours.   The net result of 

ehe above was a shot-phase requirement for additional personnel to assist in 

the required functions.   For this purpose the task force Radsafe staff agec-jy 

was designated the Radsafe OFFICE during the shot perlea (as distinguished 

from the Radsafe CENTER, the primary operational and inforaational center of 

the Radsafe Unit of TO 7.1) •   Additional personnel wore gathered together 

in the Radsafe OFFICE on a temporary dety basis for the shot period to per- 

form portions of the various functions and to maintain a continuous 24-hour 

duty status*   These personnel vid their temporary assi^ied dubiss were as 

indicated in the functional chart of Tab 0« 

b. The Radsafe OFFICE for shot times was designed to bo the primary 

task force shot-time agency fer all radsafe matters requiring headquarters 

staff action and for all radsafe Information having an impact on the various 

operational decisions which were expected to arise.   Its soureos and channels 

of information were as indicated in the Radsafe Cheek List, the functional 

chart and the commmication facilities charts of Tab 0.   These facilities 

were, with minor exceptions, completely adequate for their purpose. 

c. As stated above, one of the primary functlsns assigned to the 

Radsafe OFFICE wds that of conducting the Radsafe portion of the Conaand 
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Brief in«» for shot decision« •   This partieolar ftnetiea alom aeeountod for 

a major portion of the Radsaf« Officer's tiaat»   In gentral» the subject 

matter ot the briefings coTered act only <&* primary function of detailed 

forecasting of fall-out areas, but also eotered nangr operational problem» 

or plan» upon which the radsafe situation hod a greater or lesser impact 

depending upon the wind pattern«   A detailed account of the factors conald« 

ered during the radsafe portion of the ooaund briefings is presented in 

Tab 0.    Briefly« theae consisted of the presentation sf the forecast and the 

observed hodographs relative to the developaent of the «dad patterns during 

representative intervals prior to the briefings, the surface RADEX for K to 

H plus 6 hours, the forecast outlook for various critical atolls in, and con- 

tiguous to, the teet area,, and the outlooks for took force ships, transient 

ships, air reUtoa and surface routes«   The preeentatien also included infer- 

mstion reconnanded for the task force conaander^ routine advisories to dKC- 

PACFLT relative to the nutual Task fores •md CINCPACIU responsibilities for 

populated areas in the Pacific and protection of air and surface shipping« 

As a normal rule, a full briefing as outlined above was given at approxi- 

mately H minus U hours and H aiaus 6 hours«   Abbreviated versions, consis- 

ting primarily of the forecast and observed hodogrnphs, «tore normally given 

at approximately H minus 36 hours, at H minus 12 hours and at approxlaately 

H ndnua 3 hours. 

d.   The secondary function of the Radsafe OFFICE, to maintain dis- 

plays for briefing and record purposes, required an asseiahly of suitable 

charts of such a also to allow complete mobility«   The nobility feature of 

the displays was a critical feature«   On the consand ship, for exsnplo, 

briefings were held at son» distmeo fron waj space allotsd to the Radsafe 
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OFfIC:;*   Th« «harts usad for briefing piur osas had to W of such tia« to 

allow tha» to ba oarriad through tha narrow ship puaagaa and up laddar«, 

and yat larga anough for tha anbira eoonand brlaflnf group to read with aaaa* 

-> Due to the split-atoll operation« and tha eventual «atahliahmeot of the capa- 

bility for firing at either atoll simaltaneeusly, sens of the Radsafa brief- 

ing and display charts, files and plotting «quiposnt had to be amenable to 

quick packing and ease of transport»   Aa a conaSquence, all charts war* 

mounted on 30" by itO" heavy earboard and eorerad with acetate.   Posting of 

infomation was dona with china marking peneilo«   For rapidly changing data» 

penaanenb racorda were made on eeparata small forms during the progpesa of 

tha shot«   Ths remainder of tha data waa.tranaferred to permanent record 

charts or forma at the ecnplation of tha sLot*   In general» tha briefing 

and record displays used ware as followa (a detailed description of each is 

given in Tab 0)t 

(1) Brisfing displays consisted of sevar&l polar charts for tho 

display of all pertinent observed and forecast hodegrapha and the surface 

RADEX, a chart (prepared by the Weather Central) for the forecast air par- 

ticle trajectories» charta for fall-out plots for each of the methods in use 

for tha shot» a chart showing tha danger and aaarch ardäs together with 

pertinent contact a made by search aircraft» a chart showing the tranaient 

shipping in and near tha Danger Area» and a chart indicating the locations 

and populations of atolls in the general area« 

(2) Radaafe OFFICE record displaya consisted of ths above 

briefing charts plus the following»   Tha Air RADEX» Cloud Tracking Operations 

chart» Shot-atoll radaafe situation plota» Off-oite radsafa situation plots» 

and charta for the recording of radiation intensities on task fords ships» 
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the status of rococery and critical weather and tea infonaatioru 

e.    Additional reeponsibilitiee of the Radsafe OFFICE involved 

Liaison with representatives of the Health and Safety Laboratory! New York 

Operations Office, AEC (HA2L NYKOPO), with the task force Biomodical Advisor 

and Staff Surgeon, with .IFO^-l representatives, and with other special 

advisors to the task force oconaader. 

(1) The first responsibility involved the furnishing of working 

space, clerical assistance and task force Radsafe data to the H.tSL NYKOPO 

group*   In turn, the H.\SL NYKOPO group aade available to the Radsafe OFFICE 

all data collected by aerial surveys, fixed stations and ship stations and 

maintained pertinent situation charts in the Radsafe OFFICE«   In addition^ 

the HASL group provided and maintained four newly developed H;JSL scintilla- 

tion-type gamna rate meters for use in WB-29 cloud tracking operations» 

(2) The second responsibility involved close coordination with 

the task foree radiation medical adviser en such matters as health hasards 

on distant atolls, waiver of MPE, staff action on over-exposures, and health 

aspects of special cloud sampling missions.   The policy of maintaining on 

the task foree staff a medical officer specifically trained in the radiology 

field and with field experience on nuclear tests was most profitable in the 

proper handling of major radiation Incidents«   Further» it provided a qtt*li~ 

fled medical authority available during the test to preclude minor radiation 

incidents reaching absurd proportions or causing undue adverse reactions in 

commands or agencies external to the task force*   The officer selected was 

assigned to the task fore« on a TDY basis sines his presence on the staff 

was required full-time only during the actual shot period.-  It was agreed 

that, during the planning stages of the operation-, interim services as 
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lusassuy« could ba aeeompliahed oo a consultation and coordination baaia» 

(3) The third raapentibility involvad the furnishing of par- 
i-*r?TTt radaafe information to AFOAT-l on initial cloud drift and ready aceaa» 

be facilitiaa allowing early APOuT-l eraluation of cloud aampling reaulta» 

Heather information waa alao made available to .JO/iT-l by the Weather Central, 

dirsetly in »ome caaea, and through tho Radaafe OfFICS In other.   The favor- 

able physical location of the Radaafe OFFICE with respect to oodtaund poet 

facilitiaa and information aourcee, together with the Radaafd OFFICE/.JO/LT-I 

mutual interest in cloud sampling, drift ind tracking was the primary basis 

for the eventual liaiacn working status accorded the AFOnI-l repreaentativo 

at the task force cooaand post. 

(4) Other special adviaora war« integrated into the work of 

the Radaafe OFFICE aa neceaaary by the circumataneea of apecifie shots«   In 

particular, one advisor for Radsafe matters waa assigned apecifie function» 

for all shots as indicated on the functional chart in Tab 0. 

(5) As a result of the above arrangements, and considering 

the personnel manning problema indicated in paragraph la above, the HASL 

NYKOPO and APOAT-1 repreaentatirea and the taak force adviaora ware integra- 

ted into the Radaafe OFFICE aa working mambera during ahot tlaaa«   Specifi- 

cally, the HASL NIKOPO repreaentative waa aaaigned reaponaibility fo/ currant 

information and diaplaya on mattere of mutual intereat.   The nFO.tT-l repre- 

sentative waa assigned the function of Radsafe Air Operations Officer with 

the particular flnetion of supervising the taak foraa cloud tracking plan« 

The Bionedical Advisor was aaaigned supervision of the off-sits surface rad- 

safe situation, particularly in regard to the health hasard aspect a and waa 

made responsible for >«taff action on waivers of MPE and over-exposures. 
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Thü Radsaf« /idTisor was assigned tpselflo function» primarily to assist and 

advise the task fores Radsafs Officer.- AU personnel inbograted In this 

muiner were oonsidered under the direct control of the task fores Radsafe 

Officer during critical shot tioes only*   In general, the detailed Radsafs 

"Check List" items were assigned to the indiridual for whom the information 

was of primary interest«   In sons cases, assignment was made to the indivi- 

dual whose information from other sources had a direct impact on the action 

required.   In the latter cases, it Was the responsibility of action officers 

to effect the necessary coordination oh outgoing and incotidng ihfotmatidiu 

f•   Project Book.    In order to integrate th« rarious personnel in» 

to the Radsafe OFFICE, a Project Book was issued to be used as the Radsafs 

OFtlCB Handbook during shot times«   This book contained detailed instruction*^ 

cheek lists^ naps, ekampls messages, reporting eodssj connunications faelli— 

ties add Voice calls, safety instructions and sueh other references as were 

considejred necessary for frequent use during the shot.    (Sons of the major 

itetas contained In the Handbook are attached in Tab 0.)   The Handbook, couplsd 

with the mutual interest and enthusiasm of all concerned, were the primary 

factors in quiddy arriving at an efficient organisation of personnel gather- 

ed together briefly from several sources and working toward a canon goal« 

g..  Special cooounieations faeilitiss»   Two special radio circuits 

wars brought into the Radsafe OFFICE for the sols uss of Radsafs traffics. 

The first of those was VHF voice circuit with the TO 7*1 Radsafs CENTER for 

ths interchange of information of mutual interest.   Ths second, was a CW 

station ussd primarily to intercept VIB-29 cloud tracking reports and to relay 

radsafe instructions direct to ths WB-29'8 from ths Radsafe OFFICE.   These 

two circuits were vital to the successful accomplishnent of ths Radsafs Plan« 
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h.   Tap« Recorders»   Coneidorable use was made of tape recorder» 

*o preserve the abundant verbal infonaation available during the first few 

ncurs'after shot tine»   Particular use was made to record eonvereations over 

the direct VHP channel with the TO 7*1 Radsafe CENTER.    In general, the tape 

recorders served as a convenient method during the Radsafe OFPICE "rush hour 

period" to preserve infonaation until such tine as the significant portions 

could be extracted for the record« 

2*   Task Group Radsafe Organisationt    Since Radiological Safety, simi- 

lar to other forms of sifety, is a coennnd responsibility« each task group 

was directed to set up its own self-sufficient Radsdfe Unit*   The delegation 

of the major detailed radsafe responsibilities of the task group units Was 

contained in Annex N to CJTF SEVEN Operation Order 3-53 (TAB A) • 

a.   In general, eaeh task group unit was directed to be self-suffl- 

cisnt in iems of manpower, equipment, maintsnanee and training«   Each unit 

was designed to cope with the routine radsafe matters and those problesn 

unique to the particular service, agency or functions of the task groups* 

In addition, eaeh task group unit was delegated special functions to perform 

for the primary benefit of the task force as a whole *nd for which the parti- 

cular groupe designated either had a direct interest or were perticularily 

adapted to the accooplishment of the Ametion*   These were as follows s 

(1)   Task Group 7.1.   The TO 7.1 Radsafe Unit was charged with 

the major functions concerning on-eite recovery operations.   Specifically, 

it was designed to perform the radsafe control of all working parties in 

contaminated areas regardless of the task group involved.   The principal 

problem in this function was the control of personnel engaged in recovery 

operations, post-shot clean-up md making-ready for the next event.   Other 

• 
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jpeclal functions ineXudod the photodotlaetry program for tho antlro task 

force, laboratory radlochenlcal analysis of water and other type acaplee» 

icrirJL of pickaging of radioactive sources .md samples, provision of the 

^ Ac cepsary personnel, plans and equlpnont to accomplish such special nnd unr- 

uuual radsafo services as required during the operation, rnd the assumption 

of TG 7.5 radsafe responsibilities during the on-slte phase of the operation« 

(2) Task Group 7*2«   The unit of this group provided monitors 

fur security sweeps of both atolls and mlintaihed a pool of trained monitors 

and decont-cdnation Operators as required for energehcy back-up of W 7.1. 

The idea of maintaining a pool of bäck-up monitors and decontamination opera* 

tore arose from efforts to reduce the total number of personnel assigned 

to the badsafe Unit of TG 7*1*   It should be noted that manning with a large 

number of personnel whoee only duty is Radsafe Monitor, is, to a great extent 

a waste of nanpowsr«   Personnel in this category have little productive 

work to perform except in connection with plans for recovery tripe and the 

performance of monitor duties during the relatively short period of the 

recovery trips«   Further, since the radaafe responsibilities of TG 7*2 were 

relatively light compared to the other groupe, and eince there waa a defi- 

nite need for TG 7.2 radsafe know-how during the interim garrison phase as 

well aa during the relatively light operational phase, TG 7*2 was selected 

to train the "additional duty" aonitore and decontamination operators required 

Thie solution assured coverage of TG 7*2 internal radsafe problems, and, at 

the same time, provided TG 7.1 with the necessary emergency back-up within 

the framework of a more streamlined and conservative-siaed unit. 

(3) Task Group 7*3«   This group provided facilities afloat 
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fnr completely ship-based recovery operations together with the necessary 

ti-licopter services •   It further provided for the basic radiological   safety 

-u* ecftarked task force personnel during periods afloat.   In addition, %d 

inasnuch as TO 7.3 had a prlns interest in the post-shot contamination 

st.etus of the lagoon, the Radsafe unit of this group »as diroeted to prepare 

^Lens for lagoon water sampling by helicopter and small craft«   Samples 

collected in this manner were analyted by the TG 7.1 radsafe laboratory and 

the results used by the task force headquarters initially for re-entry de- 

cisions, by TG 7.3 for continuing ship operation in the lagoon and by TG 

7.1 in scheduling recovery and make-ready operations« 

(4)   Task Group 7.4.   The unit of this group, with the assis- 

tance of interested scientific project personnel of TG 7*1» was charged with 

the radiological safety of ths aircraft cloud sampling program»   Over a 

period of operations both at the NPG and ths PPG, procedures and equipment 

had been developed to cope with the unusual problems involved in cloud samp- 

ling.   CASTLE, however, presented a more complex problem due to the large 

number of high yield events and due to a plan for early (H plus 1 to H plus 

2 hour) low level (10,000 to 20,000 feet) special sampling by VB-29 aircraft. 

Further, sines the Air RADEX was of primary Interest to the Air Task Group, 

the responsibility for preparation of this RADEX was given to TG 7.4.   Ac- 

tually, ths TG 7.4 technician involved worked physically with ths Radsafe 

Office at the task force eonaand post, and with the TG 7.4 Air Operations 

Center, in preparing the RADEX which was ultiaately put out to all task group« 

as a task fores directive.    In addition to the above, TG 7.4 was charged 

with the necessary aircraft operations involved in the conduct of the task - 

force cloud tracking plan. 
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(5) Taak Group 7*5* This group wa» relieved or radiafe »•- 

ponsibllitle« during the shot phase of the operation. Since its general 

requirements for radsafs serriees were slailar to those of TO 7*1» i*««» 

control of working parties in contaainated areas r its responsibilities for 

radiological safety were delegated to TO 7*1 during the shot phase« TO 7*5 

Mas, however, charged with making plans and conducting on-the-Job training 

with the TO 7«1 Radaafe Unit preparatory to assumption of radsafe responsi- 

bilities for the entire PPG (Except EMIWETQK Island) during the interim 

operation period following CASTLE» 

b. Personnel» With the exception of TO 7*1» the bulk of the rad- 

safe personnel for the entire task force were "additional dutT" types with 

a few "primary duty" staff and supervisory people» For examplo, the Anpy 

Task Group trained "additional duty* personnel In each activity of the groupr 

ecncentratlng to soaw extent on the Military Police» The Navy Taak Group 

placed radsafe under Damage Control in accordance with routine Navy organi- 

sational practices» The- Air Task Group utilised flight crew asnhers as 

monitors and maintenance personnel for aircraft deeontamlnatlon sines the 

major prcV>ms were encountered during flight and during post flight air» 

craft wasbtdoM* and maintenance» Since the «SC Taak Group's problems were 

similar to those of the Scientific Task Group, the latter, as mentioned 

above, asauoed overall shot phase responsibility, with the understanding 

that the former would assums the relatively light work load during the in- 

terim operational period using TO 7*1 equlpaant retained in the Forward Are« 

and TO 7.5 personnel trained on«the«job. The one exception to the "addi- 

tional doty" policy was In the case of the TO 7*1 unit. Sine« this unit was 

dealgnated the najor Radsafe unit for on-eite operations and given the ree- 

ponelblllty for specific centralised and highly technical radsafe service«» 

conelderable manning problems had to be solved to asssafcls the necessary 
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•»prtmaiy duty* tednlelant«   Havmvr, «TNT for this unit tb» "additional 

duty" philoiophy «as utilisad for. ptnonntL «ooncoy»   For axaapla« «ach 
i 

project had on« or aora «oridng partonn within tha project •paeifieally 

~>        dacl^natad and triinad bf TO 7.1 to parfom roubln« raiaafa racoirarf ooni- 

torlng for tha project*   In addition, TO 7*2 had been directed to train 50 

"additional duty" radaafe oonitora and 10 deeontaBination operatort for 

energency back-up of the TO 7*1 unit if euch a tequirenwnt pToted naceetary« 

Conacquently, the TO 7.). Radeafe Unit wae able to reduce ite radaafe monitor 

section to approxiaately 10 people,   Thia «sail number of highly trained 

monitor« «ere used in particularily critical circunetancee or la field« of 

unuaually high radiation, 

e.   EquipcMnt and Malntenaneet   lach of the ailitary tack groqp« 

wae directed to procure radaafe equipnent frco sourcee of their om aerrice* 

TO 7.1 «a« directed to procure «tandard ailitary equipatot fron odlltary 

atocke, and the remainder (non-etandard item«) by purchaee.   In accordane« 

with prerloua agre«Mntsf the ."JBC had agreed to purehai« all neceeaary itan« 

non-atandard to tha military serricea} «tandard ailitary item« wer« to be 

furniahed aa normal aenrice aupport,   la the natter of maintenance and repair^ 

each taak group waa directed to proride ita own faeilitiee» with the exeep-   • 

tion that the major repair facility of TO 7*1 waa mad« «railable to aaaiet 

if neceaaary*   TO 7.5 problem« in thia aatter were eolved under TO 7.1 plan«« 

d.   Tralalagi   Indiiddual and group training was conducted by the 

ataff and auperriaory personnel of each group, ualng taak group echoola and 

v.hc Tarious aervice echoola a« aaceaeary and aTallable.   Also, each taak 

group ua« asaignad at least on« Radiological Defense or Nuclear Engineer, 

together with appreciable numbsr« of other personnel with -varying IcTels of 
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«xperienea*   In the eaie of the TG 7.3 ahlp«t raieh nf the training of the 

crewe had been ccopleted, on aeparate dlreetlm, prior to the shipe1 re- 

porting to the Navj Task Group,   In each taak group, training enphaele «a» 

^ made in accordance «ith the major problems each task group expected to en- 

counter. 

e.   Personnel Doeage Records*   As Indicated In Tab A, the rosponii- 

bllity to* personnel dosage control, including the supply and processing of 

film badges« was placed under the Radsafs Unit of TG 7»1.   The reasons for 

assigning this service to TG 7*1 «ere as follows» 

(1) The primary users of the film badge would be the members 

of the scientific task group during rocoTery operation».   Use of the film 

badge by other categorise of personnel would be essentially limited to 

representatiire distribution among groups of personnel in order that a   ., 

dosage could be assessed in the erent of unexpected contaminablon of the 

groups. 

(2) The film badge is not a standard item of military issus 

through^out the three Services. 

(3) Although each task group has a coomand responsibility for 

its "va radiation safety« the setting up of a photo-dosimetry supply and 

laboratory in each task group would not only be uneconomical tma a workload 

viewpoint« bvt of far greater Importance« would result in a confusing 1/uk 

of uniformity among the task groups in the choice of the type of film badge 

for issue and in the processing procedures used.   Considering the fact that 

the film badge types presently available for personnel doslnstry are nor- 

mally susceptable to inaccuracy for s variety of reasons« the choice of one 

central supply supply and processing laboratory rsoovee at least the two 



^s 

rarlablos of fUn badge typ« and proeesting procedure» 

(4) Centralisation of highly akillod teehnlciane assures 

standardised and reliable radiation dosage measurements amenable to ocmparl- 

son on an orer-all military and eiHlisn basis* 

(5) From the personnel Banning standpoint, the centralisation 

of highly technical Radsafe serrices results in the most economical assign- 

ment of the limited number of highly skilled technicians arailahle« Sineo 

the major radsafe working unit waft assigned to the scientific task group, 

the photodosimetry program was considered to be best placed in this unit« 

2 Insist 
!• Organisation Chart 
2. Organisation Chart 
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PART nVBt    CQNCIilSIQIIS AMD REC0MqMD^iqt3 

1»   Conslusions 

a«   General« 

(1) The elgniflcant fall-out area fron large yield •hot* was 

a »one on the order of 100 ndlei wide and 300 milee long»   Because of Taria- 

tlona In the wind foreeaats, diffoaion of the atomic cloud along its path of 

f"H-out and ehangea in direction of drift of the cloud as it more» outeide 

the Influence of ground aero winds, a much larger exclusion area had to be 

considered associated with the forecast fall-out aone. 

(2) The ettployaeat of large numbere of search aircraft to sweep 

rast forecast fall-out areas was an expensive operation«   Succeeeive daily 

repetition of the sweeps was often necessarj due to shot delays arising 

from unfavorable winds and the difficulty In asking accurate long-range 

weather forecasts» 

(3) Although ths sits of ths area set up prior to the operation 

for diversion of transient shipping was adequate» it did not extend to all 

nationalities» 

(4) The adoption, after the first shot, of a large Danger Area 

for the remaining period of the CASTLE Operation was ths logical solution 

to the transient shipping problem for two major reasons» 

(a) The Danger Area applied to all nationalities» 

(b) Due to advance clearance of the entire Danger Area, 

aerial sweeps of the major portion of this area were basically in ths cate- 

gory of checking compliance with the Danger Area notice rather than attempts 

to contact and effect time-consuming diversion of shipping»   As a consequence, 

ths sweeps were made later In the pre-ehot preparations snd with lees chance 

of repeats arising from shot delays due to weather» 
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(5) The source« of infonaatioa on transient shtpplngy eoopled 

with the Danger Area modiricatlon dlaouaaed above, were adequate for protec- 

tion jjf oil surface shipping following the first ^hot, 

(6) Advance plane for evacuation of the EMIWSTGK eaaps and 

native «fcoUt for tdH-cvt were adequate. 

(7) Ship operation iA thd «hot atoll lagcott was not a serlou« 

s.-mtaaination problem.   Detailed «napllag of the lagoon water &i critical 

ijcations and countetmeaeures taken by ships1 crews were ftdequafea to cop« 

with the operational nuisance encountered*   Available dvidenee indicatee 

that contamination in thd lagoon water« concentrated on downwind reefi and 

in the lower levels of the lagoon«   Since no violent stone were encountered 

on the operation, the effects of such disruptions in producing uniform mix- 

ing of the contamination are unknown« 

(8) The relatione and agreensite developed for the mutual dis- 

charge of CINCPAC (CINCPACFLr)/JTr SEVEN reeponsibllitiea relative to the 

safety of Pacific populations were adequate«   Minor exception« are Indicated 

belowt 

(a) Rative population« were not briefed la advance en the 

general aspect« of the operation, to include approximate starting date of 

the operation, groee phenomena which'would be manifested, possibilitle« of 

hazardou« condition« requiring evaemation and general native preparation« to 

eeotralise and anticipate evacuation. 

(b) Native atoll« were not provided with manned monitor 

station« and film badge«« 

(9) The M..RSHALL Island« in the eouthwest quadrant were 

originally considered to be in a favorable location with respect to fall-out« 
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However, the air partiel« trajactorie« for eadt shot indicate a »imilarlty 

la thatf-regardless of the initial llrestloo» of the winds» the mii-leTel 

wind^noraally shifted to westerlies ^t raryiag. distances from ground laro. 

The not oonsuquence of this action was tl» ersntual transport of tho most 

af.gnifleant layers of eontominatloa to the east«. Upon subsidence cf the 

labris into the tradewind flow, contamination was brought back into the gone- 

e '1 »raa of tho tests and the northern Marshalls.   The amount of fall-cut 

a;living at populated atolls iependod upon the proximity of the air particle 

t-^jdCtories to a west-east line through ground sero»   Except for BRAVO, the 

intensity of fell-out was low«   The fact remains, however, that the continual 

dopositicn of small amounts of long-lived fission products builds up a bade» 

ground which eoaceivably could result in prohibitive levels causing cessation 

of testing, or peimanent removal of native inhabitants« 

(10)   Duo to mutual interests and over-lapping responsibilities, 

the close working relation between tho Weather Officer and the Radsafe Offi- 

cer of the tide force was a major factor in the sueeessful presentation of 

sound later-loeldng data for operational decisions.   To assist this relation 

and insofar as the possible, the physical locations of tho Weather and the 

Radsafe Sections were adjacent, 

b.   Weather 

(1) The weather, primarily the mid-level (20,000 to 60,000 

feet) wind patterns largely determined the schedule of detonations; 

(2) Realistic fall-out predictions for high yield weapons re- 

quired reliable wind forecasts tot ills first 24. hours following the detona- 

tion in ordor to be assured that significant fell-out could occur within 

acceptable time and area limitations« 
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(3) Frequent post-shot wind forosssts ahottld bs mad« daring 

the interral H to H pitas 24 hours la order that the actual orieatation of 

f-ll-out pattern may bs acre accurately analysed in conjunction, with ths post» 

shot weathtr and radeafe obserrations»' 

(4) Ths frequency and accuracy of pre-shot weather forecast» 

■jnre adäquate for realistic planning and fall-out forecasting following ths 

w lificatlnn discussed in paragraph la (4) above» 

(5) Continued research and study of tropical meteorology is 

mquirsd in order to iaprore long-range wind forecasts» 

(6) Ths employment of constant altituds balloons as a fore- 

casting tool, although not successful on CASTLE due to operational» supply 

and mechanical difficulties, is still considered a valuable adjunct to ths 

Wuather^tadsafs forecasting techniques. 

(7) Rawinacnds balloons frequently '•iced* and burst at ths cold 

tropical tropopauae.    As a consequence, critical wind obeerrations wars 

sooetioss terminated prior to reaching the ■Md— significant wind levels» 

(0) Due to ths tenleney of the winds to bs westerly at points 

to ths north of ground ssro, additional rawihsondo sitss in ths northwest 

and northeast quadrants would have been extremely useful. 

e.   Fall-out forecasting 

(1) Assunptioost 

(a)    Aa a general rale, the assumptions of 24 hours and 500 

nautical miles as the upper limits wjftftin which significant fall-out could 

occur were Validi   Although air contamination from water surface shots ertend« 

the time to approximately 24 to 30 hours» ths aerosol-type ckud from such 

shots precluded significant fall-out levels at such lata times«   It appears 

probab£h.4k»f«r't on the basis of arailable svMntse. that.» «shins Äffest." 
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could be signlflcanC for more than 24 honrv* . 

(b)   It -ppeora that tha altitudaa inrolTBd in aignlfleast 

longjrange fall-out from high yield weapona are 20,000 feet aa a lower Halt 

on aAl typea of burata,  60,000 faet waa reaaonahle upper llBut for water 

surface shots and, 80,CXX) feat should be considered for land surface ahota» 

Tnr meat intense portion of the fall-out apparently cornea from the 20,000 to 

60,000 feet interval, however, it ia notel that the selected limiting alti- 

tude a cf 60,000 or 80; COO feet may be a function of the atmospheric stability 

a-.-' altitude of the tropopauaa aone which ia latitude-dependent» 

(e)   Particle aiaea down to at leaat 70 microna, and poa- 

sibly to 50 microns, apparently contributed to the significant fall-out 

observed. 

(d) The aaaumption that the fall-out intenaitiea reaul- 

ting from a water surface shot would bo a factor of 10 to 100 laaa than thoaa 

of a land surface shot waa apparently accurate in part only«   Neglecting dif- 

ferences in wind pattema and the fact that three water surface ahota were 

detonated in crater« of previoua ahota, a direct comparison of close-in in- 

tenaitiea (within 20 miles from GZ), indicated a rough equivalence for the 

water versus land types.    At greater distances, there waa eonaiderable evi- 

dance that the aerosol-typa cloud of the water, surface shot waa highly resia» 

tant to fall-out and, aa a aonaequence, persisted primarily aa a relatively 

significant aerial hazard for 24 to 30 houra»   It is conjectured that the 

close-in fall-out from the water surface type shot waa oonalderably aided by 

the scavenging action of large quantitiea of liquid water, plus some heavy 

bottom or suspended material, aasoeiated with the early close-in fallout* 

(e) Prior to the operation, data on surface bursts war« 
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•xbrtaaXy Halted, cooplata documentation of this typ* burst being confInad 

to one low yield ahot at the NPO« The only high yield aurfaee «hot (IVI 

Nuns «t the PPG) had not been docunented except on the ahot atoll Itaelf, 

C-'TTIE Radasfa planning was based on the Information Iroa thea* two ahott» 

Or. the baaia of CASTUB radiation n»aaur«menta# the asaignmnnb of actual In» 

teneity raluea to long-rang« forecast fall-out patterns for high yield ahot» 

cm now be done with a great deal more confidence • 

(f) IVY MIKE early eroaawind and upMind iso->intensity val- 

ue - aealod to a chart of BIKINI «itoll reaaonably reprsaentad (with allowances 

frv yield -aid ahot ocnlitions) the raluea obaerved oloae-in on C.'-STLE» Also« 

a nsw technique deroloped to determine the Initial diatribution nathaoati- 

«ally was uaed to some extent and auceeaa on the latter part of the aeries» 

(g) The aaaunptioo of a circular aouree of 15 mils radius 

was adequate for the water surface ahota« For the land surface ihot, th» 

radiua ia estimated to hare been on the order of 25 miles* Although the 

true source was asauned to be elliptical with major and minor axes in a ratio 

of 2:1 to 311, a circular sector adequately described the upwind and cross» 

wind spread« 

(h) Computed surface R.J3EXBS required a factor of safety 

applied to the forecast region due to errors in the wind forecast, diffusion 

of the cloud, initial eise of the cloud aouree and changes in the wind patten 

in areaa outside the influence of ground sero winds« On C'JSSIZ the addition 

of a fifteen-degree sector on either side of the computed area was adequate 

for this purpose. 

(i) The effect of yield Tarsus eroaawind and upwind spread 

of contamination orer the ahot atoll was such that, from a fall-out viewpoint 
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at ImaMt, ami aMuariAg «quiralMit wind«, th» high yiald wat«r turfae« ahoi» 

AOMBO» niXOB «id tAMDB could hat* bMa d«ioa«t«d In th» IVT MUX crater A 

ENXNRpC «tdU* 

(2)   UlAd Pattern CrltcrU 

(a) A« a gmaral rule, the winde in the K.'J)SIL\U» leland» 

«ere eaet northeaeterly to eaeterly In the loner, or trade-tdnd levela (19 to 

about 20,000 feet) and oaaterl/ in the high leTele (above tropopanee height 

or itr and «bo-re, about 60,000 feet).   The ndl-leTele betwee« «ere not only 

variable, but InrolTxl th* aoet etgnifioaRt portion of the cloud froei a fall- 

out viewpoint« 

(b) Use of two shot «tolle latposed further restriction* on 

shooting due to the effect of tshot at one atoll on the populated area« of the 

other. 

(c) The prinary land nassee involved in determining the 
•       • •        , 

relative favorabllity of wind patteme were the too shot atolls, UJSLJIA  '- 

southweet of EHIWET0K, and the MARSHALL Islsnds in the eoutheaet iqpiadrant* 

(d) Wind patteme acceptable at BTKTWI were acceptable at 

ENZtiROK.   The ccoveree was not alwaye true* 

(e) For BOOHZ shots, nid-level wind« fro« eoutheaet elndii 

wise to eoiAfaweet were favorable for all types of shots} 'aid-level winde fron 

eaet eoutheaet clockwise to weqt ^outhweet were acceptable for water eurfaee 

shots«   The «ore southerly ths eonponente in thsse levels, the aore favorable 

the pattern becaas« 

(f) for ENIWETOK shc^e« aAd^level winde froa east north* 

east eloelodse to wsst southwest were favorable for all typee of shots; aid- 

level winds from approximately northsaat tfLoslodee tö weet southwest were 
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acMptabls for wat«r surface ihot«» 

(g)   Although «lad pattdvna can develop in «hieb aid-lrr«! 

vindu jarm from favorabl« direction», tha ▼•«tor RBBStioa of th« wind« oust 

have ■ufflelent ioutherly «a^nnent to carry th* bulk of the old-let«! datorle 

far enough north of ground «ero «o that ero««wind and upwind «preai of con- 

tamination does not overlap populated area« of the- shot atoll» 

(h)   Trad« wind« not in exee«« of 20,000 feet for water 

surface shot« at BIKIMI preeent no falL-out problem for EUIliOTCS, sod probably 

no serlou« problsm in th« «as« of land surface shot««   Trad«« in «»««• of' 

20,000 feet could be serlou« for th« land bursty and progresslvsly «o for 

water burst«» 

(3)   Fall-out Poreeaetlng 9&tomm 

(a) Forecast sjstsm« ba«ed on the ground aero winds war« 

useful for close-in fall-out prediction« and for SADEX plot« valid for period« 

up to «bout six hour«». 

(b) Th« msthod of vector auaMtion of th« wind« a« u«ed at 

prevlou« Operation« at the MPO aad th« PPO WM Inadequate to cope with th« 

significant long-rang« (beyond «bout H / 6 to H / 10 hour«) fall-out encoun- 

tered on high yiald shot«»   Th« major inadequacy of this sy«tem, and of all 

other system« existing prior to th« operation, 1» it« complete reliance on 

the ground aero wind«, !»«• on a wind pattern for one geographical location 

and for a specific tins.   Originally, this system waa extended by a general 

analysis of th« forecast air particle trajeetoriea.   Subsequently, the dyna- 

mic system of long-range fall-out plotting developed during CASTLE corrected 

the«« deficienciea by progressive forecasts for both time and displacement 

for the first 24-hour period post-«hot« 
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(e)   Dynaalc vjwUmm of foraeaatlng fall-«ut uilng air 

partlel» traJMtorj analjm« and progpestiv» fomcaeti of wind pattern« la 

aeoor&aao« with tlat and dlsplacenent aapect« of tb« «loud» war« fbvoA to 

be feaalbl* «ithis th« tin» lloltations of an oparatloaal deolaioa*   Practi- 

cal nathods vor« diviaed to apply smch « syvtaa to the laat ttara« CASTIS 

ahcta for a valid foraeaat period of H to K plus 24 hour«, 

(d) Air RADEI plotting for H to H plua 6 hour« was u«ed 

to adrantage to define exclusion area« for operational aircraft and for de- 

fining appropriate area« for cloud «aapling»' 

(e) CASTLE data and effort« «ere «ufficient to «upport 

profitable interim «tudi«« on new forecasting technique« and refineaent« at 

current «yeteas for the deTelopneot of reliable fall-out prediction»» 

d.   Dociaetiy 

(1) The routine MaadMi Pend««ible Exposure (HP!) of 3«9r for 

the operation wa« inadequate, la sooe case«, fop th« nuabor «ad yields of 

the «hot« detonated» 

(2) The «peeial KPB of 20r for crew aiaber« of cloud «aapling 

aircraft wa« adequate« ■ 

(3) In reeognitica -»f the inadequacy of the routine MFIr authori- 

sation wa« requested from, aad granted by, the burgeon« General of the thru« 

Sende«« *nd by th« Director, DiyUion of Biology and Medicine, ABC to revise 

the MPE throvgh «aiTsr trom the Task Pore« Conpaad«r in Individually deeig- 

nated «a««« «hen drcuaetancee indicated th« need and justification therefor« 

Thi« authority« exercised for a relatirely few anaber   of individual«, was 

adäquat« for the eoapletioa of e««ential CASTU? mission«. 

(4) The priaary factor in th« maintenance of penconel doeage« 
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within «ataUlshad Haiti WM thm high degr«* of RadMf« Matrol «xsrelMd 

over wnridng partiM, aircraft and ships opsrating ia eontMdnatsd areas,. 

- ($)■   Personnel dosage oontrol while eoodhieting • eoa^letelj 

ship-based operation was extremly difAeult far the BRAVO shot, dtie to the 

necessity for unusually large manbers of wortdag parties to perfor» firsqusat. 

sorties into contaninated areas, the many ships used as housing afloat sad 

the centralisation of the film badge processing laboratory faeilitiee oa cos 

ship. 

(6) Numerical ralues of Halting criteria for eTaeuatioo of       , / 
i 

task force populations depended upon the stage of completion of the opersr- 

tion, sites and yields of remaining STSflts, and the average Isvel of person- 

nel doeagea already acquired«   In general» the levels which could be toler»» 

ted without eracuailon ware higher for shots at the end of the series thm 

for earlier shots«    As a general rule, a dose rate which would reeult is two 

to three tines the MPE of 3,9r (and possibly aa high as 20r) for the rmssin 

ing period of the operation was considered aessptable without resorting to 

the complaxlty, expense and disruption of an evacuation«. Siailar values, with 

a further oonsMsration of lifo-tioe dosage aspeete, were considered asssp-    _J 

table for native populations« 

(7) Considering the high* resistence to fall-out exhibited by 

the aeroeol-type clouds from water surf ass shots, and the unusually rapid 

"apparent decay" of intensities off-eite from shots following BRAVO, a rea- 

sonable eoneluaion could be drawn that a "shine effect" waa preeent for all 

such shota (and probably for the BRAVO shot as well).   Since this effect» was 

not instrunsnted. It was imposslbls to assign it a mmarical value«   Baaed 

on meager evidenss, howeveri the "shine effect" was estimated to account for 
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at l«Mt 50SK of th« do«« rat« «•«» during th* pariod of "shin»* and fall-out» 

••   Radaaf« Surraj 

(1) Th« plan for cloud, tracking to 8wc«p critical araaa rathar 

than to follow all segment« of th« cloud wa« adequate and well within th« 

capabilitlea of th« aircraft available,   Continuoue analysl« of th« row data 

receiTBd through In-flight report« Va« th« primary method of rapidly deter- 

mining the relation between foreoaet and actual partial« trajectories •   This 

information, combined with report« from ground monitoring stations, mad« 

possible rapid general determination« of fall-out pattern« after each «hot* 

(2) Manned monitor station« on th« several island« wer« very 

useful to assist th« post-shot evaluation of fhll-out and to augment th« «ys- 

ten of aerial radaaf« reconnaissance.   In «coa «a««« th« scale rang« of th« 

radiae inatnamt« wa« Inadequate and wa« corrected*    Although th« BRAVO 

«vent indicated that more stattbas wer« needed, personnel, and self-auffielen^ 

housing and caanunieatians eqaipaent war« not ivsilable during the «hot phas« 

to put them In operation«   Also, the absence of. critical population» after 

BRAVO, mad« such stations less urgent«   Th« existing network of stations, 

equipped with appropriate Instrumente and coonunieations facilities, provided 

a valuable safeguard for populated area« within five hundred mile« of th« 

shot site« 

(3) Th« use of routine operational and test aircraft to aasist 

in the definition of All-out areas on the shot atoll and between ground sero 

and th« taak fore« fleet wa« Inadequate,   It wa« found n«cessary to divert 

WB-29 «loud tracking aircraft to make low-level sweeps between the' ships and 

the shot atoll and to asssss the physieal and radaaf s damage to the BIKINI 

airstrip* 
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(4) Although tl» cloud traddnf plan included 10,00fefoot 

aerial weep« up-wlnd of populated area« on «hot daj and low-Oerel preeisioa 

aerial iwiepr on ahot day plue one» It MM found deairable to maka low-leTal 

paaaea over the northern HARSH ALL lalanda on ahot day.   For thla purpoae, 

WP-29 cloud traeken «ere dlvertöd to drer-fly these islands at apprwOiaately 

200 feet from about H plus 10 to H plus 12 hours fora fmeral eatiflste of the 

existing conditions.   Since major fUl-out could occur within 10 t6 12 hours 

after ahot tipu, the data oht&ined ^y thee« flights gate reasonable and ttos- 

ly assurance to operational decisions relative to the existence of 4 ?eäl 

hasard at the atolls involved. 

(5) Considerable progreee was mads by scientific projects in 

defining the fall-out pattern over-water by sampling the water itself and 

by low-level aerial survey of the contaadnated water using sensitiv« sei»- 

tillation-type ganaa rate meters«   The us« of raft or buoy fall-out collec- 

tors to measure the over-all pattern was generally unsueeessful due to operas 

tional difficulties in locating the collectors, and due to losses of collee- 

tors arising from failure to locate and from ahot delays»   Ths new methodsr 

using a few rafts or buoys to tis in actual numerisal valuss of inteneity 

shows great promise in solving ths asjor fall-out documentation problem for 

future operations at the FtO« 

f»   Personnel 

(1)   the shot phase of an operation of the magnitude of CASTUS 

requires at least two Radsafs trained offlsers, at the task Pores level 

preferably ihre«, and at leaat three derica . assistants»   A full tins assis- 

tant Radeäfe Offidef available during the 2M»our period iaasediatelj preceding 

and inediately following each shot would have prseludsd ths requiresmnt for 
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on« stich, officer remaining exeesaiTelj on duty without rest*   The necessity 

for proparation of display», advisories and forecasts and maintaining a 

perlodio Coanand Briefing aehedula through about H minus 3 hours, followsd 

^ by at least a twelre-hour post-shot period of detailed analysis of the close- 

in and long-range fall-out aspects of the shot, and the preparation of addi- 

tional advisories awl directives, were not compatible with the assignment of 

"ne officer to this duty*    Although "additional duty" officer personnel were 

available to assist during the critical shot days, these people were neither 

available between shots to carry through on documentation of the shots and 

preparation of historical material, nor can it be expected that similar per- 

sonnel will be freely available in the future for even the critical shot days^ 

The amount of between-shot work that could be properly completed was limited* 

Extensive preparation of documentary and historical material, while stilL 

fresh in the minds of the participants, could not be properly accomplishsd 

with the available personnel.   Further, clerical assistance was adequate only 

through exceseive and frequent after-hour» duty*   • 
k 

(2) The shot phase stage of development of the dynamic fall-r 

out plot (par 1 e (3)(c) above) was such that approximately one and one-half 

to two hours work was required by one man to complete the forecast*   Although, 

this time factor can undoubtedly be improved, the fact remains that, within 

the tins limits available for preparation of material for an operational 

decision, additional responsible peraonnel must be available to prepare other 

material needed for the decision« 

(3) The preparation of the dynamic fall-out plot requires the 

full-time assistance of a weather forecaster familiar with the long rang« 

air particle tnjectorie« and with at least the general nature of the fall- 
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out problems« 

(4) The task fore« Biomsdieal Advisor and Staff Surgeon was of 

Invaluable assistance to Radsafe due to his. special training in r^ilology 

^ and previous field experience en atomic tests». 

(5) Ths principle of ccmaand responslbilltj for Radsxfety with 

self-sufficient Radsafe Units in each of the task groups was sound.   The 

manning of these units primarily with group-trained addltlcnal-duty person- 

nel was not only a saving in total numbers of people, but entirely adequate 

for task group needs«   In particular, the principle of project recovery moni- 

tor as an additional duty of project personnel, and ths organisation of a 

pool of aaergency back-up monitors, were outstanding economy factors» 

(6) Nuclear Engineers, or equivalent, were assigned to each 

task group (except TG 7.5) in order to conduct general, and specialised group 

training and to organise tastt group units capable of carrying out task group 

radsafe responsibilities« 

(7) Due to ths unexpected requirement for a completely ship- 

based operation for the roll-up of the contaminated TARE camp and for simul- 

taneous split-atoll operations, the total numbers of personnel in the Rad- 

safe Unit of TO 7*1 was Inadequate; 

(8) Ths number of personnel assigned to the special fall-odt 

program conducted by the Health and Safety Lab oratory. New York Operations 

Office, AEG was such that routine task force support was, at times, inade- 

quate«    Occasionally, special arrangements had to be mads with available 

equipment and clerical personnel in ordsr to support the program« 

g«   Comminicatlons 

(1)   The special voice radio circuit between the Radsafe OFFICE 
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at tha Comund Pott and the Radsafe CSNTER of TG 7*1 wa» alequat«*  Th» 

special CW station sat up in the Radsafe OFFICS and tied into the WB-29 

Cloud Tracker and the Weather statten net to intercept in-flight radsafe 

-A reports ind to relay changes in flight track, «as the key to the successful 

accomplishment of the cloud tracking plan*   Rapid and accurate means of com- 

munication were the indispensible ingredients of all post-shot efforts to 

assess and analyse the fall-out aspects of the shots* 

2»   Recommendationsx 

a«   General: 

(1) An adequate danger area should be established for future 

operations at the PFG(   Danger Area notices relative to the establishment 

should be given wide dissemination* 

(2) Native populations within 500 miles of the test site should 

be briefed in advance on the general features of the operation and the general 

nature ^f the safety measures to be taken for their protection, 

(3) Studies should be made relative to the concentration» of 

hasardous long-livod fission products on the M.\BSH.JX Islands to the east 

of BIKINI. 

(4) Manned radsafe monitor stations should be provided for at 

least the northern JOSH/XL Islands»   Stations should bs equipped with 

roentgen range instruments and with radio conmamieation facilities, and should 

be in operation from H hour until approximately D plus 3 iays.   The primary 

mission of the stations should be to determine and report significant intetw 
> 

cities, to obtain the tins variation of intensities, an! to evaluate "shine 

effects. 

(5) Film badges should be provided for a representative nusber 
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of inhabitant» of all populated atolls within 500 niles of the shot site» 

Responsibla persons should be selected to wear the badge» or the badges 

eaehod on the atolls an.1 as little publicit7 as possible given to the presence 

of film badges on the atoll.   For standardisation, task fores facilities 

should be used for supply and processing of badges* 

(6) For lagoon surface operations, reasonable and routine 

radsafe precautions should be prescribed*    In the event of violent storms 

within several weeks following a detonation, lagoon surface operations should 

be praeoded bj an extensive radiological analysis of ths lagoon watar^ 

(7) Space, facilities and personnel of the weather and radsafe 

sections should be physically located to stress maxlima cooperation and coor- 

dinatioa in the discharge of the ■Btuslly over-lapping weathsr/radsafa Arno» 

tions. 

b,    Weathert 

(1) The health hasard risks which can bs introduced by poor 

fall-out predictions, and ths cost of maintaining ths entire task fores at 

the PPG extra days due to inaccurate weather forecasts, should be emphasised 

in their relation to the cost of supporting a small aateorological research 

staff, 

(2) A better constant altitude balloon project should be plan- 

ned and supported as part of the weather/radsafe serricee for future opera- 

tions, 

(3) Better rawinsonde balloons, capable of resisting ths effacts 

of the cold tropical tropopause, should be obtained for future operations« 

(4) Frequent post-shot revised wind forecasts should be issued 

covering the period of H to H plus 24 hours. 
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(5)   Rawinsonde site« ahould bo «stablithed in the nortfaM«^ 

and the northea«t quadrant** 

o.   FalL-out Fore cast ingi 

(1) Assu&ptionat   The baalo assumption« as used and modified 

by the CASTLE shots should be used for future PIG operational planning» 

(2) Wind Pattern Griteriat   The basis criteria as used and modi- 

fied by the CASTLE shots should be used for future PPG operational planning» 

(3) Fall-out Forecasting Systems 

(a) Fall-out forecast tystems based on ground sero winds 

as used on CASTUS, should be retained for furture operations, but limited 

to a valid time of approximately six hours« 

(b) Tho dynamic fall-out forecast system developed on 

CASTLE should be refined for future operations and the construction techniqam 

simplified to reduce its complexity and the time involTSd in its construction» 

(c) The Air RADEX construction teetaniqus, as modified for 

source site on CASTLE, should be used on future operations at the PPG» 

(d) Old and new fall-out forecasting techniques in geasralr 

should be studied and supportsd on the basis of CASUS data, and vdth coo» 

sidsrntions similar to those outlined above for meteorological research» 

d»   Dosimetryr 

(1) The Maximum Permissible Exposures, as modified by the waiver 

provision, should be used for future operations at tho PPG, 

(2) Personnel dosage control should be made a special subject 

for task group and unit eoomanders, and positive measures taken to insure 

compliance with necessary regulations and controls» 
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(3)   IrrespoctiTa of other factors, centralised film badge 

supply and processing should be retained, and constant efforts made to main- 

tairi* standardised techniques for the reduction of the many rariablas inrolved» 

(U) The dosages acquired by native populations from the CASTLE 

series must be considerod in setting up radiation dose criteria tor critical 

M."jaSH;Ji Islands on future operations« 

(5)   The "shine effaet" for distances up to 500 miles must be 

evaluated on future operations for its contribution to total dose and for its 

possible impact and revision of doses acquired during the CASTLE series» 

e. Radsafe Survey: 

(1) Tho CSTLE cloud tracking plan (as modified below) should 

be re-instituted for future tests, and augnonted by manned ground stations 

spread throughout the K/JISH/JLL Islands. 
# 

(2) A special cloud tracker should be planned to perform exten- 

sive aerial rocennaissaneo at various levels in the vicinity of the task 

force fleet and the shot atcll, 

(3) A special cloud tracker should be planned to perform low- 

lovel (approximately 200 feet) passes over the northern M/ÜSH/.LL Islands on 

shot day» The timing should bu such that significant fall-out could have 

occurred prior to the survey» 

(4) Support of CASTLE-devoloped methods of measuring the ocean 

fall-out pattern by aircraft and ships, should be given high priority on 

future tests» 

f. Personnel: 

(1)   The Radsafe Section of tho task force headquarters should 

be augmented during the shot phase by tho following personnel: 
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(a) Two Nuelaar Sigineers 

(b) On« clerk typist     • 

(2) On© weather f oreoaster should be made arallable to the Red- 

safe Section of the task force from about H minus 20 hours to about H plus 

12 hours to work directly on the preparation of dynamic forecast fall-out 

plots 

(3) The task force headquarters should be augmented during the 

shot phase of the operation by one medical officerv trained In radiology«. 

and *ith preTlous field experience on atomic tests»   This officer and the Rad- 

s&fe Officer should work in close coordination on matters of mutual interest» 

(4) The policy of assigning Nuclear aogineer« (or equivalent) 

to each task group, and the principle of manning Radsafe Units with pereonnel 

trained In radsafe as an additional duty, should be retained for future tests« 

(5) A large pool (at least 100) of emergency back-up radsafe 

monitors should be organised for the Radsafe Unit of TG 7»1«   Personnel should 

be drawn from all task groups or units not likely to eneouoter eontsmlnsctian* 

(6) Future plans to support falUout programs for the Health 

and Safety Laboratory of the AEC's New York Operations Of flee should Inclmls 

a practical and substantial nunber of personnel to assure aecoBpUstasnt with» 

in routine task fore« support ««pabilities«   The plan ehould consider th« 

assignment of military personnel to this program In riew of the mutual Task 

Force /CINCPACFUAruct Territory/AEG interests, eepecially In th« category 

of nannmd stations within 500 miles of the test site» 

g,   CoBBwnicationsj 

10$ 
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(I)   Positiv» two-way radio faellitia» Unking the toalc fore« 

Radsaf« S«etioa with th« Radsafe Unit of TG 7.1» the cloud trackers anl the 

manned monitor stations should be a high priority requireoenb on future 

operations» 
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Annex W to CJTF agVHH Operation Order Mo. 3-53 

RADIOLOSICAL SAFBTT 

1. Radiologie«! safety of all task force military and clrllian person- 
nel is a eomund responsibility and radiological safety actirlties 
will be performed through naraal coamand channels. 

2. ~lh« Coamander^ Joint Task Pore« SE7EH will: 

a. Specify the measures necessary to insure the radiological safety 
of task force pereonnel and furnish technical «drisory assistance to 
task group radiological safety officer«. 

b. Inform CINCPAC of radiological hazard« which may exist in areas 
outside the task force responsibility. 

Co Maintain an information center (BadSafe Office) with display« of 
current air and surface radexes, radiological situation maps of 
atolls and peripheral aerial and surface areas and such other allied 
data as may be appropriate. 

d. Arrange for the designation of monitors and courier« to accom- 
pany radioactive and special cargo shipments on sample return air- 
craft and to monitor loading and unloading of such cargo. 

3. Task Group Commanders will: 

a. Proride radiological safety units within their task group« «ad 
insure that these units are in the required condition of readlnee« 
to carry out the radiological safety missions of their respectire 
task groups. 

b. Proride complete allowance« of radiae equipment and special clo- 
thing. The requirements of CTG 7.5 will be included in the allow- 
ances of CTG 7.1 for necessary issue to TG 7.5 personnel during the 
operational phase and for subsequent loan or sale to CTG 7.5 for 
post-operational use at th« Pacific Proring Ground. 

c. Prior to the first ahot minus 10 day«, forward to CTG 7.1 (for 
use of the RadSafe Center in conjunction with film badge radiation 
dosage control) a listing of task group personnel to Mhom film bmfeas 
will b« issued during the orerseas phase of th« operation. Within 
fire days following each shot, proride CTG 7.1 with addition« to 
preriou» list«. Lists will indicate full name, rank or rate, ««rial 
or service number if applicable and home station or laboratory a« 
appropriate. 

4. The Commander, TG 7.1, baring the major technical radiological saftty 
unit, will: 

a. Perform all ground monitoring serrice« associated with scienti- 
fic missions except those in conjunction with aircraft and airborne 
collection of scientific data. 

b. Proride laboratory serrices and technical assistance to all task 
group«, to include: 



(1) Prorlslon of standard typ« flla badges sr.    j.:.clfisd suppls- 
asntazy items of personnel radiological safety squ^jasnt. 

(2) Laboratory serrlces to dsrelop and interpret fila badges. 

(3) Records of exposures fro« fila badges.    (Duplicates will be 
famished task group commanders). 

(k) Laboratory ssnricss for the radiochealcal analysis of water 
-saaples. 

(5) ProTision of primary facilities at PARBZ ISLAND radiological 
safety building for calibration, repair and maintenance of instru- 
ments and storage of spare parts of radiac equipment.   Similar limit- 
ed facilities will be maintained at BIKINI during the operational 
phase at that atoll. 

(6) Monitoring the remoral and packaging of radioactive sources 
and samples except, as indicated in paragraph 4a abore, remoral 
operations from aircraft will remain the radiological safety respon- 
sibility of the task group to which the aircraft are assigned. 

c. Provide radiological safety surface situation maps after shot 
times to the task force and task group commanders. 

d. Provide and issus special high density goggles to specified per- 
sonnel of the task force. 

e. Provide and maintain radiac equipment and protective clothing as 
necessary for TG 7*1, TO 7*5 and specified recovery personnel.      >. 

f. Provide technical personnel to assist task group commander« is- 
the inspection of radiologically contaminated items and the certifi- 
cation of destruction, disposal or unserviceability of such items as 
required. 

g. Maintain a radiological safety center (HadSafe Center) for the 
control of TG 7.1 radiological safety operations. 

h.    Provide personnel and equipment decontamination facilities for 
radiological safety surrey and recovery operations. 

i.    Perform limited fall-out studies within the Pacific Proving 
Ground for radiological safety documentation only. 

J.    Assume radiological safety responsibilities of TG 7*5 during the 
overseas phase of the operation. 

k.    Integrate within TO 7*1 key radiological safety personnel made 
available by CTG 7*5«    Such personnel will assist CTG 7.1 during the 
operational phase and will be assigned duties amenable to training 
in the fundamental radiological safety services to be assumed by CTG 
7.5 upon completion of the overseas phase of the operation. 

1.    Assist CTG 7*3 to the extent of providing equipment, personnel 
and supervision for rough operational decontamination of aircraft 
ashore at BIKINI ATOLL.   Decontamination will be limited to washdovn 
of exterior and vacuum cleaning of Interiors.   No detailed decon- 
tamination will be attempted by TG 7*1 personnel.   Aircraft crews 



will Malst In this operation. 

5, Th« Coonander, TO 7*2 «111: 

a. Ptrfom all ground monitoring sorrlcoa aasoeiatad «1th BNTEWETOK 
ISLAHD excapt in thos« aroaa or actiTltiaa aasigned to othar taak 
groupa. 

> 
b. Prorlda omr radiological safatj monitora, fifty (50) of which 

— «ill ba NQ* elaarad for emargancy Monitor aupport of TO 7.1 if ra- 
quirad.'. • 

0. Prorlda ONU daeontaainatioo paraonnal, tan (10) of «hieb «ill ba 
-daaignatad for «nergency dacontaaination aupport of TO 7.1 if raquir- 
ad. 

d. Prorlda om radiao «qulpoant and protactira clothing. 

a. Prorlda own repair, spare parta and calibration facilitlea for 
radiac equipaent. 

f. Prorlda contaninatad clothing laundry facilitlea for TO 7*k» 
« 

g. Prorlda contaminated equipment storage area with the neceaaary 
aeourity. 

6. The Coonandar, TO 7*3 will: 

a. Prorlda om radiological safety monitors, including on« airborne 
monitor for each multi-engine aircraft crew assigned to TO 7.3» ,• 

b- Prorlda own radiac equipment and protectire clothing. 

c. Proride owh repair, spar« parts and calibration facilities for 
radiac equipment. 

d. Proride monitors and decontamination crews aboard each ship with- 
in the task group. 

e. Proride facilities for personnel dacontaaination cm th« CVI, 

f. While th« task force la embarked, proride apace for us« of th« 
radiologieal safsty unit (RadSafe Center) of TO 7.1« 

g. Proride decontamination crews and facilities for all aircraft at 
KKXHZ ATOLL. Limltod aaalatance ashore will be furnished by CTO 
7.1 la accordance with paragraph 4/ , aa required. 

h. Provide decontamination crews and facilities for mm aircraft 
aboard th« CVI at BMIWETOK ATOLL. Uaited aaalatance aahor« will b« 
fumlihed by CTO 7*4, aa required. 

1. Proride necessary helicopter air serrlce for radiologieal sur- 
reys and post-shot recorery operations (monitors furnished by TO 7.1). 

j. Collect lagoon water samplea. 

k. Proride water spray aqulpnant aboard all ressels likely to b« in 
th« fall-out area. 



1. During the BIKINI phase prorlde for air to gr  a reporting of 
approximate air radiation intensities encountered b/ all aircraft 
operating between ENIWETOK and BIKINI froa H Hour to M plus 24 hours. 
It is not contemplated that aircraft should be scheduled for this 
specific requirement alone. Reports «ill be routed to the SadSafe 
Office at the task force command post by the most expeditious means. 
Reports «ill be prepared and coded in accordance «1th paragraph 7/, 
belov. 

7«-The Comaaader, TG 7.4 «ill: 

a. Prorlde own radiological safety monitors, including one airborne 
monitor for each multi-engine aircraft crew assigned to TO 7.4. 

b. Prorlde own radiac equipment and protect Ire clothing. 

c. Prorlde o«n repair, spare parts and calibration facilities for 
radiac equipment. 

d. Prorlde facilities for personnel decontamination on ENIWETOK 
ISLAND. 

e. Provide decontamination crews and facilities for own aircraft at 
ENIWETOK ATOLL. 

f. At ENIWETOK ATOLL, assist TO 7.3 in aircraft decontamination with 
TO 7*4 equipment, as required. 

g. Prorlde necessary helicopter and liaison air serrice for radio» 
logical surreys and post-shot recorery operations (monitor* furnished. 
by TO 7.1). 

h. Prorlde monitoring serrice« for the remoral (by TO 7*1 personnel) 
of radioactlre samples or data collected by aircraft. 

1. Prorlde cloud tracking aircraft for post-shot radiological safe- 
ty "situation data" up to radius of 500 miles in ths significant 
Quadrant for a period of 48 hours, starting at approodaately H plus 
hours. Reports will bs prepared and coded in accordance with 

paragraph 7/» below. 

J. During the BIKINI phase, prorlde for air to ground reporting of 
approximate radiation (air) intensities encountered by all aircraft 
operating between EMIWETOK and EIKZNI fro« H Hour to H plus 24 hours. 
It is not contemplated that aircraft should be scheduled for this 
specific rsquireasnt alone. Reports will be routed to the RadSafe 
Office at the task fores comaand port by the most expeditions means. 
Reports will be prepared and coded in accordance with paragraph 7/, 
below.. 

lc. Baploy simple codes (to be furnished separately by CJTP SEVER) 
in conjunction with the periodic weather reconnaissance reports to 
report approximate air radiation intensltiss encountered en regular- 
ly established weather reconnaissance or cloud tracking flights and 
for reports required from aircraft operating during the BIKINI phase 
between ENIWETOK and BIKINI from H Hour to H plus 24 hours. Reports 
will indicate the approximate position, altitude and order of magni- 
tude of radiation encountered. 
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1. Develop the air RAJDEX for each shot. 

8. Th« Comnander, TO 7.5 will; 

a. Develop a schedule of requirements for radiological safety serv- 
ices required fron CTG 7,1 and assist CTC 7.1 in decontanination of 
AEC facilities and equipment as necessary. 

b. Provide key radiological personnel for integration into and 
"■ training with the radiological safety organization of TC 7,1 during 

the overseas phase of the operation. The total number and qualifica- 
tions of such personnel will be as determined necessary by CTG 7.5* 
commensurate with the assumption of responsibilities indicated in 
paragraph 8c, below. 

C. Assume residual task force radiological safety functions at the 
Pacific Proving Ground upon completion of the overseas phase of the 
operation, Required equipment and supplies will be made available 
at that time to CTG 7 5 on a loan or sals basis from stocks provided 
by CTG 7.1. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Appendix 

I - Radiological Safety Regulations 
II - Radiological Safety Office and Center 

III - Hazards Resulting from Atomic Bomb Explosions 

OFFICIAL: 

COWART, 
Colonel, U.S. Air Pol 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Appendix I to Annex N 
Radiological Safety, CJTF SE7ES Operation Plan No. 3-53 

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETT'HEGÜLATI0R3 

1. General, 

_ a.    Radiological Defense (RadDefenae) operations or Radiological 
' Safety (RadSafe) operations, short ten RadOps, are general terms. 

They are used to denote the means by which a unit can control and 
confine the damage and radiological effects of an atonic explosion 
or of radioactive material spread by other means, thereby prerentlng 
and avoiding health hasards to personnel.    They are Interpreted to 
Include measures such as training, organisation, distribution of 
radiological personnel, development of techniques and procedures, 
use of detecting equipment, protection or removal of exposed person- 
nel and decontamination of personnel, structures and equipment. 

b. Following each detonation there will be areas of surface radio- 
logical contamination and areas of air radiological contamination. 
These areas are designated as Radiological Exclusion Areas (RADEX). 
Prior to shot times, the forecast air and surface RADEX will be 
disseminated by CJTF SETS» in the target area.   These   RADEZES will 
represent a forecast from H Hour until dissemination of a later sur- 
face and air RADSZ at about H plus k hours.   The later RADEZES will 
be based upon the master radiological "situation map" maintained in 
the RadSafe Office of CJTF SE7ES.    Since the air RADEZ after shot 
times will be based on monitored tracking by aircraft over signifi- 
cant large ocean areas, information promulgated from the forecast 
air RADEZ may have to be extended beyond the originally anticipated 
4 hour period. 

c. The surface RADEZ will be determined by actual survey with 
Radiation Detection, Indication and Computation (RADIAC) equipment 
after shot time.   The most rapid method of accomplishing surface 
survey in the early stages will be by helicopter flight in and aroual 
the surface of contaminated areas.    From the radiation intensities 
measured at a known altitude, it is possible to obtain an estimate 
of the radiation dosage rates which would be encountered on the sur- 
face of the ground or water.    Actual water samples from the lagoon 
will also be utilised.   Ground survey will follow these guides to 
determine definitely the contaminated regions and objects.    Formal 
ground survey of the shot atoll, as feasible, will be accompUshed 
on H plus 24 hours. 

2. The Maximum Permissible Exposures (MPEs) and Maximum Permissible 
Limits (MPLs) as stated herein are applicable to a field experimen- 
tal test of nuclear devices in peacetime wherein numbers of person- 
nel engaged in these tests have been previously exposed or will be 
continuously exposed to potential radiation hasards.   It nay become 
necessary from a study of personnel records to reduce the MPE for 
certain individuals who have recently been over-exposed to radiation. 
Further, the MPEs and MPLs are subject to revision by waiver from 
the task force commander in individually designated eases when cir- 
cumstances indicate the need and Justification therefor. 

3. Due to the special nature of field tests it is considered that a 
policy of strict adherence to the radiological standards prescribed 



for routine work is not realistic.    The regulations set forth herein 
hare been designed as a reasonable and safe compromise considering 
eonserration of personnel exposures, the international import of the 
test and the cost aspects of operational delays chargeable to exces- 
sire radiological precautions. In all cases other than. emergencies 
or tactical situations the ultimate criteria will be limited bj the 
MPEs for personnel.    Special instances may arise such as in the case 
of an air-sea rescue within the RAOEZ or in the case of tactical sit- 
uation in. «hieh operations will be carried out without regard to the 
MPEs and MPLs prescribed herein.    For such emergency or tactical 
operations the criteria prescribed below for tactical situations will 
be used as a guide.   Vhererer possible, however, film badges will be 
carried and RadSafe monitors will accompany such operations to de- 
termine the extent of the actual radiation hazard experienced in 
order that appropriate medical action may be initiated. 

k.   Task force radiation dosage control will start on first shot minus 
fifteen (15) days and terminate upon departure of individuals from 
the forward area or on the last shot plus fifteen (15) days, which- 
ever occurs first.    All personnel will be considered to have arrived 
at the Pacific Proving Ground by first shot minus fifteen (15) days. 
Prior and subsequent to this period, radiation dosage control will be 
as prescribed by CTG 7.5. 

5. a.    The MPE for personnel involved in this operation, as defined br 
paragraph 4, above, is 3o9 roentgens (gamma only).   This exposure 
may be acquired at any time during a thirteen (13) week period of 
the operation.   Provided no previous over-exposure remains for co»» 
pensatlon, 3.9 roentgens may be acquired without regard to the indi- 
vidual's past radiation history.    This MPE will be considered further 
augmented (without separate action) by 0.3 roentgens per week for 
each week in excess of thirteen (13) weeks required during the opera- 
tional period defined by paragraph if, above. 

b. A special MPE of 20 roentgens (gamma only) is authorized for the 
operational period as defined by paragraph U» above, for crew mem- 
bers of air sampling aircraft. 

c. All exposure to external gamma radiation will be regarded aa 
total body irradiation. 

6. Those individuals exposed to ionizing radiation in excess of the 
value computed by paragraph 5a, above, will be Informed that appro- 
priate remarks will be included in their medical records.   Military 
personnel in this category will be advised that they should not be 
exposed to further radiation until sufficient time has elapsed in 
order to bring their average radiation dose down to 0.3 roentgens 
per week.    Civilian personnel in this category will be informed that 
limitations on further radiation exposure will be as determined by 
the laboratory or agency having administrative Jurisdiction over sudx 
personnel. 

7*    All atoll land and lagoon areas in or near which a detonation takes 
place will be considered contaminated until cleared for operations 
by the task fores commander.   Entry to and exit from contaminated 
areas will be via RadSafe check points only. 

8.    Contaminated land and water areas will be delineated as such.    Per- 
sonnel entering these areas will be subject to clearances by the 



RadSAf« Office, TG 7.1, and will normallj be accompanied by a RadSafe 
monitor. RadSafe clothing and equipment will be Issued to the per- 
sonnel. 

9. Contaminated land areas of Intensities less than 10 mr/hr (gamma 
only) will be considered unrestricted from a RadSafe standpoint. 
Area» coming within this limitation will be designated specifically 
by CJTP SEVElf prior to unrestricted entry. 

10." RadSafe monitors assigned to Indiriduals or groups working In con- 
taminated areas or with contaminated equipment during recovery opera- 
tions will act in an advisory capacity to keep the recovery party 
leader informed of radiation intensities at all times. The recovery 
party leader is expected to accept this advice and act accordingly. 
It is the responsibility of both the loader and the members of the 
recovery party to adhere to the limits established in these regula- 
tions. The RadSafe monitor will limit his activities to monitoring 
and will not engage in actual recovery operations. 

11. Film badges, dosimeters and protective clothing (coveralls, booties, 
caps, gloves, dust respirators, etc.) as deemed necessary will be 
Issued to personnel entering contaminated areas by appropriate task 
group RadSafe supply sections. All personnel dosage film badges will 
be procured from and returned to the laboratory of TO 7, TG 7.1, 
where all processing and recording will be accomplished. 

12. AU personnel within viewing distance of an atomic detonation who 
are not supplied with protective goggles will turn away from the -' 
detonation point and close their eyes during the time of burst. At 
least 10 seconds should be allowed before looking directly at the 
burst. 

13. The arrival and proposed use of radioactive sources at the Pacific 
Proving Ground will be reported to the RadSafe Officer of TQ 7*1. 

14. Transportation of radioactive material to and from the forward area 
shall be in accordance with ABC regulation« for escorted shipment of 
such material. The assignment of couriers and RadSafe monitors will 
be the subject of separate instructions. No radioactive material 
shall be removed from the test site except as authorised in experi- 
mental projects. 

15. All samples of radioactive material which are couriered in aircraft 
will be packaged and loaded so as to reduce radiation to a minimum. 
Prior to departure of such aircraft, the RadSafe Officer, TG 7.4, 
will have a survey made of the aircraft cargo to determine if ade- 
quate precautions have been taken. The following criteria will de- 
termine space and packaging requirements t 

a. Prior exposure of aircraft crew, courier and passengers. 

b. Anticipated future exposures on trip, considering length of trip, 
compartmental loading requirements and capability to isolate person- 
nel from radioactive material. 

16. All air and surface vehicles or craft used in contaminated areas will 
be checked through the appropriate task group decontamination sec- 
tion upon return from such areas. 



17.    The MPLs listed herein are to be regarded as advisory limits for con- 
trol under average conditions.    All readings of surface contaainatioi 
are to be made with Geiger counters, with tube walls not substanti- 
ally in excess of 30 ng/cm2 with shield open unless otherwise speci- 
fied.    The surface of the probe should be held one (1) inch to two 
(2) inches from the surface that is under observation unless other- 
wise specified.    For operational purposes the contamination MPLs pre- 
sented below will not be considered applicable to spotty contamina- 
tion provided such areas can be effectively isolated from personnel. 

a. Personnel and Clothing MPLs 

(1) Skin readings should not be more than 1.0 mr/hr.   Complete 
decontamination by bathing will be utilized for readings In excess 
of this level.    If the bod/ is generally contaminated and especially 
if contamination Is on the eyes or gonads, special efforts should be 
made to reduce the contamination level.    In general, however, it is 
not considered profitable to abrade the skin or epilate the scalp in 
an attempt to reduce stubborn contamination below 1 mr/hr (about 
1000 cpn).    Beta radiation exposure to the hands should not exceed 
30.0 rep for the operational period, as defined in paragraph 4, above. 

(2) Underclothing and body equipment such as the internal sur- 
faces of respirators should be reduced to 2 mr/hr. 

(3) Outer clothing should be reduced to 7 mr/hr, 

b. Vehicle MPLs.    The interior surfaces of occupied sections of 
vehicles should be reduced to 7 mr/hr.    The outside surfaces of 
vehicles should be reduced to less than 7 mr/hr (gamma only) at five 
(5) or six (6) inches from the surface. 

c. Ship and Beat MPLs 

(1) It is desired to point out that the employment of the ships 
and units in TO 7.3» insofar as radiological safety is concerned, is 
not considered routine usage within the purview of NavMed P-1325, 
'•Radiological Safety Regulations".    Current revision of NavMed P-3325 
indicates that its provisions do not apply for special operations 
such as field tests and that for such operations naval personnel will 
operate under regulations set forth by the task force commander as 
approved by the Chief of Naval Operations. 

(2) In general, ships and boats operating in waters near shot 
sites after shot times nay become contaminated.    Monitors shall be 
aboard all such craft operating after shot time, either as passen- 
gers or members of the crew, until such time as radiological restric- 
tions are lifted. 

(3) Task group commanders will take necessary action to ensure 
that personnel of ships and boats are not over-exposed to radiation 
and that ships and boats are not contaminated excessively.    The cri- 
terion in both cases is that no personnel will be over-exposed as 
defined by paragraph 4a, above, except in emergencies or tactical 
operations, and that after the operational period no personnel will 
receive more than 0.3 roentgens per week from contaminated equipment. 

(4) For ships and boats operating in contaminated waters, reason- 
able allowances will be made to differentiate between the relative 
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contribution to th« total flux from fixed eontaoination and that du« 
to "Shin«" from contaminated waters. Fixed alpha contamination 
should not exceed 2500 dpm(disintegration8 per minute) per 150 cm^ 
of area for enclosed areas (cabins, etc.) and 5000 dpm per 150 cm? 
area for open surfaces where ventilation is good. 

. (5) At the conclusion of the operation, final clearances will be 
granted by task group commanders or bj commanding officers, if so 
ordered, to those ships and boats showing no point of contamination 
greater than 15 mr/daj (beta and gamma} and no detectable alpha. 
Other ships and boats will be granted operational clearances by task 
group commanders or by commanding officers, if so ordered. An opera« 
tional clearance implies that contamination exists and that special 
procedures as necessary are instituted aboard ship. 

(6) Individuals on board ships of the task force shall be protec- 
ted collectively from hazards of blast, heat and radioactivity bj 
movement and positioning of the ships. 

(7) No ships with personnel shall be permitted inside the 1.5 
p. s.i. line unless specifically directed otherwise. Bearings of dan- 
ger from immediate radioactive fall-out for ship operations will be 
established by CJTF SEVEN on the basis of forecast wind directions 
at the intended time of detonation. This danger section will be 
designated as surface RADEZ. All ships of the task force shall be 
required to remain outside the RADEX - danger bearing, radial limi- 
tation and time restriction unless specifically directed otherwise* 
However, if ships are directed tactically into the surface RADS» 
movement of ships shall be governed by tactical exposure guides. 

d. Aircraft MPLs 

(1) The interior surfaces of occupied sections of aircraft shooM 
be reduced to 7 nr/hr, 

(2) No aircraft in the air at H Hour will be at slant ranges 
from ground zero less than as determined by the following effects 
unless specifically dirscted otherwise. (Based on Mod— predicted 
yield and 20 mile visibility). 

Blast (at predicted shock arrival): 0.5 p.s.i. 
Thermal (H Hour): Fabric control surfaces: 1.0 cal/cnr 

Metal contro.. surfaces:  6.0 cal/cm2 

(3) After detonation no aircraft shall operate inside the air 
RADEZ or closer than 10 nautical miles from the rising or visible 
cloud unless specifically directed otherwise. Mon-excepted aircraft 
involved in routine operations encountering unexpected regions of 
aerial contamination will. Immediately upon detecting such contami- 
nation, execute a turnout. Cloud tracking aircraft will execute 
turnout from contaminated areas at a level of not more than 3.0r/hr, 
If a tactical or emergency situation arises where aircraft oust 
enter the air RADEX or visible cloud, tactical exposure allowances 
shall apply. 

(4) AU multi-engine task force aircraft in the air at H Hour 
within 100 miles of the detonation point shall carry a person desig- 
nated as radiological safety monitor, equipped with suitable radiac 
equipment and a RADEZ plot. This monitor shall be capable of 



calculating allowable exposures under both tactical and operational 
conditions. 

(5) All persons in aircraft at shot tine or at subsequent times 
when engaged in operations in or near the cloud or RADEX track shall 
wear film badges. 

(6) Crew members of aircraft in the air at zero hour will take 
special precautions to avoid (for at least 10 seconds) the direct 

" and reflected light resulting from the burst. At the discretion of 
the airplane commander this could be done with protective high den- 
sity goggles, by turning away from the burst with eyes closed, by 
covering the eyes with the forearm, by turning cockpit lights up to 
highest intensity or by any combination of the above. 

e. In air and water the following continuous levels of radioactivi- 
ty are considered safe from the standpoint of personnel drinking and 
breathing Cuc«microcurie): 

Beta-Gaama Emitter 
Vater 5 x 10"J uc/cc (calculated to 

H / 3 days) 

Air (24 hour average) , 
Particles less than 5 micron diameter 10"0 uc/cc 
Particles greater than 5 micron diameter 10**^ uc/cc 

18.    In tactical situations the military commander must make the decision 
regarding allowable exposures.    As military personnel are normally 
subject to only randum exposure, health hazards are at a miniiaua» 
Current Department of Defense information on exposure to gamma radi- 
ation in tactical situations is indicated below: 

a. Uniform acute (immediate) exposure of 50 roentgens to a group of 
Armed Forces personnel will not appreciably affect their efficiency 
as a fighting unit. 

b. Uniform acute exposure of 100 roentgens will produce in occasion- 
al individuals nausea and vomiting but not to an extent that will 
render Armed Forces personnel ineffective as fighting units.    Person- 
nel receiving an acute radiation exposure of ICO or more roentgens 
should be given a period of rest and individual evaluation as soon 
as possible. 

c. Uniform acute exposure of approximately 150 roentgens or greater 
can be expected to render Armed Forces personnel ineffective as 
troops within a few hoars through a substantial incidence of nausea, 
vomiting, weakness and prostration.   Mortality produced by an acute 
exposure of 150 roentgens will be very low and eventual recovery of 
physical fitness may be expected, 

d. Field commands should, therefore, assume that if substantial 
numbers of their men receive acute radiation exposures substantially 
above 100 roentgens there is a grave risk that their coanands will 
rapidly become ineffective as fighting units. 

e. Internal radiation hazards caused by entry of radioactive sub- 
stances through the mouth, through the lungs or through cuts or 
wounds do not exist after an air burst.    Internal hazards following 
a contaminating surface explosion may be avoided if ordinary 
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precautions are taken. Only under unusual clrcu: . .ices will there 
be interna? hazard from residual contamination. This eliminates the 
necessity for masking and consequent reduction of tactical effici- 
ency. 

19. The SadSafe Officer, TO 7.1, will maintain standard type filn badge 
records of radiation exposures for all task force personnel. Records 
will indicate full name, rank or rate, serial or service number, if 
applicable, organization, home station or laboratory, date of expo- 

~ sure, approxuaate duration of over-exposure 1 n hours and minutes 
Cfor Army personnel only) and remarks such as limitations on assign- 
ment because of over-exposure. Upon completion of the operation, 
disposition of these records will be as follows: 

a. A consolidated list of exposures listing military personnel and 
a.Vvllian personnel under military control by full name, rank or 
rate, serial or service number (if applicable), organization, home 
station or laboratory and exposure in milllroentgens, together with 
exposed film badges and control filn badges, will be forwarded to 
the Chief, AFSWP. 

b. A consolidated list of personnel and exposures as indicated in 
paragraph 19a, above, including all AEC personnel, will be forwarded 
to the Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, AEC, 

c. Individual records of Navy and Air Force military personnel and 
civilian personnel will be forwarded to their unit of permanent as- 
signment for inclusion in the individual's health record (Medical 
History Sheets, NavMed H-d and the Individual Health Record for Navy 
and Air Force personnel, respectively). For those military person- 
nel exposed to ionizing jrediation in excess of that defined in para- 
gnph 5a, above, a statement will be included to the effect that the 
individual is not to be subjected to ionizing radiation before a 
specific date, the date to be conputed by the RadSafe Officer, TO 7.1, 
to allow sufficient time to elapse in order to bring the average 
radiation dose down to 0.3 roentgens per week. Limitations on Navy 
and Air Force civilian personnel with reference to over-exposures 
will be as determined by the laboratory or agency having administra- 
tive Jurisdiction over such personnel. 

d. Individual records of Amy military and civilian personnel will 
be forwarded in accordance with 3R 40-1025-66 dated 21 April 1953 to 
their unit of permanent assignment for inclusion in the individual's 
field military 201 file or the civilian personnel 201 file (which- 
ever is applicable). These records will indicate date of exposure, 
amount of exposure in milliroentgens, approximate duration of over- 
exposure in hours and minutes and a space for remarks such as limi- 
tations on assignment (as indicated in paragraph 19c, above) because 
of over-exposures. 

e. Individual records of AEC controlled and administered civilian 
personnel will be processed in accordance with special instructions 
prescribed by the laboratory or agency having administrative Juris- 
diction over such personnel. 

f. Upon completion of provisions of paragraph 19a, b, c, d and e, 
above, letter reports will be submitted through channels to the 
Surgeon General, USA; the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
USN; the Surgeon General, USAF and the Director, Division of Biology . 
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and Medicine, AEC, indicating, in general, the action taken to dis- 
pose of indiridual dose records, ronments on over-exposures if appli- 
cable and any pertinent remarks considered of interest to the above 
offices. 

20. Training. The Inclusion of radiological safety organizations through- 
out the task force will require two general levels of training; basic 
indoctrination and technical training. The scope of instruction with- 
_ln each of these levels will vary in accordance with the requirements 
of different operational and staff levels. Basic indoctrination will 
Include primary, non-technical instruction In radiological safety 
measures and techniques. This mast be imparted to all personnel of 
the task force to enable them to perform their assigned duties effi- 
ciently within the allowable low exposures, regardless of the pre- 
sence cf radioactive contaminants. Technical training will Include 
the training of the majority of the personnel who will be required 
to staff the task force radiological safety organizations and perfbrm 
the technical operations involved. This will be accomplished through 
the utilization of existing Service courses and establishment of 
suitable courses at task group level. This instruction will be de- 
signed to train radiological defense monitors, decontamination per- 
sonnel and radiological instrument repairmen. 

21. These regulations have the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA; 
the Chief of Naval Operations; the Surgeon General, USAP and the 
Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, A£C. 

22. This appendix has been designed for reduced security classification 
In order to facilitate wide dissemination and may be downgraded to >' 
RESTRICTED - SBCURITT INFORMATION provided all references to Joint 
Task Force SEVEN and its -subordinate units are deleted. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Any 

Commander 

OFFICIALS 

WILLIAM S. CCWART, JK(/ 
Colonel, U.S.Air Force, 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Appendljc II to Annex N     
Radiologie«! Safety, CJT? SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-53 

RADIOLOGICAL SAFSTT OmCE AND CENTER 

1. A JTP SE7EN radiological safety office (RadSafe Office) and a TQ 7.1 
radiological safety center (RadSafe Center) will be established for 
each shot. The RadSafe Office, manned by personnel of the Technical 

'Branch of the task force Operations Division (J-3)* will operate as 
the task force staff agency responsible for the dissemination of 
task force radiological directires, the presentation of radiological 
shot briefing material and the maintenance of displays of radiologi- 
cal information having an impact on the overall task force mission. 
The RadSafe Center will be established by CTG 7.1 and will serve as 
operations headquarters for the radiological safety activities of TQ 
7.1. Pertinent data collected at the RadSafe Center will be for- 
warded to the RadSafe Office at the task force command post. 

2, Detailed Duties 

a. RadSafe Office 

(1) The RadSafe Office, in coordination with CTG 7.4 who will 
develop the air RADEX plot, will assemble the overall RADEZ situaUoo. 
and disseminate the air and surface RADEX prior to shot tins (fore- 
cast) and will originate messages from time to time after shot time 
announcing R (Reentry) Hour, radiological clearances of previously 
closed areas, radiological directives to task groups, advisories to 
commands external to the task force and revisions of the air and 
surface RADEX as required. 

(2) The RadSafe Office will be responsible for the preparation 
of RadSafe forecast information for the shot briefings. 

(3) The RadSafe Office will maintain displays of radiological 
information pertinent to the test area and having an impact outside 
this area to include radiation levels on atoll islands and lagoon, 
RADIX information, cloud trajectories and their relation to occupied 
atolls and air and surface routes contiguous to the danger area, 
ship movements in the danger area, results of water sampling and 
such other items of special radiological consideration as may be re- 
quired by the operation or the scientific projects. 

(k)  Physical Lccatlons of RadSafe Office 

a. For BIKINI ATOLL shots: Command ship 

 b. Per ENIVBTOK ATOLL shots: Operations Division (J-3), 
JTP SETBT Headquarters building, PARHT ISLAND. 

b. RadSafe Center 

(1) The RadSafe Center will maintain radiological situation data 
on lagoon waters and islands of the shot atoll, based on air and 
ground survey information, supplemented by monitor reports. This 
Information will be the basis of periodic situation reports or maps 
and briefing information furnished to the task force and task group 
commanders. * 
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(2) The RadSafe Center will provide Information for tas planning 
of TG 7.1 radiological safety operations and for the disposition of 
all working parties within the contaminated area.    It will establish 
radiological safety check points.    It will maintain an operations 
table giving details for all groups who plan to enter contaminated 
areas each day, including name of monitor, destination, general type 
of mission (program or project number) and time of departure and re- 
turn. 

(3) The RadSafe Center will provide special clothing to previ- 
ously designated recovery personnel, have cognizance over working 
schedules of the radiochemical laboratory, photodosimetry developing 
facilities, contaminated laundry, personnel decontamination facili- 
ties, radiac repair, etc. of TO 7.1.    Personnel decontamination faci- 
lities afloat will be coordinated with existing ship facilities. 

(4) Physical Locations of RadSafe Center 

a.    For Sinm ATOLL shots:    The RadSafe Center will initi- 
ally operate from the CVE facilities.    At a later time, radiological 
conditions permitting, the center will provide a detachment at pre- 
prepared positions ashore to operate all its activities except radio- 
chemistry and photodosimetry. 

bo    For 3JIWET0K ATOLL shots;    The RadSafe Center will operas 
ate all of its facilities from the radiological safety building on 
PARRf ISLAND (Building 57). 

. ,  i 
i 

P. W. CLARKSON j 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

OFFICIALS 

S. C0WAR1 
Colonel, U.S.Air 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 



Appendix III to Annex N 
lUdtologleal Safety, CJTP SE7EN Operation Plan Mo. 3-53 

HAZARDS RESULTiro FROM ATOMIC BOMB EgLOSTONS 

1. Mature of Haiards 

a. When an atonic bomb explosion occurs, tremendous quantities of 
"energy in * variety of fonts are released. This energy is propaga- 
ted outward in all directions. 

b. The inmediate reaction is intense emission of ultraviolet, vi- 
sible and infrared (heat) radiation, ganoia rays end neutrons. This 
is accompanied by the formation of a large ball of fire. A large 
part of the energy from the explosion is emitted as a shock wave. 
The ball of fire produces a mushroom-shaped mass of hot gasses, the 
top of which rises rapidly. In the trail below the mushroom cap, a 
thin column is left. The cloud and column are then carried downwind, 
the direction and speed being determined by the direction and speed 
of the wind at the various levels of air from the surface to base of 
mushroom cap. Part of the energy from the explosion results in an 
ocean surface wave vfcich is considered of minor nature directly to 
the task force. 

c. All personnel of the task force will be well outside of the 
range of all hazard at the time of detonation, except for the light 
from the fire ball. The light of explosion is so intense that per- 
manent injury to the eye may result from viewing the ball of fir« at 
close range with the naked eye or through binoculars. Ordinary dark 
glasses will not suffice jmd all personnel who do not have the spe- 
cial protective glasses, which will be issued in limited numbers by 
TO 7.1, must be facing 180 degrees from the detonation with the eyes 
closed. 

d. The emission of dangerous nuclear radiation can be separated 
into two time periods. The primary radiation which occurs at the 
time of the flash is composed of gamma rays and neutrons. Casual- 
ties may result from this primary radiation if the exposure occurs 
within a certain range of ground zwo.   Secondary radiation is due 
to activation of ths soil around ground zero and to fall-out. 

e. Pollcwing the detonation, personnel entering shot areas will be 
exposed to beta particles and gamma rays coining from induced neutron 
activity in the soil and any fission products which might have been 
deposited on the ground. There may also be a potential alpha parti- 
cle hasard from the unflssioned fissionable materials which may be 
deposited on the ground. 

2. Protection 

a. Against the primary radiological effects, distance will provide 
protection. 

b. Against ths secondary radioactivity hazards from radioactive fis- 
sion products, induced radioactivity and unflssioned residue, detec- 
tion and avoidance provide the best protection. Suitable Instruments 
indicate both the presence and intensity of radioactivity at a given 
place. Area reconnaissance, the maintenance of contamination -— ft./r 



situation maps, the posting of areas of hazarc .. : nininizing the 
spread of contaminated material into uncontandr-a:,'! areas constitute 
the active measures for reducing the radiological hazard. 

c. Personnel within an operational radius of ground zero «ho are to 
be facing in the direction of the flash will be required to wear spe- 
cial goggles to protect their eyes against excessive light. Person- 
nel within the above operational radius who are not provided goggle« 
will face, with eyes closed, in the opposite direction from the 

"flash. After ten (10) seconds, such personnel may turn around and 
observe the phenomena. 

3. Anticipated Hazard Areas 

a. Immediately under the bomb burst there will be an area of intense 
radioactivity extending downwind and, to some extent, crosswind and 
uptfind with gradually decreasing intensity. 

b. Extending downwind, and to some extent, crosswind and upwind) an 
airborne radioactive hazard will exist. Its characteristics will de- 
pend on the meterological influences such as wind speed and direction 
at various altitudes up to the marl mum height reached by the cloud. 

c. Contaminated water in the lagoon adjacent to the shot site may 
be of consequence and will be analyzed by the radiological safety 
unit of TG 7ol immediately after shot time and at other intervals. 

d. Unless care is exercised, individuals or objects entering con- 
taminated areas may transfer radioactivity to clean areas. 

e. By means of instruments such as Geiger-Mueller counters and ion 
chambers it is possible to detect the area of contamination and to 
measure the intensity of the radioactivity. Radiation intensity 
will normally be measured and reported in roentgens per hour. Be- 
sitles those instruments, dosimeters and film badges will be used as 
indicators of the accumulated exposure to radioactivity. Only per- 
sonnel involved in work near, or in, radioactive areas will wear 
film badges to provide a permanent record of exposure, except that 
film badges will be issued to ten (10) percent of ship crews to aid 
in estimating crew dosage in the event of heavy fall-out. 

f. The intensity of the radioactive hazard tends to decrease with 
time due to decay of radioactive materials and dispersion and dilu- 
tion, depending upon climatic conditions. As an approximation, the 
intensity of the surface contamination from the fission products 
decreases by radioactive decay inversely with the tine after the de- 
tonation. As a further approximation, the intensity of water con- 
tamination decreases by radioactive decay and diffusion inversely 
with the square of the time after the detonation. 

4. This appendix has been designed for reduced security classification 
in order to permit wide dissemination to all personnel of the com- 
mand and may be downgraded to RESTRICTED -SECURITY INFORMATION pro- 
vided all references to Joint Task Force SEVEN and its subordinate 
units are deleted. 

P. V. CURKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 
Colonel, U.S. AirVbree, 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3N_jH-g     fii^H 
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HEADUJABTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEV£N 

APO 187 (HCM), e/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, Calif omit 

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE) 15 February 1934 
NUMBER 30-2) 

PERSONNEL 

Waiver of Maximum Peraiasibl« (Radiation) Übcposure (UPE) 

Paragraph 
Purpose 1 
Scope 2 
Policy 3 
Records 4 

1. PURPOSE.   This SOP prescribes the procedure to be followed in the 
submission of requests for waiver of Maad '""m Permissible (Radiation) Exposure 
(UPE). 

2. SCOPE.    This SOP applies to this headquarters and to each Task Group. 

3. POLICY.   Tilth the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA; CNO and 
the Chief i Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, USN; the Surgeon General, USAFj 
and the Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, ASC, CJTF SEViN will take 
final action on requests for waiver of kPE for work accomplished at th« Pacific 
Proving Grounds for «ul inoiviau&ls assigned or attached to Joint Task Force i 
SEVfcN..   Requests for waivers will be considered and resolved in accordance | 
with the following: < 

a.    Basic premises. 

(1) Authority for granting a waiver will not be re-delegated 
except, in the absence of CJTF SEVJIN, to individuals in the capacity of Acting 
Commander, Joint Task Force SEVEN. 

(2) Waiver of the kPE will be used as an emergency measure only. 

(3) The need and Justification for the waiver of MPE will be 
determined on the basis of the technical import and the medical aspects of 
the proposed wc rk for which the waiver of MPE is requested.    This determin- 
ation will be based upon the recommendations of the Scientific Director, JTF 
SEVEN, and the Biomedical Advisor and Staff Surgeon or, in the absence of 
the above, their designated representatives. 

(4) Approval of request for waivers will be in terms of auth- 
orization to complete a job associated with one specific shot.   Utilization 
of individuals on subsequent shots where exposure to radiation will be ex- 
pected, will require additional request for waiver.    It is the responsibility 
of the project officer and individual concerned to complete the work with 
the minimum exposure. 
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Standing Operating Procedure 30-2 (Cont'd) 

b. Forma and Routing. 

(1) Requests for waivers of MP£ will be In writing and on the 
form attached hereto. Normally, requests for waiver will be submitted by 
the project officer, or equivalent, of the individuals requiring waiver action. 
The request will list each individual by name for whom the waiver is to apply, 
however, the justification for the waiver may be general in application to the 
entire group. Requests for waiver by indl/iduals other than the individual 
for whom the waiver is to apply, will contain the following statement: "This 
request for waiver of the MPE is submitted on behalf of, and has the concur- 
rence of, the indlvldual(s) named below." 

(2) This SOP will not preclude verbal approval of a waiver in 
the Interest of expediency, however, supporting papers will be accomplished 
for the formal record. 

(3) Requests for waiver will be submitted to CJTF SEVEN through 
the Radiological Safety units of the respective task groups and this head- 
quarters. Task Force and Task Group Radiological Safety Officers will act 
in the capacity of recorders insofar as detemination of the need and Justi- 
fication for thu waiver is concerned. 

U»   RECORDS. For purposes of the formal medical record of Individuals 
authorized a waiver of MPE, appropriate special orders will be issued by CJTF 
SSVHf upon tenninatlon of Task Force activities at the Pacific Proving Grounds. 
These orders will specify the n*^""?" radiation dosage authorized for each 
individual concerned. 

BI COLhitND oc MAJUft Ui^-ciuJ- CLAR&SCN; 

OFFICIAL: 

^hst'&fie***'/ 
3ERT CHESNEY 

Major USAF 
Adjutant General 

E. McGlNLfil 
Brigadier General, U.S. Army 
Chief of Staff 

1 Incl 
Form - Request for Waiver of MPE 

DISTRIBUTION "C" 
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(HEADING) 

(DATa) 

SUBJECT:    Request for Waiver of Marlmun Permissible (Radiation) 
Exposure (MPE) 

THRU: 

TO: Commander, Joint Task Force SZViiN 
APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

1.   Request is hereby submitted for waiver of the currently established 
MPE for Joint Task Force S&VrZI on-site activities at the Pacific Proving 
Grounds.    This request for waiver of the MPE is submitted on behalf of, and 
has the concurrence of, the individual^) named below.    (Omit above statement 
in the evert request for waiver Is submitted directly by individual concerned.) 

Name Current Dose Estimated Dose Increase Required 

2.    The following information is submitted In justification of this 
request.    (Include pertinent statements in substantiation of the indicated 
factors.) 

a. Technical import of the proposed work. 

b. Pre-operational planning for completion of the proposed work 
within the established MPE. 

c. Unforeseen on-site difficulties requiring an increase In MPE 
to insure completion of the proposed work. 

d. Other individual s) qualified as a substitute. 

(Project Officdr or equivalent, or Individual) 

(k'J 

Incl No. 1 



HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

SPECIAL ORDERS ^ «to* ^U 
NU>DER 87 

EXTRACT 

2i   In. accordance vdth paragraph 4, Hq, JTF SEVEN SOP 30-2, 15 Feb 1954 
and para5raph 2, Appendix I to Annex N of CJTF SEVEN Operation Order Mo, 3-53, 
the Maximum Permissible Exposures (ganuna only) for Operation CASTLE of the 
personnel listed belcw have been increased by waiver from 3900 ndllirocntgens 
(ar) to the values indicated (in nr).    This action is in conformance \dth the 
intent contained in the authorities listed below and confirms pre-ovaluations 
of tho technical import and the medical aspects of specific work conducted en 
Operation CASTLE which required a departure from occupational safety standards 
in situations where completion of missions was essential. 

-,    AUTH:    2nd Ind Office AC of S, G-4, DeptAR file G4/D2-73C61, Subject» 
Radiological Safety Regulations, Oper^ti-.*! CASTLE, dated 25 Jan 1954; Ltr CNO, 
Op-365 3/ea, Serial 08-3P36, Subject: Radiolcgical Safety Rogulstiona, Opera- 
tion CASTLE, dated 13 Nov 1953; Ist Ind DeptAF, Hq USA?, file AFCSG-15, dated 
13 Nov 1953; ltr DEM, GSAEC, dated 13 Nov 1953« 

TASK GROUP 7.1 

AUTHORIZED AUTHORIZED 
_EXPOSCRE_ EXPOSURE 

5f<X) .    5425 
4620 5150 
4240 6125 
5730 4135 
7800 5530 
4930 6000 
6125 6000 
5750 6000 
4890 4470 
5275 5375 
7840 6710 
5616         - 6005 
6000 6000 
5900 7500 
5400 6000 
5500 7500 
6OO0 4655 
5400, 5580 
6000 6000 
4400 6000 
6000 7185 
6000 5395 
5550 6000 
6000 5155 
6310 5?15 
6535 6750 
6000 7500 
7500 6205 
6000 6000 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 
USS MOLALk 

AUTHORIZED AUTHORIZED 
CTPnsimF. EXPOSURE 

7ß00 78CO 
7800 7800 
78C0 

YAG 39 

11100 10C00 
6000 10300 
5400 4500 
4900   * -400 
6400 73C0 
5000 4900 
goco 11700 
6600 9700 
7600 8200 
9700 4800 
4600 9600 
4200 4900 
5400 9300 
7900 6300 
3000 9600 
8400 ß200 
4400 6600 
4200 * 5100 
7900 6600 

YnG 40 

6300 7700 
7400 5700 

10900 5500 
4800 4700 
4400 SOCO 
6700 7300 
3300 5700 
7100 7800 
7200 8300 
9500 5800 
6400 4400 
6400 7900 
6600 3300 
8700 8200 
6200 7700 
6200 "3200 
4000 5300 
7400 3400 
6000 6800 
7300 7600 
6000 7600 
620O 7700 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
USS BKIROKO 

AUTHORIZED AUTHORIZED 
EXPOSURE EXPOSURE 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 ^800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 

U3S ESTES 

7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 76O0 
7800 

* BOAT POOL 

7800     1 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 ^OO 
7800 7?C0 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
78CO 7^00 
73CC 7300 
7300 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 ^?C0 
7300 78C0 
7300 7800 
7800 7?C0 
7800 78C0 
7800 7800 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
30^T POOL 

aUTHORlZSD HUWCRIZED 

EXPOSURE EgQS'JPi: 
7800 ^OO 
7800 7800 
7800 7900 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 . 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7300 .7800 
7800 7600 
7800 7800 

USS PHILIP 

7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800                              - 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
USS PHILIP 

AUTHORIZED AUTOOaiZED 
EXPOSURE EXPOSURE 

7800 7500 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7890 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7600 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 • 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7SX 
7800 7300 
7600 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7300 7300 
7300 7300 
7800 7300 
7600 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 78X 
7600 7300 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
76C0 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7600 7300 
7600 7800 
7800 7800 
7600 7300 
7800 7300 
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T.vSK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
USS PHILIP 

AUTHORIZED AÖTHORIZED 
EXPOSURE EXPOSURE 

7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800. 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7300 
7300 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7300 7800 
7800 7300 
7300 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7800              ! 7300 
7800 73C0 
7300 7300 
7800 7:00 
7800 7300 
7800 7300 
7300 7300 
7300 7800 
7300 7800 
780C 7300 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7300 
7300 7300 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
30ÄT POOL 

.iUTHORIZED AUTHORIZED 
EXPOSURE EXPOSURE 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7300 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 

US3 BAIROKO 

7800 7800 
7800. 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 7?00 
7300 7300 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
73CO 7800 
7800 7300 
7300 7800 
7800 7300 
78C0              i 7800 
7300 7800 
7300 7800 
7800              . 7800 

*t~l* 



T..SK GÜCUP 7.3 (Continued) 
US3 B. JliOKO 

.uTHonzED .kUraorizzD 
Exposure aXPCSU:^ 

7800 7800 
7Ö00 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7Ö0O 
7800     • 7S00 
7800 7800 
7800 •    7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800* 7800 
7800                                     i 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800                                     i 7800 
7800. 7800 
7300 7300 
7300 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800                                       i 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7300 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7300 7300 
7800 7800 
7800 7800 
7800 7300 
7300 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued) 
US3 BiJItOKO (HMRp.362) 

AOTHOiaZED 
ggQgffifi 

78C0 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 

T.vSK GHOUP 7.4 

7800 
7800 
7800 

..UTHOniZEO 

EXPCaffifi 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800  - 
7800 
7800 
7300 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7800 
7Ö00 
7800 

7300 
7300 
7800 

T..SK GnOUP 7.5 

6000 
6000 
6000 

6000 
6000 
6000 

BY COiE'LJID OF M.JOII GENELX CLJtKSONl 

0FFICLJ.1 
.'. 

/ nOBEIlT CHESNEY 
/  Kajor   US..F 

.idjut."«!! Gcncrnl 

DISTIIIBUTION: 
1 - Each individual 
■A« 

E, McGINIEY 
Kijor Gcncr?.!, U.i. .Jiny 
Chief of Staff 

*- G- i^ 



TAB ■••C1' 

CCRRiSPONOaiCS ANU IVZRES R2LATIV1! TO 
0FF-3ITE RESFQNSXBZLXTZES AND PLANS j 

14 mci 
1. Copy Itr from CJTF SEVBT to CINCPACFLT, 

Mbjt Rad Hasards In tha Karthall la« Araa 
During Operation CASTLE, dtd 30 Ail 53. 

2. Copy Itr from CINCPACFLT to CJTF SE7EN» 
subj; Rad Haxarda In the Karehall la. Area 
During Operation CASTLE» dtd 31 Oct 53* 

3* Copy Itr fron CJTF SEVEN to C1NCPAC, aubj: 
Schedule of Kaga Concerning Detonatlena Dur- 
ing CASTLE, dtd 3 Dec 53« 

4« Copy Itr fro« CJTF SEVEH to CINCPAC, aubj: 
Safety Meaeurea During Operational Phaae of 
CASTLE, dtd ll.Deo 53« 

5. Copy Itr fro« CJTF SEVDf to CDICPACPLT, aubj: 
Rad Haaarda In the HarehaU la« Area During 
CASTLE, dtd 11 Deo 53« 

6« Copy Itr from CINCPACFLT to CJTF SEWN, aubjt 
Support of ABC Worldwide Fallout Honltoring 
Progran during Operation CASIIE, dtd U Fab 54« 

a. ABC Airborne Monitoring Flight Schedule ' 
7« Mag from CINCPACFLT, FIQ 120238Z FEB 54* 
8. Hag from CINCPACFLT, DTO 190225Z FEB 54« 
9« Mag front CINCPACFLT, DTO 201857Z FEB 54* 

10* Mag from CINCPACFLT, DTO 2502AAZ FEB 54« 
11« Mag to CINCPACFLT from CJTF SEVEN, DTO 

260010Z FEB 54. 
12. Mag fraa CINCPACFLT, DTO 270033Z FEB 54* 
13. Mag to CINCPACFLT from CJTF SEVEN, DTO 

2fl0700Z FEB 54« 
14* Mag from CINCPACFLT, DTO 1903 56Z MAE 54. 



HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK POHCE SEV2N 
vfeahlngton 25» D. C. 

J-3/903 729.3 30 July 1953 

SUBJeCTt   Radiological Hazards in tha Marshall Island« Ai'aa During 
^ Operation CASTLE 

TOt Connander in Chief 
U. S. Pacific Fleet 
e/o Fleet Post Office 
San Francisco, California 

1*    Referencest 

a. Report, "Radioactive Debris from Operation IVY," New York 
Operations Office, AEC« NYO-4522, dated 28 April 1953. 

b. Discussions between Conmander Joseph L* Hall, this head* 
quarters and Captain Charles B. Kartell during February 1953* 

2. Reference la presents basic information relative to the radio- 
logical hazards introduced into the Pacific Area as a result of Oper» 
ation IVY.   Reference lb involved a discussion on behalf of the cog- 
nizant technical section of this headquarters relative to the desira- 
bility and need on Operation CKSTLB for atoade cloud tracking outside 
the immediate danger area, sanpling of drinking wator en distant atolls 
and ovacuation of native populations. 

3. As a result of the discussions indicate in reference lb and 
relying on tho substantial radiological documentation of reference 
la, this headquarters does not plan to mount special efforts in sup- 
port of tho above listed safety measures during Operation CASTLE. 
It appears that it would bo unrealistic to assume health hazards of 
a magnitude conjectured or anticipated during the planning for Oper- 
ation IVY«   In addition, oeonoay of forces and equipment, especially 
in view of tho recent reductions in fiscal year 1954 service budgets, 
dictate a policy of austerity in all phases of tho operation,   AS a 
consequenc«!, all CASTLS Operations have been reduced except «hero pos- 
itive evidence indicates a reasonable need for a oejor effort. 

4«   Although tho items in question ire not programmed as special 
operations during CAJJTLE, certain other aspects of the r-.diolcgical 
safsty plan do provide a reasonable and safe coopromise.   Specifically, 
these are as follows: 

a.   Reference cloud tracking, an effort will be made to 

Ind 1 to TAB "C" c -1 



J-3/903 729.3 30 Juljr 1953 
SUBJaCTt    Radiological Hazards in the Marshall Islands kruo. During 

Operation CASTLE 

determine information relative to the forecasting of heavy secondary 
■ fall-out on the shot site.   This will be accomplished by a small num- 
ber of V/B-29 flights up-wind from the shot site to a distance of approx- 
imately 600 miles.    Since the up-wind direction willy in general, 
be toward the populated atolls, minor modifications in "dreraft tracks 
should provide sufficient information on conditions in those areas. 
Also, certain specified aircraft operating in the area of the tests 
after shot time will be in positions to provide reasonable indic-tions 
of actual cloud movemonts.    In addition, as on Operation IVY, the Task 
Force Commander will issue pre-shot forecasts of cloud trajc<»tcribs 
and fall-out areas and will continub such advisories with post-shot 
analyses of the sources of information avaiV-blo. 

b.   Reference drinking water sampling at distant atoll«K 
isting equipment could, on a limited basis, be diverted to such a post- 
shot effort in the event cogent and compelling reasons arose requir- 
ing such action.    Past experience indicates, however, that such action 
is necessary only under extreme conditions. 

q.   Reference evacuation of native populations, no task force 
equipment will be available for such an operation.   Consideration of 
populated islands will, however, be on** of the major factors in the 
Commander's decision to shoot, and will be considered in its relation 
to forecast winds and fall-out predictions. 

5.    This command is constantly faced with compromise between the 
necessity for certain efforts and the limitations of forces and equip- 
ment available to accomplish objectives.   Your comments or suggestions 
in consonance with the above are requested in order that task force 
planning may be realistic and mutually agreeably to all concerned« 

FOR IKS COik^NDER: 

s/feobert H. Cushing 
t/ROBERT H. CUSHING 

Colonel USA 
ixtg Chief of Staff 

c- 2 



UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET In reply refer to: 
Headquarters of the Coomandar In Chief        CINCPAC File 

FF1-1 
A4-3 
Ser 001359 

31 Oct 1953 

From: Coooandar in Chief» U.S. Pacific Fleet 
Tot   Coooandar, Joint Task Force SEVEN 

SubJ: Radiological Hazards in the Uarshall Islands Area During Operation 
CASTLE 

Ref i  (a) CJTF Secret Itr J-3/903 X 729.3 of 30 Jul 1953 
(b) US AEC New York Operationa Office Report NIO-4522 on 

"Radioactive Debris from Operation IVY" of 28 Apr 1953 
(o) CINCPAC Secret Itr FP1-1 AlS-l Ser 0035 of 22 Apr 1952 
(d) CJTF 132 Secret Itr of 14 Jul 1952} SubJ: "Safety Ueasurea 

during Operational Phase of IVY. 
(e) CINCPAC Secret Itr FF1-1 A4-3 Ser 0073 of 25 Aug 1952 

1. Reference (a) sets forth preliminary planning of CJTF 7 regarding 
radiological safety measures proposed for Operation CASTLE in relation 
to those implemented for Operation IVY, and requests CINCPACFLT eommanbs 
or suggestions in order that task force planning.oay be realistio and 
mutually agreeable to all concerned. For convenient reference, the taak 
force plan is summarized in paragraph 2 balow, 

2. CASTL2 Radiological Safety Plan Proposed by CJTF 7. 

a. No special efforts will be implemented by JTF 7 in support of 
the following safety measures t 

(1) Atomic clcud tracking outside the immediate danger area. 

(2) Sampling of drinking water on distant atolls • 

(3) Evacuation of native populations. 

b. The conclusion to discontinue the above safety measures (estab- 
lished for Operation IVY) is based on the following factor« t 

(1) Discussions between cognizant sections of both headquarters 
during February 1953. 

(2) Reliance on the substantial radiological documentation ob- 
tained for IVY in reference (b). 

(3) Apparent unrealisa in the assumption of health hazards of a 
magnitude conjectured for IVY« 

Incl 2 to TAB "CH 
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CINCPAC FIL3 
FFl-1 
A4-3 
S«r 001355 

31 Oct 1953 

^ y.k)   Policy of auatarlty In all phasoa of tha operation dictated 
by n  t roduotiona In fiaoal year 1954 aorrica budgeta. 

e. Specific aapeeta of tha propoaed plan» which are considered to 
provide a reasonable and safe eoapromiae are aa foUowat 

(1) Cloud tracking will oompriaet 

(n) '1-29 flights upwind from the shot site out to approxi- 
mately 600 mil'js for the purpose of forecasting heavy secondary fnil-cut 
on the shot site w'.th deviations in aircraft tracks to prenrido Infomatlet 
on conditions In populated atolla near the upwind sector. 

(b) Use of specified aircraft operating in the teat area 
after shot time to provide reasonable indications of actual cloud move- 
ments, 

(c) Ppe-shot forecasts of cloud trajeetoriea and fall-out 
areas with the continuation of auch adviaorlea by post-shot analyaea of 
information from available sourcea (saoa procedure used for IVY). 

(2) Sampling of drinking water at distant atolla will be con- 
ducted aa a post-shot effort only in the event of radiological condi- 
tiona requiring auch action« 

(3) Evacuation of native populatlona la not planned for JTF 7 
effort due to unavailability of task force equipment. However» consider- 
ation, of populated islands will be one of the major factora influencing 
the decision to shoot. 

3. Since IV? provides the sole criterion for the present determination 
of adequate safety precautions for the Pacific area incident to thermo- 
nuclear teata, it la considered appropriate to review the measurea Im- 
plemented for that eperation« For thla purpose, the baaic directives 9 
adviaorlea and precautions pertinent to IV3f aafety are briefly outlined 
in paragrapha 4 through 6 below* 

4« Baaic Directlvea for Safety During IVY. 

a. Referoneo (e). In consonance with the JC5 decision relative to 
responsibilities during future tests at the Pacific Proving Ground» CIMCF. 
directed CJTP 132 to: 

(1) Adviso CINCPKC at an appropriate time of special hazards in- 
volved in the testa and appropriate precautions required to inaure safety 

^ C -y.    • .. 



CINCPAC FILE 
FF1-1 
A4-3 
S«r 001355 

■'.•". 31 Oct 1953 

of Inhabited Islands and of surface and air unite of the Pacific other 
than those of JTF 132. 

(2)    Take all possible measures to minimize hazards to inhabi- 
tants of populated islands of the Pacific« 

b.    Reference (e).    CINCPKC directed CINCPACFLT tot 

(1) Assume complete responsibility for CTNCPAC and take such 
action as necessary to provide for the safety of all units and populated 
areas of the P'^ifie, except those attached to JTF 132, incident to the 
hazards introduced by IVY. 

(2) Keep CINCPAC and CNO informed of the provisions for safety 
to be taken Li the Pacific. 

5.    Basic Safety Advisory for IVY. 

a.   Reference (d).   In compliance with reference (e), CJTF 132 ad- 
vised CINCPAC as follows» 

(1) ,,rith respect to the probability of health hazards, it la 
concluded that: 

(a) The existence of such a hazard at UJelang la a possi- 
bility and therefore it is recommended that CINCPAC provide a capability 
for the temporary evacuation of the native inhabitants. 

(b) Air routes through 'Take may bo affected for short per- 
iods of time. 

(2) Iteing weather as a major safety measure, IUKS shot would be 
detonated at a tiae whou ••dnd conditions present minimal health hazards 
to inhabit3d islands, air and surface traffic routes of the Pacific. 

(3) Furthar inlcrcation relative to radiological hazards would 
be dispatched r.c CINCPAC In advisory mossagc.s as follows: 

Cax    At K .uL'un 9 hours - a soanaar/ giving the prognosis of 
the atomic cloud tynjeatjory for the initial 7«'-•he or period, including 
best estiraatos of hazaras to air and surface rout as %iu iho radsafe out- 
look for Ujclang. 

(b)   U to M plus 8 days - a daily sumoary (2000 local time) 
of radsafe information based on: 

h i.tT 



CINCPAC FILE 
FFl-1 
A4-3 
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/>- 31 Oct 1953 

1. Cloud tracking to 1000 ndleo in tho significant 
quadrant, probably'northoaat from zero point« 

2. Monitoring of watar aaoples from certain inhabited 
at oils to a radiua"of approximately 600 milos, 

2*    Radiological reports from fixed weather station«* 

6. Safety Heaauroa in the Pacific Area During IVY. 

a. In order to provide for the safety of areas and units other than 
those assigned to JTF 132, CINCPACFLT implemonted the following measures 
for IVT: 

(1) Tenponry evacuation of UJelang by a PACFLT vessel. 

(2) Airborne surveys of the Hawaiian, Uarshalls, Carolines and 
Marianas Islands supplemented by ground checks as practicable as outlined 
in reference (b). 

(3) Film badge .survey of "fcke and Johnston Islands« 

(4) Reconnaissance flights (by security aircraft in TO 132.3) 
to clear itinerant shipping from the predicted cloud passage ares out to 
800 miles on 11 minus 2 and M oinus 1 days. 

(5) Informed the CAA Ninth Region administrator about the pos- 
sibility of interference with air routes through ^ake for short periods 
of time (a probability concluded by CJTF 132) and mads arrangements for 
dosing or modifying thsss routes on short notice in the event such actio 
became essential. 

(6) On the basis of rad«afs advisories from CJTF 132, the Kwaj- 
alein-Guam air routs was closed from H to H plus 24 hours for MIKE shot 
only. 

(7) For operational reasons as requested by CJTF 132, both KwsJ- 
alein and Sniwet?k Air Bases were closed for short periods bsfore and 
after such detonation. 

7. Comments on CASTLE Radiological Safety Plan Proposed by CJTF 7 (pars- 
graph 2 above. 

a; "lith respect to atomic cloud tracking outside the iomediate 

r 
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danger art«, the proposal to mount no speelal effort In this behalf la 
viewed with concern for the following reasonot 

(1) On the basis of IVT reports received to date, no criterion 
exists for assuming that significant fall-out hazards from atooio cloud 
concentrations will arbitrarily lirait such possibilities to within the 
confines of the relatively small danger area now established. 

(2) During IVY, almost every atoll and island in the Trust Ter- 
ritory was surveyed by airborne monitoring as described in reference (b) 
even though negative or insignificant residual radiation was anticipated 
for the most part. For CASTLS, it is planned to provide the same capa- 
bilities established for IVY, but actual monitoring flights will bo imple 
monted only in regions where a probability of fall-out is bolidvod to 
oxiat. Since the oovoment of significant radioactive clouds is a major 
factor in the definition of precise areas where fall-out may possibly 
occur, it is evident that actual cloud tracking is essontial to deter- 
mine appropriate monitoring flights subsequent to each CASTL2 shot« 
Although it is realized that similar information can be obtained to some 
degree by cloud trajectory predictions baaed on meteorological observa- 
tions and continuoua monitoring at fixed stations, such prognostic re- 
ports and those limited \o predetermined locations will not establish 
all possible fall-out regions in the Trust Territory« Consequently, 
it would be necessary to repest the extensive aerial surveys flown dur- 
ing IVY if cloud tracking beyond the iomediate danger area by task fores 
aircraft ia discontinued. 

(3) During prognostication of special hazards incidont to IVY, 
interference with air routes through ''.'aka was concluded to be a possi- 
bility. Although no interferonce actually resulted from that singular 
instance, CINCPACPLT has no factual data which would eliminate the pos- 
sibility of this potential hazard during CASTLS. Therefore, it is con- 
sidered that cloud tracking is the only positive moans of guarding 
against this hazard with a view toward punctual initiation of appropri- 
ate safuty measures in the event of its materialization« 

(4) CINCPACFLT does not concur with the consideration that the 
plan proposed in subparagraph 2c(l) above provides a reasonable and safe 
compromise for the following reasonsi 

(a) In view of the fact that rB-29 flights will be conduct« 
upwind from the shot sits and ars for the purpose of forecasting fall-out 
on the shot site, it is not apparent that this measure will aid ia deter- 
mining conditions in ths significant downwind sector (predicted cloud 
passage area). Conditions ia ths populated atolla near the upwind sector 
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present laast concern jinee they are situated in a potentially eafo * 
region. 

(b) Eniwetok and Bikini (shot sites) are the only populated 
atolls Inside the danger area. Units assigned JTF 7 will be the only 
forces operating inside the danger ar&a. Since the safety of JTF 7 and 
the shot sites is tho responsibility of CJTF 7« cloud tracking within 
the danger area will not provide information useful to CINC?HCFLT in the 
discharge of his responsibilities for the safoty of other units and pop- 
ulated islands of the Pacific. 

b. CINCPHCFLT concurs in the plan to sample drinking water only if 
required by radiological conditions (proposal in subparagraph 2c(2) above 
A sampling program of th^ degree mounted for IVY is not considered neces- 
sary for CASTLS. 

e. In the formulation of radsafe measures for CASTLE, every effort 
should be made to eliminate the necessity for evacuation of native pop- 
ulations. The temporary evacuation of UJelang by a PACFLT vessel dur- 
ing IVY was implemented by CINCPACFLT upon the advice of CJTF 132. In 
reference (d), CJTF 132 concluded that the existence of a health hazard 
at UJelang was a possibility and recommended provision of an evacuation 
capability. During a preliminary survey of UJelang to study the situ- 
ation and make plans, the capability for evacuating natives on short 
notice was concluded to be impracticable, and a planned orderly evacu- 
ation was considered to be the only logical solution. The decision to 
evacuate UJelang was predicated not only on reducing health hazards to 
the indigenes to an acceptable minimum, but also to protect them from 
possible radiation hazards beyond the shadow of any adverse reflections 
on the U. S. Government* From the proposals and conclusions in the 
CASTLE RadSafe Plan (subparagraphs 2a(3), 2b(2), and 2c(3) above, it is 
apparent that IVY technical and operational experience indicates real- 
istic planning may be based on the promise that no significant health 
hazards will exist in UJelang or other populated atolls. Accordingly, 
it is considered that planning in this respect should include the fol- 
lowing basic premisest 

(1) The decision to shoot should be reached with the under- 
standing that no health hazard to units and populated islands of the 
Pacific or radsafe conditions conducive to possible adverse criticism 
will ensue. 

(2) CJTF 7 advisories on appropriate safety precautions inci- 
dent to CrtSTLE will not contain conclusions requiring evacuation of pop- 
ulated islands. 

(3) In tho remote circumstance that extreme post-shot conditions 
develop a necessity for the temporary evaeur.tion of any populated island 

• C -« 
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in tht Uarshalla, units of JTF 7 would be required to aeeomplish this 
omergoncy measure upon the request of CüICPACFLT* 

d. Advisories Issued by CJTF 132 during IVY (pangnph 5 above) 
wore entirely satlsfactcsy and are similarly desired for CHSTLS subject 
to the deletion of unrealistic measures by autuol agroamont.   Although 
health hazards of the magnitude sunnised for IVY appear unwarranted on 
the basis of that singular experience, it is considered that any down- 
ward rovision of the safety measures impl,ancnted for IVY should be Jus- 
tified with reference to scientific findings tending to support this 
surrent radsafe concept.   To determine adequate CASTLS precautions« 
CINCPnCFIX desires recommendations from CJTF 7 which include a full 
evaluation of moasuros instituted for IVY as set forth in paragraph 
6 above.   In such analysis» it should be borne in mind that CINCPACFLT 
has previously agreed to conduct airborne monitoring (subparagraph 6a(2) 

i above) in cooperation with the Atomic Energy Commission. 

e. Reference (e) and (e) as briefly outlined in paragraph U above 
constitute basic CINCPAC directives issued for Operation IVY.   It is 
contemplated that the basic policies in these references will be retained 
for CASTL3 and reissued as new directives prior to the operations. 

f•   Prior to IVY, CINCPACFLT requested information on the long range 
detection program sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Office of Atonic Testa 
(HQ USAF VCASHDC (AF0AT-1) which could be used to advantage in the radio- 
logical safety program during the operation.   This request further pre» 
vided for AFOKT-I to furnish any information that might be obtained on 
the locations of the clouds from the IVY explosions and the calculated 
intensity in these various Pacific flights made by aircraft equipped with 
air filter devices«   In general, the intensities recorded were insigni- 
ficant and these flights reflected no pattern of correlation with the 
actual atomic cloud tracks.    In view of the AF0AT-1 cooperation received 
for IVY, it is suggested that APOAT-1 be requested to supplement JTF 7 
tracking in order to provide information of a degree essential to CINC- 
PACFLT for the discharge of his responsibilities incident to Pacific 
safety. 

g.   Under the proposed radsafe plan, the dally information summaries 
for the post-shot week (subparagraph 5a(3)(b) above) would be based only 
on radiological reports from fixed wwather stations.   Considering the 
minute number of such stations in relation to the vest expanse of the 
Pacific area, these reports will not be nearly as reliable as those dur- 
ing IVY and will have no value in areas beyond the vicinity of the weathez 
stations. 
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h. It is understood that recent developments indicate that only 
^        a very small portion of tho radioactive energy goneratod by the I.ZKE ' 

detonation has been recorded In the process of continuous fall-out 
monitoring extrapolated to tho present date« As a result, two possible 
conclusions have been formed. First, residual radioactivity is still 
scattered above the tropopause. Second, major fall-outs have occurred 
on the open sea which have gone undetected. To gain more knowledge of 
the second factor, the HBC proposes to place gummed paper collectors 
on various naval controlled ships transiting the Pacific during Opera- 
tion CAOTLE. In view of this devolo^mont, it is considered unwise to 
place too strong a roliinco on the substantial radiological documenta- 
tion obtained in reference (b). 

8. Reproduction and numbered distribution in local series are 'luthor- 
izod when total additional distribution list is furnished the Issuing 
office. 

s/H. 0. Hopwood 
t/h. G. HOPTTOOD 

Chief of Staff 

c w o 
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SUBJECT: Schedule of Messages Concerning Detonations IXxrfng CASTLE - 

TOi     Conmander in Chief, Pacific 
Navy No. 126» c/o Fleet Post Office 
San Francisco, California 

1. In order that you nay be kept infomed of developments dur- 
ing the operational phase of CnSTLB, operational priority messages 
will be sent to your headquarters prior to and subsequent to the deto- 
nation of each of the weapons and devices in accordance with the fol- 
lowing scheduler 

a* D-Day oinus 5 dayst 

(1) Anticipated time of detonation (GCT), 

(2) Information relative to dosing of Eniwetok and 
Bikini air bases. 

b, HkEsur oiaus.ld hourst 

(1) Forecast atomic cloud trajectory fop the initial 
72 hour period after detonation* 

(2) Radiological outlook for native populated atolls • 

(3) Anticipated radiological impact on air and surface 
routes, including recommendations relative to closing routes. 

c* H-Hour plus 30 minutest 

(1) Exact time (GOT) of detonation. 

(2) Safety of personnel« 

d.   Daily at 2000 hours local starting on D-Day and continu- 
ing until significant information ceases. 

(1)   Verification or revision of atomic cloud trajectory. 

Incl 3 to TAB "Cw c ,,, 
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(2) Verification or revision of radiological outlook 
_for native populated atolls. 

(3) Verification or revision of radiological impact on. 
air and surface routes including recbamondatiuns rolutivo to opening 
air and surface routes« 

2. In addition to these scheduled messages, you «111 be infcrmed 
as quickly as possible of any unexpected and significant dovclopocnts» 
If this plan of notification does not appear adequate, it is requested 
that you indicate your desires to this headquarters. 

s/P, "', Clarkson 
t/K r,  CLhRKSOH 

Lfejor General, U.S. 
Commander 

»ray 

C-/2 
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HEüDQÜARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEV2N 
Washington 25, D. C. 

J-3/729.3 U Dtcember 1953 

SUBJECT: Safety Measures During Operational Phase of CASTLE 

TO;     Coaaander In Chief, Pacific 
e/o Fleet Poet Office 
San Francisco, California 

1* Referencesi 

a. CJTF 132 Secret letter, subject: "Safety Measures Cur- 
ing Operational Phase of IVY", dated 14 July 1952. 

b. CJTF SEV2N Secret letter, subjects "Schedule of Messages 
Concerning Detonations During CASTLE", dated 3 Decoober 1953* 

2» It is anticipated that the shot hazards introduced into the 
Pacific Area during Operation CASTLE will, with one exception, closely 
parallel those encountored on the IVY-MIK3 shot* The oxcoption is 
expected to occur, due to reduced yield, on the ECHO shot at Eniwetok 
Atoll. Accordingly, the general infomation presented in above ref- 
erence on IVY safety acasuros, and restated bolow with pertinent modi- 
fications, is considarod applicable to Operation CASTLE. 

a. T7ith respect to the probability of fall-out hazards, it 
is concluded that the existence of such at UJ&rtNG is a ronote possi- 
bility. Similar hazards at oth-r islands in the vicinity of shot sites 
are considered vary remote. The impact of fall-out on populated islands 
«ill be one of the major factors in the task force commander's decision 
to shoot, and «ill be considered in its relation to forecast «inds and 
other meteorological conditions. In the event that cogent and compel- 
ling post-shot reasons arise requiring temporary evacuation of natives, 
task force security ships «ill be made available to CINCPAC for this 
purpose. Personnel «itb Trust Territory administration and interpre- 
tation experience would bo required from your command to supervise this 
effort. 

b. Although various uncertainties exist in prodetormining 
the trajectory of an atomic cloud «ith resultant radioactive fall-out, 
all possible measures to minimize health hazards will bo taken by this 
command. CJTF SEVEN «ill use «eather as a major safety measure, deton- 
ating the shots at a time «hon «ind conditions present minimal hazards 

Incl U to TKB "C" e - /3 
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to inhabited ialanda and air and aurfaee routoa of the Pacific. Dur- 
ing the pre-ahot and poat-ahot phaaea, CJTF SEVHM will adviao CINCPKC 
of ray dÄforeaeen hazards, which oay develop during the operatlona, 
and ?fili reconaond appropriate precautions by diapnteh of adviaory mea» 
atgea aa indicated in reference lb. 

o. Air and surface routea through "Take and the Uarahall la- 
landa oay be effected for short pericda cf tiaw. Pertinent information 
aupporting action relative to closing and opening such routea will be 
included in adviaoriea to your headquarter« (reference lb). 

d. Reconnaissance flights by security aircraft of TG 7*3 to 
clear itinerant shipping from the predicted cloud paaaage area up to 
600 milea on ahot mLnua 1 to 2 daya will be conducted in the signifi- 
cant fallout quadrant. 

3* In the interest of fflinioizing hazards in areas and units other 
than thoae aaaigned to JTF SEVEN» it is recomaonded that the following 
measures, similar to those implemented by CINCPMCFLT fur Operation IVY, 
again be taken with facilities at your diapoaalt 

a. uirborne aurvey of significant Pacific Islands, supplemented 
by ground checks aa practicable, in eooporntion with the Atomic 3hergy 
Commission. 

b. Film badge survey of Take and Johnston Islands (extended 
to include significant native populated atolls). 

c. Advance coordination with the C,a%. administrator on poaai- 
ble interference with air routes through Take and the Uarahall Islands 
for apecifled periods of time, and arrangements for closing or modify- 
ing these routes on short notice in the event such actitn boc-mes essen- 
tial. It is also anticipated that, for operati.nal reasons, both Eni- 
wetck and Bikini air bases will be closed for short periods before and 
after each detonation. Appropriate advisories to your headquarters 
will include information supporting these actions. 

d. advance coordination fur Headquarters, USAF (A70AT-1) sup- 
port of cloud tracking by supplying radiological data from various Pacifl 
flights. By separate coomunication this support haa been requested 
for CINCP..CPLT. 

4. CINCPitCFLT will be informed by separate communication of de- 
tails pertinent to the above information. 

s/p. if, Clarkscn 
t/P. *T. CLrJÄSON 
Major General, U.S. ..rqy 
Commander 
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SUBJ3CT:    Radiological Hazards In the liars hall Islands ijrea During C..STLS 

TO: Ccnmander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Hoot 
c/c Floet Post Offlco 
Son Francisco, California 

1.    References; 

a. CIMCP..CFLT S2CRST letter, subject as above, dated 31 Octo- 
ber 1953. 

b. CJTF SJVEN SaCRST letter to CINCP..C, subject;    "Schedule 
o f Uessages Concerning Detonation During CASTLE," dated 3 December 1953* 

c. CJTF SEV2N SECRET letter to CINCP^C, subjectt "SftXetj 
Measure« During Operational Phase of C..STLE," dated 11 Docexaber 1953* 

2* Infornation presented in your letter has bean considered in 
the revised C..STLE radsnfo plan (rjf -ronce 1c). Caaants on critical 
paragraphs and details en pricary oattors of interest arc proaontod 
below for ycur infernaticn. 

3. Reference paragraph 1* of your letter. 

a. In censideratic n of your responsibilities and because cf 
other task force developoents since July 1953* the clcud tracking effort 
on Operation CASTLE has been augmented. It is considered that the areas 
of nest concern, in sequence of priority interest, are as fcU'.ifst 

(1) The dewn-wind (trade wind) rogicn frca Ground Zero 
(GZ). This area nould include both the task fores canp at Eniwetck 
and the native pcpulatod atoll of UJolang. 

(2) The up-wind (trade wind) region froa GZ. This is 
the region frca which secondary fallout could occur rn the task f rce 
caap site« 

(3) The up-wind (trade wind) rogi.n from the native popu- 
lated atells in the southeast quadrant. This area is of concern for the 
sane reason as 3a(2) above, but crnsiderod of less priority dus to its 
acre favor-blo location with respect to GZ. 

Incl 5 to TAB "C" 
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(4)    4*lr and surfaco roatas through '"ake and the Marshall 
Islands.   These areas are considered cf l«ast pricrity because of sep- 

-arate advance plans tc close or swoep the nost questionable areas* 

b. Cloud tracking has been planned accordingly as followst ' 

(1) In support of 3a(l) abcvu, starting at H Hour, one 
aircraft vdll maintain a holding pattern for approximately 5 hours down- 
wind froa, GZ to establish the drift of c^ntaminati-n toward Zniwetok 
and/or UJelang.   In addition, the cloud s&opling team, will report en 
drift and intensity of ill segnents of the cloud from H to H plus 6 
hours«   Further, it is planned that all operational and test aircraft 
will report any encounter with radiation while engaged in their assigned 
flight missions.    The totality of information above, together with the 
forecast trajectories, should be sufficient to present a reasonably 
clear indication of future developments of the cloud, and in sufficient 
time to verify decisions relative to safety of personnel outside the 
shot area.    This inforraatl.n will also be used to formulate a decision 
relative to the air and surface routes through t he I&rshalls« 

(2) In support of 3a(2) above, from approximately H plus 
5 hours to H plus 12 hours, one aircraft will search up-wind in a 30 
degree sector, «pox on.GZ, and centered on the average trade-wind for 
approximately 500 NU. 

(3) In support of 3a(3) above, from approximately H plus 
12 hours to H plus 16 hours, one aircraft will search up-wind in a 30 
degree sector as above, with apex on Hongerik ntoll« 

(4) In support of 3a(if) above, from approximately H plus 
13 hours to H plus 24 hours, one aircraft will be vectored along the 
routes through "ake, or through the area forecast to be up-wind from 
these routes, as appropriate* 

(5) Two additional aircraft are planned to search from 
H plus 24 hours to H plus 36 hcurs, and from H plus 36 hours to H plus 
48 hours*   The flight tracks cf these aircraft will be determined after 
the shot and -ill be based upon the results of th<* first 24-hour period 
and forecast meteorological conditions. 

c. Other features of the task force plan remain unchanged 
except that appropriate oommonts relative to native evacuation are pre- 
sented below as they apply tu pertinent paragraphs cf your letter* 

4*   Reference paragraph k$ your letter, action has been taken to 
inform CINCP^C by reference 1c of the hazards to be introduced into 
the Pacific ^rea during C..STLS. 

c -/* 
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5.   Refereneo paragraph 5» your letter, similar advisories (ref- 
erence lb) are planned again tor Operaticn CiSTLZ,   Particular attention 

-is _invitad to the H minus IB hour message*    Dua to sh t tLucs in the 
early morning hours, and the necessity for final shit decision brief- 
ings to take place after all daylight weather information has been col- 
lected and onolyzod, it is considered that a tentative H minus 18 hour 
planning forecast is necessary*    In the ovunt the H minus 18 huur fore- 
cast is significantly in error, a modification advisory will be dispatch- 
ed aftjr the c-onander's final shot decision briefing at about H minus 
6 hours. 

6*    deference paragraph 6, y .ur letter, the fullcwing coomonts 
and rocemmendati^ns are madet 

a. Temporary evacuation uf native populated islands is not 
recuOBcndcd as a pro-shet measure* 

b. .iirborne survey of tho Hawaiian, Marshall, Caroline ind 
Marianas Islands, supplomontod by gruund chocks as pncticable, in co- 
operation vrith the ..tunic laurgy Coooission is ccnsldered a valuable 
adjunct to the radsafo plan.    Overlap of infermatin in support uf this 
effort will be furnished by CJTF SSVEN to the .Iß repraaontative in the 
F( rwnrd ^ran such thnt actual survey flights will bo nceess ry only in 
the event fall-out is forecast or known to exist in tho ■jrea in ques- 
tion.    It is cinsidered th?t such coverage is practicable and will be 
extremely useful tj all commands and agencies e.neemod with cloud tra- 
Jectory analysis in the Pacific .jrca, 

c. Film badge survey of ,rake and J<.hnst:n Islands. This type 
survey is considered desirable if for n« tthor roas n than tc provide 
positive evidence that nc contamination was enc.untercd. Since the film 
badge is c nsidered tho only legally acceptable reorrd f radiation ex- 
posure, it is suggested that such a survey should be extended to signi- 
ficant native populated atolls. If desired, task force filn badge sup- 
ply and processing facilities can be made available to assist. 

d. Recr.nnaissance flights by security aircraft of TO 7*3 to 
clear itinerant shipping fr..m the predicted cloud passage area up tc 
600 miles on shct minus 1 to 2 days are c.nsidered a valuable radiologi- 
cal safety preeauticn.   Such flights are planned again fer &.STL3.    It 
is suggested that, in the interest of reducing the number of ships tu 
be cleared fr m the area, CINCP..CF1T effect appropriate advonc« diver- 
sions of surface shipping wherever practicable.   ..a a first approxima- 
tion, it is considered that the sector area centered on ground zero 
clockwise frum 225" true to 90° true, maximum distance 500 nm, should 
be avoided on shut day*   Task force advisories may be used by CINCPnC 
to inform operational centre! authorities of further routing codifica- 
tions as required, 

e*   It is anticipated that reecmmcndati.ns will again be made 
by this headquarters reference closing of air routes*   Consequently, the 
&J» administrator shuld be inf-mod of possible interference with air 

i 1 
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re ites through "ake and the Marshall Islands fcr specified periods of 
time and that arrangaaonts shculd bo nado for closing or ocdifying these 
-r^utos on short notice in the event such action boc a^s essential. It 
is also anticipated that, for operational reasons, both Znlwotck and 
Bikini air bases will be closed for short peri ds bufcre r.nd r.fter each 
detonation* ^ppropriato advisories to CINCP..C will include infonration 
supporting such action. 

7* Reference paragraph 7, your letter, the coomonts below refer 
to the numbered paragraphs of your letter: 

a. Reference parigr-.ph 7a(l), inf.rmtion from atende shots 
in Nevada Indicate that clouds which reach the trope pause drop cut a 
unique ind maj- r pcrti.n of the fall-out at a distance -n the order 
of 100 miles or loss from G2. On the assuopticn (as on IVY) that the 
tzrpopause acts as a trapping barrier for all contaoinati n at or ibove 
this level, it is expected that high yield shots should similarly react, 
extending perhaps to a slightly greater horizontal distance due to the 
fact that the Pacific tr p^pause height is higher by approximately 
15*000 feet. On the assumption that the trapping actic n of tho tropo- 
paus« is not se ecmplote as to prevent a gradual sifting of material 
from above it, the wide and distant area coverage by NTOO of ..30 is 
considered essential. The weak point of the first argument lie« in 
the fact that, due to operational difficulties, none of the high yield 
shots in the Pacific have been sufficiently documented in this respaot» 
Consequently, our operational planning anticipates a remote possibility 
of adverse conditions out to populated atolls. 

b. Reference paragraph 7a(2}, it is suggested that the aug- 
mented cloud tracking effort outlined above should alleviate the diffi- 
culties presented. 

e. Reference paragraph 7c (1), tho decisions to shoot will be 
reached with the understanding that no health hazards to units and popu- 
lated islands of the Pacific are forecast. It is not bolioved the de- 
cision can be reached with the understanding that no radsafe conditions 
conducive to possible adverse criticism will ensue. The differentiation 
made hore is due to limitations on weather and radsafe forecasting tech- 
niques and due to the many and diverse interpretations of radsafe con- 
ditions which are adverse. 

d. Reference paragraph 7e(2), CJTF SSVEN pre-shot advisories, 
(based on forecasts) will not contain conclusions requiring evacuation 
of populated islands to avoid a health hazard. Information will neces- 
sarily be included relative to tho probabilities of something less than 
a health hazard occurring. 

e. Reference paragraph 7c(3), ühiwetok and UJelang are con- 
sidered the most critical sites, and since contamination of these sites 
will likely be a collateral occurrence, all task force ships will 
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probably ba engaged in danger area evacuation efforts.   In the event 
cogent and coapsUlng post-shot reasons arias requiring temponry evacu- 
ation of any populated island in the Marshalls outside the danger area, 
the task force security ships would have tc be used. 

f. Reference paragraph 7d, an evaluation of CINCP..CFLT IVY 
measures is included in paragraph 6 above• 

g. Reference paragraph 7f> action has been taken to request 
Headquarters, US*JF UF0..T-1) to furnish the desired infonaation on 
CuSTLE.    This request contained a rocoamendution for direct contact 
between your headquarters and kFOnT-l to arrange the details. 

h.    Reference paragraph 7g, augmentation of the cloud tracking 
effort should alleviate the difficulty presented. 

i.   Paragraph 7h, noted in its relation to paragraph 7a above. 

s/P. v7. Clarkson 
t/P. 7. CLÜKSON 

i   C ~ fl 
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UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET IN REPLY REFER TO 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE COUHkNDEF* IN CHIEF       CINCPACFLT FILE 

PF1-1 
All 
Ser 00113 
U February 1954 

From: Connander In Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet 
tot       Connander Joint Task Force SSV31 

Commander Naval Forces, tiarlanaa 
Commander Fleet Air Hawaii 
Commanding Officer, Naval Station Kwajalein 

Subj: Support of Atomic Energy Commission Worldwide Fallout Monitoring 
Program during Operation CitSTLE 

Reft  (a) CINOACFLT Secret mag 1902212 of Jan 1954 
(b) CIIICPACFLT Secret Itr FF1-1 A4-3 Ser 008^9 of 3 Oct 1952 
(e) CIIICPACFLT Secret nag 2A0008Z of Sep 1952 
(d) US AEC NYXCPO Secret Itr KSiI'E of 8 Sep 1953 
(e) CJTF 7 Secret Itr J-3/903 undated 
(f) GINCPACFLT Secret Itr FF1-1 A8-6 Ser 001210 of 28 Sep 1953 
(g) CINCPACFLT Secret msg 3022212 of Jan 1954 
(h) CnCP.iCFLT Secret msg 2204312 of Jan 1954 
(i) COllnlRPAC msg 2220202 of Jan 1954 
(J) CINCPiXFLT Secret Itr FF1-1 All Ser 0073 of 28 Jan 1954 

1. Reference (a) advised cognizant commanders that Pacific Fleet support 
of the subject program will be generally similar to that previously ren- 
dered during Operation IVY as outlined in references (b) and (c), oxcept 
for a reduction in the airbomo monitoring effort. It further directed 
COIHWSEAFRON to assist »EC Project Officers in preparatory missions 
pertinent to the Hawaiian Area. 

2. Purpose. This letter sumtnarizea tho details of the program and out- 
linos the support required from cognizant comoandors. It further con- 
firms oarlicr planning and agreements. 

3. Bactocround. 

a. This program is a continuing project supvortud by tho U. S. 
Tfeather Bureau and other government agenoios. n.s in IVY, oore definitive 
covemge in tho Pacific during CASILE tests serves the dual purpose 
of extending ADC knowledge of worldwide fallout patterns and assist- 
ing CINC .vCFLT (as agent for CINCP^C) in discharging his rosponsibility 
for safety in the Pacific iO'oa. 

b. Tho airborne and ground monitoring techniques previously des- 
cribed in rofcrence (b) have not basically changed since IVY. Since 
the AJS New York Operations Office has developed Stand?.rd Operating 
Procedures (SOPs) for tho use of participating activities, descriptions 
of monitoring techniques are omitted in this letter. 

Incl 6 to TAB "C" c - .10 
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4*   Gonaral Flan. 

a. ..Qrlal monitoring of the Pacific ^rca will be agnin conductod 
by aircraft operating from Kwajaluin, Guea and Oahu.    Support of the 
niaaion at Kwajaloin and Guan will bo provided by patrol aircraft from 
yp-29, and it Oahu by aircraft fron Vi-l» 

b. Baaic flight pattams adapted for IVY (reference (b)) are un- 
changed and havo b^en roproducod by the üEC in the SOPa nentioned in 
paragraph 3« above.    Deviations froa these p ttems are authorized if 
desired by the ..30 Project Officer. 

c. nöC representatives for this prograa have boon assigned to test- 
porary duty with Joint Task Force SSV5N in the Eniwetok/Blkini ..rea. 
<»• indicated in reference (a), these raprescntatives are: 

(1) Mr. A. J. Brualin Project Officer 

(2) I(r, M. S. Caaaidy »aaistant Project Officer 

d. During aerial nonitoring operationa, radiation ooasureoenta 
will be aade by aircraft crews rather than by ..2C repreaentativoa» 
This change is Justified by the relative ease of aeasurooents deoon- 
stratod during IVY, and further simplification of this oquipcent for 
CitSTLS.    These aerial scintillation instruments (SCINT.IETER) are being 
assigned to participating squadrons by the .iEC Project Officers who 
are instructing squadron personnel regarding their use. 

e. llonitoring flights will be requested subsequent to each CASTLE 
detonation by the Project Officer on the basis of post shot davelopaents. 
i.ftdr each detonation, certain survey flights nay bo olininatod if data 
froa ground installations eonfira netoorological predictions that fall- 
out in a given area is unlikely. 

f •   Ground monitors are being installed at Truk, Yap, Ponape, Kusaie, 
Majuro, Hongerik, Ujelang, T:ake and liidway.    ..t these stations, auto- 
matic recorders will continuously monitor gamma radiation and count 
any concentration of airborne radioactive dust.   Arrangements have been 
made for the attendance of this equipment by leather Service or Task 
Force personnel as appropriate.   The exception to this arrangement is 
Midway where it is desired th".t naval station personnel supervise the 
installation.    In addition to the above network, the U. S. Air Force 
(tJ0i.T~l) has been requested to augment gamma monitoring by reporting 
from stations at Oahu, Guam, Luzon, Tokyo, and possibly Okinawa, Shemya 
and .jnchorage. 
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g.    In the avent of special circunitanees such as äxtanslvo f^Uoiit 
In a single araa or equipment failures, ;.3C Project Officers may desire 
high priority air transportation to that location.   Such requests should 
be approved vrhdn feasible. 

h.    Mr. Breslin, za Project Officer, will keep CINCPACFLT informed 
regarding the progress of the progron through normal service communi- 
cation channels.    Reports from ground raonitoring stations nnd squadrons 
making airborne surveys will bo transmitted to the Project Officer for 
evaluation.    Message reports from the Project Officer to CINCP..CFLT 
should include the following type of information: 

(1) Proposed schedule of roquesite -irbornc monitoring flights 
subsequent to each shot. 

(2) Completion of airborne monitoring flights including a 
brief description of radiological conditions.    Under normal circumstances 
wh,re readings are generally insignificant, this report should indicate 
the highest reading (ar/hr) noted and a statement that no significant 
radsafe conditions were encountered. 

(3) Unusual conditions, if any, recorded at ground monitoring 
stations. 

ik)   <>ny special circumstances of interest to the safety mission 
in the Pacific i.rea. 

5.   Program Details for Kwa.lalein. 

a. References (d) and (e) pertain to cocplotad arrangements between 
the i»BC and CJTF 7 concerning JTF 7 support of the subject program.   Ref- 
erence (f) advised CJTF 7 that: 

(1) For C..STLE, it is planned to provide the aircraft capability 
for airborne fallout monitoring both at Guam and Kwajalein for short in- 
tervals after each shot, utilising security aircraft (VP) as in IVY. 

(2) For airborne survey in any area of tho Trust Territory, it 
is planned to utilize 1 to 3 patrol aircraft (VF-29) operating from Guam 
and/or Kwajalein as needed to fulfill this mission. 

b. It is requested that Coiaaander Joint Task Force SSVEN: 

(1)   Support tho program outlined for Kwajalein with task force 
aircraft and facilities in accordance with previous arrangements mon- 
tioned in subparagraph 5.a. above. 
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(2) Release requlalto aocurity ilrcraft (VP-29) after uaeh shot 
>                     from Task Group 7.3 to the temporary operational control of COUNAVÜLREtNAS 

for post shot airborne surveys in the üarianas and "estorn Caroline Is- 
lands (if required). 

(3) Conduct post-shot airborne surveys of the iiarshnll and 
Eastern Caroline Islands with VP-29 aircraft as requested by the .tBC 
Project Officer. 

(4) Transmit requisite information from the i^X Project Officer 
to CINCP.£FLT. 

c.    It is desired that the Commanding Officer» Naval Station Kwaja- 
lein provide PEI flights as practicable to outlying ground monitoring 
install-tiüns in tho Marshall Islands.   Since the installation at UJo- 
lang will be battery operated and unattended, it is expected that at 
least one flight to this site will be required after each shot.   The 
remaining installations in tho liarshall Islands are located at Task 
Force feather Islands and are attended by Task Force personnel.   There- 
fore, flights to these sites a';y be combined with normal PBJI trips 
scheduled for rosupply of weather stations. # 

6. Program Details for Guamt   It is desired that Comnander Naval Forces, 
Ilarianna support the subject program for Guam in a manner similar to 
that rendered during IVY.   Specific requirements for CASTL3 are» 

a. The conduct of post-shot airborne surveys of the Uarianaa and 
Western Caroline Islands with VP-29 aircraft (from Task Group 7.3) as 
requested by the AEC Project Officer. 

b. Possible air transportation for the AEC Assistant Project Officer 
to Truk and Yap for repair or maintenance of equipment at these ground 
monitoring stations.   Reference (g) provided for preparatory requirements 
at these sites. 

c. The possibility that survey flights may be desirable in areas 
beyond the cognizance of COiNnVlKRlANAS.    If this eventuality material- 
izes, the Project Officer will request aerial surveys in tho Phillip- 
pines and/or Japan.    If so, it is desired that C01JN*tVMARIr..Nii3 implement 
these surveys, with VP-29 aircraft if feasible, and make roquosito 
arrangements with cognizant commanders of the areas involved. 

7. Program Details for Oahu. 

a.   References (h) and (i) provided the capability for airborne 
monitoring in the Hawaiian/Midway Area using aircraft from Squadron 
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V'J-l which fulfillud the IVY miaaion. Requisite instruments and in- . 
struetions for squadron personnel were provided by tho HEC Project 
Officer during his recent preparatory visit. 

b. It is desired that Coranander Fleet üir Hawaii support the pro- 
gram for Oahu using V.T-l aircraft as outlined in reference (h). Aer- 
ial surveys, if required, should bo loplooonted upon direct request 
from the «EC Project Officer. 

8. Reference (j) pertains to features of the subject program which 
are useful only for documentation purposes* Since the results of this 
feature are available only after laboratory analysis, it serves no 
use for immediate evaluation of local radiological conditions. 

H. G. HOPWOOD 
Chief of Staff 

Copy tot 
CNO (Op 36) 
cncPAC 
ABC ViMK  (Dili) 
AEC NYK0P0 (2 copies) 
CJTF 7 (for iÜC Project Officer) 
CTG 7.3 
C0UN;.VPHIL 
COMl'.VFB 
coiiHi;,;:s&..FHON 
i.F0AT-l I'fi.SHDC 
CO NAl'STA Midway 
COLn..'ESTSEAFRDN 
VP-29 
W-l 

AUTHENTICATED: 

a/A. H. Olsen 
t/A. R. OLSEN 
Flag Secretary 
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INCOMING. MESSAGE 

FROM:   CINCFACFLT DIG 1202382 FEB 1954 

JO: _    CJTF SEVEN ajrwroK 

' 1.    Subject Is AFOAT-1 CASTLE Participation.   AF0AT-1 letter 0PNS 
370.009 dated 23 Dee 53 and CJTF SEVEN letter J-3/729.3 dated 11 Deo 
53 refer.   In accordance vdth ray concept as stated In paragraphs 7.a.2. 
and 7.f. CINCPnCFLT letter serial 001355 of 31 Oct 53, consider best 
use AFOAT services can be obtained by extending JTF tracking capabili- 
ties In downvdnd sector*    Such use will provide more Inforaation to 
following sources for purposes Indicated: 

a. To CJTF SEVEN In capacity of advisor to CINCFACFLT on 
special hazards and danger areas Incident CASTLE* 

b. To JTF SEVEN Hadsafe evaluation center for definition of 
predicted cloud trajectories in areas outsldo the test site. 

c. To AEC Project Officer In JTF SEVEN for more effective 
coordination of worldwide fallout monitoring program. 

2*    For above reasons propose following AFOAT participation: 

a. Cloud track In downwind sector beyond termination of 
JTF SEVEN of fort as dUrooted by CJTF SEVEN. 

b. Tine duration and region based on post shot developments 
as reviewed by CJTF SZVSN* 

c*   Precision similar to efforts of JTF SEVEN aircraft. 

d. Message reports of significant intensities to CJTF SEV3t. 
Readings below 10 mr/hr considered insignificant and will be expressed 
as negative roports*    Such reports should include information which 
confirms or othorwise aids CJTF ^SVEN forecast atomic cloud trajoctory 
for initial 72-hour period after detonation. 

3*   Foregoing pursuant qy concept thr.t all reports pertinent to 
spoelol hazards and danger aroas incident C« .TLu will bd ovalunted by 
CJTF SIäVSU in formulation of appropriatu safety advisories to CINCPHCFLT. 
Separate reports from AFO^T or other agencies to CINCFACFLT not desired. 
Propose CJTF S^VEN coordinnto details with JIFOAT. 

4«    (Now but relnted subject) Intensities below 10 mr/hr recorded 
by «FOitT aircraft during normal routine missions may provids valuable 
documentation for extending A3C knowledge of worldwide fallout patterns 
even though insignificant for Radsafo purposes.   If AEC Project Officer 
desires such information consider he should nrr-nge handling via mail. 

5«    Request message comment. 

Incl 7 to TAB "C" C - a 7 



INC0I2NG USSS^iGS 

FROM:    CINCPACFLT DIG 190225Z FZB 1954 

TO:        HICOHTSSPiXIS 

INFO»   CNO, CINCPnC, CJTF 7, CTO 7.3 

1*    During forthcoming teats at Ghlwetok and Bikini, ASC desires 
automatic monitoring equipment bo placed at UJolang,    This equipment 
«ill be battery operated and unattended.   Purpose is to eontinuoualjr 
record intensity of radioactive particles if any fallout occurs inci- 
dent to atomic detonations.   Occasional UJolang visits by Navy PBH 
aircraft will be necessary to check and read equipment. 

2. PreUmlnary safety advisory from CJTF SEVai indicates follow- 
ing predictions on probability of fallout hazards in Trust Territory: 

a. Remote possibility at UJelang. 

b. Very remote at other Islands in vicinity of shot sites. 

3. Consequently no evacuations of any populated islands aro 
planned.    In event post-shot developments indicate desirability of 
certain health and safety measures for native inhabitants of certain 
Islands, assistance of Itarshales« interpreters and administrative 
personnel from liajuro District Office or «bey would be requlrod by 
CJTF SEVEN on short notlöe. 

4. Request your eoneurrenco in implementing UJolang installation 
as outlined above.   Further request planning orrongeaants be made for 
provision of assistance by District administrator in event reqaireoont 
materializes. 

5. CINCPi-CFLT will keep you informed regarding any unusual de- 
velopments requiring any action by Trust Territory personnel. 

Incl 8 to TAB "C" 
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INCOIIINa IQSSttGE 

FROÜ»    CIKCPi^CFLT DTG 2018572. ^Jb 155/» 

TO»        00121.^tJlLJIiiS, CCm^EAFBDN 

INFOl    CJTF 7 fiNP?ETOK, CTG 7.3, CINCP..C, CNO 

Shortly beforo oach CASTLE detonation, CJTF SEVEN will issue 
message advisories concerning anticipated radiological impact on air 
and turface routes including recommendations relative to closing routes. 
During two days preceding each shot, TG 7.3 Security Aircraft will 
make reconnaissance flights in significant fallout quadrant out to 
600 miles to clear itinerant shipping from predicted cloud passage 
area,    liessage advisories for information.   On basis this information 
implement action to divert shipping from possible hazardous areas 
and assist mission TG 7.3 aircraft as practicable. 

Incl 9 to T*B "C" 
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mCOJUNS llESSAGS 

FRDH:    CINCPACFLT DTG 2502U2 FSB 1954 

TOt       CJTF 7 ENIWBTOK 

INPQ»    CINCPAC 

1. Subject Is safety measures and radiological hazards in Mar- 
shalls during CASTLE.   lour letters both marked J-3/729.3 of 11 Dec 
53 referonce. 

2. Following cements pertain safety letter to CIIICPAC on para- 
graphs indicated: 

a. Reference 2a.    In ths ov^nt coiqpelling post shot reasons 
roquire temporary evacuation of natives, desire CTG 7.3 retain opera- 
tion control of ships and dalegate mission to unit commander or ship 
comoanding officer as appropriate.   Limited additional assistance in- 
cluding PBM type aircraft can be made available by NAVSTA Xwajalein. 
My 190225Z also- refers. 

b. Ref. 2c, 2d and 3c.    '47 201857Z refers.   Have also noti- 
fied CAA Administrator of possible interforonee with Wake air routes. 
Expect your advisories will allow sufficient interval for notification 
CAA and his subsoquont dissemination to effected air lines for requi- 
site action. 

c. Reference 3a, my serial 0013 of 11 Feb 5k provides for 
airborne surveys of significant Pacific Islands. 

d. Roforenco 3b.    Following measurus available at Take and 
Johnston vice film badge aurvoy,   kSß NYKOPO has continuous ground 
monitoring equipment at "rakö for transmission daily reports to AEG 
Project Officer your staff.    Johnston within V'Vl airborne survey capa- 
bility established for Hawaiian aroa.   For significant populated liar- 
shidl Atolls desire madam coverage as noccssaty be made with VP-29 
airborne surveys.   If such surveys indicate slightest adverse condi- 
tions, desire you supplement with ground checks utilising appropriate 
means available.   For this purpose consider Kwajaloin aircraft aug- 
mented by JTF 7 units whurevur nucessazy. 

o.   Reference 3d.    Tr accordance with my 120238Z desire AFOAT 
assistance only as coordinated through you. 

} 3*    Following comments pertain your iiarshall iiadsafe lottar to 
CINCPKCFLT on paragraphs indicatod. 

a.   Roforonee 6c.    In viuw of numerous populated atolls in 
Uarshalls consider impractical to conduct film badge surveys to pro- 
vide nogative documentation.    Cc sider my paragraph 2d above is only 
acceptable solution. 

Incl 10 to TAB "C" C - 3 ^ 
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INCOMING .JSSSAGE DTG 2502U2 FEB 1954 FBDLi CINCPACFLT CONTINUED: 

b.   No additional cooaonts on this roferance oxcept notation 
Jthat o-ch itom ny paragraph 2 above also applies to corresponding 
itass. 

N 4.    New but related subject.    Roquost you address safety advis- 
ory messiges action to CINCPACFLT and info to CINCFAC COUNKV. IKRI^NAS 
and COiaLi'rSZrtKlON. 
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'OUTGOING MüSSAGE 

FROM: CJTF S&rSi  SNIVJETOK ATOLL M DTG 260010Z FEB 1954 

TO:   CINCPACFLT PSkRL TH        REF» CINCPACFLT (SECRET) ISGi 
"  - DTG 120238Z FSB 1954 

1. Your DTG 120238Z FEB received 24 Feb 54. Consider AFOAT-1 
reports for evaluation health hazard Pacific area no practical value 
since information based on aerial contacts at far distances. AEC 
Project Officer will furnish CJTF SEVEN actual ground readings. These 
are considered only reliable basis JTF SEVEN advisories to you. lour 
concept that CJTF SEVÜN only Radsafe advisor to CINCPACFLT is accept- 
able. Understand this concept cancels Radsafe report required para- 
graph Ah your letter, aerial 00113, dated 11 Feb 54 to this headquar- 
ters reference support ABC fallout program. AEC Project Officer ad- 
vised of contents your message and will take separate action to obtain 
information from kFOüT-1 as required. 

2. (New subject) Reference paragraph 5b above letter, JTF SEVEN 
is supporting AEC Project Officer aa requested except as modified by 
your substitution of Wr-3 for Marianas and TJestem Carolines in lieu 
of VP-29. 

Incl U to TitB "C" 



INCOMING LSSSAGE 

FHOUl CINCPACFLT DTU 270033Z FSB 1954 

_TOt_  CJTF SEVEN ENFETOK ATOLL MI 

Concur your 26OO10Z F23 54* Desire you include suomary of air- 
borne monitoring flights subsequent each shot in your schedulad rad- 
safe advisories. 

Incl 12 to TAB>"i" C- 33 



OUTGOING ISSSkGE 

FROM» CJTF SEVEN EKiriBTOK ATOLL MI DIG: 280700Z FSB 1954 

_T0»_  CINGPACFLT PEABL TH 

Your 2502UUL received. Paragraph 2a your message relayed to 
COmvSTAKVJAJ for Info and to CTG 7.3 for confirmation previous 
verbal agreements. 

ll/R: CINCFJ%CFLT 2502UUZ refers to rasg to CJTF SEVSN cementing on 
CJTF SEVEN letters, one to CINCPHC and one to CDICPnCFLT, both subject: 
"Safety Measures During Operational Phase of CASTLE", both dated U 
Dec 53* Para 2a subject letter to CINCPi.C states that JTF SEVER ship- 
ping will be made available to CINCPi.C if necessary for native evac- 
uation. CINCPACFLT 2S02itAZ states CINCPi.C desires co/anander or ship 
commanding officer as appropriate. CINCPKCFLT* s msg also covers sev- 
eral minor details of previous plan as outlined in above letters to 
CINCPAC and CINCPiXFLT. 

Incl 13 to T«B MCM C - J V 
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nrcoiaNO- IESSAGE 

mSiU   CIMCPACFLT DTG 190356Z "AR 1954 

JOx       COI.PKIBPACFLT, CKUDSSPHC, COIHA'TSSAFRON, COlSSERVPnCFLT, C0;SUBPAC, 
COL'IKPHC, COU AF FACFLT, COliNAV FORCES lÄRLtfUS 

INFO:    CJTF SEVEN ©ir^ETOK, CO.STSP.iC SFR>iN, COISTS "ViSH DC, CNO 
COi STSMIDPaCSUEiREA, CTG SEVJN PNT THR2E 

Until further notice all PnCFLT vossols except those assigned to 
JTF SEVHI, cntoring the circular area within 450 nautical miles from 
a point 12 degrees north latitude, 164 degrees east longitude will 
insure th-'.t casualty film badges and/or phosphor glass dosimeters 
(DT 60/PB) are worn by 5 parcait of tho personnel on board until the 
vessel departs from the aforementioned area.    Hion not being worn» 
badges and dosimeters will be returned to shipboard storage without 
processing.    Processing will only be accomplished when specifically 
directed by CINCP.tCFLT.    Purpose of this precautionary measure is to 
permit ducua^ntation for negative or positive information incident 
to fallout phenomena and does not Laply that exposure is expected. 
Operation control authorities have separate instructions to effect 
advanced diversions from potentially hazardous areas.   CINCP<£FLT 
instructions 06470. dated 14 ilarch 1953 basically refers.   Instructions 
for vessels assigned JTF SSVcN as prescribed by CJTF SSVSN.   For 
CO. SIS, ruoommend application to your iSTS ships as practicable. 

Incl U to TAB "C" C • i/ 
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F.IX-OUT POIWE.-.StlNÖ TBCHNIQUSS 

3 lAd*; 
1. Basle teehniqües and iMtUM Studi««. 
2. Long-rang« Porte&sting bjr Modified Technique Developed after 

BR/.VO. (Poreeaetlng of the lOr laodote Line) 
3. Cloeo-in Foreoaatlng by Now Teehniquos Developed after BFLVO. 



a.SIC TECHNIQUES 30 FUTURE STUDIES 

The basic fall-out forecasting technique used on Operation CASTLE 
was an adaptation of the method outlined in Appendix 7 of the Effects of - - 
Atomic Weapons, revised September 1950»'   Essentially^ this method computes 
the rectangular coordinates on the surface at which particles will fall 
fron a sories of heights, provided the winds at these heights are known 
and the tine of fall can be approximated from a consideration of particle 
size distribution«   The method was simplified to a considerable extent by 
the successful application of graphical vectorial solutions to the equations 
and the assumption of workable empirical values of particle size (i.e. time 
of fall parameters) following the DOG Shot of Operation GREENHOUSE,    A 
description of the technique was contained in the GREENHOUSE Meteorological 
Report,   More recently, a detailed graphical solution based on the GXEENHOUSB 
method, was published in Air Weather Service Manual 105-33* "Radioactivity 
Ground Pall-cit Plot", dated 1 Ausist 1951# revised as /JrISM 105-33 "Radio- 
activity Fall-out and RADEX Plots", dated 2 June 1952 and being currently 
revised again«   All of the above are essentially the sans method, differing 
primarily in technique of application and in refinement of computations and 
assumptions»   All gave reasonably accurate results prior to CASTLE, including 
an apparent conpatability with the shots of Operation IVY»   Elsewhere in 
this report, there are discussions devoted to assumptions, theories and 
apparent proofs relative to the validity of pre-CASTLE forecasting techniques 
to cope with large yields.    Seme of the factors have been resolved on CASTLE; 
others have not.   The predominant unknown that has been at least partially 
resolved on CASTLE is that arising from questions of the variation of the 
efficiency of this type of/all-out forecasting with Increased yields.   Prior 
to CASTLE, the only shots «were those fired under rather unusual 
circumstances.   The first, . was fired on the trailing edge 
of a typhoon with a consequent extremely favorable wind pattern, with all 
levels of the cloud moving to the northeast but with no means whatsoever of 
assessing the actual fall-out pattern on the water.   The second, IVY MIKE 
was also fired under unusual and highly favorable wind conditions, the 
system being such that ell fall-out was apparently in the northwest quadrant 
from the EKIWETOK ground zero»    Again, no menns of assessing the actual 
downwind fall-out pattern were available»   The third, IVY KING was an air- 
burkt at approximately 1,500 feet, and, although detonated under a wind 
system considered unfavorable for a surface shot at ENIWETCK, was character- 
ized by the usual small amount of fall-out associated with air bursts« 

In theory, there appeared prior to CSTLE no reason why the system 
should not be adequate to cope with the scheduled shots, except that the 
efficiency of the system to predict fall-out beyond about six hours was 
seriously questioned and the entrapment characteristics of the tropopause 
level were not understood even in general terns»   For CASTLE it was assumed 
that the period of fall-out significant from a test and Industrial standard 
point of view would be on the order of twelve hours.   It was also assumed 
that confidence could n'.-t reasonably be placed in significant trapping of 
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debris by the tropopause unless definite proof of such a mochonlsm was 
available* As a consequence, the teehniqae« described above wore used 
vdtirconfldonce up to about six hours, and «nnined in their relation 
to the long-range forecast air particle trajactorles for times beyond 
six hours* This employment was later expanded into a more detailed and * 
formal technique developed subsequent to the third shot and employed 
thereafter in the aeries* (See Inel 2) 

The method of elliptical approxi&ations developed following the 
TU!!BLER/SNAPFER series in Nevada (and used with remarkable success on 
UPSHOT/KNOTHOLE) was used on CASTLB for a better appreciation of the decree 
of contamination and the extent of the forecast fall-out areas* Due to 
yield scaling considerations, and the unique meteorological differences 
between the Nevada and the Pacific proving grounds, confidence in this 
method for the first shot of the C.\STLE series was low. In addition, 
although this method has certain practical and appealing features, in its 
delineaticn of a picture of the fall-out pattern on the ground, it is no 
less restricted to the ground zero wind system and the stability of these 
winds, than the methods described heretofor. 

CASTLE use of the existing fall-out forecasting methods was sub- 
stantially as follows: 

a* Vector solution* This method was applied by the vootorial 
addition of winds from the surface tn rwrinaim height, all vectors noraalised 
to 5*000 feet per hour for convenience in computations, and with the 
vector lengths rroportional to the wind speed in knots* Since the surface 
wind and the areas contiguous to GZ in the PPG are essentially at zero 
elevation, no correction was necessary for the so-called "average fall-out 
surface11 elevation. Winds were normally plotted for each 2,000 foot 
levels Ivm two thousand feet to twenty thousand feet nod for every five 
thousand feet levels up to seventy thousand feet* Above sevonty thousand, 
due to the relatively stable wind directions, ten thousand foot levels 
were plotted as a normal rule* The 2,000 foot intervals were used in the 
lower tradowinda primarily to smooth out the wind vector di&gran for these 
levels which are critical from a close-in fall-out viewpoint* For this 
purpose, the 2,000 foot vectors were normalized by plotting vectors of a 
length two-fifths of the wind speed in knots (i.s* 2,000/5*000 of a full 
hour vdnd vector)* Ten thousand foot levels were similarly treated, 
plotting 10,000/5,000 or twice a full hour wind vector* In this technique, 
the 2,000 fo^t level was assumed to represent the average wind between the 
surface and 2,000 feet, the 4,000 foot level was assumed to represent ths 
average wind between 4,000 feet and 2,000 feet, etc* The addition of closing 
vectors between the ground zero (initial point of the first vector) and each 
successive altitude provided the necessary resultant winds from each level, 
and consequently, the line on the ground on which fall-out should oscur from 
the levels involved* Computations of time of ar—lval of frll-out and area 
of fall-out followed the same pattern as presented in AM3M 105-33, eonsistin 
basically of dividing the resultant winds into hourly ineromsnts depending 
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upon the altitude involved and the delineation of a sector by the limiting 
resultant vdnd voctors. A fifteen degree sector was added to each side of 
the fall-out area to provide a factor of safety for diffusion, instability 
of the pattern and wind variation vdth time and distance from H-Hour end 
G2.» Since the wind vector diagram (or hodoqraph) was normalized to 5^000^ 
feet per hour, the value of any resultant wind in hmirs was determined by 
the altitude for which it was plotted divided by 5,000. Since equi-tin» 
lines taken directly fron the hodograph represented a fall-rate of 5,000 
feet per hour (approximately the rate of fall of a 100 micron particle), 
this distance wns increased by doubling, tripling, etc«, to consider 
particle sizes of less than 100 microns« For the first shrt, partielos 
down to 70 microns were assumed to be significant« This amounted to 
considering populated areas at distances double the total resultant wind 
vector at each altitude« Subsequent to the first shot, eighteen to twenty- 
four hrur fall-out periods nnd distances represented by tripling and quad- 
rupling the total resultant wind /actor were considered« Considerations of 
lend surface and water surface shot characteristics materially modified 
these assumptions subsequent to the second shot, the modificatiens tonding 
toward a reduction to distances represented by not more than twice the 
total resultant vdnd vector for significant health hazard fall-out, and at 
least twenty-four hrurs for fall-out of significance to test «id industrial 
standards» It should also be mentioned that the hodopraph, or wind vector 
diagram, being the basic framework of both the elliptical approximation 
method of fall-out forecasting and the rectinlincar vector method, was found 
extremely useful in the graphic presentation of the progressive wind 
observations and forecasts made daily during the operation« Consoquontly, 
"raw" hodographs were continuously used by Radsafe as a measure of the 
"pulse" of the daily trends in the wind patterns and in. the graphic pre- 
sentation of the wind picture during crmraand briefings« U complete series 
of daily hodographs has been prepared end reproduced covering the period 
February thr-ur-h Key 1954 for documentation and future oonveniont study of 
interested personnel« (See also Tab I.) 

b. The method of elliptical approximation of the fall-out pattern 
mentioned above is covered in US.J' .MJDC Report No. C3-36417, November 1953» 
liadioactive Fall-out from Atonic Boobs, as amended by US..F .TiDC Report No» 
04-18098, March 1954 (relative to CSTLS BRAVO Fall-out and allied impli- 
cations) « Essentially the method starts with the "raw" forecast hodograph« 
'.Jith this as a basis, ellipses are drawn with the portions of the hodogrsph 
between major shear levels as approximate major axes« Minor exes are 
determined in accordance with the angular shear existing between major 
sheer levels and in accordance with the following empirical rules: 

(1) If the wind shear is less than 10 degrees for the levels 
in question, the minor axis is 1/8 to 1/4 of the major axis« 

(2) If the wind shear is greater than 10 degrees but less 
then 120 degrees, the minor axis is 1/2 of the major axis« 
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(3) If shear la greater than 120 degrees, the ellipse becomes 
a circle with diameter equal to the average axis of the hedograph between 
the shear levels. 

(4) Perturbations of the ellipses are determined by the shape 
of the hodogrc.ph, i.e. dependent also upon the angular shear« 

;&. overall envelope Is placed around the collection of internal ellipses, 
its dimonsiens and perturbations determined essentially by scaling of yield 
?.nd eji^ilar shear respectively. Intomel ellipses are placed within the 
larcor intcr-shear level ellipses, again in accordcnco with empirical rules» 
The not reaulb is an apirrtxination of the infinity doses deposited at the 
crntour point?! outlined by the oiliraes and their envelope, Nunbor values 
are placed en the contours by yinld and area scaling of amporical vrslues 
observed on past shots-. 

Other work: 

a. .'. Tiethcd, m';ro suited to military and civil defense target   % 
analysis studies then to tost operation»! is delineated in Technical Analysis 
Ileport - AFSWP No   507, liacb.oactive FaÜ out Hazards from Surface Bursts 
of Very high Yield Nucljar Weapons, May 1^54•   This report is based on grounf 
survjys n?dä fcllcAdng ivhe bil'.VC shot., rnd is an excellent study of the  ' 
rciativoiy significant iong-r^nge effects of fall-out.   However, simplifying 
asst^npti "ns in thi appli «•aTd.oa cf the system, although apparently adequate 
fron the health hciard print ef ^dew for \Aiich tiiQ report was written, are 
not compatable wi~li forecasting with test and industrial standards as 
lioiting critavia,   Ac extension of .JSWP 507 is ccntiined in ;JSWP 603» 
A Eumnary of the TVfcv&a of Weapons in the Ke«aton Tw-ngo, June 1954« coverla 
the or. tire fifö.d of weap'ns effects including fall-cut. 

b. Future studies:   Studies of the whole mechanism of fall-out 
and mcrns of forecasting its degree and extent arc being conducted by the 
Hand Corporation under contract with the USiJ and J3C, the Mateorolo.-lcal 
Branch of the /any Signal Corps, itFSWP, the   P Cambridge ilese-r.rch Center, 
in conjunctlrn with Detachment ifl, .'iCDC, .'JX) 953, under Dr. C, E. Palmer, 
and jointly '.jy Dr. G. L. Pelt (J-Div LASL), Major 0, W. Stopinskl, (to be 
assigned to LISL), and Dr. T. N, VJhite (H-Div L/JSL).   «A indication of the 
scope of the studies being conducted by the L.'SL personnel are indicated 
in the preliminary reports (See Inels 2 and 3 hereto) on the basic vnric 
done at the PPG during the last three shots of the C.JSTLE series.    A report 
on the Hand Corporation study was published in July 1954*   A report on 
the Army Si/mal Corps study was scheduled for completion by 15 August 1954* 
Studies of the remaining groups are expected to be more or less continuous 
for some time; no periodic report schedule has been established.    In 
addition, a plotting device and manual based essentially on the AWSM 105-33 
technique, is in preparation by the Naval Aerologiecl Service. 
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LOMG-IL'JPB FORSSi'^TING- BT HOTOFIBD TBCHNIQUB DgVELOPBD /JTBl Hl:VO 

(POREC/^nNtt or rag ion ISQDOSB LIMB^ 

Gaolan L» Polt 
Los /JLamo« Scientific Laboratory 

June 1954 

Tjitrodactiont 

Zx? problem of long-rang« fall-out frcn very largo devicee (megaton«) 
vir.s firrt oxanined prior to Operation IVT. Lt that time the method« of 
analysis were based on a simple theoretical model devised to evaluate the 
hazards from the Janglo shrti and on the ompirical results from loi»»yiold 
tests ?JI Nevada. Neither source was truly applicable in detail to MUCK, 
a fae^yeU-knotn at the time« 'art the general result# as we know from 
 was correct; i.e.« fall-cut from MIKE under adver«« condition« 
could have been very severe at distances of 200 to 300 miles •• The actual 
condition« on MIKB-Day were« of course, favorable but at the «am« time 
rather unusual in that the location of the main fall-out was well clear 
of all populated areas. 

The rare -ccurronce of ideal conditions, the length of the C/JSILX 
o;«ration, and the very evident hazards from the device« mad« nece««ary 
a re-examinati-n of the problem of fall-out. In the field such a re- 
examination could bo very crude at be«t; geared a« it mm to the inaedlately 
practical aim of operational forecasting. It was necessary to devis« a 
system of forecasting simple enough to provide results based on th« latest 
possible weather information, both observation« sad farecasts» csn««rvBtiv« 
enough to guarantee no repetition of th« unfortunate results of    _and 
yet daring enough to enable on« to tain advantage of weather condition« 
different from the«« knom to be ideal (no northern cenponent« fro« surfac« 
to 100,000 ft and axis of fall-out between about 315° ant 045°) • 

The treatment generally u«ed in Nevada vdth moderate succo«« WM pretty 
clearly not well suited to fall-out forecasting at the Pacific Proving 
Grounds axecpt possibly unter the condition of "deep easterli««", «hen all 
wind vector« from th« surface up are easterly (an alternate "ideal" situatior 
incidentally for fidwrtok Atoll but not for Bikini). Th« bacic difficulty 
with using th« Nevada system for analysi« of the effect« of large device« 
in th« Pacific is that th« wind structure in the Pacific 1« not primarily 
unidirectional in the pertinent altituda range. The usual fall-out pattern 
in Nevada i« a narrow band, broadened at time« by th« preset .e of light and '■ 
variable wind« and by th« occacional presence of abnonaal?; treat dircctl« 
al shear but still confined to a aoall sector. This general character i« 
not often found in the Pacific, «here the directional shear is almost 
always very great just above the ea«t-northeast flow in th« low altitude« 
and again at th« tropopause- (usually about $5,000 to 60,000 ft). In th« 
Pacific the sector which include« all.the diatant fall-out i« very 
frequently 100° and occasionally even greater. 



While tha sector is very lar^o in the Pacific it is not true that the 
fall-out is uniformly distributed within it, and it therefore beoomee 
necassary to look closely at the angular distribution of fall-out as well 
as-the-radial« It is this new factor in the analysis «hieh nakes the 
C/iSTLB systaa differ fundamentally from the Nevada systau It does not 
necessarily follow that the Nevada system should not also have this feature 
since there are evident failings there which may perhaps be removed in 
this way. 

The Dose Index 

The first step in the new system of analysis was to calculate the 
relative doee at various points about the ori^n for a given wind structure« 
The mechanics of preparing the isodose plots will be deeribed in the followin 
sections» Here we shall discuss the assumptions and general principles of 
the method« The assumptions used in the calculations arc listed below: 

(1) The activity is uniformly distributed in hoi^it. This 
assumption is obviously a poor one and was subsequently altered to emphasise 
the middle region of the cloud and to depress the stem sal the top« la the 
first plot this modification was applied at the plotting static rather than 
at the calculational stage« 

(2) The distribution of particle sisss is uniform« This 
assumption also is not true but is justified by several arguments* Pro« 
our point of view — distani fall-out —» the number of partidos two feet 
in diameter relative to the number 100 microns in diameter makes not the 
slightest difference since the foraer all fall in the region of the crater 
anyway« On the other hand the relative number cf very small particles is 
equally uninteresting since those do not fall quickly enough to affect the 
reeults significantly« What we have dene in effect is to assume a "white" 
distribution for simplicity and to restrist tha region of validity to 
distances between approadaately fifteen miles and a couple of hundred alles 
from the ori/rln. /.gain, in the absence of arqr detailed information on the 
real distribution, the assuaption we have made ie probably the safest« 

(3) The amount of activity depoelted by an active particle is 
proportional to its area« One may fairly argue that in some eases the 
activity should be proportional to the particle vnlums« The choice of 
are« dependence is based on the idea of plating on molten solids and on the 
idea of scavenging by water droplets. 

(U. The total activity is proportional to the total yield and 
decays at t**1,2. 
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(5) The particles settle by Stoke't law,.. This assumption is 
alMys challenged but no suitable substitute has yet been suggested.   In 
the range of particle sises of interest it is probably as good a law as any 
modification of it. 

(6) The area at the surface eotered by particles falling from a 
given height is proportional to the square of the time of fall.   This 
assumption expresses the fact of divergence **iich may arise from any number 
of raasons.   No numerical value is asaigned to the divergence. 

(7) The net radial distance that a particle travels is proportional 
to the time of fall. 

With tho above assumptions one obtains the dose index in the following 
inelegent «ay.    At a given point "P" on the surface (Fig. 1) active par- 
ticles con arrive fron certain discrete altitudes of ths cloud detendned 
by the intersection with the hodograph of the radius vector from ground 
aero through the point.   In the example these are the altitudes 79,000 ft 
at "A" and 39,000 ft at "B"«   The hodograph is customarily drewn for a 
fall rate of 5,000 ft per hour eo that particles with that fall rate «hieh 
start from 39,000 ft at nominally asra tins idll land at ^B" in 7.Ö hour*. 
These partleles will have a definite diameter "d".   We have said that the 
activity brought down by any particle is proportional to its area; i.e.,, 
the does index "P* contains a factor "dr*. . 

The remainder of the argument concerns the tins. . Two other esauaptions 
contain tins tens, ths natural decay and the area of deposition.   Now the 
dose rate is expressible in activity per unit area.   For example, one mega- 
curie per square mile is roughly equivalent to 3 r/hr about 3 ft above a 
fission fragment deposition.   The doee rate is therefore expressible as 

rate.«:.*.  ^Xjli- (1) 

and the integrated dose, apart from other factors, is expressible a« 

doae-^c t*2,2 • (2) 

We chose to define the doee index as 

D = JäL (3) 
t 
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Mh«re "d" is th« partiel« diamtter in odercns and "t" ia the tia» at vhleh 
it arrtvM in houn.   In th« event that partidet arrive froa two hei^ita 
aa "Indicated for point "P" la fig» 1, one merely adda th» tm indices 
arithmetically.   We have felt, in view of the cradaneas of thee« arsuamt«, 
that very little wmld be achieved by keeping the power of "t" at -2.2 ähd 
have uaed -2.6 instead. 

One will note that in thie fom the doe« index doea not yet contain 
Stoke's law but ttatos merely that particle« of ait« "d" arrive at tin« 
"t".   Th« use of Stoke*a law and eom« of th« other asauaptiona pemita 
the doee index to be written in a *dde variety of alternate forme«   Stol-e'e 
law atatee that the terminal rate of fall ia proportional to the area of 
the particle.    In our case th« teradnal rat« ia reached so qpiickly that on« 
nay write 

-^«   Kd2 (4) 

where "h" ia the starting height, «t» ia th« Una of fall^ "d1* is th« 
particle diameter and "K" is a constant of proportionality containing 
the density, the viscosity, and numerical factors«   The viscosity, tn- 
cidontally, is tenperaturo dependent, hut th« variation is amall cooqpared 
to the other uncertaintiea in thie eyatem and we have chosen to keep the 
viscosity constant«   Substitution of equation (4) pemita on« to writ« 
th« do«« index as 

f'-b (3a) 

and further ue« of assumption (7) above permits th« form 

D"W (3b) 

whore "K"' is sons new constant and "IP is the radial distance along a 
bearing from ground sero« 

Numerical values of the dose ind«x can be eenputed from any of the 
forms of equation (3) with th« proper eolection of wits« 

We defined the nuaorical value of th« dose index as the ratio of th« 
square of th« particle diameter in microns to the equare of the time of 
fall in hours»   la those units the dose index is of the saas order a« 
tho doee in roentgon« froa a 10-oogaton yield aa determined by a rou^h 

Ltir^ match withj Jlata. The adjustaent to other yields in the mecaton 
range is maa« oy direct proportionality aa indicated in assumption (4)« 
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Praparation of the Plot:   flfcjtti Cal* 

- W«. proceed new to describe the nsthod of conetrueting the isodoae 
contours for the •inpler case of the •tali« hodograph«   The static hodograph 
presents a plan view of the vertical structure of the forecast vdnds at "* 
zero tine and at the origin.   Pig« 1 is a saaple hodograph constructed 
from data in Table I«   The criticisme against the static hodograph are that 
it shcild not be expected to persist unchanged even at the origin through- 
out the time of fall-out» and that it does not la principle apply at all 
to points displaced frcn the origin.   These criticisms become more importent 
as one attempts to forecast the lo*>levol isodoso lines which are established 
at considerable distances from the origin and many hours after shot time« 
The static hodograph does, however, provide a useful guide end has the 
virtue that a plot can be prepared from it very quickly indeed. 

Using the sample hodograph of Fig« 1 let us compute the doee index 
for point "P* at k0o and 60 nautical miles fron ground tero.   There «HI 
bo two corapononts for "P" and all other points along the redius fron "Z" 
throu^i "P".    from the hodograph the intercept heights and distances are 
79,000 ft and 45 miles at ".V*, and 39,000 ft end 73 miles at "ff*..   As* 
nentioned above the total Index for nPN is the sum of the indices computed 
from the wwo intercepts. 

Let us consider first the index from Intercept •£,■•. Particles which 
fell ai *Un on the surface start at 79.000 ft above Zero». <'.s they fell 
tc 65,000 ft they travel westward approadmately 75 miles«. In falling the 
next 5,000 ft they travel approximately 10 oües southwest«   Thereafter 
^-har swing amund through the south, travel eastward between 50,000 and 
HC/XX) ft, gradually turn to the northeast, and at about 15,000 ft settle 
irto the surface trades for the last 20 miles of westward travel to point 
^.V*.   Since the hodogreph is drawn for the convonient rate of 5,000 ft per 
hour the particles arrive at "ü* 15.8 hours after «ero«   Particles arriving 
at NP" from 79,000 ft met spend a slightly longer time in each altitude 
layer; their trajectory is similar to that for the faster-falling particles 
but is expended.   The relative time for particles to arrive at "P* compared 
to ".V* is given by the ratio of the vector sums or by the factor 60/45 m 
1*33•   The tins In hours is therefore 21.1 hours. 

Mow we have assumed a rolationship between fall rate end particle 
diameter given fay Stoke' e law«   Specifically, for land shots at the Pacific 
Proving Grounds, we assume that 75-micron particles settle at 4,000 ft par 
hour.   Particles arriving at "P" from 79,000 ft settle at 3,740 ft per hour 
and are therefore slightly smaller than 75 microns.   Stoke1 s law gives 
72.4 microns.   Using equation (3) With the numerical values 72.4 microns 
snd 21.1 hours one obtains a dose Index at "P" from the Intercept "A" of 
approximately 12« 
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A alfflllar eonputation for tha do«« index from intorcopt nV give« 
the auch higher value 208*   The total Index at NF* is therefore 200«   Thi» 
mean« that for 10 megatons one would expect an integrated lifotlae dote of 
220 roentgont in the vicinity of point "P". 

It ie obviously tlne-eonsunlng to compute the index for a large number 
of points in the field in the wj Just described.   In order to speed-up the 
computation of dose indices the nooogran in Pig* 2 was eonstructed from an 
altornato form of the doee index equation«   The most suitable form is 

K.hoa \-^ (3.) 

where Nv N is the hodograph fall rate (5,000 ft per hour), wh * is the 
intercept hei^it in feet. NK " is the Stoke*s law constant (4,000/5625 
in our units), "R" is tno intercept radius in miles, and "R" is the 
distance in miles to a point on the bearing nQP,   One should note that 
for constant "6" the intercept height and distance are also constant and 
that the dose index along this bearing decreases as "irJ", Conseqaectly 
if one can detendne the dose index at ens point along the bearing the 
indices for othor points can be rood very quickly from a straight Uns at 
slope -3, on log-log graph paper« The obvious point to detomLne an index 
ii at NIlpN« Por all bearing the dose index st R « RQ is detendned by the 
ii.tercept height alone« It becomes very simple therefore to ask« a suitable 
n^nogram by drawing a line of slope -2 which gives the dose index *IV for 
R ■ RQ, The doses at any NR* are then obtained by placing a straightedge 
w*.th slope -3 through the point MD0, RQ"» Por quick reeding several 
arbitrarily spaced lines of slope -3 have been dram in Pig« 2« 

Using again the sample wind etructure of Pig« 1 one obtains the index 
for point NP" from the intercept "ET* by entering the noaograa at h0 s 39,000 
ft at the top of the page, coming dam to the unweighted height line at 
index 110, moving left to a point above the distance RQ - 73 miles, then up 
a line of slops -3 to index 210 above R = 60 miles« 

The noaograa in Pig« 2 has two heir^t lines, the curved one corres- 
ponding to a weighted height distribution« This second curve is believed 
to be smewhat more realistic inasaach as it reduces the weicht of the 
very low and very high parts of the cloud and increases the weight of the 
middle cloud« This rather general weighting is baaed entirely on observa- 
tion and experience and ia not derived analytically« 

With a very little experience in the use of the nomogr-m one crn from 
the hodograph prepare the plot shown in Pig« 3 la approximately one-half 
hour« The weighted height line has been used in this plot« 
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Preparation of th« Ifl^f   "TTtT^» C?f> 

-    for operational use a 10 U dose la a handy dividing point between 
"dangerous" and "hannleee" levoli.   A doee Index of the orddr of 10 la 

A/ therefore pexhape the moet Important of the family of llnee»   *.a index- 
of 10 la however eatabllehed at rather late times — it ie ecnpleted for 
the 90,000 ft level at approximately 23 hour« — and its extreme point 
may be a considerable distance from the origin«   Consequently it is la 
general doairable to make appropriate corrections for tine and epaee 
changes in the wind atructure. 

The method devised is based on the same general assuaptions aa for 
the statie case and is again simple enough to permit the preparation of a 
plot in a short time»   The eomplleatlon hero wee that a comploto weather 
analysis of the entire area could not be made every few hours by the liml- 
tod crew at the Etaiwetok Weather Central»   Coasoquently it wae neceseaxy 
to have a forecaster present to make appropriate eorreetions as the plot 
developed« 

Since In the dynamic ease the trajoctorloe of particle» of different 
eisos falling from tho sane height are no longer similar, the tomdnal 
points do not fall along a strai^it line running out from the origin«   The 
index falls off inversely as the cube of the distance along the line o£ 
tendaal pointe Instead of along a line of constant bearing« 

It is possible but at present very tias-censuming to eempute the 
lines of terminal points for a set of altitudes complete enough for aft 
adequate plot»   The beet that could be dons in the time available was to 
locate the 10 R point for about a dosen altitudes and base the 10 R Una 
on those points alone«   A ecmplication arises when ths points fall, at 
different dieteneee on rou^tly the same angular bearing»   This result 
corresponds to a contribution from two or more altitudes and means that 
ths 10 R lias mat be draw sons distance beyond the outermost calcultted 
point»   The adjustment is easy to make approximately by a elmple appliaatloa 
of the Inverse B3 relation to the inner pointa to find the contrlbatloa at 
the outermost and a second aprlieation of inverse R? to the sum»   To take 
into account the hoigit weighting one loeatea the terminal point and then 
ecntracta or expands radially, again by inverse a?»   Theas appradnat« 
methods are an unhappy feature of the system but are necessary if the plot 
is to be completed in a reasonable tins«  WO were unable to discover any 
quick, reliable analytic or graphical msthod of making these adjustments 
more precise. 

i The mechanics of locating the 10 R points (before any adjustments) 
are straightforward enou^i« The doee index equation (3) gives the doaa 
in R for 10 megatons» For a predicted yield different frcm 10 megatona 
one nay write a dose equation 
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1 " *- • -4! (5) 10  t2 "> 

ttiers "I" is the doso In roenigen», "VP la the yield in aecaton«, and - 
Nd* and "t* are defined as before« - This equation folio«*, of course,. " 
from assumption (4) • The fosm (5) is not convenient for calculation, 
since in the construction of a trajectory for a falling particle one is 
concerned only with the tins the partial* spends in a stratum character- 
ized by a find mean wind* It is convenient then to introduce Stoke1 s 
law and to solve equation (5) for the fall rate "v*. The result is 

•V 10 I K, h* 
 1  (5a) 

where "K " is the constant 4000/5625, "h* is the starting heitfit in feot 
and the unit of nv" is feot per hour. The tin* spent in a niven stratum 
•tf^h" is then 

At« &£_       # (6) 

Equations (5a) and (6) wore used to propare a worksheet listing the strata^ 
timos in the strata, and accumulated timos from the start to the strata» 
Forecast mean winds were then entered on the work sheet as the trajectory 
plots were made and the times and space locations became known« In the 
actual cases the eoapntsd change* in wind structure were never very sig- 
nificant and the resulting plot* differed little from those made from the 
static hodo.-^raph. The dynamic system does, however, have the capability 
of handling a rapidly changing situation should it appear« 

Ths fall-out forecasting systems described above have a largo number 
of very obviou* deficiencies Wtieh one would hope to remove by tho next 
operation« For example one would hope to include a good representation 
of the particle sise distribution for both land and water «hots« The 
question whether area or volums of a partial* i* nor* sigiiXleant for the 
dopoaition of activity should be investigated. A careful estimate of 
the height distribution of tho activity should be made« Some attention 
should also be given to the effects of finite lateral cloud dimensions 
and to the spreading of the cloud« These are points which will refine th* 
*y*tom« 
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Or» Tom Wilt« of L'«SL bogan to mak« such rsflnomnta during CISJUS 
in as attanpt to ronov« on« outttandlxig dafeet of this system, it« in* 
hartnt. inability to ravoal aiy detail near the origin.  His method is 
described in a separat« appendix. 

Two difficulties with the systca cannot be removed at all»   The cass 
«her« the hodograph passes direetiy over the origin, is not unlikely and 
gives embarrassing results, since RQ * 0 and the dos« index vanishes except 
at th« origin»   This result is at least circularly synaetric.   The other   - 
awkward «as« la that in which one or aore elemental wind vector« i« radial, 
since one then ha« a contimou« altitude rang« contributing to the do«« 
index along a bearing in place of on« or two discrete altitude«»   Thi« is 
in reality precisely the kind of «izid structure which leada to very intense 
narrow band«, but the system as set up cannot estimate th« magnitude of 
the dose index along such a beating»   One could perhap« handle thi« 
situation by revising the method such that each 5#000-ft altitude interval 
made a contribution a« detendned by the swan height of the interval along 
a bearing line through thi« mean height»   Such a change would introdnem- 
difflcultie« in evaluating the contribution» at on« point from «everal. 
heights sine« the bearing line« througi th« mean heieht« would not In 
general coincide« 

Okie difficulty will continue to plagu« u« even with any «ort of 
refined system»   At this tin« it 1« very difficult to obtain a weather- 
forecast precise enough to 'Justify th« effort which must be pot into a 
good fall-out forecast.   Because of the inherent uneertaintiea in weather' 
forecasting one is tomptod to condud« that a refined syattm of fall-oot. 
forecasting will for the tin« being be most useful for po«t-shot analysis 
and that a detailed fall-out forecast based on a normal weather forecast, 
would be misleading»   The weather forecasting presently available la of' 
the hiebest quality but the cumulative error« resulting from snail varies 
tion» about th« forecast mean wind« «an result in a pronounced «hang« Is 
the fall-out. pattern»   It appears desirabl« at thi« tin« to retain a 
crude system which is relatively insensitiTS to small variation« in 
weather structure and which present« conservative upper Unit« to th« 
fall-out hasard» 

! 
; 
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Table Z   — Saopl« Wind foncaat 

■> 

Hoiflit in 
thousand» Bearing la 
of feet ■ Dogma« 

2 080 
U 080 
6 070 
e 090 
W 090 
12 110 
14 160 
16 200 
18 260 
20 230 
25 220 
30 210 
35 240 
40 250 
45 270 
50 270 
55 310 
60 350 
65 040 
70 090 
80 090 
90 090 

Spoad in 
Knote 

10 
10 
10 
08 
05 
05 
08 
13 
15 
18 
20 
23 
20 
28 
20 

10 
20 
30 
40 
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CLOSE-IN FOUaC/^TING BHf Ng.^ TECHNIQUES DETOIOPED ;JTE3 BHWO 

Thomas N, Whit« 
-v Lot llaao* SeientiXlo Laboratory 

July 1954 

1. The method of calculating local fall-out, as deecribod here, la 
the hasty outgrowth of a more complex method that had been unaxjrectodly 
successful in accounting for the BIL.VO fall-cut pattern in the Ailin^iaaa-. 
^ongelap-uongerik area.    As the tine of the last shot (on Qiiwotok ..toll) 
approach öd, the problem of forecasting local fall-out bocame more acute. 
Since the method attempted to take account of the initial sise and shape 
of the cloud, it seemed that it should be suitable for local forecasting. 
With the aid of Dr. Gaelea Pelt, the method was simplified to the extent 
that an atoll pattern could be estimated within about an hour.   The 
simplified method was tested against the Bikini pattern« produced by 
nOMBO, UNICN and T/JIXEB and found satisfactory, and the msthnd was used 
in forecasting for NZCT/il. 

2. The followLng description covers the simplified method only.   Iha 
more complex method warrants further study which will be reported else- 
where« 

3«   Assumptions! 

(a) The initial cloud (after rise is practically ccnploted) im 
divided into horisontal slices, each of 10,000 ft dspth, with centers at 
10,000, 20,000, - - - - 70,000 ft altitude, with the central concontratloft 
(radio-activity per unit voluas) Independent of altitude. 

(b) In each layer all of the activity lies in a horisontal 
plane thru the cantor. 

(c) In each layer, the concentration falls off laterally 
according to the law of normal distribution of errors 

c (r) a Co e j 

where 0. is the initial central concentration, r is distance from center, 
and a0 is the initial spread paranetor (analogous to standard deviation). 
For altitudes 10,000 thru 40,000 ft, a0 s 1.9 nilosj 50,000 thru 70,000 ft, 
OQ S 5,8 cdles« 

mCLOSTOB #1 
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(d)   Thruout the >iiolo cloud, all radloactivo particles arc of 
the sane sitet and fall at 50,000 ft per hour. 

■ (e)   In each layer, the central partiele falls, without diffusion, 
~N as directed by the winds, while other particles diffuse horizontally away 

fron the center equally in all directions so that, when the layer arrives 
on the surface, the distribution about the center is givon by 

c (r) a Cfc e" (a)2 

P2       (P)2 

where p ~ So £ 3. q s r/a , 3 = total horisontal distance travelled by the 
So 

central particle, So ' 5,2 a ,    (The last quantity may be pictured as the 
horisontal distance back to a fictitious point source of the cloud layer) • 

(f)   The dose rate at any point is proportional to tho sun of the 
concentrations from all of the layers as estinaied fron tho preceding 
foraula« 

4*   Apart frca the assumption of a tingle particle else this fonmlatia 
has a number of other obvious defects, Cig« 

a.   The sum of the quantities C9s 
2 should be made proportional 

to the total radioactive yield of theMboab."   In practice, the final 
estimates ware adjusted scmovhat on account of expected yield«   This, 
in effect, allowed for the influence on C0, but not on a0, 

b«   The estimation of S as total horisontal distance is rather 
unsatisfactory In local forecasting ttisre tho atoll dimensions are not 
much greater than the height of the cloud. 

Also, there was no time to find out whether better results could be 
obtained by choice of sane other values for parameters such as rate of 
fall for the particles«   Prom the test of the method against the Bikini 
patterns, it was clear that it was good enough for the purpose at hand. 
It appeared that differences between forecast and actual winds would be 
likely to produce ouch larger errors than those inherent In the assumptions» 

5*   In application, the method is not as tedious as might appear«   The 
standard hodograph plot, giving the location of central particles falling 
at $,000 ft per hour, is prepared for tho Comtand Briefing as a matter of 
course.   It can be superimposed on a ten tines magnified atoll map, 
allowing for the $0,000 ft per hour fall rate assumed In the method.   With 
a ruler of corresponding scale, the distances 3, along the sig-sag path 
to each of the height points on the hodograph can be quickly measured or 
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this CAD be don« by ■UBnation of hodograph winds If the«« are more readily 
accesaiblo,   Ukeids«, the distance« frcm the altitude points on the 
hcxjo^raph to points ot fall-out interest can bo quickly measured with ths 
ruler^ "giving the raluos of r.   Knowing 3 and r, one can easily compute 
p and q.   With ths aid of a fcnily of curves of    i 0- (~)2 y, q 

*?  (F)2 

(soe Fl.i, 1) for seToral values of p, one can rapidly interpolate ths 
values that oust be added up at any loeation. The exponential factor 
drops off very rapidly with q, and after working out a few eases, one can 
toll, from en inspection of the hodogrcptwon-atcll plot, some of the 
altitude points that can bo neglected in the cemputation« 

6. Fig« 2 and Table 1 illustrates the application of the method to 
NBCTAll shot, using the winds observed at shot time. The points on Fig* 2 
marked 10, 20, 30, are the 10,000 ft, 20,000 ft, altitude points on 
the hodograph for particles falling 50,000 ft per hour* /* particle 
starting, for example, at 30,000 ft above ground sero, and falling under 
the influence of winds tut not diffusion, would land at ths point narked 30« 
The value of 3, the horisontal distance travelled, is estimated by sunning 
the distance betwssn ths suesossivs points from ground ssro to point 30» 
In calculating q in Table 1, some values are omitted a« beyond the rang« 
of Fig« 1« More values are dropped, as too small to bother with, in 
entering the quantities •%    «• / x? 

-V'  W*  The final totals are ths surface 
P*  (pr 

concentrations that would be produced if the initial central eoneontrations 
(C0) were all unity* Vlhon the method was tried out on T.JÖCS3, it was found 
that if the resultant surface cencontrations wars multiplied by 100, they 
agree reasonably well with the doss rats, in roentgens psr henr, measured 
cno day after the shot* This factor was used in making up Table 2, and it 
appears to give fairly good results for BRAVO, I&HEO, and UNION also, 
although there is sens tondeney to over-estimate ths lower doss rates at 
tho larger distances. In Table 1, however, it is clear that the agroenent 
is about as good as in Table 2 without nultiplvinf: by a factor of 100. The 
jicld of NBCT.'Jl was less than that of the shots in Table 2, but not by a 
factor of 100« At the present time the only explanation that can be 
offered for this discrepancy is the heavy rain that occurred on NBCT.Ui day* 

7* There is good reason to anticipate that the current detailed 
study of the more complex method will yield a better simplified technique 
than the above. For this reason, there is little Justification for a mors 
elaborate report on the method at this tins* 
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TABLE 1 

r/ac 

'S r 
HEIGHT    ÄQ  So     S  (3o/3j 3ijit    BtfB 

70 5.8 30 29 2.0 1.6 1.4 2.3 4.4 

60 5.8 30 23 1.8 2,2 1.5 1.7 4.1 

50 30 19 1.6 2.1 1.3 2.1 4.5 

i»0 10 12 2.2 4.5 4.7 — — 

30 10 9 1.9 3.1 4.2 6.8 — 

20 10 6 1.6 2.4 4.4 — — 

10 10 3 1.3 1.2 3.0 5*6 — 

hl^JT .XICE 

♦1   •   "(fl. 

^ 

J;JIET       saxr       SLMEU 

70 2.0 .u .16 .07 •0020 

60 1.8 .07 .15 .12 •0020 

50 1.6 .07 .20 .07 — 

40 2.2 - — — — 

30 1.9 .08 — — — 

20 1.6 .04 - — •— 

10 1.3 

TOT/J. 

.23 

.57 .51 .26 .002 

0B3EIVEE 
n/toi at 

1 
.70 .18 .087 .000 

OOL 



"> 

BIKINI 

T.\BLE 2 

Z/Hü AT D / 1 DAT 

ISL;JID 

|            BRAVO 1            iiOMBO |             UNION 
\        y;'NKEB 

!       OBS . C^'JJC |     ;    OBS CALC 1 1      OBS o;xc OBS CALC ; 

HOV.' 1       ^ 22 0 0.6 B.5 9 '     25 30   | 

NAN 1        9 5 f      o 1    0.6 0.09 2 |        2 7   j 
OBOE    1 . 1        0 

^   0.6 l ■ 0 0,7 0.0^ 
i 

3 : 

|      UiJCL^  1 |      1.0 0.9 1    o 5   i 
1     BT^vo 1 1      1.0 0.6 0.5 0.3, 

1      .'tHLE 
:: * 70 

2 ■    5   ; 

!     7QX      | 55 

1— 
47 • 12 k5 \            J 
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TAB "»• ~ % j 

CLOUD TRACKING PLAN 

Iholst 
1. Details for WB-29 Cloud Tracking Flight» 
2. WB-29 Cloud Traoking Flight #1 
3. WB-29 Cloud Tracking Flight #2 
4t   WB-29 Radsaf o Cod» 
5*   Datalla for Radiation Rtpoctlng by all Aircraft (Bcoopt the 

Cloud Sampling Team) Oparatlng BotWMD fiilwatok and Bikini 
Batwefln H-Hour and H plua 24 hour«. 

6«   Saquanco Cloud Roport for Control B-36 SainpUng Oporatlonn 
with 1 Appendix» 
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CLOUD TRACKING PLAN 

1«   JTF SE7QJ Operation Order No« 3-53 indicated in general terms 
the radsafe aerial survey responsibilities assigned to TG 7•4«   These 
were as follows« 

a«   Provide cloud tracking aircraft for post-shot radiological 
safety situation data up to a radius of $00 miles in the significant quad- 
rant for a period of 48 hours, starting at approximately H plus 6 hours 
(Note:   Later changed to start at H hour). 

b«   During the Bikini phase provide for air-to-ground repotting 
of approximate radiation (air) intensities encountered by all aircraft 
operating between Eniwetok and Bikini from H hour to H plus 24 hours« 

2,   The three general types of aerial survey coverage were» 

a*   Special V&-29 missions were scheduled specifically for 
cloud tracking purposes using in-flight air-to-ground reporting procedures« 
These missions started at H hour and ran for 43 hours, with a requirement 
for a Mad— of one aircraft to be on station at any one time«   Flights 
#1 and #3 as defined in Tnel 1 also satisfied the requirement for one of 
the two weather reconnaissance flightelreqoired on *ach day of the period 
involved«   Normal weather reconnaissance meteorological reports were 
required on all cloud tracking flights performed with VIB-29 oquipnont» 
In a similar manner it watf required that all W&-29 flights scheduled 
during the 48-hour period for specific weather reconnaissance missions 
include reports on radiation encountered, 

b«   In-flight air-to-ground reports wore required from all 
aircraft (other than the cloud saspling team) operating between Eniwetok 
and Bikini from H to H plus 24 hours on other than specific radsafe 
missions.   The requirement was designed to uso existing aircraft opera^- 
tional schedules and was not to Involve scheduling of aircraft for the 
radsafe mission alone;   (Incl 5) 

c«   Ra&o interception of sequence reports from and between the 
cloud sampling aircraft^ control aircraft and the Air Operation Center 
was made at the Sttdiiafe OFFICE from H to H plus 6 hours«    (Incl 6) 

3k   The cloud tracking plan was designed around a consideration of 
economical uso of the available aircraft to survey only the critical areas 
rather than to follow the drift of all segments of the cloud«   The primary 
consideration leading to a requirement for cloud tracking was the safety 
of task force elements, contiguous populated areas and the users of the 
air and surface routes in the general area« 

a;   It was considered that the areas of most concern, in 
sequence of priority interest ware as followsi 

n. ^ 
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(1) The downwind (trado wind) region fron ground ^ero (GZ). 
This aroa included both the task force caap at finivretok and the native 
populated atoll of Ujelaag« It was considered first priority duo to the 
fact that the derelopnent of potentially hasardous conditions off-site 
would« from the viewpoint of fall-out rate and time of arrival, be first 
detectable in this general area. Consequently, it was planned that the 

^        tracking efforts should first be devoted to a patrol to the west of G2L 
In such a way that the task force camp at Eniwetok and UJclang Atoll 
would be placed in the "shadow*1 of the search aircraft« This was accomp- 
lished by sotting up a racetrack holding pattern to patrol generally 
north and south across a sector limited by boarings from GZ to Eniwetok 
and UJolang, with sufficient additional spread on the sector to assure 
complete coverage of any contaminated air likely to drift to these two 
locations (Flight #1» See Incl 2)« Since conditions developing during 
tho first hour or two after shot time were assumed insufficiently stable 
to warrant a detailed analysis and too close-in for reasonable safety 
of the aircraft crow. Flight tfl was designated to begin its patrol at 
about H plus 2 hours and 50 miles west of GZ, Ten thousand feet was tho 
altitude selected as the most reasonable compromise for the data desired« 
It was assumed that a patrol of about 3 hours should bo sufficient to 
obtain tho answers needed, however, tho plan provided for a longer period 
of patrol if specific shot circumstances required such a modification« 
On several shots this action was necessary« 

(2) Tho unwind (trade wind) region from GZ. This was tho 
region fron which secondary fall-out could occur on tho task force shot- 
atoll coop site and fleoti Since fall-out from this region would arise 
from tho settling of contamination into the trade winds from higher levels 
(which had transported debris to tho east), a consideration of fall rate 
and time of arrival dictated patrol of this region later than 3a (1) aboro 
but within about 6 to 12 hours post-shot, an NEN type search pattern at 
10,000 foct was specified for tho aircraft described in 3A (I) above, to 
be flown following the racetrack holding mission (Flight XL). 

(3) The unwind (trade wind) region from the native ponulatef 
atolls in the southeaet quadra^. This area was of concern for the same ■ 
reason as 3a (2) above, but considered of less urgency on shot day due to 
its more favorable location with respect to GZ and due to the greater 
distances from GZ and tho longer period of time required for detectable 
contamination to roach geographical positions potentially hasardous to 
those atolls. An "E" type search pattern was designated to be flown at 
10,000 feet (Flight #2. See Incl 3)« 

(4) Air and surface routes through Wake a^ **\* WStiUSk 
Islands« Those areas were considered of least priority due to separate 
advance action taken to dose «und sweep the forecast questionable sectors 
and routes« Tho last half of Flight #2 was selected for this requirement 
to bo flown at 10,000 feet and through the region north of GZ dotomdnod 
to be representative from the forecast air radex and tho air particle 
trajectories, 

(5) Two additional aircraft (Flights #3 and #4) were planne 
to search from H plus 24 to H plus 36 hours and from H plus 36 to H plus 
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liB hours» The flight tracks of these putrols were to be determined after 
the shot and based upon the results and circumstances of the first 2V- 
hour period and tho forecast and observed meteorological coi 'itions, A 
further augmentation of tho over-all cloud tracking effort was planned to 
come from periodic radiation reports from aircraft on primary missions 
of weather reconnaissance out to approadmatcly 1,000 miles from H to H plus 
48 hours» 

b. Although the prime cloud tracking effort immediately post- 
shot was planned as indicated in 3a above, certain other initial actions 
to assess development of the long-range fall-out potential of tho shot 
wore also taken at this tine. It was planned to intercept tho reports 
of the cloud sampling team to doterndne heights, initial drift and in- 
tensities of all segneott of the cloud from about H to H plus 6 hours 
(Inel 6)» Further, it was planned that all operational aircraft other 
than the cloud sampling team would report any encounter with radiation 
while engaged in their assigned flight missions (Inol 5)« Since the 
latter group of aircraft, as a rule, were attempting to avoid contamination 
information from that source was basically "negative" and served primarily 
to define "clean- areas» The totality of all information gathered during 
the early post-shot phase, together with the wind observations and fore- 
casts, was assumed to be sufficient to present a reasonably dear indica- 
tion of future developments of the cloud, and in sufficient time to verify 
decisions relative to safety of personnel in the shot area* 

c. Although no specific patrol was designed to search air and 
surface routes through the'Marshalls, tho relatively favorable positions 
of these areas, coupled with wind forecasts and observations, advance 
action to close routes if necessary, "bonus" results fron the efforts 
described in 3a and b above, and the presence of fixed land monitor sta- 
tions at several points in the area, were considered sufficient to formu- 
late decisions relative to the hasard potential for such routes» 

6 Inclst 
1» Details for lfi-29 Cloud Tracking Flights 
2» VS-29 Cloud Tracking Plight #1 
3» WB-29 Cloud Tracking Flight #2 
4. WB-29 Radsafe Code 
5» Details for Radiation Reporting by all 

Aircraft (Except the Cloud Sampling 
Team) Operating Between Eniwetok and 
Bikini Between H Hour and H plus 24 
Hours» 

6,- Sequence Cloud Report for Control B-36 
Sampling Operations with 1 Appendix 
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DETATTA PO^ Wfi.29 CLOUD TRACKING FLrGHT3 

' 1« Shot Partlelpatlont All shots« 

2« Duration» 48-hour coverage starting at H hour with a require- 
mtnt 'tor a maximum of one aircraft to bo on station at any ono time« 

3* Flight Planat Four twelve-hour periods arc designated Flights 
#1 through #4 as follows i 

a. Flight #1 (H to H plus 12 hours)« This flight is to deter- 
mine in sequence the characteristics of the radiological hasard likely to 
drift and fall out on Eniwctok or Ujolang Atolls and the hasard upwind 
from the shot atoll« The first portion of the flight will consist 
essentially of a 10,000-foot racetrack holding pattern of approximately 
five hours duration and extending 70 nautical miles from north to south* 
The H hour position of the oastem edge of the pattern will be at 50 
nautical miles west of ground zero« Upon encountering radiation, the 
entire pattern is to be shifted westward to follow the leading edge of 
the radiation field« The search upwind fron the shot atoll will bo made 
in a 30 degree sector with apex on ground sero and centered on tho average 
prevailing easterlies« "E" type search pattern at 10,000 feet will be 
employed« Specific instructions for this mission will be forwarded by 
CJTF SEVEN to CTG 7.4, ATTNt Conmander, Test Services Unit, not later than 
H minus 8 hours« 

b, Flight 02 (H plus 12 hours to H plus 24 hours)« This flight 
is to determine the characteristics of the radiological hasard existing 
upwind from the native populated atolls in tho southeast quadrant and the 
hazards existing on, or near, air routes of interest to commands external 
to the task force area of responsibility. Upwind for the native populated 
atolls is defined as a 30 degree sector (as in Flight H) with apex on 
nongerik Atoll« "E" type search patten at 10,000 feet will be employed* 
Search of air routes is to be at 10,000 feet and along the routes, or 
through the area forecast to be upwind from such routes, for a represent»* 
tive distance determined by the estimated limits of accuracy of the Air 
RAOEX, The attempt here will be to determine the contamination status of 
the air on the routes or the potential hazards likely to drift across tho 
routes« The air routes of interest are those through Wake and the   
Marshall Islands« Specific instructions will be forwarded by CJTF SEVEN 
to CTG 7*4« ATTNt Coanandcr, Test Sendees Unit, not later than H plus 4 
hours« 

c« Flight #3 (H plus 24 to H plus 36 hours). This flight will 
attempt to determine the extent and drift of other major segments of the 

-> atomic cloud as practicable and as required by existing motoorological 
>        influences« Areas and altitude of search are to be specified later and 

will be contingent upon the above influences and tho results of Flights 
id and #2« Flight #3 will be planned and executed by the operating agencj 
upon directive (issued not later than take-off minus 8 hours) from CJTF 
SEVEM.as for Flights #1 and #2, It is expected that this directive will 
indicate a vectored mission. The necessity for scheduling this flight wil 
be determined by CJTF SEVEN on the basis of the results of Flights #1 and 
#2 and other sources of information« 
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d. Flight #4 (H plus 36 to H plus 48 hours). The necessity for 
scheduling this flight will bo determined by CJT? SEVEN on the basis of 
the results of Flights ^1, #2, #3 and other sources of information, 

-  . . o. Other Flights! WB-29 flights scheduled at any time during 
the 48-hour period for specific weather reconnaissance missions will make 
routine reports on radiation encountered« • 

4, Mission Directivesi Mission directives from CJTP SEVEN will be 
routed through normal conmand and communications channels« However, to 
insure that advance details get to the operating agency sufficiently in 
advance of the missions, an informal mission directive will bo transmitted 
directly to tho WB-29 squadron through "Weather Central-Weather Station" 
RATT channels by Mission Take-off time minus 8 hours for each flight« 

5, Data to be Obtained! Tho basic requirement for these flights is 
to establish a filo of data of sufficient accuracy to support conclusions 
and decisions relating to health hazards and means of avoidance and to 
confirm or modify forecast cloud segment drift« The data will also be 
used to advise specified agencies having interests contiguous to the task 
force area of responsibility« In general, the missions are to be flown 
on the tracks specified with maximum emphasis on complete coverage of tho 
designated areas« It is not anticipated that in-flight analysis of the 
over-all situation is nccossasy except that tracking aircraft crews should 
recognize cloud boundries and leading edges« Normally, penetration of 
the highly contaminated areas will not be necessary or required unless 
specifically directed under unusual circumstances« Deviations fron the 
prescribed track and reporting positions should be made only upon entry 
into highly contaminated areas« For cloud tracking missions, turn-out 
will be executed at intensities of not more than- 3*0 r/hr. Following such 
turn-out, appropriate in-flight adjustment of track should be made by 
tho aircraft commander in the interest of mMdrnan coverage of the desig- 
nated area« The Radsafc monitor is to exorcise discretion on turn-out 
from highly contaminated areas and to consider crew personnel dosages and 
and anticipated duration of flight through the radiation field« The limit 
of 3*0 r/hr is specified as a maximum rather than a limit to which penetra- 
tion'must be made« 

6« RADIAC Equionontt Since highly precise measurements are not 
required, suitable IIADIAC equipment and reporting codes are specified 
accordingly« Each flight will have on board sufficient instruments of 
the following type to insure reasonable expectancy of proper functioning 
of at least one of each typoi 

a, AN/PKUTIB 

b«   MX-5 or any equivalent military instrument such a s tho tS/ 
PDR-27, capable of direct reading in milliroontgons per. hour« 

e«   An additional survey instrument of the scintillation counter 
type will be made available to the task force on a loan basis«   This 
instrument appears promising, and will bo furnished to tho WB-29 operation 
personnel for additional IUDIAC back-up. 
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7. In-Fljght Report st   In-flight reports on radiation will be made 
in conjunction vdth the half-hourly standard weather reporting oossages 
used for weather reconnaissance flights«   (See Incl k of Tab E for radia- 
tion reporting code«)   Special r-ports are to be transmitted for any 
positions where radiation intensity reaches a MadaMa along a segment of 
the flight track regardless of whether or not. such positions coincide with 

-v points of regular half-hourly weather reports«   Additional special reports 
should be made at any critical position in the flight track such as posi- 
tions which define a cloud boundary» a turn-out point, or any unusual 
situation« 

8. Post-flight Reportst   Post-flight reports will not bo required 
by CJTP SEVEN unless, in the judgnent of any of the personnel involved, 
one-time reports are considered necessary for clarity or for improving the 
cloud tracking operation«   Flight Radsafo logs maintained by WE-39 crows 
will bo forwarded to CJTF SEVEN post-shot« 

9«   Routing of Radiation Reports»   Reports will bo routed as normal 
weather reconnaissance reports to the Weather Central*   The Weather 
Central will relay the reports to the RADSAFE OFFICE« 
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WB-29 RADSAFE CODE 

1« The code for in-flight reporting of radiation will he used in 
conjunction with the five-digit groups normally devoted to APOAT-1 report- 
ing. Position, tine and altitude will bo as normally reported on weather 
rocorthaissanco flights. The first group of the five-digit AFOATVl groups 
will be used to encode the radiation observations. Headings and general 

j        observations are to be coded in sequence and in conformance with the code 
below. Should the first five-digit group not adequately describe the 
report, successive five-digit groups should be used. To indicate such 
amplification, the first digit of the first five-digit group should be 
coded accordingly. The numbers indicated for coding the desired informa- 
tion below are examples only« Formal random code numbers will be assigned 
by CJTF SEVEN prior to each shot for successive three-hour periods start- 
ing at H hour and terminating at H plus kB hours. Copies of formal code 
numbers will be furnished to the Weather Central and the operating agency, 

RADIATION INFORMATION 

First Digit (ileport identification) 

No detcetablo radiation above background. 

^ Radiation (gamma only) report follows. 

Radiation (gamma only) report follows with one 
amplifying five-digit group. 

8   4   7   1   Radiation (gamma only) report follows with two 
amplifying five-digit groups. 

3   9   8   6   Radiation (gamma only) report follows with three 
amplifying five-digit groups« 

15   3 0 Dummy. 

5 19 3 Dunny. 

6 8   0 5 Dummy. 

2   3   5 9 Dunny. 

0   7   2 4 Dummy. 

Second Digit (Intensity reading above estimatet 
aircraft background) 

2   6   5   3   Less than 10 mr/hr, but above background. 

7 2   8   6   10 to 50 mr/hr. 

Indosure i» <. - ? 

CODED NUMBERS FOR PEnlODS 
IN HOJUS AFTER H HOUR 

H hr 3 
to   to 

6 
to 

9 
to 

4   6 t 7 

9   2 6 8  . 

7   0 4 2 
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Second Digit (continued) 

5 7        2 0 50 to ICO me/he 

_3         ^        0 8 100 to 500 rar/hr 

9   '    1        3 2 500 to 1000 mr/hr 

6 5        9 1 1 to 5 r/Hr 

8        9 1 5 5 to 10 v/hr 

18        6 4 More than 10 r/hr 

4         0         7 9 Dunany 

0 3 4 7 Dummy 

5 7 0 3 

2 5 1 9 

6 2 3 5 

0 3 5 2 

3 4 7 0 

1 6 4 8 

k 0 6 1 

7 8 9 4 

9 1 8 7 

Inclosure 4 

Third Digit (Pertinent additional Information 
on readings reported) 

No comment on reported readings, er this Is an 
anpllfying five-digit group« 

Instruments (RADIAC) malfunctioning 

-headings fluctuating 

Spotty radiation levels encountered» 

liadiation levels in the area «re higher but fly- 
ing on fringe and taking observations at lower 
radiation levels. 

Having passed through rain shower, background 
is definitely higher. 

Readings fluctuating because of intermittent 
showers« 

Radiation intensity approximately constant since 
last report« 

Radiation intensity steadily Increasing since 
last report« 

Radiation intensity steadily decreasing sine« 
last report« 

Fourth Digit (General trends of mission and othei 
pertinent Information) 

Radsafe mission progressing satisfactorily. 

[ 



Fourth Digit (continued) 

Changed track (for Iladaafo reasons) to that in- 
dicated in the dear at end of this ncasago» 
(indicate track change in approximate full 
degrees of latitude and longitude from present 
position») .. 

Having mechanical difficulties which affect Had- 
safe mission or designated track,   (Amplify at 
end of massago, in the dear, if desired«) 

3 0 u 9 Cloud is visible. 

6 2 0 3 Cloud is not visible. 

0 5 6 7 Ho conDont* 

4 9 8 5 Ulumujf 

7 3 9 8 uuuuuy 0 

9 8 1 6 OucnaQT* 

8 6 7 1 uumny, 

Jifth Dioit (For ajnolificatioo of previous 
Information) 

2 5 7 1 No cemmunt. 

2 0 3 Executed turn-out at intensity indicated in 
second digit of this report»' 

9 4 2 Operating position relative to cloud is unknown,             , 

1 9 0 Working leading edge of cloud, ' 

6 5 4 Working cloud boundary. 

8 6 5 Dvuuny,                                                                                         i 

it 8 6 Dummy, 

7 2 9 Duimny« 

0 3 8 Dumny«            * 

3 1 7 DumnQT« 

EXAMPLE» (H plus 8-hour mesuge) 

"Ha 

„.tÖSLO    ^L12Ä    A^21    0^79...:...:--..«' 

diation report follows with one amplifying five-digit group r                h 

Inelosuro 4 ,       .    _ 
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100 to 500 mr/hr, radiation levels In the area are higher but 
flying on fringe and taking obsenrations at lower radiation 
levels, cloud is visible, working leading edge of cloud, duongr, 
dumny, readings fluctuating, liadsafo mission progressing 
satisfactorily, dunrgr, plus two dummy five-digit groups." 

2.   Post BRAVO modification of above» 

a«   Reforenco paragraph 1 above, and in order to report actual 
values of the Intensity reading instead of the bl 'ck-values given by the 
second digit, a change was made whereby the successive digits of the first 
available dumny five digit group was used to indicate the specific value 
of the reading within the block-value given.   Thus, if the block-value 
were 500 - 1000 mr/hr, followed by the group 75022, the true reading would 
be 750 nr/hr.   This change also made use of the last digit of the group 
to indicate the typo of Instrument used, i.e., 1 for AN/PDIMIB and 2 for 
Scintameter»   75022 therefore would completely designate a reading of 750 
mr/hr by sclntaoetor» 

b,   .loforence paragraph 1 above, the second digit was designed 
to indicate intensity readings above estimated background.   This was 
changed to Indicate gross readings in order that tho true Intensity of 
exposure on the aircraft crew could be assessed.   In the interest of 
flexibility in the reporting procedure provision was made for tho aircraft 
crow to report estimated aircraft background by using the first digit to 
Indicate "no detectable radiation above background," the second digit to 
indicate the block-value of the estimated background reading and tho 
successive digits of the next five digit group to indicate the actual 
intensity reading in nr/hr in accordance with paragraph 2a above. 

Inclosure 4 
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nF^Ai;^ ?m unUTLQV HEPOItTING ?0\l ALL AIIX.UFT (EXCEPT TOE CLOUD 
SAMPLING TEAM) OPERATING BETWEEN ENIWETOK AND BIKINI BETVEEN H HOUR 

AND H PLUS 2L HOUI^ 

'l. Shot Participation: All shots.- 

2« Duration; 24-hour coverage starting at H hour. 

3. Designation of Flights; There is no rcqulrenont for special 
flights solely for this requirement. The assumption hero is that wherever 
practicable, aircraft scheduled to be in the region between Eniwetok and 
Bikini »tolls will be equipped to measure and report ratiation encountered. 

4. Data to be Obtained; The basic requirement for those flights is 
to establish a file of data of sufficient accuracy to support conclusions 
relating to health hazards likely to drift and fall out on Eniwetok and 
UJelang Atoll, and to support decisions relative to the necessity for 
evacuation* Since highly precise measurements are not required, suitable 
TiADIiiC equipment and reporting codes are specified below accordingly. It 
is intended that, whorotpracticable, aircraft crows encountering radiation 
attempt to determine the approximate size of the affected area and the 
position of the leading edge of the cloud» This information is basic in 
determining the probably fall-out effect on UJelang and the Eniwetok Atoll 
Camp site. 

5." RADIAC Eauipnujnt:- 

a. Each multi-engine aircraft should have on board instruments 
of the following type to insure reasonable expectancy of proper function- 
ing of at least one instruments 

(1) AN/PDu TIB or similar type; 

(2) MX-5 or any equivalent military type instrument, such as 
the AN/PDü-27, capable of direct reading in milliroentgens per hour« 

b; All readings should bo ganna only and the intensity observed 
in excess of estimated aircraft background« 

6. 'iladsafc Monitors on Aircraft; The operating agency monitors 
required for nulti-engine aircraft crews,are to be used for this require- 
ment. These monitors will be responsible for deternining the frequency of 
rjxd the making of radiation measurements, coding the information and 
insuring that the information is placed in the air-to-ground connunica- 
tion system. 

7» Codes; The following code for repcrtini; radiation has been 
designed primarily for voice air-to-ground tronsniSsion« It is intended 
that, where necessary and if feasiblu, reports by C'u  are also to be usedt 
In the event distance is a factor and only voice transmission equipment 
is available, delayed reports are to be made when ths aircraft is within 
voice range of either the Eniwetok AOC or the Bikini AOC as applicable. 
The report should be formulated and reported in the following sequence i 
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a. Aircraft Call Sign« 

b« The report will be identified as a "Sweet-sour Iteport". 

c. Approximate local time, position and altitude of aircraft 
will-be given in the clear. 

d. Code for radiation Intensity reading (above estimated air= 
craft background). (Coda numbers will bo re-designated by CJTF 3EVEN 
for each shot,. The numbers indicated below aro for example only.). 

55 No detectable radiation above background. 

77 Less than 10 nr/hr, but above background. 

33 10 to 50 mr/hr. 

66 50 to 100 mr/hr, 

11 100 to 500 mr/hr. 

99 500 to 1000 mr/hr, 

22 1 to 5 r/hr. 

00 5 to 10 r/hr. 
i 

88 More than 10 r/hr. ' 
44 Dummy. 

e. The contaminated area is to be designated as "GILDA", The 
size of the area is to be designated in approximate nautical miles in the 
north-south direction followed by the approximate nautical miles in the 
east-west direction, i.e. "50 slash 20". The approximate center of the 
contaminated area should bo given by nautical miles in relation to a fix« 
If the area is unknown, transmit "GILDA Negative". The leading edge of 
the cloud is to be designated GILDA ABLE and located in nautical miles 
In relation to a fixj if unknown, transmit "GILDA ABLE Negative". If the 
contaminated area has been completely defined above it will be assumed 
that the loading odge is also defined concurrently. 

f. EXAMPLEt 

"This is SAND BLASTER TWO/ Swee-sour Report/one six three 
zero/ four zero west of (fix)/ ten thousand/ one one/ GILDA 
six zero slash four zero slash five zero northwest of (fix)/ 
GILDA ABLE six zero west of (fix)." 

for 

"SAND BLASTER TWO radiation report, 1630 local, 40 NK west 
of (fix), 10,000 feet, 100 to 500 nr/hr, area of cloud 60 
MM north-south by 40 NM east-west, centered at 50 NM north- 
west of (fix), leading edge is at 60 NN west of (fix)," 

^-/'l 
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8. Special Reports: 

a« Occasional negative reports should be made during periods of 
comparatively light comniunicatlons load. These could be added to other 
routine reports, such as ".f..«.Sweet-sour negative". Such reports not 
only assure proper functioning of the reporting systom, but also serve to 
positively identify non-contaminated areas« ^ 

b. Post-flight reports will not be required by CJTF SEVEN unless 
in the ^udgnont of any o.f the personnel involved, onfc-tlms type reports 
aro considered necessary for clarity or for improving the Hadsafe opera* 
tion, 

9, Rowing,  of Ropon-.s; Expeditious relay of the in-flight reports 
to the 'iLibSAIE OFFICE at the Command Post of CJTF SEVEN is essential. 
Consequently,, voice contacts with the AOC aboard the Command Ship (or 
through the "Enlwetok .kOC-Hot Line) are preferred. AU reports should 
contain instmctiona in ghe message for expeditious relay to tho »iADSAFE 
OFFICE. 

i 
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Sflquenco Cloud Report for Control B—36 Saapldim Operations 
Gwamzmm!®*} ■> 

1*   This sequence report Kas been designed to provide Infomatlon on 
the initial break- up and radiation intensities In the cloud during the 
period H to H plus 6 hours,    Infcroation to be reported includes apprcod« 

> nations of the alti'^udon of tops of each of the major clouds segments and 
an Gstimte of succofsire positions and diameter« of those segments« 
Further, port^r.ont information will be obtained on penetrations by samp- 
ling aircraft.    Thia latter information will be directly intercepted bgr 
the JTF CTTVEN nADSia>'E OFFJ.CS en sampling aircraft VHP Easy channel reports 
to the Control B~j6o 

2.    The report will V formulated by the scientific director in the 
Control 3 «36 ar.d reported in the following sequence I 

im INFOraMATIOK Sggil (Example) 

A   Local time of reported conditions 0800 

B . Number of m^Jor.rlaod segoehta 4 

C   Top of first (highest) se^aent (Est Alt 
in thousands) 100 

0   Top of second segment (Est Alt in 
thousands) 60 

E   Top of third segment (Est Alt in 
thousands) 30 

F   Top of fourth segment (ist .lit in 
thousands) 20 

0 Top of fifth segment (Est in Alt in 
thousands) Negative 

H   Estimated position end extent of first 
(Highest) segment (in WM with respect 
to GZ. in degrees from GZ and diameter 
in NH) 80 by 90 by 40 

1 Estimated position and extent of second 
segment (in MM with respect to GZ, in 
degrees from GZ and diameter in NM) 75 by 45 by 30 

J   Estimated position and extent of third 
segment (in NM with respect to GZ, in 
degrees from GZ and diameter in NM) 50 by 00 by 40 
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K Estlnatod position &nd extent of fourth 
segment tin NM with respeot to GZ, in 
degrees from GZ and diaoeter in NM) 40 by 250 by 30 

L  Estimated position and extent of fifth 
segment (in NM with respeot to GZ, in 
degrees from GZ and diameter in NM) Negative 

3«   Reports should be made as often as is feasible under operational 
conditions«   If noeessarr, the report may be followed by a verbal dos» 
eriptlon to clarify essential features of the cloud« 

EXAMPI£i    "this is /GIUA I3EP0uT/0800/4/l0O/6O/30/2OAegative/ 
80 by 90 Ww/15 by 45 by 30/50 by 00 by /»0/W> by 250 by 30/ 
Negative/verbal description if necessary/Over", 

4*   The attached format will be used for intercept (on VHF Easy 
channel) of sampling aircraft penetrating information*   Intercepts will 
be made on F84, B-36 Featherweight and Heavy Nuclide Sampler reports to 
the Control B-36» 

X - Sampling Aircraft Penfetotting Ileport 

Inelosure   ^ e-.n 
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SAMPUNG XTX:JF: PQET^MING HEPOIIT 

Shotijf. 

VciiL 
PUot 

Sampler Call Sign 

Data 

Control A/C 

iVltemate _ 

> 

Code Information Exantplo 1   | 2 3 4 5 

ABIE 
Pass 

i     L5.5       | »             \ 

EUCER 
Altitude In 

09115     | y 

CHAIUJE 
Clock Time at 
Penetration  [     %           J 

DCO 
Average Inten, 75 

EASY 
' Time in Cloud 

.9 

FOX 
i Integr. Dose 

Hoentaens •5           i 
GEOIßE 

| Cockpit Baokgmd» 
i 2/hr f Jaaner) I     .6 

HCW 
I Wing Tank 

No          1 ! 

ITEM 
[ Snap taken 
(yeeornol. 

i 

NOT TO BE raPOI.TED TO A/C 

INDICATED ATI SPEED 270 

COCKPIT INTENSITY ON LiNDING (JASPER) 

INTEGHON iMHB SI LANDING 

TIP SANK   JSADING ON LANDING (ION CHAMBER) 

TIME LANDING IcEiiDINGS T.\KEN 

Appendix I to Incl 6 S -17—t. 



_    _ TAB "Fw 

COKRESPONDBMCB RELATIVE TO 
STUDIB3 OP EXPECTED UGOON CONTAiOMkTlON ON OPERATION CASTLE 

3 tcl 
1     JTF SEVZH Itr 729.3x903 to 

CTO 7*3» Subjj Lagoon Con- 
Umii'.»tion and Hsftlth Has- 
ards During Oporatlon CASTLE, 
ltd / May 1953. 

2. Ltr .r-16961, TO 7.1| Subjt La- 
goon Contaoinatlen and Htalth 
Hazard« During Optration CASTLE, 
did 22 Apr 1953, «/2 Inol. 

3. U/R, JTF SE7QI, did 29 Apr 1953* 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVBJ 
Waahingtoa 25* D. C. 

AO/729.3x903 4 Uay 1953 

SUBJECTS Lagoon ConUoination and Hoaltb Hazards During Oporatiea CASUS 

TOt    Cemandor 
Task Group 7.3 
Washington 2$, D. C. 

1. Rtformeoa« 

a. Uttor, J-1696L* TO 7.1» aubjoot a« aboro, 22 April 1953 
with two ineloeuroa (Inel 1). 

b. Mmorandua for Roeord, JTP SSTSX (Inol 2) • . 

e. Draft of BadioIogLoal Safoty Annox to JTP ST .W Oporation 
Ordor 1-53 (Inol 3). 

2. Roforonoo la outlinoa toohnioal dotails oxpoctod to influonoo 
lurfaeo oporation» in tho Eniwotok and Bikini lagoona following contaaL- 
noting nueloar oronta; roformoo lb outlinoa oom of tho oporational ao» 
poota of oueh activitioo and indioatoa tho toopo of diaouaoioni «hieh 
havo takan plaoo to dato. Roforanoo lo dalinoatoa propoaod oporational 
eloaraneo lioita for Oporation CASTLE and ia ineludod for ita particular 
iopaat on ahip and boat oporationa. 

3. Tho abovo roforonooo indioato th« ourront atatua of aororal 
preliminary atudiaa of tho problon of *ator »urfaoo oporationa in tho 
proaonoe of radiological contaaination. It ia doairod that your hoad- 
quartoro take action aa followat 

a* Roviow rof oronea la and aubmit ooononta or rocomundationa 
eonaiatont with tho philooophy of "operational nocesaity" and "oaleulatoc 
riak" inherent in tho over-all oiaaion of tho Joint Taak Foree. 

b. Initiate atudiaa to dotoxnine mothoda of provonting ooneon- 
tration of radiological contaaination In water ovaporatora, distribution 
llnoa and miaroorganio growtha on tho bottom of ahip«. 

c. Roconaend a data for a eomarenoe with thia heidquartora 
on the over-all aapocta of tho lagoon ci-ntamination problom. Thia eon» 
foronoo should take place aa soon aa possible after tho assignment of 

Inol 1 to TAB "F" f'l 
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AG/729.33C903 4 May 1953 
SUBJBCTt    Lagoon Contaolnstion nod Haalth Hasard« During Operation CASTLE 

GTG 7.3 and will Include reproeentatiree of Buliod, BuShipe, Op-36, TG 
7-1 and AFSTP with sufficient statura in the radiological fiold to lend 
a»sur*nce and practicality to the ultioato eolutions of this problanu 

d.   Following tho abore oonf erenco, initiate an indoctrination 
program for operational personnel of your organisation to injoct tho 
rocoomondod solutions into operational problems, 

BY COMMAND OP I^JOh GENSRAL CIARKSOM: 

Inol 
1. Ltr, J-16961, TG 7.1 

22 Apr 53» subject: 
"Lagoon Contamination and 
Health Hasards During 
Operation CASTLE*' w/2 Incl 

2. U/b, JTF SEVEN, dtd 29 Apr 53 
3. Draft of RadSaf« Annex to 

JTF SZVE2* OpOrder 1-53 

s/Robert H. Gushing 
t/RDBERT H. CÜSHINO 

Colonel USA 
Actg Chief of Staff 

Copy FUmishedt 
Deputy Coonander for Scientific Matters 
CTG 7.1 

S 
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J-16961 

TO» 

FROM: 

HSADfiUARTERS 
TASK GROUP 7.1 

JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 
Lot Alamo« Scientific Laboratory 

J Division, P. 0. Box 1663 
Los Alaooa, Mai» Maxico 

Coooandar 
Joint Task Force Seven 
Vfaahington 25, D. C. 

Scientific Deputy 
Joint Task Force Seven 
"aahingtoa 25» D. C. 

22 April 1953 

SUBJECTS   UG00N CONTAIHIIKTION AND HSKLTH lUZAKI» DURING OPERATION CASTLE 

1*   Keeent studiee of lagoon contaoiaation   and health hazards froca 
radioactive fall-out of Caatle have indicated that although the lagoons 
of Bikini and Enimatok «ill be contaminated no aerioua health hasarda 
«ill be experienced at time of re-ehtry.    (Sndosurea 1 and 2) 

2, In all probability, ahipa that re-anter the lagoon following 
detonation of atomic devices on the surface or near the aurfaco «ill 
become contaminated «ith radioactive materials.    The problem that re- 
sults from this action la the decontamination that may bo necessary 
at the end of the operation.   water evaporators, «»tor distribution 
lines, and microorganisms adhering to the bottom of the ahipa «ill tend 
to concentrate the radioactive materials to a degroo that U. S. Nnvy 
ahipa may require acme decontamination at the complotion of oporationa 
in order to meet the final elooraneo standards of 15 milliroentgcns i<er 4t 
day as specified by the U. 8. Naval Radiological Sofsty Regulations of 
1951.   (Par, 8.3) 

3. n,Final Clearance111 aa defined in paragraph 25 of the Handbook 
of atomic Voapona for Uedicil Office» (Nav Med P-1330) "Indicates that 
ships, aircraft, and other material require no further control from the 
standpoint of radiation."   "• Operational Clearance« implies that con- 
tamination exists and special operating procedures are required.   Oper- 
ational doarinae for ahipa, aircraft, or heavy oquipmont may be granted 
by the commanding officer «hen he Is assured ty the Radiological Safety 
Staff that the oersonnel tolerance limit «ill net be exceeded by their 
use."   In the past ao time limitation has been placed on the rate of 
accumulation of the total dog'«. (3900 milliroentgens per operation) sine«, 
under this concept, the Scienvlfic Task Group «as able to take advantage 
of tho time Laensity factor of radioactive decay of fission products 
and oLnimizo the time necessary for the preparation, of auceeeding doton- 
ations.   Under auch a concoct, the Naval Taak Group may enter contamin- 
ated   agoons of several hundred milliroentgens shortly after detonation 
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Coiwindw, JTT T 22 April 1953 

without «BMding th« Ta»k Toto» teUraoe* Uoit» And without tho in- 
ordinato dtlajr WIWMI «hot« UM* «Mid roMlt trom onroaliatie conUa- 
infttien limit«. 

4. NAVJT VMttla «poMd to •»oporttional» «ontaaination will bo 
naturally dooonUaiattod by radioaotlvo dtooj «od dilution by tho op«i 
10a ao that axUnaivo dooonUmination abould not bo noooaaary vpoa thaiv 
rotum to th« Uaitad Statoa, 

5« la aonaidaratioa of tho abov« and with a viaw to economy and 
alnifldsation of radiation «xpoaurea, it la raaoaaandod that; 

a. OJTF 7 oatabliah operational eloaranea lloita in aeeupiad 
apaaoa aboard ahip that will pondt wn&mm working porioda 
within radiologioally oontaainatod watora for vaaaola undor hio 
«entrol. 

b. Tho Conandor of Taak Group 7*3 ho adviaod of thooo liaita 
and of tho roquircmont to ^orato in radiologiaally eontaaiaatad 
watara» 

• 
a.   Studiaa bo initiated ta dotendno oothoda of preventing 
eenaeatration of aetiwitioa in water eraporatora, diatributisa 
linea, and aieroorganie growtha oa tho botto» of ahipa. 

AC0/JD8/ek a/Alvin C. Orawea 
t/ALVXN C. GRAVES 

Ene. I, Lagoon Contaodnation Saieetifia Deputy 
During Oporatiao Gaatlo, JTF-7 
J.D. Send«, TU-7, TO 7.1 
dtd U Uarth 1953 

2. Extraeti Health Hazarda of 
Operation Caatlo, T.L« Shipaan, 
11.0., H-Dtv.a LASL, dtd 6 
Uareh 1953 
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OFFICB UEÜRANOWI 
U Uareh 1953 

TO: Duncan Curry, D«puty for Adminlstratioa 
Task Qroup 7.1» JTF 7 

FBDUt        John D. Sarvia» Coonandar TÜ-7 
Tatlt Qroup 7.1 

SUBJBCTt    UGOON COHTAifflfeTION DURING OPERATION CüSTLB 

SYl-fflCLt     J-16513 

REPt 1)   Dlffuaion in Bikini La^CÄ;, W, H. kunk, 0. Ci Swing and 
R. R. Rovoll«.   Tranaactiona» Aa 
Union, Vol. 30 No. 1 Fab. 1%9. 
R. R. Eavall«.    Tranaactiona, Aaarioan Goophysieal 

».IS 

2) Prelifllnary Roport on tha Oeaanographj of Bikini Atoll. 
Oparation Groaaroada. 

3) Radiological Dacontaadnation of Targtt and Non-Target 
Vaaaala, Director of Ship uatarial Technical Inspection 
Report, JTF1, Operation Crossroads, 

4) Radiological Safety Regulations, Bureau of liedicine 
and Surgery* U. S. Navy Department, Washington, D. C. 

5) H-Diviaion meooranduou   Health Hasards of Operation 
Castle.    * 

1.   Introduction 

The concept of Operation Castle haa pointed out a requirement for 
ehipe to re-enter Bikini lagoon following detonation of atomic devises 
on the surface or near the surface of the lagoon«   Theae ships would be 
limited in number, but would be required for shop and laboratory work 
in preparation for succeeding shots.   This study is therefore undertaken 
to evaluate the health haaarda and contamination problems that might 
result from ship re-entry into eantaminatad lagoona.   Technical infor- 
mation was obtained from Scrimps Instituts of Oceanography, La Jolla, 
California; Health Diviaion, USL, Los Alaraos, and the laboratory record! 
of Task Unit 7*   It is folt that this study may be of assistance in 
the oporational planning of Castle and therefore is presented at this 
tias. 

It any bs expected that less than 10% of tho total quantity of 
fission products will ba doposited in the waters of tho lagoon*   At 
11 / 1 hour, the intensity at the surfaae ia expected to exseed 400 
R/24 hrs.   Radioactivity will be present in tha area from fission pro- 
duets trapped in the liquid fall-out.   The neutron flux resulting from 
the bomb, especially in the barge shota, will induce activity in water 
and bottom sediments*   The three important neutron absorbers in sea 
water are hydrogen, aodium, and chlorine, but the only element of con- 
cern io aodium 24» which is of little concern after throe daya. 
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2. Bikini LMoon»! Ciroulatlftn 

- Tht elreulatlea of Bikini L*gooo la <iomin«ntly wind drivan. During 
th« spring ooRths when wind« »vwtg« 20 knot« from th« Mat-northtast 
th« eurrtnt ootlen la vigorooa, 0.5 knot» in tha sarfaea and 0.3 in-tha 
bottoa eurranta. Tha currants sat donnaind on tha aurfaca and roughly 
against It on tha bottoa« Tha aurfaca currant Is fraa to IDOTC with tha 
wind but the bottea currant Is restrained somewhat and tenda to align 
itself with tha major east-west axis of tha lagoon. The sone of up- 
welling along the caatam reefs la thus a permanent feature under all 
winde having an aaatarly component. 

It la probable that tha fully dorelepcd surface current la produced 
within 1000 mat er a of the east roof but does not Obtain full develop- 
ment until the fetch is greater than 2200 meters. Tha zone of upwelling 
can bo defined aa tha region of rising water over rfileh the surface 
current is lose than firo feet thick, in which caae it extends from 
tha northern tip of Bikini Island to tha southern tip of Snyu Island, 
hawing a width of from 2200 maters opposite Bokar Island to 3000 
met era behind Bikini and Enyu lalands. The bottom current surfacing 
within this tone la found to split into two components at Bikini Island 
and new parallel to tha reef in opposite diroctions. 

After Baker Day, Operations Crossroads, the fleet was forced to mor 
from its anchorage la the laa of Enyu laland by tha arrival of radio- 
active water from the upwelling acne. The fleet took up pealtlom near 
the center of the mouth of Enyu channel where, duo to aouthurly winde, 
the aurfaca layera were compoeed almost entirely of oceanic watera and 
the radioactive water waa by then so thoroughly mixed with large volumaa 
of dean water that It no longer held any threat to the safety of the 
ships. 

Oceanic water flows Into the lagoon continuously over the eaetom 
and northern roofs. The total volume of flow la about three percent 
of the volume of the lagoon per day. Continuous outflow occurs through 
the western part of Snyu channel. Slsewhere, channels, passes, and 
the western reef, the current reverses with the tide* Aa the Oceania 
water flowa in, it la abaorbod into the rotary circulation of the lagoof: 
thua gradually renewing the lagoon water, while at the a-jae time tha 
latter la being flushed out of the southwestern passes at a rate of 
3.238 per day. At this rato of flushing, any given mass of water in the 
lagoon will, on the average, be reduced to one-half its original volume 
in 22 days and to one t'.nth ita volume in two and a half months. 

3. Diffuaion of Radioactivity in Bikini Lagoon 

In lagoon surface detonations it la likely that radioactive product 
will be distributed from surface to bottom with higher conccntmtiona 
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being expected In the surfice layers.   The prtch of contsminated water» 
originally more or lese ellipsoid, «ill be elongated rapidly by currents 
flowing west at ths surface and east at the bottom.    The contaminated 
water at the surface will be diluted by vertical mixing with underlying 
water at an estimated rate of 25% per hour.   The reduction in the coiT- 
centration of the bottom water moving eastward from the target area is 
about 9% per hour. 

Therefore, part of the radioactive products will be carried away 
from the target area, but part will be transferred by vertical dif- 
fusion to the other currant and will be carried back again.   Thus a 
strip of contaminated water is developod which lengthens westward with 
tho sp,od of current flow, but with rapidly diminishing coneuntration, 
and eastward with the speed of the bottom current.   The maximum con- 
centration will remain eastward of tho target area. 

At ths end of the first day the strip of contaminated water should 
be about se-nui miles west-southwest of the target area.   The concentra- 
tion at tho western end of tho strip is expected to be about 0.01% 
of the initi il value taking into aeeount vertical and horizontal dif- 
fusion but n iglocting radioactive decay.   At the eastern end of the 
lagoon tho average concentration should be about 1% of the initial 
value, but some patches may have a concentration of 10£ or more. 

During the second ddy, contaminated water will begin to leave the 
lagoon by a series of ebb tide pulses through the southwestern passes. 
The amount lu-vlng the l-.goon will bo vory small .it first and will 
increase during the first week or so to a tad— value of about 3% 
of the total contaminant in a day's tiae.   Thereafter tho r.te of loss 
will be  »bout 355 of the remaining contr.minant per d^y. 

4*    Ehiwetok Lagoonal Circulation 

The circulation of Eniwetok Lagoon is similar to that of Bikini 
in that it is dominantly wind driven.   During the spring months ths 
current motion is vigorous from the northeastern reef to the western 
reef and through the southwest pnssnge.   The surface current is free 
to move with the wind but the bottom current is restrained and tends 
to align itself with the major east-west axis.   There thus is formed a 
zoao of upwelling along thj eastern reof.   Details of Eniwetok oceano- 
graphy further than comparison with Bikini are not available. 

5.    Diffusion of Radioactivity in ^iwctok Lagoon 

In lagoon surface detonations, or ne^.r 1-goon surfr.co detonations, 
radioactive products will be distributed from surface to bottom with 
the higher concentrations in tho surface layers.   V.'ithin the first 
twelve hours radistion levels will be extremely high, bv.t radioactive 
decay accompanied by horizontal «nd vertical diffusion will tend to 
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distribute this activity both to the eist and nest. Under prevailing 
.wind conditions for the Castle concept, the great majority of lagoon 
contamination should be contained in the northern half of the lagoon«. 
Chnngo in wind conditions can cause small amounts of north and south- 
diffusion as was exeaplifiod during Operation Ivy. 

During this operation» the lagoon was sampled for radiosctivity 
at the surface and thirty foot below the surface on a daily basis. 
Station A was locatod at the lagoon side of the deep entrance, station 
6 was located at the lagoon side of the wide passage, station C was 
located on the lagoon side of Rigili Island, station D was a lagoon 
location three miles northeast of Rigili Island, station E was a mid- 
lagoon location half way between Rigili and Runit Island, station F 
was a lagoon location three miles west of Runit Island, station G was 
a lagoon location two miles south of the detonation, and station H 
was an anchorage location at the Rendova buoy« Examination of the 
sampling results indicates that the southern portion of the lagoon 
remaina relatively free of contamination, the southwest passage t-mds to 
remove contamination from the western sector, and the bulk of residual 
contamination tends to remain in the northeastern sector of the lagoon* 

6. Contamination Problems 

Ships thdt are required to re-enter the Büdni Lagoon or northern 
sector of iiiwetok Lagoon following the surface detonations will become 
radioactivoly contaminated. This does not mean that personnel aboard 
the vessels will be subjected to serious health hazards, but rather 
that water evaporators, water distribution lines, and microorganisms 
adhering to the bottom of tho ship will tend to concentrate the radio- 
active p-rticlcs of tho ligoon to a degree that extensive decontamina- 
tion procedures may be necessitated it the completion of the operation. 

During Operation Crossroads, tho re-entry of the non-target vossels 
to the contaminated lagoon vaa followed by a period in which radio- 
active materials tended to adhere to the outer shell bolow the watjr- 
line. The conditions here were ideal for ion-exchange and although the 
water itself showed an intensity of radioactivity it or near the sur- 
face of only about 10 milliroentgcos per day (far below any tol-jrance 
limit) the active netter was absorbed so jfficiently from thu lagoon 
wators that within a period of threw days several of the non-target 
vessels began to show readings of greater than 100 milliroentgens per 
day of gamma radiation inside the hull in the vicinity of the watcrline. 
In addition, salt water lines and salt wat-r systems continuously 
circulating water in fire mains, condensers and evaporators, began to 
show increasing gaooa radiation readings on exterior surfaces to the 
extent that curtain areas adjacent to those systems wore in excess of 
tolerance. 
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This same phonomana «as not^d during Operation Ivy on the under- 
.surfaces of the USS Llpan and In the condensers of the USS Rendovn. 

Und<3r our present Holts of tolerance, an unfouled ship could  
reraaln In waters of 10 mr/day indefinitely, but ships ulth micro- 
organic growths, rust, and adsorptlvs paints' could be Halted to three 
days per «eeic for continuous operation. 

Our contamination problem would then be considered of nuisance 
value rather than a real health hazard. 

7* Decontamination 

For operational decontamination it aee.-as feasible to suggest tne 
nationally accepted tolerance lisit of 300 iailHroentgens per week 
as a guide to decontamination levels for inhabited areas. Areas 
exceeding this limit would require decontamination before continuous 
habitation would be permitted. 

U. S, Naval Radiological Safety Regulations (1951) specify that 
final clearance for vessels is sdt at 15 milllroentgons per day (105 
mr/week). In general this limit will be reached by the time tho 
contaminated vessels have completed roll-up operations, with the 
possible exception of concontrated contamination of water systems and 
underwater growths. The concentrated contamination may require de* 
contamination by disassembly of water systems and removal of pipe 
scale. 

6. Health Hazards 

Radiological hazards of Operation Castle will be similar to those 
of previous Eniwetok operations but more extensive due to the nature 
of the detonations. The extent and intensities of radioactive fall- 
out will be dependent on the aoteorological conditions at the time 
of detonation. Thero can be no assurance that soao of the fall-out 
will not land on inhabited areas or on ships of the Task Foree. If 
this does happen, it creates an annoying situation, but in all proba- 
bility not one which can be regarded as truly hazardous. Hazards from 
radiation both external and internal will be confined to immediate 
areas of detonation. Radiation tolerance llults will limit working 
tiae in some othor areas. 

Radiation levels at ground level within a mile of the detonation 
will be extremely hazardous during the first twelve hours.. Radiation 
decay may be expected to follow an approximate l/T relationship, 
iiadioactive lagoon dilution can also be expected to follow an approxi- 
mate l/T relationship» This would mean that lagoon contamination at 
a single spot on the second day would be 1/4 that of the first day, 
on the third day 1/9 that of the first day. 
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9* Concluaion« 

~a. Bikini Lagoon «ill becom« contaminated throughout as a result 
of carrent novemonts and dif fusion of radioactive particle a ^ 
both horizontally and vertically. 

b. Eniwetok Lagoon «ill bacon» partially contandnated as a result 
of current movements and diffusion of radioactive particles. 
Southern portions of the lacoon are expected to remain clenr 
of oontaminition. 

e. RadJor.etive contamination of the lagoon will be disporsod so 
rapidly that serious health hazards vdll not axist aftjr a 
re&bonable time. (Re-entry hour) 

d. Shies that re-enter Bikini lagoon aad the northern portions of 
Sruvatok Lagoon will become radioaclively contaminated and may 
ret* «ire decontamination after completion of the operation, 

10. Recommei.dations 

a. AU agencies of the Task Fores should be informed of the 
Taslr Group requirement to work In contaminated areas following 
the preliminary .datonations. 

b. All personnel of the Tfc.sk Force should be informed of the 
nature of the health hazards wbils in the contaminated lagoon. 

e. Sfforts should be oade by all ship comnandsrs to oinloizs 
possible concentration of contamination so that a minimal 
amount of decontamination work will be required upon the 
compilation of the operation. 

John D. Scrvis 
Cowsandjr, TU-7 
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Extract» Health Hasards of Operation Castls, T« I... Shipraan, If. D., 
Health Division, USL, 6 March 1953 

This is in «oMNhat belated reply to your aeoo ot 13 February 1953* I 
have purpoeely been slow in answering in order that I might have full 
opportunity to discuss the oatter thoroughly idth those people nhom I 
consider the best authorities on these problems. ?^ coniunts «ill be 
g«ieral rather than specific and «ill perhaps cover a good deal more 
territory than «as actually required by your request. 

As far as actual health hazards at Operation Castle are concerned, there 
is not ouch one can say except that they will be similar to those at 
previous Eni letok operations only more so. The possibilities and the 
dangers of fall-out should be no greater than has been the ease in the 
past* Wit», detonations of high yield it bt-coaes extremely difficult 
to predict the eL.-pe and location of the fall-out pattern. Some 
material obvioualy is coming down somewhere, and there can nevdr be 
any positive assurance that some of this «ill not land on inhabited 
islands or on ships of the Task Force. If this does happen, it creates 
an annoying situation, but in all probability not one «hich can in any 
«ay be regarded as truly hazardous. It must be admitted that some 
uncertainties regarding this matter still exist, and if all conditions 
«ere Just right, it might be possible to produce a situation more than 
annoying, at least in the immediate vicinity of the shot islands. 

One situation «hich «ill be somewhat different from previous tests 
involvee the necessity of having ships of the Task Force enter contami- 
nated «atere. It is difficult to assess the amount of trouble this 
might cause, but examination of the pertinent data from Operation 
Crossroads indicates that the contamination «hich «ill be acquired by- 
ships operating in such «stars may be a nuisance but «ill not approach 
hazardous conditions. 

Incl 2 of Inel 2 to TAB "F" P- '/ 
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-.SÜhANDÜlI FOR RCCORD 

^\ SUBJECT:   Ship and Boat Operation In Radlologleally Contarainated Lagoons 

1. Over a period of the last 2| months, considerable dlacusaion 
has been glvan to the possibility of radiological eontaoination being 
trapped in an atoll lagoon to such an extent as to hamper Naval activi- 
ties and thereby indirectly cause delays in the operation.   These die* 
eusslons Involved representatives of JTF S37EN (Lt Col House, Cdr Hall), 
TG 7.1 (Dr.  Iravea, Or. Ogle, Ilr. Curry, Hajor Servls), TO 7*3 (LtCdr 
Carlson, Lt GUI). BuHed (Capt Tlpton, LtCdr Etter), BuShips (Cdr Hoff- 
man, LtCdr Coatos), Op-36 (Capt talker), NRüL (Dr. Thompson), APS^.T 
(Capt Haynord, Dr. Scovillo, Lt Col IfeDenneL), Scripps Institute of 
Oceanography (Dr. ftevella), and University >f Washington» 

2. For the purpose of this record, the following description of 
the Bikini and Sniwotok lagoon circulations is prossnted (condensed fro« 
reports on several on-eito and model studies of the Bikini lagoon mad« 
in connection with Operation CR03SB0ADS, and from experience with Eni- 
wetok on Operation ITT) / 

a. Both lagoons are essentially "bolt-drive" systems, currants 
driven with the wind on the surface and roughly against the wind on the 
bottom.   Upwolling zones appear In the eastant lugoon waters and sink- 
ing sonos in the western portions,   bottom currents tend to remain 
aligned with oast-west axos, roughly Independent of the direction of 
the wind. 

b. The rate of flashing of the Bikini Ingoon is such that it 
is nearly a closed basin Insofar as tho interval bjtwsvn CHSTLS shot 
dates is concerned, requiring 22 dsys to Changs half of ths watsr and 
75 days to change SOJL,   Ths primary flushing routs is through Enyu 
Channel.   Ths south-westsm passss account for a considsrabls but lesser 
amount of emptying.   Very little, or nass, of the emptying takes placs 
over the northern and eastern reefs. 

e.   Ths Sniwetok lagoon flashing system is much mors rapid, 
and has two major routes, i.e. through ths eastern and wsstsm reefs 
for the northern lagoon waters and through Dssp and ^flds Entrances for 
southern waters.   As demonstrated on IVY, contamination in ths northern 
waters was flushed out without getting into tho southern portion.   For 
this reason, and considering the shot schedule, all that follows below 
is applicable only to Bikini lagoon operations« 

Incl 3 to TAB "F" F ~ f 2- 
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d. During the spring month« «rti«a wind« average 20 knote from 
the. oaat-northeast, the current motion wa« vigorou«, 0.5 knote in the 
surface and 0.3 In the bottom currents. The current« «et donnwlnd on 
the surface and roughly against it on the bottom» ITuring the summer 
-with lighter more variable wind«, the surface current set« downwind 
still but much more slowly (lese than 0.3 knot«) and the bottom current 

^        (0.1 knots) oppose« it Insofar a« the geometry of the bottom of the 
lagoon permit«, k zone of upwelling develop« on the eastern edge of 
the lagoon and a sinking «one predominatee over «wide are« on the west- 
ern side. 

e. The surface current (40 to 30 feet thick) I» free to move 
with the wind but the bottom current is restrained somewhat and tenda 
to align itself with the major east-west axis of the lagoon. Thus even 
in tines of  atherljr wind impulse when the surface current is setting 
north-west oi north-northweet with sufficient vigor to flow out to sea 
over the northern reefs, the bottom current ia turned only east-south- 
east altering the more profound transport characteriatie« of the lagoon 
very little. For thie reason, the sone of upwelling along the eastern 
ruofs is a permanent feature under «11 winde having an easterly compon- 
ent. 

f. The zone of upwelling oen bo defined a« the region of ris- 
_        ing water Over which the surface current is loss than 5 feet thick, in 

which case it extend« from the northern tip of Bikini Island to the 
southorn tip of Ehyu Island having a width of from 220 meter« opposito 
Rokar Island to 3000 meters behind Bikini and Enyu Island«. The northerly 
setting compenent is weak, joining the drift along the northern reef« 
which cm be doteeted aa far west aa Amen Island. The eontherly setting 
component is both stronger and more voluminous, flowing with a mean 
velocity of 0.3 knots southward to the Enyu Island eddy where it ia 
deflected upward by the sill at Enyu Channel under the inflowing oceanic 
water from the southeast. This geometry caueus the two curronts to 
spiral horizontally in a combined westerly setting current extending 
from surface to bottom which can be detected a« far west a« Rukoji 
Channel. The path of this spiral is deflected by the tide« inward on 
flood and outward at ebb. 

g. From the above, it ia apparent that contaminated areaa will 
be elongated east and west. Due to settling of contamination and dif- 
fusion in the water, both horizontally and vertically, the bottom eurrenti 
will tend to spread out the elongated are«, throwing up contamination 
in the eastern upwelling zone. Previous studio« indicate an approximate 
7 day cycle of turnover in the lagoon. It has been determined that the 
contamination at the end of one day will have been reduced by current« 
and diffusion alone to the following; Testern sinking zone, 0.01$ of 
original contamination; eastern upwelling zone, 1.0$ of original con* 
tamination, with patches up to lOJL 

3« Without going into great detail, and a« a result of the above 
discussions, the following conclusions are apparently acceptable to 
those directly concerned with «hip and boat operation in the presence 
of radiological water contaminatiom 
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a. Little lagoon contamination should result from the deep 
water surface shot. Something on the order of 105t of the total radio- 
activity from the remainder of the shots should eventually be deposited 
in the lagoon. Using this aaauoption, a 200 KT shot should give about 
.the,same results a« Bikini BAKER; or 1 ÜT about five times BkKSR, etc. 
The'following BAKER results are presented for comparison! 

Dimensions and Maximum Sxposure Rates of Contaminated 
^ater in Bikini Lagoon (BAOI) 

Time After 
Explosion (hours) 

Contaminated 
Area (ailo2) 

Mean Diameter 
(miles) 

I'axir.ua Exposur 

4 16.6 4.6 75 

38 18.4 4.8 10 

62 48.6 7.9 5 

86 61.8 8.9 1 

100 70.6 9.5 0.6 

130 107.0 11.7 0.2 

200 160.0 14.3 0.01 

b. No health hazard should exist art er any shot; the principal 
adverse effect should be limited to an operational nuisance. From the 
above BkK2R results, one could expect to operate in the lagoon at the 
end of 24 hours for reasonable lengths of time, with the situation rap- 
idly improving daily. 

c. nfter a period of a few days, diffusion and currents should 
have spread contamination froa the shut sites to all parts cf the lagoon» 

d. Reduction in the intensity of radiation in the wat^r should 
take place at a rate governed by at luast 1/T2, with the probability tha< 
the reduction will be more rapid (based 1/T for radioactive decay and 
1/T for diffusion in the water). 

e. Critical ships and boats: CUKTI&J, LSD, LST, AN, ATF and 
small craft of the boat pools. 

f. Residual contamination resulting from intako of lagoon 
water and discharge upon completion of its function (such as takes place 
through condensers) should leave little radioactivity except whore trap- 
pod in pipe fittings at bends in water lines. It is expected that such 
"hot-spots" should not be hazardous and could be marked off for isola- 
tion; also, flushing occasionally with unoontominated water should help 
remove some of the trapped sediment. 
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g.   Some contanthntlon will stick to the sidca and bottoas 
depending upon the condition of eldanlineii, with clean vessela picking 
up vary little in this aannor.   An effort to have ships report for the 
operation a» clean as possible would help here.   Also the best possible 

_dry_dock side and bottom paint work would be a great help. 

h.   Some eontaoination will reoain behind in the evaporators, 
although some of this should be flushed through.    This source of contami- 
nation could be reduced by caking water outside the lagoon.   No appreci- 
able amount of contamination should corns through the evaporator to the 
fresh water side. 

i.   The relative costs of a :xiJor decontamination operation 
(several thousand dollars) should be weighed against the cost of a delay 
in the operation.   Also, the value of opportunities for authentic field 
tests of a ship's crew in decontamination operations should be consid- 
ered. 

J.   The Operations Orders should spell out dearly a set of 
aore realistic operational standards applying for ataaie tests as op- 
posed to those designed for routine operations.    An attempt of this 
kind has been cad« In Operations Order 1-53• 

k.   iiany of the radiation standards published to dats sr« 
psrtieularily over-cautious, having large factors of safety built-in. 
This was particularly   true of standards for ship operations during 
CHOSSROAOS, BOOM of which wer« carried to such extremes as to cause 
costly delays or extremely difficult and cumbersome methods for getting 
the Job done.   Since that time, the realities of the situation have 
become more and more apparent and efforts have been made to food indoc- 
trination training into operational methods*   The fact remainsf however, 
(as evidenced on IVY) that operational commanders and staffs are extreme- 
ly hesitant to proceed with assurance in such matters.   This is perfect- 
ly understandable in view of the fact that the radiological defense fiele 
is relatively young and since many radiation standards and associated 
predicted effects have yet to be sorted into their real values or rela- 
tionships.   Much of the latter has boon done; however, considerable im- 
provement could be made toward injecting this knowledge into operational 
problems.   It is believed that indoctrination as proposed below could 
go a long way toward paving the way for a smooth operation through a 
more realistic approach to the true nature of the operational nuisance 
expected to eilst in the Bikini lagoon. 

4*   In view of the primary dependence of the Bikini shots on water 
transportation, it is proposed to hold a conference with CTG 7*3, his 
Chief of Staff, Operations Officer and Radiological Defense Staff as 
soon as possible after these people can be assembled«   This conference 
would be called for the express purpose of acquainting CTG 7.3 and his 
staff with the realities of the health hazards facing a commander oper- 
ating in contaminated waters, together with pertinent administrative 
and logistic implications arising from such operations,   Ths Naval 
personnel indicated in paragraph 1 above represent the policy-makers in 



th« radiation flfld of Ifo^r Opontiono. UOtt of tho poroonn«! Indi- 
catod in pongraph I mbovo hovo indieatod «Ithtr a dooiro for oueh a 
eonTorcneo, or a «illldgnooa to proaant portlnmt vitwpolnta if eallod 
upon to do so. 

a/ R* A. Houao 
t/ R* A. HOUSE 

Lt Col, USAF 
Chiof» Tech Op« Branch 
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TAB "0« 

RADSAFB amcz 

The Information la this tab la praaaatid la support of tha diaeoaaleBa 
on the RadsAfa OFFICS la tha text of the nala report aad as a coUectloa of 
pertinea*. nd.scellaneoua infomatioa contained la the Project Book aad not. 
elioiiiare in thia report. 

11 laelat 
1. Mere Critical Shot Tinea Operatioaa Statloaa aad Instructicna - 

lUTSATE OFFICE 
2. Organization and Functional Chart, Radaaf« OFFICE for Critical 

Shot Tinea 

I: 
!>«   Oesorlption of Radeafa OFFICE Operatioaa Ourinf Shot. Tinea 
7*   101 Itadsafe Pact ore Conaidered at tha Connaad Brleflnfa 
d«.   K/R Radaafe Brieflag and Hadaafe OFFICE Diaplagr Charts, w/7 

Appeadicea 
v.   ^/k Special Radiation Reporte, w/3 Appendicee j 

10.   lyR Protection of Food and Water Frea RadieaetiTa Contaaiaatloa» * 
19 Feb 1954 ij 

X\,   CJTF SEVEN Itr J-3/729.3, subjectt »Safety Instructiona!», dt4l9 Feb t 
1954 :' 

3.   Rarlop« Conaamicatlons Facilities (BIKim Phase) 
4«    Radops CooiitAnicatione Facilities (ENIWBTOK Phase) 
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MEMOIUNOUM FOR» All Concerned 

SUBJECTS ..Itleal Shot Times Operations Station» and Instroetiona - 
Radsafe OFFICE 

1. The following it a general deeeription of the stationing and 
instructions for personnel connected with Radsafs operations on task fores 
level at critical shot times» 

2. All personnel, whether attached (TOGO) or assigned, will be con- 
sidered rndcr the direct control of the TF Radsafs Officer (Ch, Tech Br) 
during critical tines. Duties assigned will be the sole responsibility of 
the designated individual unless special temporary arrangements are made 
on particular actions* All outgoing formal correspondence (including 
written memorandums for internal TF consumption) will be coordinated with 
the Ch. Tech Branch and AC of S, J-3, prior to dispatch« Sines much of 
the informatien on actions during critical times (in particular just prior 
to, ard subsequent to, H-hour) will be in verbal form, taps recordere will 
be used r.s necessary. Direct line transmissions such as E3TE3 to Radsafs 
CENT3F. :u "3AIR0K0 will be conducted in aceerdancs with standard conminiea- 
tiona insti-uctlons. It is incumbent upon all mombere of this unit manning 
stations to fasdliariss themselves with island cods names, key unit voice 
calls, comoMnications network for RAD0P3, etc« 

3. Stations will be manmd as indicated. Coomonsurate with space 
limitations in the Radsafe portion of the Operations Center, personnel In 
liaison or advisory capacity are expected to uss Radsafs facilitiee, in- 
eluding clerical services, when required« Station locations for the BZKXXX 
nhase will be in the JOC aboard the ESTES; for the EHIWETOK phase, stations 
«Zl be in the J-3 idng at the Hq Bldg on FAMflf Island, 

STATION 
General Situation (Air and Surface) 
Connand Briefings, and Supervisory 
(Includes advisories to ü—to 
external to TF) 

0»i-8ite Surface Situation Data and 
Recovery Operations (Including 
Transmission and Reception) 

Off-site Surface Situation Data 
(Including Transmission and 
Reception) 

Air Situation Data (Including Trans- 
mission and Reception) 

LtCol R.A« House, USAF (Chief Tech Br, 
JTF SEVEN, and Radsafs Officer) and 
Capt R.H. Maynard, USN (Hq AFSUP) 
(Radsafs Advisory) 

LtCol R.A. House (On-site officer) 
and HO. J.A« Nevling, USN, JTF SEVEN 

Col C.S. Kaupln, USA (Hq FldComd 
AFSWF) (Off-site and Blonedical 
Officer) 

Col P.R, Wignall, U&iP (HFQAT-1) 
(Radsafs /dr Operations Officer), 3gt 
0« Jones, USAF (TO 7.4) (Air RAOBX and 
Receotion only) (Ass't Radsafs «dr 
Opns), and a/lo R,Z« Potter (AFQAT-l) 

0-1 
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3TATI0W PERSONNEL 
Administrativ« AssitUne« and       YN1 JkA* N«Tlin(f USH (Chief Clerk) 
Chronological Log of Event*        and Cpl H.B, Tokheia 

Liaison - ClNCPACFLT/tmCCPO Fall-    Mr» Al Breslin (H*iSL NXKOPO .«EC Liaisoa 
out Program Officer) 

4* In general, "Cheek List" items have been assigned to th« individual 
for whom the information is of primarjr interest« In a few case«, this 
arsignaent has been made to th« individual whose information from other 
sources ha« a direct impact on the action required. In these latter cases, 
i'b is the responsibility of action officers to effect the necessary ooordina- 
tten on r^gojirg and incoming information. Wherever possible, action officer« 
should paia sulvanee informal notice of directive« which will be forthcoming. 

5. Separate file« for «ach shot will b« set up for th« u«« of all 
membdrs of the Radaaf« OFFICE, «ill appropriate doeument« or memoranda having 
a bearing on the shot will be preserved in order that th« fil«« may reflect 
a coqplöte hiatory of th« event. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ' JiaNG SHOT TIMES 

PRIOil TD ft^ DAYS 

1. The critical shot phase of Radtaf • operation» *dll begin on or 
about D-5 day«. Prior to this tine preliminary planning will hare included 
sa-h arrangement» a» those for the receipt of coded Itadeaf« data on the 
ricfatoH and the atonic cloud, wide area Itadeaf« flights and fixed station 
dV«a, details of the heavy nuclide sampling # and preparation of charts .^ 
i i the Radsafe OFFICE for the display of pertinent information« Drinking 
vater samples will have been taken fron the weather islands (and at sueh 
clihsr locations as pot«itale) for background count and to evaluate fall-out 
i*i these areas« Administrative arrangements will have beon made to record 
t.to events during the shot phase for historical purposes. Special require- 
mir.ts of projects or units will have been assembled for us« in briefing« 
or in providing required services« Special instructions will have been 
issued relative to alert and evacuation of ENIWETOK Atoll following BIKINI 
shots« Task force rehearsals will have been completed and the various 
functions of the office will have completed exercising all circuits to be 
used, including the transmission and reception of drill messages« 

D»5 DATS 

1« On or about D-5 days, CJTF SEVEN, upon consideration of the weather 
and technical aspects will announce that the «hot will b« turned on. Thi« 
action i« the basic decision upon which the timing of many task fores actions, 
including Radsafe, depend« CINCPACfLT,' Q/S, USA and Chairman,.«EC. Will be 
r.otifled that a shot is proposed in fire days and will be given the propo«ed 
•>.ot hour. The«« advisories (as well a« subsequent advisories to thee« 
-j.^r.cies) will be dispatched Operational Inmsdiate and over two separat« 
circuits to ensure delivery« In addition to the shot schedule, CINCPAC will 
ia advised that the ENIWETCK and BIKINI airstrip« will be clo««d for approxi- 
mately 24 hour« for operational reaeon«. * «pecial pre-ehot advisory will 
be dispatched to KWAJALEDi as required. 

2. On shots subsequent to ths first, the necessity for evacuation« 
will be re-examined in light of the experience gained. Also, th« need for 
waiver of MPB (Maxüam Permissible Exsosur«) for specified personnel will be 
reeolved at about thi« time (D-5 day«)« 

3. By this dat«, TU 7 of TG 7*1 (deeignated nadsaf« CENTER during 
critical shot tines) will have published a detailed recovery plan. This 
plan will attenvt to anticipate all possibl« circumstances which nay ari«« 
in order that alternate recovery operation« may be put into effect a« 
required by the radsafe situation« 

4» By this data, ths lagoon watsr sampling plan will be complete« 
In general, the sampling will be done by TO 7*3 (the task group having 
primary interest in th« results). Sampling devices will be lowered on a 
line from a helicopter to take eamplee at the surface and at about 9t feet 
(i.e., in both the surface and ths bottom lagoon currents). The sampling 
positions have been chosen to provide the "*•«*?■»¥' information of interest 
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for «hip» er beats «nehe//»'*^ cr c/earatlKc/ / n rArXagooj and *r* further 
petitioned to check the lagoon fluehlng and eireulatien aeehania^   Lagoon 
•eoplee will be turned Over to the radio thwdgtry leberatery of the Radeaf e 
CENTER fer analyeie» 

5*   At about this tioe, TU 7 «ill puUish an< emergeney Radcafe Plan to 
go into effect in the event of a lot» order detonation, or the extreme eondi* 
tion of a. detonation of the hi^i eaqplesiv» only«   This plan is primarily 

^ a defense against the Alpha cootandnation resulting freu the wide spread — 
of the unfissioned material and of other Alpha eiAttere used in eonjunetion 
with certain ahots« 

PS DATS 

1«   Sanple return plan details «ill be completed and personnel and 
equipment checked for readineia.   Arrangements will be completed to maintain 
records on the status of contamination (early and «econdary fall-6ttt) on 
taak force ships.   The radiation reports STstem from aulti-engino aircraft 
will be checked fer readiness and adequate Information placed in the hands of 
TO 7*3 and TO 7*4 personnel, 

P-3DAY3 (More aboard ADC for BIKINX Shots) 

1.   PHH operational personnel «ill be alerted to the possibility of 
drinking water sairpling at inhabited ato&ls outside the danger area.   The 
ultimate neeeesity for such sampling will hiage en the forecast olftd nov 
mints and upon cloud tracking and ground monitoring information gathered 
from a variety of aircraft (both task fores and those la support of HIOO) 
and fixed (NYOO) ground statidhs.   During this day a request will be passed 
to CTG 7*3 reference the eignificant seotor fer P27-type aircraft to sweep 
for transient shipping.   The plan in general includee attempts to turn-out 
all tranaient shipping «hose trask weald plase then in a region 500 MC from 
GZ by H-hour.    Previously, CIMCPACFLT had been requested to exelude routine 
of U. S. shipping from a sector area centered on OZ and extending southwest 
through north to east to a distance of 500 MM for the period H to H plus 24 
hours.   Consequently, the P27*s are expected to encounter only foreign chip- 
ping within or heating toward the potential fall-out area.   (Ntftet   After 
BRAVO, this was designated a Danger Area, centered on 1211, 164B with limiting 
bearings Af 24»° and 95f, and a radial distance of 450 MM.   The search plan 
was then modified to be run en 0 minus 1 day, with 3 POT's in Area ORBK and 
2 P2?»s on parallel search out to 600 NM in the significant forecast fall-out 
area.   Post-shot ssarehes were made as aeoessary.   Area GREEK was that area 
bounded by 10-15N, Ifr-t«, 160-1« and 17«-2CB.) 

D-2DArS 

1«   Arrangements will be completed for the receipt of constant altitude 
balloon fixes«   The balloons will be set to fly at about 45*000 feet (i.e., 

J about 10,000 feet below the expected tropepause height).   Using differential 
b&Uaet/hellum release to control preeeure flight altitude, the balloons 
should spell out the air particle trajectory (and the expected cloud tra- 
jectory) fer the flight altitude.   The balloons transmit an HP signal 
capable of HP/UP fixing.   Plxlag for 72 hours per balloon will be dowe by 
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CINCPACFLT, th« resulti focwrded to the balloon unit en FRED and relayed t» 
tho Weather Central and Radsafe OFFICE* 

2*   Transient shipping Information (position, speed and heading) idll 
be obtained fro» TO 7,3 sources (Hq TG 7.3 and CZC sf CVE) and plotted for us« 
In cönnand briefings in order that it nay be considered in relation to the 
forecast-fall-out •   A request will be passed to CTG 7,3 reference the •igrjlfi- 
eant sweep sector for the P27 on D ndnus 1 day#    (See Note above reference 
change in search plan«) 

3«   The proposed position of the TAQ's (drone liberty ship fall-Äit 
study) will be obtained in order that all possible services nay be rendered 
to this project.   Although project personnel will detendne the desired 
position for their ships, position information is necessary In order to 
evaluate the effect of subsequent changes in forecasts» 

4.   At about IBQOM the first conaand briefing will be held.   (This brief- 
ing nay be scheduled for D minus 3 days as well, and may ethsist of a TUX 
recap of the situation.)   The briefing will consist of an analysis by the 
Staff Weather Officer of the weather situation expected for shot tine, *ad 
an analysis by the Staff Radsafe Offlesr of tho expected fall-oat inpllca- 
tlons of the weather forecast«   These factors will be weighed by CJTF 8BVEN 
in relation to the Scientific Director's evaluation of the technical readiness 
of the devices and the scientific projects, and task group comandere' evalu** 
tiens of task group preparations.   The weather and radsafe forecasts will bo ■ 
general in nature, but of sufficient detail to confirm or modify the scheduled 
shot date.   In view of the detailed progressive plsruing schedule followed   J 
by technical and military units preparing for the shot and duo to the depend»»*' 
ence of fall-out on the forecast wind structure, the key factor to be considsr 
ed by the coonand briefings will nornally be weather. 

1«   The plot of transient shipping will be made current and will inolmto 
the results of tho D minus 2 day P2V sweeps.   (See Note above reference 
change in search plan«).  The second coonand briefing will take place at abouth 
llOOf and will consider the sag» factors (la greater detail) as the first 
briefing.   Forecast and observed wind hodographs will be plotted and forecast 
surface RACEZ and fall-out plots constructed for shot tins.   Reccsswndations 
will be made at the eoastand briefing and (if apprered) passed to CTG 7*3 
reference shot tins position of tho fleet.   Reeosnsndations will be made 
reference the CINCPACFLT H aims IS hour advisory« 

2.    Following tho coonand briefing (at about H minus 10 hours) CINCPACFtl 
will be advlssd of the foreeast cloud trajectories for H to K plus 72 hour« 
at altitudes up to tropopause height, of the Radsafe outlook for native 
populated- atolls, and will be given reooBosndations reference closing of sir 
and surface routes dus to cloud drift«   Also, a slnLlar special advisory 
will be dispatched to KWAJALEW. 

3«   The C/S, USA (Executive Agent) and Chainsn, ABC will be advised of 
the scheduled firm shot hour end date. 
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4* The forecast air and surface RA0EXE3 will be passed to all task 
group comnanders with special copies going to CTU 7 and the Air Controller 
In the AQC of the cosnand ship* These RAOBXES will cover the period of H to 
H plus 6 hours and will be modified post-shot as required. In addition, the 
forecast OZ winds up to "■r^"'— significant altitude will be passed for in- 
formation-to CIO 7.3 and TU 7 (Sadsafs CENTER), 

~>       5» The sample return plan and conmaujication channels will be checked" 
for readiness« Sample return aircraft will be cheeked for readiness» 

« 6. The transient ship plot will be brojighbup to date based on reports 
from the D minus 1 day P27 sweeps. Additional PCT sweeps will be requested 
for D-day if required. 

7« At H ndnus 8 hours, CTO 7*4 will be directed to conduct Flight #1, 
W&-29 Cloud Tracking from H plus 2 to H plus 14 hours* This flight will 
attempt to determine the hasard likely to drift and fall out on ENIWETOK and/ 
or UJSLANG and the hasard up-wind from the shot atoll, and the northern 
Marshalls« 

8. At about H minus 12 hours, a skeleton briefing (winds and weather 
only) will be given for the comaander. 

9* The .final detailed comaand briefing will take place at about OOOCM 
hours and will cover the same factors as the HOCK 0 minus 1 day briefing, 
except that the basic weather data (and resultant command decision) should 
be more reliable than on previous briefings« 

10» In the event of significant modification of the forecast weather 
(as transmitted In the H fldnds Id hour CINCPACTLT advisory) a modification 
advisory will be dispatched accordingly. CINCPACPLT will be advised of the 
basic radiological information at H minus 18 hours doe to the fact that a 
delay In this type advisory until after the sddnigbt ccomand briefing night 
result in receipt of the Information by CINCPACPLT too late for practical 
purposes. On the other hand, a forecast as early as H ndnus 18 hours has a 
good chance of being significantly in error« Consequently, an H minus 18 
hour forecast with an H minus 6 hour modification (if required) was considered 
as a suitable eonpronLse. KWAJA1EIN advisories will be treated in a similar 
manner. 

11. At about H minus 3 hours and H minus | hour pertinent eoammicatlca 
circuits will be cheeked for readiness and a final Weather/Radsafe cheek 
will be made for the connander. 

H-HOUR 

1« Beginning at H-hour, the VHP or HP intercept of the Control B-36 
will be monitored for cloud reports (i.e., heights, positions and'siss of 
segments). 

2. At about H plus 5 minutes the safety of any groups occupying TARE or 
NAN will be checked. Damage (if any) at this tins would be the result of 
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thertnal, blatt or water yun,   RacLUtloo daoag« (falL-out) •hould not occur 
until about H plus i to H plus 1 hour and »hould not «xtond beyond about H 
plus 3 to K plus 4 hours*   However, continttou« ehocka vrlll bm made starting 
at about H plus 30 alnutaa, 

3«   At K plus 30 minutes, CINCPACPLT, C/S, USA and Chairman, /.EC will be 
advised of exact shot data and tin« and general safety of task fore« por- _ 

"> »onnel.   The advisories going to C/S, USa and «EC will contain perlioinary 
technical Information (approodaat« yield, ete) as is known at this tins* 

4. At about H plus 1 hour, the pertinent data pertaining to the heavy 
nudide swnpler will be obtained fron the Airborne Scientific Director 
together with the proposed penetration tins.   This information will be used 
to make an evaluation of the health aspects of the proposed operation« 

5. At about H plus 1 hour (and continuing) radsafe infornation telemeter- 
ed from critical stations (including TARE camp) will be obtained for «valua- 
tion, 

6. During the period from H-hour to about H plus 6 hours, cloud ihform»- 
tion will be collected from the sampling team (and Control B-36 GXLD» Reports) 
to establish the initial break-up intensities and drift of major segment» of 
the cloud.   During this tins the ¥M9 cloud tracker (Plight ft.) should 
tact any segment likely to drift and fall out on KNXWTOi or UJELMW«   iilso, 
provision has been made for all oulti-engins aircraft to report radiation 
encountered ("Sweet-Sour Reports")«   Aside from the oiv-site Tains of thin 
information to evaluate re-entry action and to verify or modify the BAQEZES, 
the cloud information collected during this period will be used primarily 
to assist later decisions relative to the need for evacuation of INIWBTOK or 
UJELANO (or any other populated atoll) •   Prior to shot day ENXWRCK Atoll, and 
the task fores fleet will be covered by a representative number of film badgea 
in order that an average doss may fes assigned each individual, in the event 
of fall-out. 

7. At about H plus 2 hours the radsafs aspects of the heavy nuelid« 
sampling mission will be evaluated.   Also, at about this time, air and surface. 
RADBES will be modified if necessary. 

8. At H plus 4 hours, a directive will b« passsd to CIO 7.4 to conduct 
Flight #2, WB-29 cloud tracking for the period H plus 12 hours to H plus 24 
hours.   This flight will atteopt to detendns the hasard up^wind from the 
populated atoll« in the southeast quadrant and the hasard existing on (or 
likely to drift on) the air route« through WAKE. 

9. At about H plus 3 or 4 hours, KWAJALEIN will be advised, if necessary, 
by special dispatch of significant changes brought about by cloud observations 
up to this tins« 

10. sit about H plus 4 hours (i.e., after the on-site fall-out «hould 
have ceased), some early recovery in area» of low con*;*"tnfl\i?l) »y be 
attempted.   Also at about this tias a helicopter damage and Radsafe survey 
of all islands will begin.   In general, this helicopter oust avoid rain 
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showtrs and areas of high contamination (i«e«, area« reading on the order of 
10 r/hr). It is anticipated that the balk of this early Radsafe surrey will 
consist of aerial readings extrapolated to the ground for most of the hot 
islands« At about this time lagoon water saaples will be taken in the 
anchorages near TARE, This information will receire rapid evaluation for use 
in the re-entry decisions* Lagoon samples in other regions will be äccoup- 
lished as- soon as possible» About this time air sampling equipment pre- . _ 
viously set up on site TARE, the CVS and ENZWETOK will be cheeked for 
positive indications« Data received up to this time will be reduced to a 
formal Radsafe suanary to CJTP SEVEN for his information» This summary 
will contain a recoaaendation relative to the evacuation of ENIWETOK/ÜJELANS 
or any other populated islands as required» 

11. About H plus 6r hours, damage survey, lagoon water sampling and Rad- 
safe survey results should be available from the Radsafe CENTER» Based on 
the above, a reeomaendation will be made to CJTP SEVEN reference the designa- 
tion of R-hour (Re-entry hour) and the designation of the unrestricted land 
and water areas» This reecnmendation will make particular reference pertainr- 
ing to lagoon traffic ana to unloading of ships at site TARE and on the feasi- 
bility of limited or full-time occupancy of site TARE« It is anticipated 
that, should conditions be favorable for unloading at TARE, TO 7*3 ships, 
after unloading, should plan to move outside the lagoon for about U8 hours» 
This is due to the fact that the circulation and flushing mechanism of BIKINI 
Lagoon is such that the arrival of contamination at normal anchorages could 
be delayed for as long as frO to 45 hours (or more)» In the event TARE is not 
habitable, the Radsafe CENTER will operate from pre-prepared positions on NAN 
if possible, otherwise from afloat» 

12. In the event that fall-out on populated islands becomes, or is 
forecast to be critical, or trade routes are affected for more than 24 hours, 
CINCPACFLT will be advised accordingly at about H plus 6 to H plus 12 hours» 
Pertinent off-site data will be passsd to the Radsafe CENTER and decision 
reached as to the need for drinking water —"i^W *t populated atolls out- 
side the danger area» 

13. At about H plus 8 hours the status of the first and second sample 
return aircraft will be checked and released or delayed contingent upon 
the status of sample collection and recovery operations and the approval of 
the Scientific Director or CTG 7.1. 

14. At about H plus 10 hours another sunnary of the Radsafe sutiation 
will bo prepared for CJTP SEVEN, with particular reference to ENIWETOK/UJEIANO 
(or other off-site atolls)» 

15» During the period H plus 6 to about H plus 18 hours, a check will 
be made of the weather island fall-out situation,i.e., during the time debris 
could arrive at these locations» 

16. At H plus 16 hours, CIO 7.4 will be directed to conduct Plight 13, 
wa.29 cloud tracking from H plus 24 to H plus 36 hours» This flight will 
attempt to determine the ultimate drift of high segments of the cloud and 
the extent of any contaminated area in the vicinity» It will be a vectored 
type flight plan, the determination of which will depend greatly on the 
results of the H to H plus 16-hour operations» (This flight may not be 
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neeeasapy dependent upon condition« prerailing at the tim«.) 

17m   At 2000 local time a routine advisory will be pasted to CINCPACFLT 
covering the same information as in the K minus IS hour messages, but 
modified bjr current data if necessaxy. Also, at this time, a preliminary 
teetAicai and operational advisory will be dispatched to C/S, USA and AEC, 

"N        18* A sunaary will be prepared for CJTF SEVEN, and the Radsafe CENTER 
will be advised on the latest situation off-site« 

D PIXJ3 1 DAY 

1. Nomal recovery operations begin» The first detailed Radsafe 
survey will be made early in the morning of this day» A list of personnel 
over-exposures will be obtained for study of the contributing factors to the 
over-dose* 

2. At H plus 28 hours the need for Flight #4, UB-29 cloud tracker (R 
plus 36 to H plus Uß hours) will be evaluated and CTG 7*4 notified accordingly 

3. During this day a continuing effort will be made to obtain and 
analyse all off-site radiation data available fron such additional sources 
as NYK0P0 aerial survey flights and NYKOPO fixed stations« The Radeafe 
CENTER will be notified accordingly, as the information has an impact on 
drinking water sampling* 

4« Lagoon water sampling will continue in order to maintain a continuous 
check of the radiation intensities at critical points and to serve as a eh»- 
against the circulation pattern for subsequent Acts« 

5« Additional islands will be released from Radsafe restrictions as 
they get below about 10 mr/hr. 

6* At about H plus 36 hours the status of the third sample return air- 
craft will be checked and releaaed or delayed as required (subject to the 
approval of the Scientific Director or CTG 7*1) • 

7* At 2000 local tins routine CINCP«CPLT, C/S USA and ABC advisories 
will be dispatched, 

D PIUS 2 DATS 

1« Normal recovery operations continue« Prior to scheduled departure 
of the AGO from the BIKINI area, personnel over-exposure records will be 
checked and the D plus 2 detailed Radsafe survey results obtained from the 
Radsafe CENTER* The remainder of the day will be essentially a repeat of D 
plus 1, all of which can take place regardless of position of the AGO* In 
the event unusual circumstances arise, selected members of the Radsafe OFFICE 
will remain at BIKINI as required« The fourth (last) sample return aircraft 
will be checked at about 1600 and released or delayed as necessary (subject 
to approval of the Scientific Director or CTG 7*1)« 
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D PIU3 1 DAYS 

1« Normal recovery oporationi eontixnw* Thi« day will essentially be 
a repeat of D plus 2 days» 

~2. -Preliminary technical reports will be obtained where possible and 
i :r t«M in appropriate advisories» 

D PIUS L DAYS 

1» Reeorery continues, essentially a repeat of D plus 3 days* 

D PLUS 5 DAY3 

1, Data recovery operations will be assumed completed on D plus 4 days 
insofar as they pertain to Radsafe cycling'for the next shot* Results of 
the open sea fall-out-, collectors will be evaluated for possible use on 
•absequent fall-out predictions, 

(NOTE: The above description will apply on all shots with appropriate 
modifications on the ENIWETOK phase and on the last shot«) 
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RADSAFE OFFICE CHECK LIST FOR CRITICL TIME3 

ITEK 
NO  DüY HCUR    EVENT (Namea in Parana indicate "action by") 

1 HD-lö       Issue doud tracking code flimsies and booklets to WB-29 
squadron, weather stations, CTU 7 and Weattar Central 

-^ (Housa). 

2 D-10       Issue Control B-36 and Multi-engine Radsafe codes to CTG 
7*4 and CTO 7*3 (copies to CTU 7) (House). 

3 D-10       Brief WB-29 Radsafe officer reference details on dood 
tracking (House)« 

4 D-10 Assist in briefing of heavy nuclide sai .pier crew (in 
conjunction with Dr. Plank aad Col Houghton) (House- 
Maupln)« 

5 D-10 Check status of task group film badge lists for CTU 7 
(House)» 

6 D-10       Prepare system for preserving all shot time correspond» 
ence, TUX's, verbal information and tape recorded info: 
tion (Nerling)« 

7 D-10       Radsafe CENTER operational on CVB bj DZ ndnua 2 days 
(Servis).* 

8 D-10       RADSAFS OFFICE operational on AGO by DZ minus 1 day 
(House). 

Y     0-10 Pass drill advisory messages to CINCPACFLT (Kaynard), aad 
exercise Ridsafe coosunication circuits (AH).   Check 
voice intercept of Control B-36 (Wignall). 

10 0-10 Complete listing of special requireneots for projects for 
use in briefing (House). 

11 0-10 Check distribution of high density goggles (House). 

"Li     D-5 Based on 5 day forecast, CJTF'SEVEN orders execute for 
Shot (House monitor). 

W     0-5 First CINCPACFLT advisory (info CDJCPAC, OOMHAUSEAFRON 
and CCMNAVMARZANMS) on proposed shot time (dual op 
messages); include reeocmsadation for closing ENIWETOK 
and BIKINI air strips for operational reasons from about 
130CM D-l to about H plus 7 hours.    (Maynard) 

U     D-5 First Special SAriaoxj to KWAJ.ilEIN (House-Wignall). 
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ITEM 
JBL DAY  HOUR 

15 D-5 

16 D-5- 

17 0-5 • 

18 D-5 

19 D-5 

20 D-5 

21 D-5 

22 D-5 

23 D-4 

24 D-4 

25 D-4 

26 D-3 

27 D-3 

28 D-3 2000 

2c D-3 2000 

.10 r-?. C800 

ix D-2 tuyu 

32 D-2 12CX 

Vj D-2 ]2C0 

EVENT (ya^f \j\ pr^n» Indicat« "action bf) 

First C/S USA and Chalrnaa AEG advisories on proposed 
shot time (dual op messages) (Cowan)» 

Cheek status of codes and flight briefing for WB-29,s- 
"> (House)« 

Re-examine need for complete eTacu&tlon for U, t, M, R 
based on results of previous shots (House), 

Evaluate waiver of MPE for next shot (Haupin)« 

Get detailed recovery plan from J-3, TO 7*1 (House). 

Cheek lagoon water sanpling plan with Radsafe officer. 
Task Group 7*3 and 7*1 (House), 

Get plan for "low order" or "HE only4' type detonation 
from CTU 7 (House)» 

Review heavy nuclide sanpling plan with TO'7*4 Operations 
and Dr. Plank (House-Maupin). 

Cheek status of sanpls return plans (Cowan)» 

Arrange for receipt of TG 7.3 Alp intensity reports 
(House)» 

Arrange for "Sweet-Sour" report system wifh AOC (Wignall)» 

Brief Sample Return Project Officers (Cowan)» 

Alert JTF SEVEN operational personnel for possible PEK 
off-atoll water sampling problems (Maupin). 

Pass forecast fall-out information to JOC reference 
significant sector for P2V sweep on D minus 2 days (House) 

Move aboard AGO (BIKINI shots only). 

Radsafo OFFICE operational on AOC (Hq Compound for 
ENT/iETOK shot) (House). 

Radsafe CENTER operational on CVE (HLdg 57 for ENIWETOK 
shot) (Senris). 

Arrange for receipt of constant altitude balloon fixes 
from Weather Central (Wignall). 

Get transient ship plot from CIC of TG 7.3 thru CTU 7 
(House). 
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ITEM 
NO  DAY  HOUR   EVENT (Nanas In parene Indicate "action by") 

34 0-2  1800   Get latest information from CIC of TG 7.3 thru CTU 7 
reference psotion of IkG's (Maynard), 

35 D»2- 2000   Pass forecast fall-out information to JOG reference th.e 
significant sector for P2V sweep for 0 minus 1 day (House) 

36 D-2  H-36hr First command briefing with existing hodograph and tran- 
sient ship plots (may be TWi briefing only). Execute 
order confirmed (House). 

37 D-l  0900   Get transient ship plot from CIC of TG 7.3 thru CTU 7 
(House), 

38 0-1  H-19 hr Second command briefing with existing and forecast hodo- 
(about  graph« 72-hour trajectories and transient ship plots« 
1100)  (Execute order confirmed.) Confirmation made reference 

task force ship and Control DDE positions (See below) 
(House), 

39  D-l  H-lflhr Second CINCPACFLT advisory (;lnfo CINCPAC, CCMHAWS2UFR0N 
and COMNAVI-LUHANi'iS) (dual op messages). Includes 72-hour 
cloud trajectory! Radsafe outlook for native populated 
atolls and recomnendations for air and surface routes 
(Maynard). 

40 0-1  H-18hr Second Special Advisory to KHHJALEIM (Houso-Wignall), 

41 D-l  H-lShr Second C/S USA and Chairman HEC advisory (dual op 
messages) (proposed shot time) (Cowan). 

42 D-l  H-18hr Pass forecast fall-out plot to JOG reference the signifi- 
cant sector for P2V sweep in conjunction with Area GREEK 
(House), 

43 D-l  H-lfihr Forecast H-hour winds passed to CTO 7.3 and Radsafe 
CENTER (Maynard). 

i't     Ö-3  H-lSlir Forecast air and surface lUQSXES (including circular 
surface RADEX around GZ) for H-hour to H plus 6 hours« 
Pass to Task Group Commanders (special to CTU 7 and AOC 
ESTSS). Reconmend task force ship and Control DDE posi- 
tions to TG 7u3 ^rith prior concurrence of, and info copy 
to, AOC ani CTU 7.4 (Maynard), 

43  D-l  H-l*jr Check radio circuit with CTU 7 (House). 

•v£  0-1  .VXO   Check sample return aircraft for readiness (Cowan)« 
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ITEM 
NO  DAY  HOJR   EVEMT (Naaea in parens Indicate "action br") 

\7 D-l H-13hr Q«t transient ship plot fron CIC of TO 7.3 thru CTU 7, 
and sunaarx from TO 7.3 (House), 

48 0-1' H-12hr Final check of Mswest-sour11 report system through ths- 
^ ESTBS AOC (Wignall), 

49 0-1  1800   Third connaad briefing (winds and weather only) (execute 
order confirmed) (House)« 

50 0-1  H-8hr  Pass directive to CTO 7.4 reference Flight 01, WB-29 
cloud tracking (Pass informal notice through Weather 
RATT and ACC yoice channels) (Wignall)« 

51 0-1  H-8hr  Check radio circuit with Radsafe CENTER (House). 

52 0-1  2000   Pass forecast fall-out plot to JOC reference significant 
P2V sweep for D-day if necessary (House)« 

53 0-1  K-7hr  Fourth command briefing with existing and forecast hodo- 
graph# 72-hour trajectories and transient ship plots* 
Execute order confirmed (House)« Confirmation passed to 
CTO 7.3 and CTO 7.4 reference task force ship and Control 
DDE positions if required (Msynard)« 

H-6 hr CINCPHCFLT modification advisory dispatched (including 
info addses) (dual op messages) if required (Maynard)« 

Special KWAJALEIN advisory modified if necessary (House- 
WLgnaU)« 

Modified forecast air and surface BADBXES for H-bour to 
H plus 6 hours if required« Pass to TO Comnanders 
(Special relay to Radsafe CENTER via direct radio) (nlso, 
special to ESTES AOC) (Maynard)« 

57 0-1  H-5hr  Modified forecast H-hour winds passed to CIO 7.3 and 
Radsafe CENTER (re-modify as required)(Maynard). 

58 D-Oay H-3hr  Check voice intercept of Control B-36 (Wi^iall)« 

59 0   H-3hr  Final informal cheek of weather and Radsafe situation 
(and   and final execute conflnaation (info Radsafe CENTER 
H-Jhr)  (House-Maynard), 

60 0   H-20Bdn Turn off all radios« 

61 0   H/5mln Turn on radios and monitor Control B-36 intercept (Wignall) 

62 0   H/5min Chsck safety of ENYU group (House)« 
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ITEM 
NO  pAI  HOUR   EVENT (Names in parena indic&ta "action b7,tJ 

> 

63 D   H/lCMa Monitor Control B-36 and sampler intercept» Continuously 
record information to about H plus 6 hours* Transcribe 
all GILDA and Sweat-Sour reports as they are received 
(Wipjall). 

64 0   H^Ctain CINCPACFLT (and info addeas) advised of the exact shot 
tins and general safety of personnel (dual op messages) 
(Maynard). 

65 D   H/3Ctain c/S USA and Chairman ABC advised of exact shot tine, 
approximate yield # gross technical information and 
general safety of personnel (dual op messages,/ (Cowan). 

66 D   H/30min Check radiological safety of ENYU group (House). 

6?  0   H/yMn  Get Qadsafe information and proposed heavy nuclide 
sanpler penetration tin» from airborne controller (House* 
Maupin). 

68  0   H/lhr  Got information from Radaafe CENTER radiation telemeter- 
ing equipment. Re-check at intervals (House)« 

Check results of heavy ludide satpling (Uottse-Maupin)« 

As information peralts advise JCC reference Crash Crsic 
re-entry to airstrip (House)» 

Monitor YAG (drone) reports (Maynard). 

Dispatch modification of air and surface RADBXES to Task 
Group Coaaanders and Radaafe CENTER if required (Maynard)* 

Check Radsafety of ENTÜ group (House)* 

Special post-shot advisory to KWAJALEIN through AOC 
(House-Wignall). 

Pass directive to CTG 7.4 reference Flight #2, WB-29 
cloud tracking (Pass informal notice thru Weather RATT 
and A08 voice channels) (Wignall). 

CJTP SEVEN directs TO 7*1 "fire-ball" recovery to begin 
in areas of low contamination and directs TG 7*1 heli- 
copter damage and Radaafe survey of all islands (House)* 

CJT7 SEVEN directs TO 7*3 lagoon water sampling by heli- 
copter at TARE and MAN anchorages (House). 

Issue R-hour alert based on information known at this 
time (House). 
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ITEM 
NO  DAY  HOUR   EVENT (Names In oarena Indicate "action by») 

79  D   H/5hr  Get Information reference air sampling at ENIWETOK and 
BIKINI (Maupin). 

SO  0  . H/5hr  Forward summary to CJTP SEVEN relative to ENIWETOK/ 
UJELiNG (or other atolls) reference evacuation require- 
ment (House). 

81 0   H/5hr  Get damage survey results and radiation reading» from 
Radaafe CENTER (House), 

82 D   H/6hr  Evaluate lagoon water sampling results (especially as 
pertains to unloading at sites LJUS and N«N) (House), 

83 D   H/6hr  CJTF SEVEN designates It-hour (Re-entry hour) to TG Com- 
manders (special to Radsafe CENTER) ar.l designates un- 
restricted water and land areas. (Special reference to 
possibility of secondary fall-out and to lagoon traffic 
and to Sites TARE and NAN for limited or full-time 
occupancy. Also turns over Radsafe Control of Shot Atoll 
to CTG 7*1 (Radsafe CENTER). (House) 

6U     D   H/6hr  Special CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual 
op messages) dispatched if native evacuation problems 
arises or trad« routes are affected for more than 2U 
hours (Mapurd). 

85 D   H/7hr  Check status of first and second sample return aircraft 
and release or delay as necessary (Cowan). 

86 D   Hjfthr  Lagoon water sampling in remainder of lagoon beings 
(TO 7.3). 

87 0   H/Öhr  Prepare summary of pertinent off-site Radsafe data for 
Radsafe CENTER (Maupin), 

88 D   1200   Evaluate need for water sampling at distant atolls (Maupin 

89 D   H/lOhr  Check weather station Radsafe reports (Maupin). 

90 0   H/10hr  Get information reference air sampling at ENIWETOK and 
BIKINI (Maupin). 

91 0   H/lChr  Prepare re-evaluation summary for CJTF SEVEN relative to 
ENIWETOK/UJELiNG and other atolls (House). 

92 D   1500   CJTF SEVEN directs (info Radsafe CENTER) water sampling 
at significant atolls if necessary (arrange with MilOpns 
for PBM support and Radsafe CENTER for personnel and 
equipment) (Maupin) • 
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ITEM   
NO     DAY     HOJIl EVENT (Name» in oarem Indicato "action by") 

> 

92 0   H/l2hr Cheek aad evaluate weather island Itadsafe reports (Maupin) 

93 -0 - H/I2hr  Get inforoation reference air sampling at ENIWETOK and 
BIKINI (Maupin), 

94 D        H/I2hr     Cheek FRED and ELMER intensities (Maupin)* 

95 0        H/I2hr    Oet informal preliadnary technical reports from TO 7*1 
(Cowan)« 

96 D   H/15hr Get information reference air sampling at ENIWETOK and 
BIKINI (Maupin). 

97 0   HA6hr  Pass directive to CTO 7.4 reference Flight #3, WB-29 
cloud tracking* (Pace informal notice through Weather 
RAIX and AOC voice channels*) (Wignall) 

98 D   2000   Dispatch CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual 
op messages)* Include infpmation as in H ndnus 18 hour 
forecast modified by current data* Include results of 
aerial surveys flights* (Maynard) 

Dispatch C/S USA and Chairman AEC advisories (dual op 
massages) (Cowan)* 

Dispatch sumnary of off-site radiation data to Radsafe 
CENTER (Maupin). 

Check weather station Radsafs reports (Maupin)* 

Prepare sunaary report on Radsafe situation to CJTP 
SEVEN (House)* 

103 D/l 0800   Get list of over-exposures from Radsafe CENTER (Maupin)* 

104 DA  H/28hr  Pass directive to CTG 7.4 reference Flight #4, V.'B-29 
cloud tracking* (Pass informal notice through Weather 
RATT and AOC voice channels) (Wignall)* 

Get detailed Radsafe survey results from Radsafe CENTER 
(House). 

Get NIKQPO flight results (pass information to Itadsafe 
CENTER if pertinent to off-site water sampling) (Maupin)* 

Evaluate lagoon water ■*"r'>^wg results (House)* 

Check weather station Radsafs reports (Maupin)* 
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■> 

1SBM   
NO  DAY  HOUR   EVENT (Names In parens indlcato "action bv") 

109 DA  1600   Cheek status of third sample return aircraft and roleas« 
or delay as necessary (Cowan). 

110 D/l-   2000        Pass summary of off-site Iladsafe data to iladsafe CENTER 
(Msopin)» 

111 D/L  200O   Prepare Iladsafe mxaaaxj tor CJTF SEVEN (House)» 

112 DA  2000   CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual op 
messages) Include results of aerial surrey flights 
(Maynard), 

113 D/l  2000   C/3 USA and Chairaan AEG advisories (dual op message«) 
(Cowan)« 

114 D/2  0800   Get list of over-exposures from Radsafe CENTER (Maupin)« 

US  D/2  1000   Get detailed Radsafe surver and lagoon Mmpllng results 
fron Radsafe CENTER (House), 

116 D/2  Upprcoc) Depart BIKINI on AOC» 

117 D/2 1600   Chock fourth sasqple return aircraft and release or delay 
as neoessary (Cowan)» 

118 D/2  1700   Get NYKCPO flight results (info Radsafe CENTER if 
pertinent to off-site water sampling) (IlaupinK 

119 D/2  1700   Prepare summarv of off-site iladsafe data to Radsafe 
CENTER (Maupin). 

120 D/2  2000   Prepare Radsafe sunnary for CJTF SEVEN (House). 

121 D/2  2000   CINCPaCFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual 
op messages) include results of aerial survey 
(Maynard). 

122 D/2  2000   C/3 USA and Chairman MEC advisories (dual op messages) 
(Cowan). 

123 D/3     0800 Get list of over-exposures fron Radsafe CENTER 
(Kaupin). 

124 D/3  0900   Get informal preliminary technical reports fron TG 7.1 
(Coma)« 

125 D/3  1200   Get N700 flight results (info Radsafs CENTER if 
pertinent to off-site water sampling) (Kaupin). 
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TTEM 
NO    DftY    HOUH        EVENT (Names In pawns indic&ts "action by*) 

126 D/3     2000        Prepare suamary of off-site liadsafe date for Ifedsafe 
CENTEIl (Kaupln). 

127 0/3 -  2000        Prepare Hadsafe suamary for CJTF SEVEN (House). 

128 0/3     2000        CINCPiiCFLT advisozy (including info addees) (dual op 
messages) Include results of aerial surveys (Maynard). 

129 0/3     2000        C/S USA and Chairman AEG advisories (dual op messages) 
(Cowan)• 

130 0/4  0800   Get list of over-exposures fron Radsafe CENTER 
(Kaupln)• 

131 0/4 1000   Get detailed Hadsafe survey and lagoon water sampling 
reports from Hadsafe CENTER (House;. 

132 0/4  2000   Prepare summary of off-site Radsafe data for Radsafe 
CENTER (Maupin). 

133 0/4  2000   Prepare Hadsafe suamary for CJTF SEVEN (House). 

134 0/4  2000   CINCPACFLT advisory if necessary (dual op messages) 
(Kapurfd)., 

135 0/4    2000        C/S USA and Chairman ABC advisories if necessary 
(dual op messages) (Cowan). 
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15 July 1954 

KHOIUMDUM FOll HECOrJ) 

SUBJECT: Iladsafe Factors Considered at the Conmnd Briefings 

1« Hodographs and üesultant wind diagrams; forecast winds for H 
Hour: 

a« For each briefing hodographs were constructed for all per- 
tinent observed winds since the previous briefing in'order to show devel- 
opment of the wind pattern. Forecast winds for H Hour were also presented 
in hodograph form. 

2. Surface ILJ3EX H to H plus 6 hours. United bearings, radial iis- 
tancos, hot area, cool are?, and lung range fall-out plot. 

a. Using the hodograph for forecast H Hour winds, the surface 
RrtDEX was indicatod by drawing bearing lines from ground zero enclosing 
all winü vectors fron surface to 60,000 foot and all winds botwecu 60,000 
and 90,000 feet« A fifteen degree sector was added to each limiting bear- 
ing lino, A representative, or average, radial distance was indicated 
for a six-hour period of fall. A hot and a cool area wore indicated, the 
hot area being the sector from surface to 60,000 feet; the cool area being 
that aroa Inclosed by bearing linos 60,000 to 90,000 feet. The long-range 
(24 hour) fall-out plot (drawn over a chart of native atolls and popula- 
tions) was presented in conjunction with the surface radex, 

3* Sovonty-two-hour air particle trajectory forecast! 

a. The air particle trajectory forecast (constructed by the 
Weather Central) was used to approximate sampling areas, to evaluage 
contaminations on air routes and to extend tho surface ILJ)EI beyond H 
plus 6 hours* 

4. i'ir ILIOEZI Since the air lUDEX does not normally affect the shot 
decision, it was not directly used at briefing, unless requested. This 
ILiDEX was plotted and kept displayed in the IUJ)S<JE OFFICE. 

5. Outlooks: 

a. BIKINI: Jhe outlook for BIKINI was doterrdned from the fore- 
cast hodograph for the shot atoll. 

b. ENIVJETOK : The outlook for QIIWET0C was determined from the 
forecast hodograph for the shot atoll. 
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e, UJSLANB* Both the long-range fall-out plot and shut atoll 
hodographs were used to evaluate thu outlook for OJELÜG* 

d. Native atolls in southeast quadrants Both tho fall-out plot 
and shot atoll hodographs wore used to evaluate the outlook for native 
atolls in tho southeast quadrant. 

o. Control destroyer: The shot atoll hodograph was used to 
reconnend positioning of the control destroyer such that it would bo safe 
for at least six hours, and be able to retire in the most favorable <.lircc- 
tion in the event fall-out was experienced. 

f. iiTP for TAGS i This subject was presented in order to indicate 
the major activity (drone liberty ship project) taking place within or 
near the surface HADFI, and within close range of the aroed device prior 
to H Hour. 

g« Air routosi (1) ThroughW"VJDBf (2) ThrougH KW.J.JEIIJ, The 
inpact on the air routes was detemined by tho 72-hour air particle tra- 
jectory forecast. In general, the trajectories at 10,000, 20,000 and 
30,000 feet were considered to have thu major impact on these routes 
between H and H plus 24 hours. 

h. Surface routes inside 500 miles (approxiaatoly one day cloud 
travel): *i display of all known transient shipping was presented in con- 
Junction with both the surfac«. „JlEX and the long-rang« fall-out plot. 

* 
i.   CINCPACFLT advisories (72-hour trajectory, native outlook, 

air and surface routes) t   The general features of the proposed advisories 
to CINCPACFLT were presented for coordination and concurrence of the 
conaander. 

j.   Position of task force ships:   Based on tho surface radox, 
recommendations were made relative to positioning tho task force ships. 
(The influence of operational problems relative to the surface 1LJ3SX and 
fleet positioning were resolved by the conmnder and staff based on the 
IHdsafe briefing information.) 

k.   The cloud tracking plan was reviewed, as necessary, and as 
it related to special features of specific forecast wind patterns. 

6.   M general over-all statement of favurability or unfavorability 
of tho Iladsafe shot conditions was given in swxsary and conclusion of the 
briefing. 
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15 July 1954 

"> 

MEMOruJJDUH HU .ECOliD 

SUBJECT: Radsafe Briefing and ILadaafe OFFICE Display Charts 

1. r^adscfe Briefing Charta: Brisfing and display charts wore of 
such size as to be amenable to easy handling, and large enough fur legi- 
bility In an ordinary size room« Charts were covered with acetate for 
marking with grease pencil« 

a. Hodograph and Surface ".uJ)EX (See «ppondix k for miniature 
reporduction): Four or five of such charts were prepared (depending upon 
the cos^lexity of the patterns, area of coverage, and time over which the 
changes in ubserved winds were necessary). Forecasts winds were plotted 
separate from observed, u notebook of miniaturos of these hodegrcphs was 
prepared for retention by the task force oonnandor and as permanent 
records* 

b. Air Particle Trajectory Forecast Chart (US.tF Weather Plotting 
Chart Pacific Islands, AWS VIPC 5-6-2): This chart was prepared by the 
Weather Central on a special weather station map drawn on a seals of 
approximately 72 nautical miles,to the inch. The chart was used at the 
briefing primarily for Iladsafe purposes, following which it was posted 
in the iiadsafe OFFICE for further use in preparing necessary ndvisoriss* 

c. Long-range Fall-out forecast Chart (Sheet #8 of iMS 1201): 
This chart, which indicatos all native islands and atolls likely to be 
involved in the long-range fall-out, was used to present the 24-hour fail- 
out plot. Native populations were indicated for each inhabited atoll, 
Ä miniature of this forecast was prepared for the eonaander and for per» 
manent record. 

d. Danger /»rea and Search «rea Chart (Sheet #8 of iJIS 1201): 
Because of the close inter-relation between the fall-out plot and these 
subjects, relative information was plotted ca the same chart as the long- 
range fall-out plot. 

o. Transient Shipping Chart (Navy HO Chart VS-2): This chart, 
which covers the entire Pacific area, was used not only to present the 
transient shipping status, but also to maintain continuity in ship move- 
ments from one shot to another. 

f. Native Population Chart (See appendix 3 for miniature): 
Miniature copies of this chart were made available to the conmanior end 
staff and used with the largo displays (para le and d above). 
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2. liadsafe OFFICE Display Charts: 

a. Hodographs and Surface 1UDEX: The charts used In the conmand 
briefings (para 1 above) were placed on display In the iiadsafe OFFICE. 

b» i'dr Particle Trajectory Forecast Chartt (Sane as para 2a 
above). — 

c. Long Hange Fall-out Forecast Chart: (Sana as para 2a above) 
This chart was displayed for the primary benefit of the JOC for aircraft 
search Interests. 

d. Danger «rea and Search Area Charts (Same as para 2a above) 
This chart was displayed for the primary benefit of the JOC and for air- 
craft search Interests. 

e. Transient Shipping Chart (Sane as para 2a above). 

f. Native Population Chart (Same as para 2a above). 

g. Air ItADEX Chart t This chart was prepared for advisory pur- 
poses. It was used as the basis for the forecast Air ^UDEX, by the AOC 
as a basis for aircraft vectoring, and to assist in analysis of cloud 
tracking, 

h. Cloud Tracking Chart (Sections of USAF IS. Mav charts of seals 
40 MM per Inch); This chart was used to plot duud tracker flight pat- 
terns and to record in-flight reports from these aircraft« 

1. On-site liadsafe Situation Charts (ENIWETOK, No. HO 6033} 
BIKINI, No. KO 6032)(Sec miniatures in Appendices 1 and 2)t These charts 
were used to record post-shot Itadsafe survey results and displayed for 
the Information of all Interested sections, *n acetate over-lay of the 
IVI MIKE iso-intensity pattern for H plus 3 hours was also displayed on 
these charts. 

J. Off-site aadsafe Situation Chart: This chart was a composite 
of several area naps, to indicate coverage of the JiC's New York Operations 
Office fall-out program and results. 

k. Radiation Intensities on Task Force Ships Chart (See appendix 
5 for miniature of this chart). 

1« Chart for Status of Recovery (See Appendix 6 for miniature 
of this chart). 

m. Chart for Critical Information (See appendix 7 for miniature 
of this chart). 
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Appendices: 
1. Kap of ENIWETOK Atoll 
2. Hap of BIKINI Atoll 
3. Native Population Chart 
4«   Hodograph, xteiultant Wind 

'Surface RAflBX Chart 
5,   Chart for liadiation Intensi- 

ties on Task Force Ships 
6»   Chert of Status of Ilecuvexy 
7»   Chart for Critical Information 

• 
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MEMOl-^DUM FOi; xlECOrdD 

SUBJECT} Special Radiation Report (In addition to reports Included 
under Tab E, Cloud Tracking Plan) 

1* * special personnel dosage report was required from each task 
group as of each shot plus four days« Each report was designed to bo 
complete in itself, i.e. to include over-all totals as of the report 
date, of personnel in the following categories: 

a« Total exposed personnel below 2.5r 

b. Total personnel 2.5r to 3*9r 

c. Total personnel 3.9r to 7.8r 

d. Total personnel above 7.Ö r 

e. Maximum exposure in roentgens 

2. Lagoon water sampling reports for re-entry were made by voice 
over the direct VHP circuit between the liodsafe OFFICE and the uadsafe 
CENTER. (See »ppendix I for details of Ingoon sampling plan. 

3« Intensities on task force ships were normally reported by each 
ship to TG 7*3 with CJTF SEVEN as info adds«. (See appendix II for 
details of reporting systems.) 

4. Daily routine liadsaf e surveys made by the liadsaf e CENTEil were 
dispatched by TWZ to CJTF SEVEN with all task group comanders as Info 
addressees. 

5* Verbal (and occasionally informal written) reports were obtained 
from several sections on a "bonus" basis. These included the .iOC, Project 
6.4 (Drone Liberty Ships, uTPs and aerial relay aircraft). Project 2.5a 
(Fall-out Distribution) and Helicopter Damage Survey. 

ippendicest 
1. Lagoon Hater Swnpling Plan 
2. Code for Radiation Intensities on TF ships 
3. Sequence for On-site »ladiation .Reporting 
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I. General (BIKINI) 

'a. Water «icnles will be taken from BIKINI Lasoon for mae.sure- 
nont of radioactivity. The results of these water ntonsurements will be used 
to prevent ships from being placed in water of high radioactive inten- 
sity and to obtain inforoation on currents inside the lagoon. 

b. Helicopters and boats will be used to take those samples. 

c. Surface and deep samples will bo taken as required. Surface 
saoples will be taken at or near the surface. Deep sauples will be taken 
about ninety (90) feet below the surface. 

d. Before sampling« helicopter pilots or boat coxswains will 
be briefed as to the points and depth where samples are desired. Water 
sampling points are nunbe.-ed and located as follows t 

Water Sampling 
Point Number   Location («ill directions true) 

I4 One mile northwest of northern tip of VICTOR. 
2fc Midway between Coca Tower and northwest tip of UNCLE. 
3 Midway between Coca Tower and northeast tip of OBOE. 
4| One mil« north of eastern tip of SUCmi, 
5 One mile north of northeast tip of OBOE. 
6 Midway between OBOE and LOVE. 
7 One railo west of northern tip of N;J(, 
8 li miles west of souther tip of LOVE and £ mile east 

of buoy "8". 
9 One mile south of northwestern tip of HOU. 

10 2^ miles southwest of northwest tip of HOW and £ mile 
west of buoy "13". 

11 Midway between Coca Tower and northwest tip of HOW. 
12 i mile east of Coca Tower. 
13 Midway between Coca Tower and BtuiVO. 
14 Midway between uBLE and B.u.V0. 
15 une mile south of sourheastcrn tip of CHAtJLIE. 
16 Midway between Coca Tower and southeast tip of ^H/uXIE. 
17 Midway between Cuca Tower and southwestern tip of DOG, 

and i ndlo northwest of buoy '^E". 
18 One mile south of EASY. 

Estimated distances frcn a t-wer, or island, or both, as the case 
may be, will give sufficient accuracy for locating the aboVe points, 
as extreme accuracy uf location is not necessary. »Jhonevcr a sanplin,j 
point appears tw be at a place where tho water is shallow, the deep 
samplu at this sanplin^ point, if one is to bo taken, should b* taken 
nearby where the water is at loast ninety (90) fc^t deep. It should 
be kept in ndnd by hoUeoptor pilots and boat coxswains that buoys nay 
not remain in their proper positions. 
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2, .Requirements. 

a. .'»Tter uach shot, before a ship may roontor the lagoon, 
surface samples most bo taken of that jart of the lagown where the ship is 
expected to go, and a determination onde that the viator in* that area is not 
excessively radioactive. 

b. Since primary fall-out is possible from H Hour to about H 
plus 4 hours, the first water samples will be taken at about H plus k hours. 

c. If T;JIE is hot contaminated at H plus 3i hours, surface 
samples will be taken at water sampling points 1, 2, 3» 4« 5, 6, 7 and 
8 start ins at H plus 4 hours. This should require two helicopters and 
about two hours tino. The san^les can bu measured in less then one 
hour, and ( measurements permitting) ships proceed through Enirrikku Pass 
and to area just west of NAN by about H plus 7 hours. 

d. Surface samples at water sampling points 9 and 10 must be 
taken before ships enter the area southwest of HOW, 

e. Water sampling will bo done primarily to protect ships and 
secondarily to obtain data on currents in the lagoon. 

f • It is oatiaated that on D day two helicopters will be 
needed from H plus 3£ hours to sundown. 

g* After D day water samples will normally to taken as follows! 
(assuming ENINM.il Island and Water Sampling Points 1, 2, 3, 4> and 5 are 
not contaminated)} 

(1) Points 1, 2, 3« 4 and 5 by boat. 

(2) Points 13, 14» 15 and 16 by helicopter. This will 
require one helicopter for about two hours. 

(3) Other points by helicopter if available, and by boat if no 
helicopter is available» 

h. High priority will be given to lagoon water sampling re* 
quiroments because the operation depends, among other things, upon 
ships being in such condition that personnel can stay aboard without 
receiving excessive radiation. 

3. General (ENIWETOK). 

a. Viator samples will be token from ENIWETOK Lagoon similar to 
the plan used on Operation ITT. For purposes of this document the IVY 
plan is attached as appendix I« 

ipptadian 
l.m ENIWETOK Lagoon Water Sarapl       Plan (Opn IVY) 
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WATSR SAILING AND REENTRY PRGCSDUaE A7TER ■ IKE AND KING SHOTS 

1. Purpost. Th« purpose of this appendix is to outline the pro« 
eedur« to-be followed in sampling and analyzing lagoon water prior to 
and after-reentry of TG 132.3 ships into ENIVSTOK Lagoon. 

2. Scope. The sampling problem falls into three general cate- 
gories, namely: 

a. Samples obtained by helicopters en a regular schedule. 

b. Samples obtained by small craft on a regular schedule. 

e« Samples of opportunity (i.e.} samples will be picked up by 
TG 132.1 monitors on special survey or recovery operations). 

3. It is presently planned to make the first area survey of the 
lagoon water by helicopter at H plus 7 hours, taking water samples at 
the surface and at a depth of 35 feet at the following locations: 

a. V/ide Passage. 

b. Deep Entrance. 

c. Berth L-U, anchorage A (Prior to reentry to lagoon). 

d. Four samples on a line running from the northern tip of 
RUNIT Island westward to RICILI. 

a.    One sasple will be taken on a line from the coral head 
(Hack) toward zero point, at the 100 mr/hr isointensity line at 35 feet 
altitude. 

It is presently planned to repeat this helicopter survey at 0800M and 
1600H each day until it is definitely deteruined that no significant 
amount of radioactive material exists in the lagoon waters.    It is 
planned to s&nplo from the surface and at depths of 35 feet from a small 
boat in anchorages A and B.   Samples are to be taken at each of the 
berths where ships arc moored.    In addition any special survey or re- 
covery parties which are going to an area whore water sanplcs will be 
of interest will bo requested to obtain a water saaole« 

4. Analysis.    After samples are collected they will bu analysed 
in the radiological trailer located aboard the RENDOVA.    Samples will 
bo analyzed by evaporating and counting which will give a quantitative 
analysis rnd by counting with an emersion type geigcr tube which will 
give a good qualitative analysis. 

O-aTLl(a) 
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5« Contlnuom Water Mcnltorlruc« A continuous water monitoring 
unit la being asaeobled for installation in RENDOVA. This unit will 
show a continuous trace on an Easterline-Angus recorder. In addition 
two units are being assembled which will provide continuous monitoring but 
will require reading at interrala since the/ do not hav*. a continuous 
recorder? One will probably be installed in ESTES and the other in the 
ship anchored closest to the Wide Passage» When any of these monitoring  
units shows any significant change in radiation intensity water sanples 
will be taken and analyzed in the radiological trailer. 

6. Reporting. An evaluation of the sample analysis will be pre- 
sented to CTG 132.3 at about HOCK and 190CM each day. Information which 
might affect operations of the Task Force will be transmitted to CJT7 132 
when obtained. 

0-27-l(b) 
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CODE FOR RADIATION INTENSITIES ON TF SHIPS 
"~  (ExtrACt from TO 7.3 OpPlan 1-53) 

Change to OpPlan 

Insert following page 

Radioactive Fallout Reports 

1. For one week following each shot each ship will report radioactive fall« 
out encountered as fellowst 

a« A report will be made of fallout readings (gamma only) of 1 mr per 
hour or higher, 

b. Only the value of gama radiation will be reported, 
c. Reports will be coded as follows t "Rabbit" followed by a number to 

indicate average topside activity, the number indicating mr per hour (gwaaa 
only); "Cat" followed by a number to indicate maxiimm activity found on the 
ship, the number indicating tar per hour (gaana only). Thus a message "Rab- 
bit 2 Cat 7n indicates the average topside activity is 2 mr per hour (gaaaa 
only, and the maximum activity found on the ship is 7 mr per hour (gamma 
only). Fractional numbers will be reported as the nearest uhols number. 
Thus if the average topside activity is 3.8 mr per hour (gaana only) and the 
maxiimm activity found on the ship is 8.4 mr por hour (gemmn only) the mas- 
sage to be sent is "Rabbit 4« Cat 8*. 

d. New reports will bo made when either the average topside activity or 
the mmdnBiiB activity found on the ship is different from the last previous 
report by 50£. 

e. Reports will be sent by radio or light to US3 BAIROKO and to the 
USS i-STES. These reports will bu delivered to the RadSafe Center on the 
BAIROKO and to the Radsofe Office on the ESTES. 

f • Reports will be sent on TO 7*3 UHF Admin or CW Coooon or on TQ 7*1 
Pogo or Admin Nets, as appropri.-.te. 

g. One week after each shot, every ship will send a letter to CTG 7.3 
(marked Attn: Atomic Defense Officer) enclosing a copy of .all reports wf 
radioactive fallout originated by it since the shot occurred. Negativs 
letter reports are desired» 

0-27-11(1) 
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SECUENCS FOR ON-SITE RADIATION REPORTING 

1. On-Site radiation intensity readings will be reported on Circuit 
J-313~( land-line telephone for ECHO; fron the Radsofe Center to the RAJSAFE 
OFFICE ae foUcytt 

a. For shot atoll islands t 

(1) Island code name 

(2) Intensity reading in ndlli-reentgens per hour (mr/hr) 
(nunerical reading only will be given; no reference 
will be made to the units of intensity.) 

(3) EXAMPLE: A report "TABS 15" indicates EKINKAN Island 
intensity is 15 mr/hr. 

b. For lagoon or drinking water samples, readings will be reported 
directly by identifying the sample station and as gamma, beta or alpha in 
terms of ndcrocuries (uc) per ndlli-liter (ml), 

EXAIIPLE: Lagoon Station 4* gamma 10 , beta 2.5 x 10'*, alpha 
3 x 10-5. 
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HEADQlUdTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOW), e/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

«1-3/72973 19 Februarj 1954 

^EUQUraUM FOR: See Distribution 

SUBJl^T: Protection of Food and Water from Radioactive Contanination 
Resulting fron Fall-Out 

1. It is not expected that radioactive oaterial will bo deposited on 
food, cooking end eating Utensils or in the drinking water supoly in quan- 
tities sufficient to create an internal hnsard in areas where occupancy is 
acceptable from ftn external hazard standpoint. However, in keeping with 
the concept that exposure should be prevented where possible, and in view 
of good housekeeping, certain steps should be taken to prevent or rainlaize 
contamination of food, water and mess oquipnent. 

2. Methods of preventing contamination will vary somewhat depending 
upon whether or not there is^pre-shot evicur.tion of the area. 

3. The following steps to achieve non-contamination will be token: 

a. EvacuHod areas. 

(1) Water supoly. 

(a) Prior to evacuation, all openings into the wolls or 
storage tanks will be covered by a suitable mctbrial such as canvas to pre- 
vent fall-out from entering directly into the system, but not tight enough 
to prevent ounp operation. If possible, storage tanks for drinking purposes 
should be isolated from the system and completely buttoned up. This latter 
method is preferable as upon re-entry« wtiter for drinking and cooking pur- 
poses can be obtained innediately which will be free from contamination. 
Uncovered storage in collapsible tanks should be drained, the trink collapsed 
and covered. 

(b) Upon re-entry if fall-out has occurred, the buttoned 
up tank will bo diverted into the wnter system and the lines flushed. Water 
samples will b- analyzed b fore use for drinking or cooking is authorized. 
If no fall-out has occurred, restrictions will not be allied and s/Mnoling 
will not be done. 

Inclosure 10 G-28      * 



J-3/729.3 19 Maruarr 1954 
SUBJECTt    Protaetloa of Pood and Water fron Radloactlv« CotAmdnatiom 

Retultlng front falL-Out 

(2)   Xea« facilitle«. 

(a) Prior to evacuation, «Unill», dial«» and ttlTorwar« 
will b« placed or paekagod la auch a way a« to adniidM braakago and acattor- 
inf duo to blaat. Unpackagad natariala will be corered to prerant fall-oot 
fron aattling on thorn. Perlahable fooda will bo kept in refrigerator a, and 
dry atorea and canned good« will b« covered. Windowa on windward aide nay 
be eloaed if there aro windowa on opooaite aidoa at right anglea aufficieat 
to e<|ualise pressure fron blast to prevent building collapse« 

I 
(b) When the emergency utilities crow re-entert the area, 

it will eloao all mesa hall and diapenaory windows and door». 

(e) Upon re-entry, all dishes, silverware and utcnaila 
will be washed with hot water and detorgont soap. Sadiological safety aur- 
vey will determine whether contamination exists prior to food preparation« 

i 

(3)   Dispensaries will be buttoned up prior to «.vaeuation. 

(4)   Clearance of drinking water, mass fadlitiea and dispen- 
aariaa «ill be required fron the Staff Surgeon and Radaafa Officer prior 
to aae of theoe faciUtiaa.   . 

b.    Mon-evacoated areas. 

(1)   Water supply.   The day before the diet, opooing« into 
the water system «ill be covered.    If fall-out oceura, the «over« will 
until the Staff lurgaaa and Radaafa Officer conaidar the fall-out atabiliaed. 
If fall-out does not occur, the covere may be removed. 

(2) Mesa Paeilities.    Preparations will b« made t» ecvar food, 
dry stores and eanued goods which are not in eloaed bttildinf,a prior to shot 
day.    iJoen the first detection of fall-out, the mosses will be notified aad 
buildings will be closed, and all food covered until fall-out has stopped. 
Purvey will be made of nesa facilities prior to sending food after fall-out. 
If survey indieatea aontaainaticn of food, dry atorta, canned goods, or uten- 
sils, all will be washed prior to serving.    If fall-out does not occur, no 
restrictions will be applied. 

(3) Dispensaries will be buttoned up d iring the fall-out period* 

(4) Clearance by the Staff Surgeon and the Radsafe. Officer will 
be require for continuing use of all facilities after fall-out has occurred. 

Wt COMUQ) OP MAJOR GENEUL CLJIKSONJ 

/s/HOBERT CHESMEX 
DISTUBOTION /t/aOHERT CHESHEI 

"C" Major USAP 
Adjutant Qensral 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOW), e/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

J-3/729.3* If February 1954 

SUBJECT: Safety Instruction 

» 

TO:     Connander, Task Group 7.1» 1<P0 137 (HOW) J 
Coonander, Task Group 7.2, APO 137 I 
Connander, Task Group 7.3« APO 107 (HCW) J 
Connander, Task Group 7*4* APO 187 J 
Connander, Task Group 7.5» APO 187 (HOW) 

1. Reference is oade to paragraph 10c, Annex A, JTF SEVEN Operation 
Order 3-53. I 

. 
2. Attention is directed to the attached CJTP SEVEN Special Bullstia» 

dated 19 February 1954, Subject:   "Safety Instructions", which outlines per- 
sonnel safety measures to be taken during shot« at BIKINI and ENIV2ETOK Atolls 
and establishes the siren warning system Applicable to All personnel on PABBI 
Island.   CTG 7*2 and CTG 7.4» in coordination» will Institute siadlar want- 
ing systems for their personnel on LNBJETOK Island to cover at least the coo» 
ditions listed in the Special oullotin.   In liko manner, CTG 7.3 will insti- 
tute a warning system for all naval personnel afloat.   For ECHO» CTG 7.4 
will adopt a comparable warning system at BIKINI. 

3. Coomandors will insure that sefety instructions contained in the 
attached Special B illotin are given widest dissemination in the form of hand* 
out leaflets and via public address systems» concurrently with the official 
time-signal count.    Using organic coaaunication facilities, CTG 7.1» CTG7.2, 
CTG 7.3, CTG 7*4 and CTG 7.5 will obfin the official time-signal count en 
126.18 mes. or 152.99 mcs. 

4. Commanders will make local reporduction of the attached Special Bulls- 
tin for each shot, with modifications dictated by specific shots» local oper- 
ational requirements and by their internal warning systems. 

5. When so notified, personnel in Category I (as defined in the attached 
Special Bulletin) will report to the air bass operations by the   .ost expedi- 
tious means possible.   CTG 7.4 will provide airlift for such personnel to 
IGüJiJEIN.   Personnel will remain at KU.J.iLEIN until further advised. 

G-30 
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J-3/729.3 19 Pebruarj 195^. 
SUBJECT: Safety Instructions 

6. The attached Special Bulletin will be handled as CONFIDEKTUL 
information until after the particular shot for which it is issued. There- 
after, it nay be downgraded to UNCLiSSITIED. 

Bf COKiANO OP IWOR GiJffilLX CLJUCSON: 

/s/R0B2IlT E. BOHNE, Capt, US^ 
1 Ind (for)HOBLIT CHSüNEY 

CJTG SEVEN Special tlajor    US.J 
Bulletin, "Safety Adjutant General 
Instructions" 

Q-31 
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HfeDQOüBlEa 
JOINT L.SK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 167 (HCW), c/o Postaastor 
San Francisco, California 

5PSCIAL BULLETIN 19 February 1954 _ 

SiJETY INSTHUCTIONS 

1. The following information must be passed to each person «ho will 
bo in the Pacific Proving Ground on D-l of any shot. 

2. An atomic explosion will take place at the Pacific Proving Ground 
at a location, date and time to be announced separately. It is possible 
that the shot may be delayed or re-schoduled for another day. The safety 
instructions in this bulletin will apply regardless of tho exact firing 
time. The siren signals indicated below will be used on ?*!£& Island. 
Similar audible signals will be sounded on ENIWETOK Island and aboard ships 
of the task force. In the event of failure of siren warning signals and the 
time-count, it will nevertheless be assumed that the shot will take place 
as scheduled unless otherwise notified. 

3. For all shots, two categories of personnel are defined for inhabi- 
tants of other than the shot atoll: 

a. Category I: Individuals who expect to enter radioactively 
contaminated areas on subsequent events of this series, or personnel whose 
current radiation ddsrge exceeds 3«5r. 

b. Category II: Individuals who normally will not be expected to 
enter radioactively contaminated areas on future events of this series pro- 
vided their radiation dosage is less than 3.5r. 

4. BEFC1E THE SHOT. 

a. Shot tine minus 30 ndnutes  All persons on or in the vicinity 
of the shot atoll will be awake 
before the shot until after tho 
shot. Long slfcove shirts and long 
pants are not necessary for pro- 
tection against thermal radiation. 
Personnel remaining en BIKINI 
islands during BIKINI shots will 
stay inside the bunker ontil after 
the shock wr.ve has passed 

b. Shot timo minus 5 wAa&ui        In the event of siren failure, 
5 SIREN BUSTS, COUNT DOWN  fire engine whistle will be used. 
(Direct cocnunication or    Personnel on, or near, the shot 
count-down will be ujaintained atoll will not climb buildings or 
with occupied land sites of  other structures to observe the 
BIKINI atoll for shot at    shot. Gusts of wind are expected 
this location.) at occupied sites of the shot atoll. 

exercise normal precautions to se- 
cure light objects nearby. 
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SPECLi BULLETIN CONT'D; 19 February 195^ 

e. Shot time minus 1 nlnut» 
3 SIREN BLiSTS, COUNT DOWN 

On or naar the shot atoll: Per* 
soraiel having high density goggles 
will put then on at this tine. All 
personnel will face awny from shot 
site. P.rsonnel having high density 
goggles Aoy turn and view the fire* 
ball after the initial flash. Gog- 
gles will not be reaovei until at 
least 10 seconds after the burst 
and then gr dually to allow accono-» 
dation. Personnel having no goggle, 
will not view the firabell until at 
luast 10 seconds after the burst an 
will do so then with caution. Do rv 
look at the fireball with binocu- 
lars at anytirae. Sun glasses give 
no protection and will not be used, 
in lieu of high density goggl«s. 
The shock wve will travel to ob- 
servation sites at a speed of ap- 
proximately 5i seconds per nautical 
mile, timed from first flash of 
light. 

1 continuous blast indicates the 
shot has been delayed. If there 
is a delay, warning blast will be 
repeated at SHOT ninus 5 minutes 
and SHOT minus 1 ndnute before 
the new shot tins, 

5. AFTSR THE SHOT (Inhabitants of other than the shot atoll will remain 
on fall-out alert status from H to H plus 24 hours). 

d. Shot time delayed 
1 LONG 3L»ST, COUNT DOW 

a. 5'Si:iEN BLASTS 

b. 3 SISEN BLJ3T3 

If 5 consecutive blasts are heard 
snytine after the shot, take cover 
in the norrcst building and close 
all doors and windows. 

If 3 consecutive blasts ar* heard 
anytime after the shot, prepare to 
go aboard ship for a temporary evac 
uation. Report to your ouster offi- 
cer or superior at designated beach 
areas for further instructions. 3u 
evacuation will be for nersunnel 
safety •-nly an~ will not involve 
materiel or personal belongings 
other than toilet articles and a 
bare "riplr"in of clothing change 

G-31-I(2) 
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SPECIAL BULLETIN CONT'D: 19 Februar/ 1954 

. c. Category I personnel aa Indicated in 3& above will be alerted 
through nornal command channels in the event radioactive fall-out on the 
order of Smr/hr or more occurs or is forecast to occur. Such personnel ahoulc 
be instructed to assemble at a central location in order tnan their evacu- 
ation to-KU'iMJnLEIN by air may be effectod as soon as practicable. Pre-ahot 

^     arrangements must be made by task group commanders with the air base opera* 
tions to schedule necessary space and pick-up details in the event an aerial 
evacuation of Category I personnel becumes necessary* 

d. Evacuation of Category II personnel, if required, will be 
accomplished by all practicable means, including ftir lift. 

6. Personnel are cautioned against discussing operations activities 
at the Pacific Proving Ground in letters home. It is imperative that infer*» 
mation connected with the detonations occurring here not be released or 
transmitted until so authorized by the Atomic Energy Comrnissiün and the 
Department of Defense. Specifically, this SpecinL Bulletin, or any of its 
contents, will not be included in personal mail or otherwise transmitted for 
personal use. Subsequent to shot plus 1 day this document will be destroyed 
by burning. 

BT CCKLND OF itJOd. GaNEiUL CLJIK30N: 

/s/aOBECT E. BUHNE, Capt, USAF 
(for)aOBERT CHESHET 

Hajor   US.IF 
Adjutant General 
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TAB ':H,! 

CCRRESPCNDENCE RELATIVE TC EVACUATION AND 
REHABHITATIOK OF MABSHALL ISLAND NATIVES 

6 Incls: 
1. Copy JTF SEVEN Itr J-3/729.3, Sub>ct: "HadiologicAl 

Surveys of Several Marshall Island Atolls" ( dtd Id Mar 54» 
w/3 Ihcls 

2. Copy Hq JT7 SEVEII Itr J-3/370.05, Subject: "Reports on 
Evacuation of Natives and Surveys of Several Karshall 
Island Atolls", dtd 9 Apr 54 

3. Copy Hq JTF SSVEN Itr J-3/37O.05, Subject: "Miscellaneous 
Reoorts Related to the Atomic Detonation on 1 Mar 1954"« 
dtd 1 May 54 

4. Copy Hq JTF SEVEN Itr, J-3/141.8, Subject: "Survey of 
Rongelap and Utlrik Atolls", dtd 1 May 54 

5. Copy CIKCPACFLT Itr Serial 01339, Subject« "Sunrsy of 
Rongelap and Utlrik Atolls*', dtd 17 Jun 54 

6. Copy Hq JTF SEVEN Itr J-3/729.3, Subject: "Responsibilities 
for Care and Disposition of Native Inhabitants of Rongelap 
and Utlrik Atoll", dtd 6 Jul 54 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO IB? (HOW) e/o POSTMASTER 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 

J-3/7270 18 March 1954 

SUBJECT:    Radiological Surveys of Several Marshall Island Atolls Land Atolls /j 

TO: Distribution 
-FTf 

P»c 

1*    Attached herewith for your information and retention are copies of 
radiological surveys oade on certain Marshall Island Atolls.    The surveys 
were conducted as a result of contaoinntion deposited on the affected atolls 
by BR\VD Shot, Operation CASTLE, fired from a reef approximately one and one 
half nautical miles southwest of Namu, Bikini Atoll«    BRAVD Shot time was 
1845 Zebra, 28 February 1954* 

2«   'Vater and soil samples were shipped to the Health and Safety Labor - 
tory. New York Ooerations Office,    Atomic Energy Commission (Attentions Mr. 
Merrill Eisenbud) for analysis« 

FOR THE OCMUANDEE: 

DISTRIBUTION; 
CTO 7.1  , 
CTG 7,2 
CTC 7.3 
CTG 7.4 
CTG 7.5 
CINCPAC 
CINCPACFLT 
HICCKTERPACIS 
COMtAVSTAKRU 
DMA/AEC 
DEIi/AEC 
Ch AFSWP 
CG FldComd(D',VET) 
C/S USA, ExAgt 
L^L H Div, 
H.'SL, NTOO (c/o Mgr Opns) 
USS ROISHAW (DDB-499) 
USS PHILIP (DDE-498) 
USS NICHOLS (DDE-449) 
3 Indat 

1« «port on oil 
Vlssloo by ~aj 

2* sport on oil 
-iabioa by Tr 

3« ''ad* urvey of 
by 3riAV0 by ^r 

r«   *« 

Cwpy L-30 
Copy 31 
Copy 32 
Copy 33 
Copy 34 
Copy 35 
Copy 36 
Copy 37 
Copy 38 
Copy 39 
Copy 40 
Copy 41 
Copy 42 
Copy 43 
Copy 44 
Copy 45-46 
Copy 47 
Copy 48 
Copy 49 

>nü -.tar '«mpUng 
jl, D« ;r«i 
-nd a tea* ..-unpling 

:.• hit«, UZL 
o niriod tolls Jontaainated 
. 4rb*rt .coville 

r i * 

E. UcGINLEY 
Brigadier General, 
Chief of Staff 

U.S.  'sssy 

*>. 
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HEADQUARTBB 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO U87 (HOW) e/o POSTUASTER 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

OOMPT 8 March 1954 

SUBJEdT:  "Report on Soil and Water Sampling Mission 

TO: Cofflnander 
Joint Task Force SEVEN 
APO 1B7 (HOW) 
c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

1.    In compliance with your oral instructions, the undersigned visited LIKIE 
and AIUJK Atolls, JEUO Island and MEJIT Island in the Eastern Marsha 11a between 
the period 5-^ March 1954 for the purpose of collecting soil and water samples i   . 
censuring level of gamoa radiation present at these places in connection with 
3RAV0.    The mission, consisting of the 'uidersigned and a Ifcrshallsse interpreter, 
Lan Lakapun, embarked on the USS HENSHAV/ (DDE499) at Kwajalein, visited the four 
sites and returned to Bikini, where the remainder of the trip to Eniwetok was per 
formed by PBU,   There follows a detailed discussion of the findings at each loca- 
tion: 

a. LIKIEP ATOLL.   The samples were taken on Likiep Island, which had t! - 
largest native population.   Access to the lagoon was gained through South Pass. 
Poor light at the end of the day and numerous coral heads necessitated anchoring 
about 4 miles from Likiep Island.   Trip in was made by whaleboat the following 
morning«   A water sample was taken from a large cistern fed from the roof of the 
Catholic rectory, and earth samples were taken from random spots about the isl~ 
which were unsheltered by trees or other growth at approximately 0000 M 6, Ham 
1954.   Radiation readings were takn with a UZ-5 instrument between 0600 U and 090C 
li and showed a ■ad— of 3 milliroentgens par hour.   No variations from this 
reading were noted on clothing or bare feet of individuals.    According to accounts 
received by Bishop Feeney, 3, J., the population was greatly excited by the light 
and blast wave, the latter which reportedly arrived about 30 minutes subsequent 
to the light flare.   According to Bishop Feeney, church attendance WAS greatly 
stimulated on the day of the test. 

b. JEac Island.    This location was reached at 1100 M, 6 Uaroh 1954.   It 
consists of a small heavily wooded island, surrounded by a lino coral reef with 
heavy surf on three sides.    Thero being no place for landing a ihaleboat, persenn.-. 
and equipment were transferred from the whaleboat to the reef by a one man rubber 
raft.    The undersigned transferred himself by swimming.    The island proved to be 
uninhabited, and reportedly is a sea turtle preserve.   Turtle hunters erected 
several houses, a rain barrel of which provided a water sample.   Earth samples 
were gathered at random from open areas, including one of beach sand above the 
hi^h tide mark.   The party was led straight across the island and back to the tec4- 
ing area via the beach, in order to verify its uninhabited state.   Samples wore 
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CCUPT 
SUBJECT:    Report on Soil and "btor Saapling Mission 

collected at approximately 1200 U, 6 March 1954*   Instrument readings with the MX-f 
showed a mnyimum of 3 mr/hr, however this was not considered reliable, since a 
higher scale showed a lower reading. 

0«    AIUJK ATOLL.    The ship reached this atoll at approxünatcly 1600 M, 6 
iarch 1954« and slowly moved to an anchorage off Ailuk Island, the most heavily 

populated.    The lagoon has not been swept, and numerous coral heads and pinnacles 
provided considerable hazard to ship movement.   The landing party moved ashore by 
whaleboat without difficulty, nnd ag?in obtained water samples from the most promir- 
ent cistern and soil samples from random unsheltered spots.    Readings with the UX-: 
showed approxinataly 3 ar/hr (off the 2 mr scale),   ila AN/FDR-27E showed a high 
reading of 7 ar/hr, however, on a different scale a reading of 12 or 15 mr/hr was 
obtained.    The MX-5 reading is probably nearest correct»   No significant variatiox r 
were detected on bare feet or clothing of individuals.   Samples and readings were 
taken at approximately 1700 M, 6 March 195k» 

d.   MEJIT Islfind.   This single coral island is also surrounded by a reef, 
3 is J3i0, but landing mi possible with a whaleboat, die to an area protected fr~ 

the surf.    The island was found to bo heavily populated in view of its size, the 
.otal number of people being 327, according to the island magistrate.   Soil and 
'water samples were taken as in the previously described manner, at approxia^toly 
1300 M, 7 March 195k»   Readings with the MX-5 showed mnrlnwun of approximately 3 
nr/hr (off the 2 scale, but apprcodcrtoly 1,5 on the 20 scale); the marlmun recdiu 
with a FDR 27 £ was 10 nr/hr.   Thp true figure was probably sooowhoro between the 
two« 

2.   CONCmsiOMS.   Low level (less them 10 mr/hr) radiation measurcmenb s with 
field instnuacnts of the typo used are highly unsatisfactory»   Cue MX-5 and th^ 
AN/PDR 27 E instruments all showed widely variant readings on different scaleJ 
and varied among each other whan exposed to the same radiation«   An AN/PDR Tl-B 
proved completely useless not holding to zero oven after an hours warm-up, and 
also showing widely variant readings on different scales« 

3»    RECOMMEUDATICNS.    Landing parties in islands such as JEUO and MEJIT shoulc 
be provided with a rubber 6-man or S-man pneumatic boat, to provide greater safety 
to personnel and equipment.    This will permit landing directly on live coral reefs 
with less danger of the boat being stove in«   Ships assigned to such missions 
should draw such equipment prior to departure • 

4«   The successful accomplishment of the mission ins greatly facilitated by 
the interest and enthusiasm of the Cemmanding Officer of the USS REKSHAW, OCR L. K.. 
Alford, USN, and his officers and men«   Their material contributions were necessary 
to the mission, however, the many valuable suggestions and assistance in solutions 
of problems proved invaluable. 

/s/ R. D. Croa 
R. D. CREA 
MAJ,      USA 
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MEIIORANDUM FOR»    CJTP SEVEN 10 Uarch 1954 

SUBJECT:    Report on   Soil and Water Snapllng Mission 

1. In complianco with your oral instructions, the undersigned visited r/etjc; 

Erikub, Ualoolap, Wotho, Ifajuxo Atolls in the Marshall Islands 5 through 7 Rarch 
1954 for the purpose of obtaining earth and drinking «ater samples, and of moasuz- 
ing ganna ray dose rates, and also checked the radiological condition of the S*S« 
ROQUE on its arrival at Ifejuro 7 March 1954* 

2. The first four atolls were visited by Uarshalloso interpreter Takushi 
and the writer by aeons of an UF-1 amphibious aircraft*   Majuro was reached by 
C-47.   Erikub might have been emitted since it was not inhabited, being property 
of the Wbtjc tribe which goes there only occasionally to gather copra«    (This wns 
unknovn until after the visit») 

3*   At each atoll, only the principal inhabited island was visited.   At each 
visited island an effort «as made to compose a representative soil average by 
collecting into a single container several samples, each approximatcly one square 
foot of area and one inch depth«   Water samples wore coUoeted from tho prineipr 
sources currently in use«   Tho gamma dose rates are averages for the inhabited 
areas« 

4«   With regard to certain minor discrepancies between tho survey methods us* 
by Major R. D. Crca and the writer; it was originally planned to perform the sun* 
jointly, and when it bocamo advisable to separate and survey different atolls, no 
time remained for discussion of details of techniques. 

5«   Gnmoa-ray dose rates on Wot je and on Erikub are each the average of MX-5 
and AN/^DR-39 average readings which agreed reasonably well,   Tho MX-5 was render 
inoperative when the rubber life raft was swamped by surf on the first attempt to 
launch from tho beach at Erikub«   Following tho Wotho survey, the PDR-39 devclopct5 

a temperaturo-dependent reading of 0,4 - 2 ar/hr, so that later readings in this 
range are of very dubious reliability, 

6,   The following tabulation suomarizes the atoll survey,   S is Sail, W is 
Water Samplet 

ATOLL ISLAND       DATE       TIME SAMPLE NO     mMB. & SAMPLING 

WOTJE ORMED        5 Mar     1600        35 3,5 orAr, l-bqaeh, 3-aid-vllL- 
ago, 1-back village, 

116 £ well plus i catch basin, 

aUKUB ERIKUB      5 Uar     1715 S6 1,5 mr/hr.    l-mid-vlllage, 1 
on path to beach«   No inhabit- 
ants, no water supply found. 
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ATOLL ISL\ND       DATE       TBC 

:UL0ELAP KAVEN 6 Ucvr     1130 

SAMPia NO   mAto & SAUPUJG 

37 

"JDTHO 

MAJÜRO 

'«THO 6 Mar     1615 

UIIGA 7 Mar     1200 

W12 
«03 

S8 

W9 

S9 

W10 

1.8 at/hr, 2-vlllago, 2-path 
to beach« 
Well water. 
From catch basin. 

0.8 wr/hr, 1 by well; 2-ald- 
villago. 
Vfcll water (no rain in catch 
basin for 2 mo.) 

0,5 mrAr, 4 from near Admin 
Bldg. 
Tap water. 

7.    Pacific Uicroncsian Line S.S.  "R0QÜE", Uastcrt Lawrence Blanc, home port. 
Guam, left Ebcyc 0840 U on 1 March,  entered channel to Utirik lagoon about 1200 M 
on 2 March, and anchored in Lagoon at 1524 U on 2 March; docked at Llajuro (Uliga 
Is.) 163CU on 7 March.   Readings (orAr) after docking: 2-3 inside main deck struc 
turc, ID on open deck, 5-8 in sleoping quarters on upper, deck, 10-30 en rope ?jid 
or.nvas.    Prior rr.dl-'.tion levels cmot bo ostioatod because of rain squalls and ur. 
certainty about when decks last washed«   i-istor vr.s advised 'to have decks washed 
down as seen is cenveniont«    Ho VRVS told that the activity wculd net hurt rr-yocc, 
but th-t it was undosiribls to have it around longer than necessary. 

8«    RECCMMEHDATICNSt    Future visits to Erikub and Maloolap should not bo 
attccqjtcd by UF-1 except under conditions of greater urgency.   The writer's prior 
experience in such operations is very limited, but from his cm observations plx" 
bH remarks made by those better qualified to judge. It appears that a fair amou.. 
of risk is involved« 

9. Especially notable was the very cooperative attitude of the Navy pcrsonn- 
at Kwajalcin and tho Marshall District Administrative Officials at Uajuro in sup- 
porting this mission. 

1 Incl: 
Marshall Islands Atoll 
Samples collected by T. N. 
White, 5-7 fcirch 1954 

/s/   T. N. Vfcito 
DR. T. N. '««ITE 
Health Division 
L'tSL 



MARSHAIl ISLANDS ATQIJ. S.UIPLES COLLECTED BY T. N. WITE. 5-7 HARCH 19^ 

Earth a&aploa were collected as followst 

At each island visited several samples wore dug and put into the saoc 
one-gallon "ioc-crcam carton".    Each sample (i«o« each digging) apprcodioatcd one 
square foot to a depth of one inch«    The nuober and locations of the samples were 
selected to represent, as well as could bo Judged, an average of the areas used 
by the inhabitants, after the samples wore mixed in tho carton«    Areas that were 
unusually shaded or unshaded by trees were avoided.    Xhc largo "pebblesrt in tho 
compositö represent coral gravel from "main street" through tho village« 

Water samples were selected according to tho principal source in current usot 

Inclosuro 1 
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HEADQUARTERS TASK UNIT 13 
Task Group 7*1 

AFO 187 (HOW) P.O. Box 8 
e/o Poatmastcr 

San Francisco, California 

TU-13-54r375 12 Iferch 1954 

SUBJECT:' Radiological Survey of Downwind Atolls Contaminated by BRAVO 

1.   Acknowlcdgcocnt 

Tho mcobcrs of the survey toaa wish to express their appreciation to the 
Captain, officers and members of the crow of tho USS NICHOLAS (DOE 449) for thci: 
assistance and cooperation In conducting tho survey herein reported«    Captain 
Elliot turned over all possible facilities of his ship in order to assist in the 
survey.   LT Frink, tho Executive Officer, organized all the operations of tho 
boat parties, and it was only through his personal direction and participation 
that it was possible to carry out the small boat surveys under extremely difficu 
cenditions.    Since most of tho lagoon waters were not navigable by a DDE, it was 
necessary to make long boat trips in hig^i seas and land on tricky coral roofs« 
That it was possible to make, without mishap, a detailed survey of five widely 
separated atolls in tho course of three days with only two boats was largely due 
to his efforts. 

2«   Introduction 

The BRAVO Shot contaminated a number of atolls in generally eastward 
direction from Bikini to such an extent that it became necessary to evacuate the 
native populations from Rongolap, Alinginao and Utirik Atolls and tho military 
persinnol on Rongerik Atoll.   Following this evacuation CJTF SEVEN organized the 
subject detailed radiological survey of tho atolls to tho eastward of Bikini 
(Rcf. CJTF SEVEN Eniwetok 0604002),   Tho data from this survey wore required for 
tho following purposes» 

a«    The evaluation of the radiation effects on evacuees« 

b. Tho estimation of tho elapsed time before rcoccupancy. 

c. Tho estimaticn of the residual radiation effects of large yields 
surface detonations« 

In connection with this survey, teams from various Task Groups and Mr. 
Wilds, Trust Territory Representative, returned to the atolls to secure the 
evacuated habitations, service military equipment, and obtain documentary photo- 
graphy. 

3«   Operational ScheduJfO 

8 March - 0800     Survey team rendezvous aboard USS NICHOLAS (DDE 449) 
in Rongolap lagoon. 
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SUBJECT:    Radiological Survey of Downwind Atolla Contaaixiatod by BH'.VD 

8 March - 1000 - 1800   Two parties In aoall boats surveyed living areas 
on Rongclap Island and eastern half of Rongclap Atoll. 

. 9 March - 0700 - 1130   Two parties in a/mll boats frocccdcd from the DD- 
which ms stationed outside Utirik Atoll and surveyed 
Utirik and Aon Islands, the oain islands of the Atoll, 

9 March - 1500 - 1700   One party in a small boat landed on the outer 
reef of Bikar Island and surveyed the island, the only 
large isLind of Bikar Atoll« 

10 March - 0700 - 1100 Two parties in small boats proceeded from the DT 
which was stationed outside Rongerik Atoll and survcy 
Eniwctak Island («tiere the Task Force's Units had bcci 
stationed) and the other important islands of the Atol 

10 March - 1430 - 19i0   Two parties In small boats proceeded from the DF 
which ws stationed outside Alinginao Atoll and survey 
the inhabited islands of the Atoll« 

11 March - 0700 - 1A0O   One party in a small boat surveyed the northwc* 
om islands of Rongclap Atoll and one party reoheck: 
the living aroas on Rongclap Island and established a 
reference location for future decay racasurements« 

12 March - 0800     Survey team arrived Shiwotok Atoll via DDE« 

4«   The following personnel from test projects in TO 7.1, TU 13, served as 
members of the survey team: 

Herbert Scovillo, Jr.                TÜ-13 Staff 
Richard Rast Project 2«1 
Richard Souls Project 2.5a 
Phlmcr Stropo Project 6,4 

The USS NICHOLAS (DDE UU9) supplied boat crows under the direction of LT Cliffor 
Prink, Executive Officer, for surveys« 

5«    Instruncntatiq^ 

Radiac set AN/PDR-39 was selected as the instrument to be used in the 
conduct 9f the survey.    Five (5) each of AN/PDR-39 wore cilibrated with an 80 
Curio Co6® source twenty-four hours before departure«   Th- ctlibration yielded a 
zero variation between instruments - any scale.   Upon crods checking three of 
theso instruments, (a point of actual survey) in a radiaticn field of 0.320 r/hr 
it was found that all three instruments gave the samo reading. 

These survey meters wore subject to prolonged use under adverse condi- 
tions of dampness (to the point of sea water splashing over them), salt deposit 
and continual rough handling.   With one exception, all Instruments operated 
efficiently for the duration of the operation«   On the final day it was found 

2r 
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SUBJECT:    Radiological Survey of Downwind Atolls Contcuainatcd by BRAVO 

that one survey actor could not be properly zero adjusted«   The four romlnlng 
:H/?dR~39, still operated efficiently and seemed to be in good working order, 

.One (l) each Bccknan 10C-5, and one (l) each />N/FDR-27A was brought alor.5- 
for any low intensity checks necessary«   Two (2) each calibrated AN/PDR-T1B, wor-- 
on hand to serve as spares in the event of operational failure with the AN/PDR-O 
None of these instruments were required« 

6«    The average and atodflua gaooa dose rates ocasurcd on the various island: 
of each atoll arc plotted in Figures 1 through 5«    All ooasurcacnts were aadc at 
waist height unless otherwise indicated«    The tnaximun readings do not include 
ocasurcmenta made with the instrument next to a contaminated surface« 

Detailed surveys were made of all the inhabited localities«   Typical 
readings arc given in Tables 1 and 2 for the native village of Rongelap Island, 
and the TG 7*4 camp on iihiwctak Island«   In general, the villages and the camps 
appeared tc have slightly lower average dose rates than the remainder of the 
island«    This can perhaps be ascribed to different geometry of the contamination 
and to slightly greater penetration into the loose gravel in the native villages- 
The dose rates inside the native huts appeared to bo almost the same as the dose 
rate outside«    The dose rate in the middle of the military barracks, tents, and 
shacks was 1/3 to 1/2 that outside«   This reduction is probably largely a geooct 
effect«    The dose rate fell off rapidly on the beach below the high tide mark« 
There was no evidence of rain washing off the contamLnatod natcrial«   The foilaf 
on the windward sides of the islands appeared to bo slightly above average con- 
tamination» 

TABI£ 1 

TYPICAL READINGS HI RCMGSL\P VILLAGE - 8 MARCH 

Location Dose Rate (orAir) 

Rongelap Island (average) 375 
Center of village 280 
Near central cistern 300 
Near southern cistern 220 
Near northern cistern 350 

TABI£ 2 

TYPICAL RE.>DI^}S IN CAMP ON a^LETAK IS. - 10 MARCH 

Outside Doso Inside Doso 
Location Rate (mrAir) Rate (mrAr) 

Eniwetak Island (average) 280 - «• 
Mess hall 220 110 
Tent, edge of main camp 270 175 
Latrine '* 260 160 
Sleeping quarters 260 90 
Dispensary 220 HO 
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Radio Station 290 
Vfoather Station (N and of Island)    2B0 
Proj 6,6.Station (S end of island) 240 

160 
110 

In ordsr to estiinato tho rate of decay between 8 and U lArch, the follow- 
ing radiation oeasurements were taken on three days on Rongolap Island: 

Central living area (village) 
Southern most cistern 
Roof of cistern (Southern most) 
Ground (contact) cistern area 

8 March 

2Ö0 nr Ar 
220 ar/hr 
2U0 mr/Vir 
220 nr/hr 

11 If&rch 

17# ar/hr 
145 pr/hr 
140 arfa 
HO mr Ar 

.'jn area was selected 30 yards Inland from the Rongolap cemetery as a ocas . 
ing point for future decay neasurcocnts»    This area is outlined with 2XUa plac 
on pails«   The waist height reading was 210 sar/hx at 1000 hours, U March 1954. 

?•   Sample collections 

!.%tor samples were collected from tho water supplies of all InhabitoJ 
areas«    About two quarts of water wore transferred to a polycthlanc bottle at 
each sito.   These will be turned over to tho New York Operations Office, AEC f • 
analysis. 

Soil samples were collected at all Inhabited areas and also at sevcra' 
onlnhafaitod islands«    In collecting tho soil samples a one foot by one foot 
square was maztodon the ground and soil to about one Inch of depth was removed 
from tho square and transferred to a cardboard container«    Tho primary samples 
will be turned over to tho New York Operation Office, Ii3C, for analysis, and 
some smaller samples will be analyzed by Program 2 of TU 13* 

Listed In Table 3 arc the samples taken with tho dose rate measured ; 
at waist height at the location Where they wore talon« 

Sample No« Atoll 

TABLE 3 - SOIL 

Island Date UrMr 

2» 
2 
3 

5» 
6» 
7» 
8» 
9 

10 
11* 

Rongolap 
Rongolap 
Rongolap 

Rongolap 

Rongelap 
Rongolap 
Rongelap 
Utlrik 
Bikar 
Rongerik 

Rongelap (North end] 1 8 Uar 440 
Rongolap (Centex ' of village) 8 Mar 280 
Rongelap (1 mile north of 

village) 8 Mar 340 
Rongelap (near South i cistern 

of village) 8 Uar 220 
Erlirippu 8 Mar 2200 
Eniaetok 8 Mar 900 
Kabelle 8 Mar 2000 
Utlrik 9 Mar 40 
Bllor 9 Mar 160 
Ehlwetak 10 Mar 280 

Ailinginae       Slfo 10 Mar       100 

♦Small additional sample taken for analysis by Program 2 of TU 13« 
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D>te Ur/Rr 

8 Uar 300 

8 U&r 350 

8 Uar 400 

8 HAT 
9 Mar 

220 

9Mtir 
JO Mar 

40 
240 

TABLE 3 - V/AITO 

3afflDlo No. Atoll Island 

1 Rongelap Rongelap (central cistern) 
2 Rongelap Rongelap (North part of 

village) 
3 Rongelap Rongelap (Northemooit 

cistern) 
4 Rongelap Rongelap (Southemoost 

cistern ) 
5 Utirik Utirik (cistern near church) 
6 Utirik Utirik (cistern at south of 

village) 
7 Rongerik Ehiwetak (Distillation water) 10 Mar 

In addition to the above, a soapla of foilago mas taken at the wind- 
ward side of Bikar Island, The radiation field was 180 ar/hr on 9 March 195'': 
at this point, 

8.    Conclusions and Recommendation a 

a«   Tho radiological survoy proved that a large yield surface detoi 
tion con produce extremely serious radiological oontaolnation over a distane 
more than 120 fidles downwind and important contamination about 250 miles dou 
wind. 

b. The center of tho eontandnation pattern from the BRAVO Shot lie. 
scmevhat north of Rongelap* and Rongerik Atolls and probably not far from a 1: 
between Bikini and Bikar* 

c. Although the fall-out was serious on Rongelap Island located at 
the extromo southeast tip of the atoll, the contamination was about ton timos 
greater at tho north side of the atoll, twenty miles away* 

d* The contamination decroaaed by a factor of about eight over tho 
domwind distance of 50 milos between Rongelap and Rongerik* 

o. Standard military field housing provides a significant degree oi 
protection to personnel inside* 

f.   The AN/PDR-39 proved to be a vory satisfactory instrument for 
field survoy work under rigorous environmental conditions* 

g*    A single DDE with two (2) whale boats is not a completely satis- 
factory method of conducting a broad radiological survoy of the type ju£ 
completed.    Future surveys should consider using vessels capable of entering 
more of the atolls and of handling a helicopter and several small boats* 

6 Incls: 
1. Rad. Survey Rongelap /a/ Herbert Scoville 
2. Rad, Survoy Utirik DR. HERBERT SCOVULE 
3. Rad. Survey Bikar Technical Director 
4. Rad. Survey Rongerik APST/P 
5. Rad. Survey Ailinginae »^ 
6. Summary of Rad, Survey 
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HEAOCUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOW) c/o PM 
San Francisco, Calif. 

J-3/37O.05 9 April 1954 

SUBJECT:   Reports on Evacuation of Natives and Surveys of Several 
Marshall Island Atolls 

TO: See Distribution 

1. Reference is made to letter this headquarters, J-3/729.3j subject: 
Radiological Surveys of Several üarshall Island ntolls, dated 18 toarch 1954 
(Secret, Restricted Data). 

2. Attached herewith for your inforaation and retention are copies of 
additional reports and memoranda pertaining to the above reference. 

3«   In addition to the above material, motion picture and still photo- 
graphy was accomplished on various phases of the initial pro-evacuation 
surveys and on the reception of natives at Kwajalein.   Contact black and 
white prints of the still photography are being prepared as further material 
to document the native evacuation effort.   These prints will not be of pro- 
fessional quality and will be forwarded primarily to indicate the over-all 
photographic coverage.    Distribution will be made approximately 30 April 
1954, availability of prints permitting distribution to the following only: 
C/S USA (äcAgt), DUA (ABC),  Dffii (AEG), HICOliTERPACIS, CINCPAC, CINCPACFLT, 
ChAFSWP, COUNAVSTAKWAJ.    Additional prints in specific sizes and quality, 
and motion picture coverage, may be procured in accordance with Annex T to 
CJTF SEfim Operation Order 3-53.    Particular attention is invited to para- 
graph 2b, Annex T covering Distribution and Control of photographic 
materials by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defense. 

P. V. CIARKSON 
Major General, USA 
Commander 
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DISTRIBUTION: 
CTG 7.1 (30 cya) 
CTG 7.2 (1 cy) 
CTG 7.1 (1 cy) 
CTG 7.4 (1 cy) 
CTG 7,5 (1 cy) 
CINCPAC (1 cy) 
CINCPACFLT (1 cy) 
HICOMTERPACIS (1 cy) 
COi/INAVSTAK'-AJ (1 cy) 
DMA/^SC (1 cy) 
DBM/AEC (1 cy) 
Ch AFSV.P (1 cy) 
CG FldComd (DV2T)  (1 cy) 
C/S USA, ExAgt (1 cy) 
USL H Div (1 cy) 
HASL, NYOO (c/o Mgr Opns)   (2 cya) 
USS REMSHAU (DDE-499)  (1 cy) 
USS PHILIP (DDE-498) (1 cy) 
USS NICHOLAS (DDE-U9)   (1 cy) 

9 Incls: 
1. Report by CO USS PHILIP, Ser 001, 

subj: Evacuation of Rongelap and 
Alllnglnae Atolls on 3 .lar 54, dtd 5 Mar 54. 

2. Report by CO USS  fcttSiUE,   Ser 038, subj» 
Report of Evacuation of Natives, Utirik Atoll, 
4 Mar 54, dtd 18 i.Iar 1954. 

3. Report by CO USS NICHOLAS,   (and Ist Ind by 
CTG 7.3, Ser 0698 dtd 25 Mar 54), basic Itr ser 
049, subj: Radsafe Survey 8-11 liar 54, dtd 20 tlar 54. 

4. Report by CO USS NICHOLAS, Ser 054, 3ubj: Rsport of 
Rongelap Survey Trip, 25-26 Mar 54, dtd P0 Mar 54. 

5. Memo for CJTF SEVEN,  subj: DDE Trip to Rongelap ntoll 
26 Mar 54, dtd 30 Mar 54. 

6. M/R:   Miscellaneous Radsafe Surveys of Rongsrik. 
7. M/R:    Kv:ajalein NYOO Flight ABLE Results. 
8. Drinking V.'ater Samples  (Analysis Raport). 
9. Soil Samples (Analysis Report). 
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From: 
To» 

Subj: 

Reft 

Ends 

USS PHILIP (DDS 498} 
Ccj-m u£ Fldtft Post OlliC» 
Son Franciaco, CLiuorniu 

DDE498tVLMiGirAtwk 
H2-1 
Serial:    001 

5 Mar 1954 

Commanding Offioar 
Commander, Task Group 7.3 

Evacuation of Rongelap and Ailinginae Atolls on 3 March 1954; 
report of 

(a) COMTASKGROUP 7.3 Disp 020848Z of March 1954 
(b) COM JTF SEVEN Disp 021225Z of March 1954 

(1) Passenger lists of evacuees from Rongelap and Ailinginae 
Atoll 

(2) Radiological statistics reported by monitor teams, Rongelf 
and Ailinginae Atolls 

(3) Location of water cisterns, Rongelap Island 

1. In compliance with reference (a), the PHILIP got underway from 
Bikini at 2145M on 2 March and arrived and anchored off Rongelap Island 
in the lagoon «t 0730M on 3 March.    A PBM-SA (VP-29)  aircraft. No. 2085, 
piloted by LCDR '7ELCH which previously had been dispatched from Kwajalein 
anchored about 100 yards off the beach of the some island shortly before 
the PHILIP anchored.    Prior to anchoring,  the PBM, in good radio com- 
munication with the PHILIP, made a thorough reconnaissance flight around 
the atoll.    Also on departure the previous evening, the Commanding 
Officer of the PC 1546 offered much valuable navigational and general 
information which was of great help to the PHILIP. 

2. The beach party including the Commanding Officer, Executive Officer, 
Radiological Safety Officer and a three man monitoring team proceeded 
from the PHILIP in a motor whale-boat to the PBM and picked up Mr. Marion 
WILDS, civilian representative of the Civil Administration Unit, Marshalls 
Trust Territories of Pacific Islands,  and Oscar DeBrum, Morshallese in- 
terpreter.    The beach was such as to allow an easy close-in landing with- 
out danger to the boat. 

3. The party was met at the beach by John,  the Magistrate of Rongelap. 
Monitoring of the island conmenced immediately.    On the basis of initial 
readings it appeared obvious that evacuation was dafinitcly in order. 
The Commanding Officer, U.S.3. PHILIP presented Mr, STilds with the gen- 
eral picture based on monitoring information,  and on being informed that 
Commander Joint Task Force SEVEN had stated that the actual evacuation 
should be requested by trust territory officials, Mr. VTilds was very 
emphatic regarding the need for evacuation.    Through the interpreter 
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it was explained that it was to the best interests of the Rongelap 
people to leave the atoll and that the PHILIP was there for that 
purpose,    Mr, r!ilds was present during all the oonvsrsation with 
John the 1'agistrata and was of much assistance as also was LCDR 
V, L. I.IURTHA, Executive Officer of the PHILIP whose Majuro Island 
Government background provod very helpful in oonvincing the Mar- 
shallese that they should leave, 

4, The information that the people 'would leave Rongelap was passed 
vary quickly.    Each person was asked to bring a small handbag as the 
only baggage since the monitors readings indicated a high dosage on 
sleeping mats,  palm baskets,  and other personal belongings.    It is 
considered very important that once the accepted leader is established 
and identified that all requests be made through him without exception. 
This procedure expedited the entire operation, 

5, It was decided to utilize the P3U to transport the elderly and the 
sick to Kwajalein,    John designated sixteen (16) persons and this party 
r-a embarked in the aircraft in about an hour and a half after the 
party first landed.    Those passengers are listed in Enclosure (l) which 
is for-'arded herewith, 

6, Fortunately,, the Marshallese were not reluctant to leave the island. 
The magistrate explainad that the people had been sick and ho obviously 
daducod that all of the people would soon be provided the necessary 
medical care,    John was apprehensive  about the safety of his boat,  a 
30 foot sloop.    The sloop was towed by the ship's ■whale boat to a bettor 
lee.    Two anchors were dropped and tho boat appearod to bo in good holding 
ground. 

7, The forty eight (48)  remaining Marshallese wore transported via two 
"hip's whale boats to the PHILIP,    Names of evacuees are listed in 
enclosure (l), 

8, Do-contamination of tho Marshallese oommencjd immediately upon em' 
barkation.    Routes had been previously established and tho do-oontanina- 
tion teams on station ready to guide the passengers to the de-contanina- 
tion center (after crew's washroom).    Clothing Tas placed In two G.I, cans 
oft and after a thorough shower clean clothes wore readily available at 
the exit.    The crsw donated sufficient whito  and dungaree trousers, 
dungaree and "T" shirts without v/hioh the do-oont^nination could not have 
been as effective. 
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9, '"Tonen and children were billeted in tha torpedo room and the 
npn provided tompcrary shelter under a canvas tarpaulin riggod on 'the 
01  level betvraen the stacks.    Cots -were available  as seats in both 
locations.    The  after offiosr's haad and washroom,   a short dis- 
tance from the torpedo room was designated for use by the women and 
children.    The men had the use of the after crew's head and washroom. 
The separation of the Marshallese was mandatory due to the linitod 
space available in the torpedo room,    A continuous 24 hour sentry 
watch,   all petty officers, was set at both locations to insure privacy 
and to assist in any requests made by the Marshallese, 

10, All children were provided milk shortly after de-contanination, 
Tho Marshallese wont through the regular mess line for meals and had 
the same ration as the crew. The meat course was the le«ist popular. 
The majority of the party asked for more soup, broad and vegetables. 
Hot soup was most in demand. Ice cream was the natural favorite of 
all the children, 

11, The contaminated clothing was washed in the- ship's laundry with 
a strong soap solution, dried, pressed and returned within four hours 
after the party embarked, 

12, Sleeping accommodations,  although crowded, were considerod adequate. 
Twelve (12)  cots and two (2)  stretchers wore sot up in the torpedo room 
".nd the remaining d^ck space covered with kapok life jackets.    The mon 
slept on tho fantail under the deck av/ning.    Life jackets proved to be 
comfortable pallets  and are excellent insulation against warm or damp 
däcks,    'Tith thn  above arrangements each person had a sleeping space, 

13, Tho P3M pi one Commander reported that he thought he saw soraj people 
on Sniaetpk Island (Rongelap Atoll),    A party,  including John and Oscar 
DeBrum, the interpreter, Irnded on this island at 03124511,    A thorough 
search was made but no liarshallese were located.    The Magistrate insured 
the search party that he was certain that there were no persons thsro 
since a boat was not nearby,    Llonitor team readings indicated an avorage 
of 3,02 Roentgons, with a maximum reading of 3,35 Roontgcns,    Monitor 
t3?m statistics  are  included in enclosure (2),    It was lucky that this 
island was not inhabite'*, 

14, Six (6)  samples of water taken from wells on Rongelap have b-ön 
forwarded in compliance -nth roferenco (b).    Approximate locations of 
'/.•oils  are  indioatod in enclosure (3), 
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15, Tho ship than proco^ded to Ailinginae Atoll,    Tho Magistrate 
bcliovod it possible that a pirty vns on Enibuk Island,    A party w.s 
lindsd, conducted a thorough search but found no ono,    Tho ship ro- 
TTiainod in tho vicinity of Enibuk v/hild the two whale boats piocoodod 
to Sifo Island.    A sloop was sighted anchored in tho lagoon off Sifo 
Island,    Tho party lemdad and John the M-'istrate once again oxplainod 
the njed for leaving Rongalap,    Eighteen Cl9) Marshalloso wore trrns- 
portad from this  island.    Both this group,   and John,  assured tho party 
that there wero no Marshallosa on any of the other islands and the 
avacuation was considered completed.    The sloop v/as anchored off tho 
island in a good lee,    Tho sans procedures for handling the 18 ovaouoos 
from Sifo were followtid as dascrib^d in thj proceeding paragraphs, 

16, The PHILIP departed from Ailinginao  at 130011 on 3 March and arrived 
at the Naval Station Kwaj alein at OSSOM o;i 4-March,    The Karshalleso 
were disembarked during tha morning of 4 liarch and removad to the Naval 
Dispensary,    On arrival^  the PHILIP was visited by Commander, Naval 
Station, Kwaj alein,  and raproeontativos of Commander Joint Task Forco 
33V2H. 

17, In spite of the willingness of tho people to Ijave their homos 
there was understandable concam over tha safety of the two sloops left 
behind at Rongolap and Sifo,    Thase boats are  a community asset for 
hauling copra and returning the basic food staples,    medicines and 
Qlothing during the period that Trust Tarritory fiald trip ships ara 
not available,    Thara was a considarable amount of copra in a drying 
shad on Sniaotok and a smallar amount on Sifo,    It was most dishoartsning 
to the Magistrate to leave the coora behind since ho himself had prepared 
tho copra on Eniaatok last weak.    All livastock,   including about one 
hundred chickens ond ton pigs rare abandoned on Roncclap,    Two dogs were 
also laft on the island.    Since the people wore not given an astimato of 
the duration of their evacuation, tho concern over the abova itams will 
no doubt increase  as the  absence from their homes grows longar, 

18, It is recommended that aircraft periodically check the condition 
of the two sloops at Ror.gelap and Sifo,    It is further rocoramanded that 
some consideration be givan to tha transfer of livestock, copra and 
personal belongings on Ronrelap, Sifo, Eniaatok,    Th^-re is a possibility 
that these  animals coul'i be of much value for sciantific research, 

19, Tho Uarshalleso vtaro axcellant paasangars, most cooperative, navar 
danoriing and exemplary in conduct.    It vras  a distinct pleasure for tho 
crow of tha PHILIP to hava boon affordad tha opportunity to assist those 
raidt  people in tho evacuation. 

Sopy tos •        . , 
CinCPacFlt H    ' > 
CJTF SEV3N G.  Vf.  /X3IN 
CTU 7.3,1 
CTO 7,1 



A LIST OF MARSH&LESB EVACUATED VIA PBM FROM RCNC-ELAP ISUHD 
ON 3.UARCK 1954 

"5330 "SET ■w 

1. Lonon Mala 
2. Kancna Male 
3. Lutar Female 
4. Jolen Male 
5. Koma Female 
6. Tiboj Male 
7. Bekiri Famale 
8. Jenat Female 
9. Betty Famale 

10, Rinok Female 
11. Almira Femalo 
12. Ellin Famale 
13. Luv;ataic Female 
14. Jabwe Mala 
15. Ant ok Male 
16. Anjar Fomalo 

66 
75 
83 
70 
63 
28 
62 
52 
6 

17 
19 
24 
78 
30 
48 
59 

K- 7* 
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A LIST OF UAHSHALLESE EMBARKED ABOARD THE USS PHILIP (DDE 496) 
FROM RDNGELAP ISLAND ON 3 MARCH 1954 

TIASiE- ■sHT "AST 

J 

1.   Naptall Mala 49 
2.    Fkuiak Mala 43 
3.    Bella Mala 37 
4,   Holnrlok Mala 36 
5.    Zltlkos Mala 44 
6,    John Male 31 
7.    Baaj Mole 30 
8.    Jla Male 20 
9.   Jarkan Male 15 

10.   Norlo Male 12 
11.   Kltnar Male 7 
12.    Sakraias Male 7 
13.   Harry Male 6 
14.   Elio Male 5 
15.   Jabon Male 4 
16,   Irojl Male 13 
17.    Ziniar Male 2 
18.    Alat Mole 2 
19.    DeJan Male 2 
20.   LakiJ '   Mala 1 
21.    Dlk Male 2 
22.   Joj Male 4 
23.    Kiuoj a Female 59 
24.   Marta Female 63 
25.   Jadra Fomale 50 
26.    Mwenarihl Female 38 
27.    Zila Female 37 
28.   Najak Fomale 31 
29.   Mina Female 30 
30.    Mitswa Female 28 
31.    Muja Female 26 
32.    Rakko Female 12 
33.    Zatok Male 60 
34.    Zije Female 4 
35.   Ulna Female 2 
36,   Narja Female 7 
37.   Hatai Female 18 
38.    Jimaco Female 15 
39.   Hruko Fomale 15 
40.    Mvreo Female 13 
41.   Marry Female 9 
42.   Kaiki Female 3 
43.   Jonita Female 4 
44.    Ermita Female 3 
45.    Jemlik Female 2 
46.   KioJ on Fomale 15 
47.   Niktimoi Male 20 
48.'   Biliet Male 

foge c or anciosure (I) 
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A LIST OF MASSILMLSSE EliB: "JCED ABOARD THE USS PHILIP (DDE 498) 
FROM SIFO ISLAND ON  3 MARCH 1954 

HÄJsr "SET "ÄST 

1. Jojea 
2. 3nul 
3. Jaken 
4. Kotai 
5. Jonoor 
6. Torty 
7. :.pe n 
8. Jonbolc 
9. Jabkoon 

10. Kaban 
11. Bolkins 
12. Biliem 
13. Nanako 
14. John 
15. Katy 
16. Lija 
17. Amon 
18. Kajim 

Halo 
Ucle 
Hale 
Mala 
Mala 
Famala 
Femala 
Female 
Female 
Femolo 
Fomale 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Facial e 
Female 
Female 

35 
2 

42 
4 

57 
55 
13 
10 

1 
19 

2 
12 
16 

2 
16 
37 
25 
35 
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RAD SAFE REPORT 

-(Evacuation and Decontamination of Marshallese Natives) 

I. Data: 

a,    t 
^    ilsland 
Mi4l  
ZOtRonralap 
QHT ■ *- 

,,    «Enlaetok 

9E       S 

^jjtEnibuk 

S<;5ifo 

Totals      : 

gggg (inMR/HR) 
Ave.    :      Max. 

1473 1900 

2031 3650 

445 550 

412 480 

Inhabited 

Yos 

No 

No 

Yes 

«    2 

Time of 
Readings 

031045M 

031245M 

031545M 

031715M 

II.    DECONT^INATIONi       (PERSONNEL) 

1.    Decontamination readings are as follows: 

Average Readings 

!     *"""~-~~    .  Before "lAftor "~^ 
i  ISLAND      t  Decontaminatlont Decontamination 
i t t 
t  Rongelap i    60 MR/frR i 25 MR/^R 

i  Slfo 40 MR/ta 15 MR/teR 

NOTE #1*    Clothing was slightly oontaminatsd even after de- 
cent eaain at ing procedures were employed due to its 
rough surface and prolonged exposure to radiation* 
However, maximum readings of less than 50 IIR/HR did 
not warrant discarding women's clothing due to the 
short time it was to be worn» 

NOTE #2.    Decontamination upon leaving the ship;     20-22 IIR/HR, 

Enclosure (2) 
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LOCATION OF WJSLLS SAÜP1SD J MARCH iv%, RONGSLAP ISLAND. 

flOTTLä #3 

BOTTLS #2 

BOTTLE #i 

BOTTLS #b 
BOTTLi; /►si 
BOTTLi: #0 

A' 

Zaciosure (3) 
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US3 RrNSHAW (ODE-499) 
%Fleet Post Office 

San Francisco| California 
In Reply Refer to 
DDE499/LHA:rec 
A9 
Serial: 038 
18 March 1954 

From:    Commanding Officer, U.S.S." REMSHAW (DDE-499) 
To:        Commander Task Group SEVEN POINT THREE 

Subj:    Report of Evacuation of Natives, Utirik Atoll, U March 1954 

Ref:       (a) CTG 7.3 conf disp 031220Z 
(b) CTG 7-3 conf disp 032040Z 

End:    (l)    Inforoal Narrative of Evacuation of Utirik Island Natives 

1. In accordance with reference (b), enclosure (1) is submitted herewith. 

2. A limited number of photographs were taken of some phases of the evacu- 
ation by the ship's official photographer.    These are not being processed 
and it is later planned to submit prints as a supplement to this report. 

3*    The four drinking water samples mentioned in enclosure (1) aa obtained 
from the regular living area, Utirik, were delivered to CJTF 7 on 8 March 
1954 via Major R. D, Crea, USA, Staff CJTF 7. 

Copy to: 
CTU 7.3.1 

L. H. ALFORD 

ENCLOSURE (2) 
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INFORMAL NAREATIVE OF EVACUATION OF NATIVrS FROM 

UTIRIK ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS 

Having received orders at just before dawn on 3 i-arch 1954, to proceed 
to UtiriiC ntolx, tne ttenshaw, immediately departed from the patrol area north 
of Eniwetok Atoll and set course eastward to pass south of Bikini enroute. 
Speed was adjusted to arrive at daylight the next day and the 400 mile voyage 
was completed without incident. 

Meanwhile, now activity was evident in Renshaw.    Charts, sailing direc- 
tions, tide tables and all possible sources of inforaation on the Atoll were 
searched and avidly studied.    Although the decision that the natives would 
be evacuated was not known on board until late in the night of the 3rd, plans 
were firmed up for handling the people,    Swveral schemes were put forward but 
the final plan was made with the invaluable knowledge and assistance of S. K, 
Tryba, BMC, USN.    He had served a tour of duty in trust territories west of 
the Marshalls and had experience in evacuation of natives. 

Although the Douglas A. Munro (DE-422) was detailed to assist Renshaw, 
her estimated arrival was not until 041330M, hence plans were made for the 
possibility of receiving on board* Renshaw all the reported 180 natives of 
the Atoll. 

The approach to the target Atoll was made from the westward and north of 
Taka Atoll which is only 4 miles SW of Utirik.    It was sighted at about 0630M 
on the morning of 4 larch and course was set southeastward to pass between 
the two atolls.   Enroute to the south side of triangular shaped Utirik Atoll,, 
we passed close to the reef on the western side in order to get a look at 
Utirik Passage.   There was no thought of entering this channel inasmuch as 
Sailing Directions were very definite that no ship larger than a PC should- 
rake the attempt.    Nevertheless, a look was desired to determine if charted 
beacons were present (they weren't) and to determine the feasibility of our 
boats .entering the lagoon or perhaps even the DE should it be found too dan- 

'gerous on the south side for the evacuation.   Theoretically, it would have 
even been possible for Renshaw to enter at high tide about 1600M when our 
18 ft. drag aft would clear the channel about 3 ft. if the charted depths 
were correct and if the sun at our backs made the channel and coral heads 
visiblo.    It was recKoned that the thrill of entering this channel for the 
CO. would be about like th'-.t of Russian roulette. 

Upon rounding the SW tip of the Atoll, course was set eastward to skirt 
the reef along ths soutnem leg which appeared to offer the best lee from 
wind and surf for the evacuation.    Fortunately the weather was exceptionally 
good with light "E winds and only moderate swells.    At 0735^ the ship hove 
to at about 300 yds just south of Utirik Is., the largest of the Atoll and 
on which all the natives were reported to live.   At this time trust terri- 
tory officials and interpreters had not arrived nor had an ETA bean received. 
In view of our directive to coiamence evacuation at daylight it was decided 
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to proceed at once as best we could until the trust officials arrived or 
if necessary without them.    It was hoped that we might find a missionary, 
a pidgin English native or even a trust representative ashore. 

Consaquently at about 0740 the gig (26 ft. USS) was launched and a 
beach party was embarked with tho Executive Officer, LCDR V.. K. Easton, USN, 
in charge.    He was to try to get ashore as soon as possible, organize the 
natives for evacuation and determine the be.^. location and means for the 
evacuation.    Included in this party were the Radsafa Officer, monitor, hos- 
pitalman, signalman, etc.    ^s soon as this party shoved off, a socond iiiVB 
was launched with the Gunnery Officer in charge, who was to search along 
the reef for a break or a more favorable spot for safe boat handling in the 
ovacuation. 

Now, as the boats left the ship, we commenced execution of our plans 
for receiving the natives on board.    Awnings were rigged on the fantail with 
side strips from, the deck to the redge ropes,    iidditional life lines were 
rigged for the safety of children.    Fore and aft and vertical accesses to 
the fantail were closed or roped off and awnings rigged where necessary to 
ensure privacy for the natives.    The entire crew's washroom and head aft 
(largest on board) were set aside for the natives and for their decontamin- 
ation inasmuch as this is the ship's main station for this purpose.    An out- 
side salt water shower was rigged, a receptacle was provided for thtir clothes 
and sufficient clean dungaree shirts, trousers, etc., were raised by Vt 
appeal to the crew, to thus clothe all the natives.    A pig-pen was fashioned 
by closing off access to a 3" gun tub.   We planned to tether chickens to 
life lines on the 01 deck and let the dogs roam free amongst the populace. 

Meanwhile, the Executive Officer and party approached the south shore 
of the island at a point about 1$00 yds west of the eastern tip.    The island 
here and elsewhere has a continuous outer perimeter of table reefs extending 
some U0 yds out into the water over which the waves produced a surf of medium 
size and presented considerable small boat hazard.   Having selected a point 
where the surf was slight and appeared to offer the best spot, the Executive. 
Officer commenced paddling ashore in a small, one-man rubber raft (wo kept 
it after picking up a bailed-out jet pilot last fall), which had a line 
attached to it from the boat.    After some ^ro6roSs towards the beach he 
appeared to experience difficulty with the surf and some unseen force resulting 
in no progress.    Considerable humor and some coMem were evoked at sight of 
the Executive Officer furiously paddling, oach stroke whirling the raft 180° 
around but making no progress.    It was later determined that the line from 
boat to the raft had fouled in the coral, securely anchoring him to seaward. 
By this time a few of the natives had appeared and some of them swam out and 
helped him ashore amidst friendly greetings, 

«»t about this time. Navy JRF 912 seaplane arrived from Kwajalein, landed 
in the western part of the lagoon and commenced taxiing eastward towards 
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Utirik Is. - After establishing radio communications with the plane and as- 
certaining the number of passengers, the Executive Officer was directed to 
cross over to the lagoon side and use the rubber raft or any means to land 
the plane passengers,   Hith the friendly help of the cooperative natives, 
the X.O. with the rubber raft, set out in an outrigger canoe towards the 
seaplane in the lagoon.   But just as he approached the plane it taxiied away 
apparently not distinguishing him among the natives.    It had been suggested 
to the plane that if he had difficulty landing passengers in the lagoon, he 
might try landing outside the lagoon near the ship.   Upon hearing this 
suggestion, the plane took off immediately and after one try, a tremendous 
bounce, another circle and approach, landed near the ship about 0915M, 

Meanwhile, the gig having disembarked the Executive Officer was in- 
structed by him to proceed eastward about 500 yards to a small cove where 
the natives said landings could be made with more ease and safety.    This 
was done but calling it a cove is a misuse of the term.    Ease and safety 
did not seem to fit the situation either but it did appear less dangerous. 
By using the anchor to seaward the gig was slowly worked up to the reef 
edge where the Radsafc Officer and his team disembarked and waded ashore 
to the sane friendly welcome, handshakes and "Good Uoming" from every native 
large and small.    During this time the Executive Officer had returned to the 
beach from the lagoon and his try at receiving the plane passengers and ad- 
vised the native chief to prepare his people for evacuation.    Some of the 
natives who seemed to understand and spoke some broken English were of great 
assistance in this.   At this time the ship was advised by the X.O. of the 
necessity for evacuation on southern and seaward side of Utirik Island and 
that native boats would be of no practical assistance.   The Gunnery Officer 
in the 1MB, after searching for several miles along the south leg of the 
atoll,  reported there were no breaks in the reef nor landing places of any 
kind. 

After the gig had idisembarked the remainder of the beach party, it was 
returned to the ship having lost its anchor in leaving the reef.    It arrived 
in the vicinity of the ship Just in time to meet tne plan« and take aboard 
its passengers.    They consisted of iiarshall Island Trust Territory repre- 
sentative, uarshall Island interpreter, 2nd two public relations civilians 
attached to staff, CJTF 7,    After a brief consultation on board and pro- 
curement of another boat anchor, the gig was again dispatched to the beach, 
meeting the ISS enroute and receiving from it a radioman with a portable 
SCR-300 radio which greatly facilitated the operation.   This party was met 
by the Executive Officer and the group then set o-it for the village.    The 
seaplane departed shortly for Kwajalein, 
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VMla this was going on the Radsafe Officer and his team were making 
their survey with radiac instruments AN/PDR-27E.    The first readings taken 
wore oo the seaward side of the island where intensities of 110 mr (with     .^ 

"^       and without beta shield) were found.    Readings of 120-130 mr (with and with- 
out shield) were indicated along the foot path connecting the seaward side 
of the island to the village on the l^joon side.    Upon arrival at the village, 
several natives were monitored with the following readings common to all; over 
all body 100 mr (with and without shield), hands 100 mr (with and without 
shield), gonads 105 mr with shield and 110 mr without shield, feet 115 mr 
with shield and 120 mr without shield.   Since the readings in the air over 
th« entire middle section of the island was 100 mr, it is believed that the 
10O ar readings stated in this report were due to background intensity effects. 

Other items monitored in the village and their intensitieü were; thatched 
roofs' 125 mr witn shield, 130 mr without shield, 4 water samples from wells 
100 mr with and without shield, all food with exception of coconuts 100 mr 
with ardwithout shield, coconuts in their various forms of preparation ranged 
from 130-150 without shield, fish cleaning table 124 mr with shield, 130 mr 
without shield.    A short field trip was made into the undergrowth and grass 
areas surrounding the village where readings of 160 mr with shield, 170 mr 
without shield, were found close to the ground, indicating concentrated and 
trapped contaminating particles.   The monitor made his way via projecting 
coral pieces some 10 yards into the lagoon where the water gave a 50 mr read- 
ing with and without the shield.   The hospitalman was assigned the task of 
collecting water samples and succeeded in obtaining 4 samples of drinking 
water from 4 of the most commonly used cistern reservoirs in the village.    It 
IJ believed that the very low contamination of the water was due to the 
re ^fs over each reservoir. 

Upon arriving at the village the Executive Officer with Trust Territory 
official again informed the natives through the interpreter of the necessity 
for evacuation.    The   interpreter was asked not to scare the natives or unduly 
rush them.    Nevertheless, he had the floor and after a few words, the natives 
really moved though it is not believed he shook them up too badly.    It was 
carefully explained that we would take along their pigs, chickens, dogs, boats 
or anything we could load.    But after a conference with the Trust official 
in which the degree of contamination, decay and ultimate return of the natives 
were discussed, it was decided, on recommendation of the official, to leave 
the livestock and boats behind.   The natives agre^ to this and after being 
reassured that their possessions and animals would be safe until their return, 
began streaming toward fie evacuation beach.    Possessions taken along rarely 
exceeded two bundles each, and one of which was usual]"- a woven bedding mat. 
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At this time, about 1015M, the ship was advised by the X.O. that the 
_ evacuation would comence about UOO and a life raft was requested for 

use in shuttling the natives over the reef and through the surf to the 
boats standing off about $C yards.    At approximately lO^OM the boat arrived 
with the raft and the evacuation commenced at 1050.   By this time the ma- 
jority of the natives were gathered on the beach and ready to go.   Women, 
children and old people were shuttled out to the boats first, with their 
possessions, followed by the men.    Much cooperation and assistance were 
realized from the able native men whose alertness, willingness and ability 
to swim proved invaluable during the evacuation and reduced the number of 
ship's personnel required.    At about 1200 the evacuation was about half 
completed but the wind was freshening, the tide was flooding and the surf 
was kicking up.    The operation became increasingly hazardous and two raft 
loads of evacuees were very nearly upset In the surf.    The coral was chew- 
ing up the suspension ropes and lattice work of the raft and in a radio 
consultation between the X.O. and CO., serious consideration was given 
to ceasing the operation and trying again from the lagoon side.    Since 
this would delay the operation several hours and also was fraught with 
danger as already indicated, and since we could see the end In sight. It 
was decided to continue.   Most of the women, children and aged were al- 
ready gone and no one had been hurt other than a few coral cuts.   Another 
raft was dispatched and the pa9e was stepped up, though less people were 

loaded on each raft and extreme care was exercised. 

Ten ISB loads of about 15 people each were required to complete the 
evacuation of the 154 natives.    The last raft load left the beach at about 
1245^ leaving as forlorn a set of dogs as you have ever seen.    At 12511£ all 
the natives were on board and none too soon because the wind and surf con- 
tinued to increase.    The native chief n&aed Compass, his been repeatedly 
asked how many natives were on the atoll and if we had them all.    He was 
insistent that all were on Utlrlk Island, none were on other Islands of the 
atoll, and none were on Taka Atoll, 4-5 miles away.    He first said there 
were 161 natives present and proudly brought out a card index file to prove 
lt..   Careful questioning however Indicated that at least two Infants had 
died a day or two before and that the old boy didn't have   this R^I records 
up to date.    The next figure we got was 157 but further questioning indi- 
cated he was counting two or three Imminent but as yet unborn babies.    The 
last figure of 154 was arrived at after a count on board and was concurred 
in by the chief and Trust official.    A breakdown was as follows;    men 47« 
women £2, children under 16,  boys and girls, 26 each. 

At about 1300LI when rafts were secured and boats were hoisted, course 
was set for Kwajalein to arrive at dawn on the 5th.    At about 13^5U we met 
the D.A. liunro (DE-422) coming up from Kwajalein to assist us but there 
was nothing further for her to do but fall in astern and return to Kwajalein. 
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It did not seem prudent to further move the natives around by dividing them 
up between the two ships, inasmuch as no great overcrowding was evident. 
The Munro. had a medical officer on board and offered his services which 

' fortunately were not needed.    It was comforting to know he was available   - 
however, should any of the pregnant women fall due and payable while on 
board. 

Reception and handling of the natives on board worked out fairly wall 
and generally as was expected.    Sach one was monitored as thty came on board 
and readings were around 7 rar/hr which was substantially lower than the 
average of 20 or/hr readings on the beach.    This indicated that wading out 
to the rafts had helped quite a bit in reducing presence of fall-out ma- 
terial on feet and clothing.    Some of the children were routed through the 
showers as soon as they came on board.    But it was decided to feed all of 
them before starting decontamination of adults.   Serving lines were set up 
on the fantail using regular steam table trays of food and giving the natives 
paper plates, cups, etc.   They didn't eat very well, perhaps from the ex- 
citement or maybe they Just don't like meat loaf.    They did better on the 
bread, mashed potatoes and oranges. 

After lunch the Trust Territory official made some suggestions for 
changing and improving our facilities which included careful partitioning 
and segregation of tue women's side of the head and washrooms.    He explained 
that under conditions of excitement and strange surroundings the women are 
extremely modest.   Then commenced decontamination measures and considerable 
resistance was encountered.    But by prodding and cajoling we managed to 
get all about 10& of them through the showers.   These were the aged, infirm 
and sick.    With no readings higher than 7 mr/hr it was decided not prudent 
to force the old people in the showers.   Next the problem of clothing arose, 
Tie had sufficient clean dungarees for them all and planned to run all their 
clothes through the laundry and give them back to put on before leaving the 
ship.   But here again stiff resistance was encountered.   We tried but they 
couldn't seem to understand taking their clothes away and the women wanted 
no part of the dungarees.   Clothes were monitored and since they averaged 
only about 3-4 mr/hr it was decided that the situation did not call for such 
drastic measures.   All of these matters were discussed with the Trust Terri- 
tory official, and decisions were concurred in or made on his recommen- 
dations.    Careful observation of the natives and questioning of the inter- 
preter as to their mood, excitement and general morale convinced us that 
forcing them to give up their clothes would really shake them up. 

By late afternoon they were settled down on their mats and generally 
quiet except for the kids, some of whom took several showers.    They were 
bright-eyed and cute as could be.   Some few of the women, as is their wont, 
talked quietly but steadily all afternoon from the tine   they came aboard. 
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V.e fixed up a fine supper for them of boiled fish and rice with tomatoes 
and Hma .beans mixed in.    By this time they had gotten used to their sur- 
roundings, had recovered their composure and their appetites.    They really^ 

"N stowed away the chow.    This was followed by ice cream and cookies, heavily 
sweetened grape ade and some bright colored hard candy we had left over 
from last Christmas.   The men were given cigarettes and all seemed contented 

v and happy.    Finally, we showed them a movie and there was not the slightest 
reaction of any kind from any of them the whole time.    It should be re- 
membered that most of these natives had never been off the atoll and as far 
as is known had never seen a movie. 

The night was passed without incident and they seemed to rest well on 
their straw mats.    The weather continued good and since we were proceeding 
downwind at a speed of only 11 knots there was practically no motion of the 
ship.    Next morning they ate and seemed to enjoy a big breakfast of hot 
cakes, bacon, bread and jam.    After considerable rubber necking as we en- 
tered Kwajalein harbor and during the process of mooring to the pier, the 
natives were disembarked at about 05090011 to waiting buses in custody of 
CooNavStaKwaj.    As they went over the side one could not help but observe 
and admire the innate dignity of these simple human beings and their naive 
but forthright and optimistic attitude towards life.    These seemed to be 
expressed in a conversation with the native chief through the interpreter1. 
The chief was asked what they had seen and he replied with gestures   . i 
indicating a large explosion,   'tie was then asked what they thought of it j 
and his reply was not the negative one as might be expected that the world 
was coming to an end, but, "The world, we think she «tart over again." 
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JOINT THSK FORCi Si;VE.N 
Ti^SK GROUP 7.3 

APO io? (HaY), c/o Postctst^r 
Sen Francisco, CU.uornia 

FF3/7,3/lOtjint 
A16-10 
Sort   0698 
25 Liar 1954 

> 

FIRST 2IID0RSEI.IE1IT ON U3S MICHOL:^ (DDE-449) Itr P-22  sar 049 of 20 Uar 54 

From:      Conaander, Task Group 7,3 
To: Cortmandar in Chief, P?.cifio 
Viw        Coranander, Joint Task Force S3VEN 

Subj:      RadSafa Survey 8-11 llarch 1954 

1, Forwarded as  a natter of information, 

2, The racoraneadations of the Conmnding Officer, USS NICHOIAS (DDE-449), 
will be considerad carefully if additional surveys of this typo aro ra- 
quirad. 

H. C. 3RUT0II 

Copy to; 
CTO 7,1 
C0MC0RTD23DIV 12 (without basic) 
USS NICHOL/.S (DDS-i49) (without basic) 
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USS NICH0US(DDE-449) DDE449/nnr 
Fleet Post Office P-22 

Son Francisco, California Sort  049 
20 liar 54 

From»    Conniflnding Officer 
i To«        Connamder Task Group 7,3 

Subjt    Radsafa Survey 8-11 March 1954 

1«    The Task Group 7,1 survoy party and Mr, Marion VTilds, trust Territory 
representative,  arrived Rongal-p at 0745i!, 8 March and boarded NICHOLAS 
shortly thereafter,    'Torking parties,  as indioatod in Coimandor Joint Task 
Force SEVEN dispntch 060400Z, were nado  available to Dr, Scovillo's party, 
Dr, Scoville informed the Corananding Officer that all reports of gamma 
intensitites   «nd other scientific data would be reported only to Commander 
Joint Task Force SEVEN,    lie specifically requested that no other commands 
be mode information addressee.    Daily dispatches indicating results of 
RadSafa survey on each atoll,  originated by Dr, Scoville, were addressed 
accordingly.    On debarking at Eniwotok at 0830, 12 March Dr, Scovilla1s 
party transported all earth -md water samplas to Parry Island, 

'^ 2,    The following islands, in atolls, were visited,    Mr, "lids accompanied 
working parties ashore on all ex-inhabitatod islands where native property 
was secured as directed by him, 

a,    Rongelap Atoll;  8 nnd 11 I-Iarch 1954» 

(1)  Rongelap Island: 

(a) Native houses wero closed up and property left in the 
open, that could be ruined by weather, was moved inside, 

(b) One dog nnd three cats wero killed as possible menace 
to livestock, 

(c) One thirty foot sailing schooner was beached above high 
water mark and filled with sea water.    Masts wore unshipped and placed in 
a shed along with sails, 

(d) Two sacks of rice and five sacks of flour wero opened and 
placed outside as feed for pigs and chickens, 

(e) Buckets, prns and large cl?.m shells wero placed under 
eaves of houses to provide drinking water for livestock. 
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_ (f) All livestock appeared to be in good condition.   It i3 
believed that sufficient water will be available .although a shortage of 
food is expected to develop in the near future, 

(g) TJTater yad soil samples were taken as directed by Task 
Group 7,1 personnel and intensity levels were taken, 

(2) The islands listed in sub-paragraph (3) through (15)  are 
all uninhabitated except for parties of natives that go fron Rongalap to 
nake copra, collect sea birds pnd fish.    There was no native property 
found.    Intensity levels were takan by Task Group 7,1 personnel, 

13) Enirrn Island, 

[4) Arbar Islnnd, 

is) Busch Island, 

!6) Eniolo I siend, 

,7) Sniaetok Isl?nd« 

[8) Anidjet Island, 

'9) Kabelle Island, 

'10) Sriirippu Island, 

^11) Lukuen Island, 

\Z) Gejen Island, 

113) Lomumilal Island, 

[14) Aerik Island, 

^15) llaen Island, 

b,   Utirik Atoll; 9 March 1954 

(1) Itirik ZIIRBII 

(a) Three canoes were beached above high water irark. 
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(b)    Houses were closed up  against weather and property left 
in the weather, that could be spoiled, wns moved inside, 

(o)    '•',rater catchments were provided for livastock by placintj" 
old pnns, buckets  and large clam shells under eavas of houses, 

(d) Six dogs wore killed to protect livestock, 

(e) ;.ll livüstock appeared to bo in good condition, 

(f) "Tatar and soil  srxipljs wore obtained and intensity 
levels taken, 

(2) Aon Island: 

(a)  Uninhabitated - intensity levels token, 

c, Bikar Atoll;  9 March 1954 

(1) 3ikar Islrnd: 

( a)  Uninhabitated - intensity levels takon, 

d. Rongerik Atoll;  10 itarch igS-i 

(1) Snivwtak Island: 

(a) Air Force personnel were landod along with a ship's 
working party.    Spoiled neat and other consumables were dumped in the sea. 
Equipment was tested and securod agiinst the woathor as directed by Air 
Force personnel, 

(b) T/'ater 9E*i soil samplos were obtained and intonaity 
levels taken, 

(2) The  islands listed in sub-paragraph (3)  through (6)  are un- 
inhabitated.    Intensity levels, only, wars taksn, 

(3) Ron^erik Island, 

(-1) Mortlock III and, 

(5)    Latoback Island, 

(3)    Jock Island, 
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e.   Alinginae Atoll;  10 inarch 1954 

(1) Slfo Island« 

(a) Hativo proparty, left by people who vrero visiting from 
Rongelap Islsnd, was protectod against thd weathor,    ^dl clothing, tools, 
etc, were placed inside a canvas sheltor on top of dried palm fronds,  nnd 
covared with additionsl canvas, 

(b) A thirty foot sailing schooner was movod to a safo  anchor- 
r.je in the lee of Sniuatakku Island,    The boat was anchorod in a s^ndy spot 
in tha evant that it should sink.    Beaching was impractioablo dua to the 
limited timo available, 

(2) Enibuk Island: 

(a)    Nativo property secured,  intensity levols token, 

(3) Bokonikairu Islandi 

(a)    Uninhabitatod - intensity levels tsken, 

3,    Navigation and gonor«! information» 

a«   Eoneolftp.l.toll: 

(1) Entrance can be made quite readily through South Pass and liorth 
east PaPs,    West Pass shows quite plainly, however, no passage was attempted 
bocauja soundings are not adequate,    Havigationol fixes,    using tangents wars 
good.   The Small Boat Passage in tho ilorthwast part of tha atoll is diffioul*-- 
to  see end appears to be very dangerous when heavy swells  are running, 

(2) Landings con bo readily made on all islands by motor whaleboat. 
On most of tha islands tho beach gradiant was quita steep, permitting easy 
beaching of boats,    A sharp lookout should bo maintained at all times for 
coral heads ond dork, yellow, or dark green, water should be avoided, 

b,   Bikar Atoll i 

(l)    Bikar Island Passage is very difficult to find and passage 
through the lagoon is difficult oven for a small boat,   'A landing was 
made with very little difficulty in the lee of Bikar Island at low tide. 
It was found advisable to put tho bow of tho boat  against the roaf, which 
risas steeply at low tido,   md let the party wade  ashoro.    The water is 
only kneo deep at this pjriod of the tide.    Backwash from tha roef should 
be carefully watchad. 
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(2) Tna island .ma surroundlnrr w&ter tttsira .vitn fisn, turtitss .^ 
md a«a birds. 

e.   RonrjriK Atoll: 

(1) Tha snip ola not attempt pass&'J into tt\2 atoll oscaus« of 
ths poor navigational aids available.    It is tmi^vsa tr.at a 3n.u.lo.. drait 
vttssdl sbouxu «Auorianc« v«ry iiitle diiilcaltjr in umsiiae, p«^3ätj. 

(<:) Srcaix Boatmr is rourh, out not aan-fjrous.   £xtr3.T.i earo 
should b* exercised when approaching >Bocic Island as m>ny eorax hjads ar. 
iTvjsant and tro watar is very shallow. 

d. Ailin^inca Atoll: 

(1) Only small bo^t jntry ..as xaaj.    A shallo.i drait vessel should 
havs very little difficulty making entry.    Navigational cuts were very poor. 

(2) Small boating was rough but not dangerous. 

e. UtiriK Atoll: 

(1) The four beacons shown on HO chart 6023 have been replaced 
by two black buoys.    It is understood that the Trust Territory AKL makes reg- 
ular entry into Utirik Atoll through Utirik Passage.    The beacons on and 
around Utirik Island are missing. 

(2) Small boating is not difficult, but a sharp watch should be 
maintained for coral heads. 

4.   Recommendations and Summary: 

a.   Survey of these atolls fronf a DD3 type vessel is someWiat inafficient 
in that Rongslap is the only atoll, of the five visited, that can be entered 
and navigated safely, thus limiting the number of islands that can be covered 
in a given time.    Boat handling operations outside the atolls were difficult 
due to heavy swells.    'Vith the forces available, it is believed that the usa 
of a DDE is the most practicable solution for similar missions.    For operations 
subsscusnt to "CASTLI",  it is recommended that a smaller class ship of shallow 
draft be used.    This would permit entry into most lagoons shortening boat runs, 
in soms cases twenty miles. 
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b7- Mfika boat entry into windward part of lagoon whsraver posaibls. 
This permits boats to run down wind, speeding the operation and helping ta^ 
keep instruments dry. 

c. Maintain radio communication with boats. In this respect, this 
command used SCR 536 which were the only battery type radios available. 
Communications were fair. It is recommended that an SCR 608 or similar 
small battery radio with at least a thirty mile range ba used if possible. 

d. It was found advisable to provide the boats with overlays of the 
atolls showing magnetic compass courses between islands and passes. 

e. Provide boats with food, water, binoculars and rifles.    Tha last 
for protection against sharks in case a man falls over board. 

f. Use stsrn anchor when beaching to prevent broaching.    Lo not let 
boat remain on beach, but haul out and await return of party. 

g. Beach in the lae of island whenever possible. 

h.    It was found impossible to cover all of the islands in each atoll in 
the time allo tted.   Rough weather and long boat runs between islands in a- 
toils slowed up operations.    Task Group 7.1 scientific personnel designated 
the islands they desired to survey and landings were made on all so designated. 

i.    forking parties were kept firmly in hand.    Sach working party was 
required to remain in sight of a commissioned officer and I'T. Wilds.    As 
far as could be determined, no native property was molested or pilfered. 

j.    It is estimated that the maximum accumulative dosage received by any 
one person in tha parties was 2.3R.    Film badges, worn by all personnel ashon. 
or in the boats, have been forwarded to the U.S.S. BAIROKO for developing. 

/s/J. C. 3LI0T 
J. C. ELIOT 

Copy to: 
CaXORTDSSDIV 12 
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Ü. S, S. MICHOLAS (DDS-4A9) DDSU9/niw 
c/o Fleet Poet Office P22 

San Francisco, California Sar: 054 
28 liarch 1954 

From:    Coinnanding Officer 
To:        Commander Task Group 7.3 

SubJ:    Rongelap Survey Trip 25 - 26 March 1954; report of 

1. The USS NICHOLAS (DD£-U*9)  departed BIKINI Atoll at 1900M, 25 March 
1954 for RONGELAP Atoll in accordance with Commander Joint Task Force SEVEN 
231131Z and Commander Task Group 7.3 232323Z of ioarch 1954.    The following 
personnel from Task Group 7.1 were on board: 

Dr. Lauren R. Donaldson 
Dr. Thomas L. Shipman 
Dr. Edward E. Held 
Dr. Ralph F. Palumbo 
Dr. Paul R. Olson 
Dr. Thomas N. '.'Jhita 
Mr. William ;V. «obbins 
Mr. Pasquale R. Schiavone 
Major Charles M. Barnes, USAF 

* 
2. The ship arrived off the South Entrance, RCNGELAP Atoll at 26O100M and 
put a whale boat in the water at 260630M to aumt the plane arriving from 
Kwajalein with Dr. Bond's party. 

3. The ship then proceeded to Northeast Pass, RONGELAP Atoll, entered and 
anchored.   Dr. Donaldson and his party departed the ship at 0830M. 

4. The plane from Kwajalein arrived off RONCELAP at 0905M, was met by the 
whaleboat.    Dr. Bond, Mr. Marion '.Vilds, three Public Haalth Service Officers, 
three Natives and BLiscellanaous equipment was transported to the beach.    The 
plane was guided to an anchorage about two hundred (200) yards off shore 
from the village where it was anchored. 

a.    Personnel from the NICHOLAS assisted Dr.   oond to accomplish the 
following:    Capture five young pigs and one sow; capture five chickens; 
obtain soil,  fruit and vegetation samples.    One boar was killed and an au- 
topsy was performed on the  spot.    The animals and other samples were placed 
in cages and transported to the plane.    Dr.   Bonds party departed RONCELAP 
at 1300M, 26 March 1954.    The whaleboat then departed RONGEUP Island and 
proceeded orth to rejoin the ship,  stopping at BUSCH and ENIAETCK -Island 
to measuro radioactive intensity.    One member of RadSurvey Team accompanied 
this boat to conduct RadSurvey on Southeastern Islands.    Dr. Donaldson's 
party worked in the Northeast part of RONGELAP Atoll, collecting fish,  soil, 
birds, invertebrates, algae and vegetation samples.    One member of RadSurvey 
Team accompanied this this party to conduct RadSurvey of Northern Islands. 
It was not possible to collect rats,  as desired, due to the unexpected de- 
parture of the ship as directed by Commander Task Group 7.3 260217Z of March 
1954. H ' W    " 
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5, Dr.  Bond axprassad the opinion th.rb his aission had hosn acconp- 
lishad to his satisfaction.    Dr. Doncddson stated that his mission hw 
been accomplished satisfactorily,    Mr, Ilarion V/ilds, Trust Tarritory 
Representative requestad that the boat at AILING.UIIE bo beached when- 
ever practicable.    All boats  at RONGSL.'J5 hava boen boachad by NICHOLuS, 

6, Prior to tha ships departure,  thrue RT-176/pRC10 radios waro ob- 
tained by Mr, ?. Schiavone fron Task Unit 7,1,    Thase radios woro vary 
satisfactory and far suporior to tha 3C-611-F used on the last trip. 
It is recotranendad that this typo r?.dio ba used by ships on future trips 
if thay are required to operate small boats a long distance from the 
.ship,    Roooption was excollant at twenty (20) miles, 

7, Tha ships departure from ROEOBLAP Atoll was delayed until 26213011 
because the motor whalaboat axparienoed a fuel pump failure on returning 
from KABZLLE Islrjid, where  thay ware col lac ting rat traps, 

8, Tha ship rejoined Task Group 7,3 off BIKINI Atoll at 27013CM. 

J, C, SLIOT 

Copy to: 
COiyOKTASKFOBCB 3SVE1I 
CCL!C0RTD2SDIV TV^LTS 
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MEMORANDUM FOR:  CJTF SSV2N 

SUBJZCTt    DD3 Trip to Rongelap Atoll, 26 March 1954 

1. Raferenca JTF SSVEN DTG 230220Z March 1954.    Purpose of aubjsct 
trip, conducted by USS NICHOUS (DD3 449) was to: 

a. Beach small boats belonging to Rongelap Marshallese. 

b. Conduct radsafd re-survey of Rongelap. 

c. Collect approximately 500 pounds contaminated top soil re- 
quested by A£C Division of Biology and "^dicine. 

d. Collect samples of Marine life and vegetation. 

e. Collect domestic animals remaining at Rongelap village. 
« 

2. The undersigned acted as JTF S£VEN and TG 7*1 representative 
and »as responsible for execution of lb and le.    Since the NICHOLAS will 
make an overall report, and detailed reports on Id and la will be made 
by the project officers concerned, the details in this report are con- 
fined to lb and 1c. 

3. It is noted that the scope of activities lb and Id was more 
limited than had originally b=en planned.    As will be clear from tha re- 
port of the NICHOLAS, this was because 26 March became R-l after the work 
started.    Thanks nainly to the excellent planning and management of Capt. 
Joseph Eliot and Sxscutiva Oificsr Cliiford Frlnk, much more was accom- 
plished than might reasonably have been expected under these circumstances. 
ic and le were accomplished asssntially as planned, but la had to be 
omitted. 

4. The radsafe re-survey was conducted by Mr. P.R. Schiavons of TG 
7.1, TU-7, using two recently calibrated AN/PDR-39 instruments.    Readings 
on Rongelap Island were taken during the morning and on the other islands 
during the afternoon of 26 March. ^ 

laland mr/hr %i0^ ^v*r" 

Rongelap 40 at 0330 at standard position estab- 
lished by Scoville Survey 

Boseh 50 South ind 

Eniaetok 90 

Labardj 200 

Kabelle 500 
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On Rongelap Island, the readings In the huts appeared to be löi-15% 
less than outside.    Inside the .huts the readings at ground lovol wore 
about 70^ jf chose at head level.    Readings over gravel  araaa and 
near the cisterns were about 30 mr/hr;  inside the cisterns, about 10-15 
nr/hr, 

5, The top soil sample was obtained from LABABDJ Island a small 
island well covered with bushe« and grass, but without palm trees,    1c 
had been planned to get the  sample from KA3ELLE, but this could not bo 
done without interfering with the fish snd vegetation collection, 

6, Special mention should be made of the work of Mr, P,R, Schiavone, 
who did on excellent job of getting  supplies and equipment not available 
on the NICHOLAS,  as well  as conducting the rad-safo survey,   ■ 

s/ T. /VhitJ 
t/ T.   JHILi 

H Division, USL 
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MEMORANDUM FOR BECORD: 

SUBJECT: Miscellaneous Radsafe Surveys of Rongerik (Surveys conducted 
v CTG 7.4) 

RONGERIK 

17 March. 1200 MIKE 

Living Area Readings: 

Mess hall interior 
Hospital interior 
•'«alk from hospital to mess 
Store room (behind mess) 
Exterior store room tent 
General Area exterior 

leather Station Site Readings: 

Exterior areas local 
Interior all tents 
Interior building 

Army Site Readings: 

General area 
Interior tents 
Adjacent to trailer 

50- 
100 
50 

100 
100 

125 - 150 
50 
50 

uo 
70 
160 

100 rar/hr 
75 mr/hr 
110 mr/hr 
55 mr/hr 

150 mr/hr 
150 mr/hr 

160 mr/hr 
75 mr/hr 
60 mr/hr 

190 mr/hr 
80 mr/hr 
180 mr/hr 

19 March. 1100 - 1220 LUKE 

Landing on beach 
Living area 
Inside mess hall 
Inside dispensary 
Inside barracks 
SSE end of island (Rawlnsonde) 
Along road to Rawinsonde area   4-0 
Inside weather building 
Work area outside building 
Army area (around trailer) 
Inside foliage area 
Inside tent 

42 mr/hr 
60 mr/hr 
22 mr/hr 
26 mr/hr 
23 mr/hr 
47 mr/hr 

42-40 mr/hr 
23 mr/hr 
60 mr/hr 
40 mr/hr 
40 mr/hr 

-   19 mr/hr 

19 fcafci MB BB 
Inside weather building 
Living area Still 
Inside barracks 
Inside dispensary 

21 mr/hr 
60 mr/hr 
23 mr/hr 
25 mr/hr 

'.Valst level 
V.a ist level 
..aist level 
Viaist level 
.<aist level 
'..aist level 

TJaiat level 
'mist level 
'.«aist level 

'..aist level 
'«aist level 
'..aist level 

Waist 
'.«aist 
l.aist 
\.'aist 
l.aist 
'iVaiat 
Waist 
Waist 
V/aist 
«aist 
uaist 
«aist 

level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 
level 

..aist level 
'.«aist level 
'..'aist level 
V.aist level 

Inclosure 6 
W-4 fr 
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RONGEKE» ; CCN'T • 

- ^Marchj. 1500 MIKE 

Army Site - Out 
In . 

U2 mr/hr 
20 mr/hr 

Waist Level 
Waist Level 

Weather Site Out 
In 

40 mr/hr 
18 mr/hr 

Waist Level 
Waist Level 

Living Site Out 
In 

35 mr/hr 
15 mr/hr 

Waist Level 
Waist Level 

AGkT AREA (Location of samples taken) 

Trailer 
r 

'N OGiAN 

Tent 

/ X J -Harked by pile 

V. ̂
 

of rocks ■\ 

Ö Horseshoe Pits Ö 

v 

LIVING AREA (Location of samples taken) 

Mess  ! ® 
Marked by 
wooden crate 

-Dispensary 

Jarr. 

BarrT 

-      /t4i        — 

I [ 
\i 



LEATHER SITE (Location of samples taken) 

- Shelter 

o 
Tent 

-Building 

(s/t R. A. House 
R. A. HOUSE 
Lt Col., USAF 
Ch. Tech Br, .J-3 
JTF SEVEN 

/i'^ö 
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD: 

SUBJECT:    Kwajalein-NYOO Flight ABLE Results 

1. NYOO-Kwajalein Flight Able, consitits of an aerial survey at 
approjAnately 200 feet altitude over the following atolls north of Kwaj- 
alein:    Lae, Ujae, Wotho, Bikini, Ailinginae, Rongelap, Rongerik, Taongi, 
Bikar, Utirik, Taka, Ailuk, Jemo and Likiep.    The aircraft are equipped 
with scintameters which are sensitive gamma radiation measuring instru- 
ments with a wide range, designed to measure ground contamination from 
altitudes of 200 to 500 feet. 

2. Following humsxi snot at 261825Z March 1954, Flight Able was 
flown on the following dates with results indicated: (In mr/hr ground 
contamination) 

Island (Atoll) 271900Z to 280317Z           302030Z to 310208Z 
Lae (Lae) 0 0 
UJM (Ujae) 0 0.2 
Wotho (Wotho) 0 1.7 
Enibuk (Ailinginae) 6 26 
Rongelap (Rongelap) 28 78 
Rongerik (Rongerik) 36 58 
Sybilla (Taongi) 1.0 0.4 
Bikar (Bikar) 0.1 15 
UtiriJc (Utirik) ~ 7 
Taka (Taka) 8 7 
Kapen (Ailuk) 1.6 2.4 
Jemo (Jemo) 0.8 2.4 
Likiep (Likiep) 0.4 1.0 

• (s/t) R. A. HOUSE 
Lt Col., USAF 
ChTechOpns Br, J-3 
JTF SEVEN 

INCLOSURE 7 
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DRINKING mm SAMPL3S (Analysis Reoort) 

SAKPLS 
NO. 

COLIJICTIOM 
'•   IÄTS TIKE LOCATION 

i/m/ml 
DESCRIPTION               (ON SAMPLi) DATS) 

W. 6 March 0800 Likiep Island 
Likiep Atoll 

CoUscted from largest 
cistern on heaviest popu- 
lated island of atoU 

77 

wa 6 March 1200 Jsrao Island Same as 70. 550 

m 6 March 1700 iuluk Island 
Ailuk AtoU 

Same as VI 1020 

•% 7 March 1300 Msjit Island Sams as 'VI 2500 

W5-8 U March 0900 Utiiik AtoU Composite of k water sam- 
ples taken by USS RSNSHAW 

WO 

mi 5 March 1600.- Ormed Island 
Wotjs AtoU 

Composite: £ from catch- 
basin 

ion 

102 6 March 1130 Kavan Island 
Maloelap AtoU 

1 from weU 67 

v»i3 6 March 1130 
• 

Kaven Island 
Maloelap AtoU 

1 from catch-basin 3i 

W9 6 March 1630 Wotho Island 
Wotho Atoll 

1 from waU (catch-basin 
dry for 1 month plus) 

^ 

mo 7 March 1200 Dalap Island 
Majuro AtoU 

Tap 'tter 14 

wn 3 March 0930 Rongelap Island Comoosite of            94,000 
6 bottles.              120,000 
Chart included        47,000 No. 1 N? 
to show location     24,000 
of bottles on          U,000 
Rongelap Island       63,000 

^712 8 March Rongslap Island Central cistern 
of viUage 

30,000* 

«u 8 Mejrch Ron£,3lap Island Cist am watsr from 
north part of island 

73,000* 

704 8 March Rongelap Island Cistern water from 8,00C "• 
northern most viUage 

INCLOSURE »8 
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DRINKIMG -VATIR SAMPLES (A.i-ijsia Raport) Cont'd. 

SAMPLZ 
NO. 

COLLECTION 
DATS 

vü.5    ■    8 linrch 

TIMS    LOCATION DESCRIPTION 

Ron^alap Iai*nd South cistern In 
village 

Wi6 9 March Utirik Island     Cistern 

W17 9 March Utirik Island     Cistern 

W18 ID k^rch Eniwstak Island Distillation water 
Rong.erik Atoll 

d/m/ml 
(ON SAMPLE DHTS) 

60,000^ 

7,200* 

33,000* 

66* 

* computed as of 3 ^.rch 

n- rj 
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SOIL SAMPLE UNALY.SI3 RiPORT) 

^ 

SAMPLE 
NO.". 

COLLECTION 
.-   DATE 

I 
TILLS LOCATION 

d/ra/gm 
DESCRIPTION                (ON SAMPLE DATE) 

Si 6 k_rch 0800 Ukiep Island 
Likiap «toll- 

Uj-psr layer bare soil 
in random spots un- 
sheltered by trees or 
shrubs etc. 

23,000 

32 6 March 1200 Jamo Island Same as above 13,000 

S3 6 March 1700 Ailuk Island 
Ailuk Atoll 

Samcä as above 23,000 

34 7 March 1300 Mejit Island Same as above 30,000 

35 5 March 1600 Qrmed Island 
'fotj« AtoU 

Composite of 5 samples 
(1 beach, 3 mid-village 
1 back village) 

15,000 
t 

36 5 March 1730 Erikub Island 
Erikub Atoll 

Composite of 2 samples 
(1 mid-village, 1 half- 
way to beach) 

4,300 

37 6 M^rch       1130' Kavan Island       Composite of 4 samples 
MJ.oalap Atoll    (2 from village, 2 from 

paths to beach) 

5,500 

38 6 March 1630 'Votho Island 
"'otho Atoll 

Composite of 3 samples 2,400 
(1 by well, 2 raid-village) 

39 7 March 1200 Dalap Island 
Majuro Atoll 

Composite of 4 samples 950 
(near Admin Bldg) 

310 7 M.--rch 1200 Utirik Island Composite of 3 samples         270,00w 
(Collection date of 310 is uncertain, probably 3 March 1954 
by PBM Survey Party, analysis value given is corrected to 
7 i/iarch.) 

Sll  8 March Rongelap Island Soil from north part of 1,300,000*» 
island 

312 

S13 

8 March 

8 March 

Rongelap Island Center portion of island 7,400,000^- 

Rongelap Island 1 mile north of Rongelap  460,000** 
village 

INCLOSURE #9 
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SOIL SAltPLSS (ANALYSIS Ri^QftT) CONT'D 

SiÜIPLS C0LL3CTI0N 
NO. DwIS       TBiiS 

N..          SU 8 Iferch 

515 8 March 

516 8 March 

517 8 M,irch 

518 9 March 

519 9 March 

520 10 March 

521 10 March 

*S22 9 March 

LOCrtTION DESCRIPTION (ON SAMPLa) DAT£) 

Rongeiap Island N«ar south cistern of 
village 

Eriirippu Island 
Rongeiap Atoll 

Sniwetak Island 
Rongftrik Atoll 

Kabslla Island 
Rongeiap Atoll 

Utirik Island' 

Bikar Island 

Zniwstak Island 
Rongerlk Atoll 

Sifo Island Temporary village 
üilinginae Atoll 

630,000^» 

35,000,000::-» 

3,200,000*^ 

20,000,000«-* 

5,600,000^ 

280,000->» 

1,200,000^* 

84,000"-*- 

Bikar Island       Foliage, windward side 460,000"' 

* i/m/gfa of plant ash (iquiv, to 1,4 x 10^* d/m/gm plant as received) 

** Cuiputed as of 3 March 

Soil values may ba roughly translated to curias per square mile b,, 
dividing by 13, or to d/Vft2 by multiplying by 6000. 

) 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOIOT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOF/), c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

J-3/370.05 1 May 1954 -^ 

SUBJECT: Miscellaneous Reports Related to the Atomic Detonation on 1 March 
1954 

TO i See Distribution 

1. References: 

a. JTF SEVEN letter, J-3/729.3, subjecti Radiological Surveys of 
Several Marshall Island Atolls, dated 18 March 1954 (SECRET - RESTRICTED DATA) 

b. JTF SEVEN letter, J-3/370,05, subjecti Reports on Evacuation 
of Natives and Surveys of Several Marshall Island Atolls, dated 9 April 1954 
(CONPIDEKTIAL). 

2. Attached herewith for your information and retention are copies of 
additional material pertaining to the above references. The limited number 
of contact prints available permits distribution of sets to the following 
only: C/S USA (ExAgt), DMA (AEC), DBLi (AEC), HICOETTERPACIS, CINCPAC, CINC- 
FACFLT, ChAFSVTF, COiüTAVSTAKRAJ. Additional prints may be obtained as indi- 
cated in reference lb. 

Incl 
1. Preliminary Report (Eisenbud) 

to DBM (AEC) (Bugher) on Con- 
tamination of the Fukuryu Maru 
and Associated Problems in Japan 
(undated). 

2. Chertt The Route or Position of 
Fukuryu Maru V. 

3. H/R: Additional Ground and Air 
Radsafe Survey Dcta During Period 
BRAVO to BRAVO plus 5 days. 

4. Black and Whjte* Contect Prints 
(247 separate prints) Relative to 
Surveys, Evacuation and Care of 
Rongelap and Utirlk Natives (1 set 
to each command or agency indicated 
above) 

Cfeot/G/LM**' 
P. W. CURKSOH 

Major General, U.S. 
Commander 

Army 

H' SC 
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J-3/370.05 1 Hay 1954 
SUBJECT:    uiscellaneous Reports Related to the-Atonic Detonation on 1 March 

1954 

DISTRIBUTION: 
^ CTG 7.1 (30 cys) 

CTG 7.2 (1 cy) 
CTG 7.3 (1 cy) 
CTG 7.4 (1 cy) 
CTG 7.5 (1 cy) 
CINCPA6 (1 cy) 
CINCPACFLT (1 cy) 
HICOhTERPACIS (1 cy) 
C0I2!AVST;X;;j (1 cy) 
Dlt&/&BC (1 cy) 
DBM/AEC (1 cy) 
Ch AFSSP (1 cy) 
CG PldComd (DHET) (l cy) 
C/S USA, ExAgt (1 cy) 
L'-SL H Div (1 cy) 
HASL, NYOO (c/o flgr Opns) (2 cys) 
ÜSS REISHAn (DDE-499) (l cy) 
USS PHILIP (DDE-498)  (l cy) 
USS NICHOLAS (DDE-U9) (l cy) 

ß-   fl 
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JOHN C. BUGHER, MD 

MERRIL EISEN6UD 

CONT/UINATION OF THE FUKURTU MARU AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS 
IN JAPAN: PRELIMINARr REPORT 

I have recorded some of the observations made during nor visit to 
Japan to assist In the various problems arising out of the mishap to the 
Fukuiyu Maru. I am sending this rl^ng to you at this time because you 
will no doubt want a preliminary report prior to my return to the states 
in. about 2 weeks« 

This memorandum is Intended to augment the report that Dr. Morton 
will submit to you. I have attempted to limit nyself to factors other 
than those associated with the clinical phases of the problem, with which 
Dr. Morton's group are concerned. 

THE INCIDENT 

The mishap which befell the Fukuryu Mara became known to the Embassy 
and the world on March 16 through reports in the Japanese press« This 
was two days after the 100-ton fishing vessel had returned to its home 
port of Yalzu, The facts of the incident, as determined by the Japanese 
Foreign Office and communicated (1) to the Ambassador, are as follows t 

(1) The course of the vessel from its departure on Januaiy 27 to Its re- 
turn to Yalzu on March Hi is plotted in Figure No. 1» At 0U12 hours on 
March 1 a streak of light reported by the crew is believed to identify the 
time of detonation. The vessel's position was approximately 11 53i' north 
and 166° 3Ui' east« This position is only a few miles from the easternmost 
limit if the Marshall Islands danger area in effect at that time. 

(2) Two blasts in succession were heard about 7 or 8 minutes after 
the light had been seen. The crew is reported to have become apprehensive 
and began at that time to haul in their fishing lines, an operation which 
continued until 1030 hours, at which time the vessel headed north "to get 
out of the area". 

(3) At about 0700 on March 1, ashes began to fall, turning the deck 
white« The position of the vessel at this time is given at 11° 563At 

north and 166 hZfy  east. The ashes kept falling until noon at which time 
the poeltion of the vessel was estimated at 12° ll;i north and 166° 53' 
east« 

(1) Aide Memoire of March 27 H-S"^ 



(li) At OUiiO hours on March 2,  the vessel shifted-Its course toward 
its home port of Yalzu, where It arrived at 0600 on March IU« 

(5) In the following two or three days,, all the crew reported slight 
headaches and- some of them were nauseous» In 7 or 8 days, evidence of burns 
on exposed parts of the body began to appear» 

In response to certain questions which the Ambassador asked the 
Foreign Service, the following information was received* It sheds some 

^ light on the sequen9e of events during the 2 days following the return 
of the Fukuryu Manx to Yalzu, but before the mishap had come to the 
attention of the Embassy* 

(1) The crew first contacted the ship's owner, and the director of the 
Fisherman's union* On the day of their return crew members who were seriously 
affected consulted a physician of the Kyoritau Hospital, 

(2) Two of the fishermen, Yamamoto and Masuda, who were in more serious 
condition left the Kyoritau on March 15 for Tokyo where they visited Doctor 
Shimizu at the Tokyo University Hospital. 

(3) Professor Shiokawa made radiation measurements of the ship on 
March 16 and on the basis of his findings all of the crew members consulted 
a physician who recommended that the men be hospitalized* 

-^ THE ROLE OF THE JAPANESE SCIEOTISTS 

During the latter half of March the Japanese press was fed continually 
with sensational statements from Japanese Scientists* The motivations 
of the Japanese were never quite understood by us but the following factors 
may be enumerated as pertinent to our lack of progress in dealing with themt 

■w  (1) In a long private conversation that I had with Dr. Tsuzuki at his 
home on the evening of March 2k,  he was frank in stating his apprehension 
that the American scientists would deny him and his associates professional 
recognition due them for their accomplishments in the diagnosis and treat- 
ment of the fishermen* He referred frequently to his experience in 19li5 
when he lead the teams of Japanese investigators into Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
only to have his work interrupted by the Occupation investigators who 
undertook their own studies* Dr* Tsuzuki seemed to accept ray assurances that 
in the present situation it was the intent of the American scientists to 
assist the Japanese and that all of our findings would be available to them 
and could be used as they saw fit in their own publications« 

Dr* Tsuzuki was outwardly friendly to both Dr. Morton and myself' 
until the time of his departure for Geneva on March 31* Despite this, the 
lack of cooperation continued to be manifest on the part of the Japanese 
investigators* I do not know whether this was because we misjudged Dr* 

\ Tsuzuki*s friendliness, or because he lacked influence on his Japanese- 
' colleagues* 

(2) There was much evidence of rivalry among various Japanese medical 
groups* In particular, the staff at Tokyo University headed by Dr* Tsuzuki, 
were initially at odds with the group at the National Institute of Health, 
headed by Dr* Kobayashi* Moreover, the local physicians at Yalzu, where 
all but two of the patients were hospitalized until March 29, were anxious 
for various reasons that the patients remain there* -Their lack of cooperation r 
with the American scientists may have been motivated by their knowledge that 
the Americans advised that the patients be transferred to Tokyo:   ^ . .  

M-yf 



(3) Many of the accepted procedures oz modern American medical 
practice -seemed strange to the Japanese) and their concepts are strange 
to Us« For example, access to patients by any physicians was denied 
for several days because the Japanese physicians found their patients 
to be in a highly excited state and preferred not to disturb them. 
Japanese physicians Indicated on several occasslons that the taking of dup- 
llca<,*» tlacd smears by Japanese and American Investigators was an unnessazy 
dup.Mcation, .and an ordeal that the patients should not be expected to 
undergo* 

In my Initial conference with the Japanese scientists I was forced 
to the conclusion that they were not well equipped to deal properly with 
the radiological aspects of the problem. For example: 

(1) Some of the top scientists took the position that because a 
new kind of bomb was involved, the problem Itself was a new one, and 
that unless they know all about the bomb, they could evaluate neither 
the Injury to the fishermen nor the aspect of long-range contamination 
of Japan and Its fishing crews throughout the Pacific. 

(2) The were quick to identify qualitatively some of the radioactive 
Isotopes in the ash and Immediately concluded that deposition of these 
radio-isotopes in the tissues of the men was the prime factor in their 
medical status. This decision was reached without benefit of radio-chemical 
urine analyses of the patients. This procedure which was beyond the capa- 
bility of their laboratories is of course a prerequisite to understanding 
the amount and kind of fission product absorption that actually occured. 

(3) The University of Tokyo group administered parentally a miassive 
dose of ash to one mouse, and following sacrifice 12 hours later, de- 
termined by radiography that radioactivity was present in the mouse skeleton. 
The activity of the dose was not measured. The fact that tha radioactivity 
was detected by the scientists in the skeleton of the mouse was widely 
publicized as evidence for their conclusion that the patients were carrying 
dangerous internal deposits of radioactive isotopes. 

As individuals, the scientists seemed anxious to cooperate. In my 
initial conversations with them they freely asked for help and seemed 
gratified at some of the things that we could do for them. My participation 
on the American team was limited to the radiological aspects of the case 
and only incidentally to the patients themselves. Unfortunately the nature 
of Dr. Morton's participation required that he be given direct access to the 
patients and this the Japanese consistently refused to grant. As the days 
went by and the Japanese became more resolute in their decision to deny 
access to the patients, other areas of the problem became infected by the 
uncooperative atmosphere. This will become apparent in subsequent 
portions of the report. 

OFFERS OF ASSISTANCE TO THE JAPANESE 

When I arrived in Tokyo on March 22 Dr. Morton had already offered to 
the Japanese the full facilities of the Atomic Bomb Casuallty Commission. 
General Hull had likewise offered the facilities of the Far East Command. 
These offers were accompanied by a spirit of sympathy and the desire to 
assist the Japanese investigators in their efforts to evaluate the 
incident and to restore the health of the fishermen, ,/t a meeting with top 
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1/ 
. Japanese scientists and government officials on March 2U> I made a further 

offer, in behalf of the Atomic Enerfjy Commission, to provxde whatever 
facilities were available for evaluation of the radiological factors ii>- 
volved in the incident»    I repeated the assurances repeated earlier by Dr. 
Morton that we wished sincerely to be of assistance, that our participation 
was not "motivated (as some Japanese suggested) by the opportunities for 
scientific studies, and that whatever data we obtained would be turned ' ~ 

^      over to the Japanese investigators to be used by thorn in any way they saw fit* 

At this point it would be desirable to list the radiological studies 
which had been already made by the Japanese.   These studies are of interest 
because they indicate the extent of Japanese capabilities in this field, and 
define the extent to which our facilities would be helpful to the Japanese. 

(1)    Using a Cutie Pie, they measured the radioactivity of the Fukuiyu 
Maru.   These data appear completely satisfactory and prove to be in good 
agreement with measurements made with American calibrated equipment. 

.2)    They measured radioactivity of the fish and fishermen, using 
portable survey equipment.    However, their equipment was not calibrated 
and their data were given in counts per minute as determined by the original 
factory calibration« 

-^ (3)    They determined that the ash recovered from the vessel was 
_        radioactive using an end window CM tube and sealer.   Their counting system 

was not calibrated and they reported counts per minute with no knowledge 
of the factor required to convert» their data to standard units« 

(U)    They completed a qualitative radiochemical analysis of the ash 
and reported the following»    Sr 89, 191* Zr95> Nb95m, Nb95. Rul03, Rul06, 
Rhl06, Sbl27, Tel32, 1131* 1132, BaliiO, LaliiO, CelU, CeliOu   (More 
recently they have completed a semi-quantitave analysis for a few 
isrt .pea). 

(5) They had scanned the bodies uf the fishermen with a CM probe. 

(6) They had administered a duse of ash to 1 mouse, as described 
earlier. 

(7) Using an inersion type GM tube, they had demonstrated radio- 
activity in the urine of 3 fishermen«   As before, their equipment was not 
calibrated and the absolute activity co ild not be determined. 

With this as the status of their investigation at the time of qjr arrival, 
and following several hours during which I acquainted the Japanese with our 
experience in this field, I offered the following services to them: 

^ (1)    Complete radiochemical analysis of 2U hour urine collections from 
all patients.   In view of the importance of this analysis in evaluating 
the status of the patients, I urged that these samples be furnished 
immediately and assured them that in one week it would be possible to 
give them a report for the constituents of principal biological importance, 
I explained the need for serial samples and suggested that collections be 
made at weekly intervals.   They seemed anxious to accept this service. 

■Li   £' '     >. 
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ACTION» This offer was made' on li&rch 2U, On March 26 we obtained 
urine from two patients. On April 1 we obtained urine from 5 more. We 
have not obtained urine from the remaining 16 patients despite our re- 
peated attempxo to do so. 

(2) I offered tu scan the fishermen for radiation, using two Scinti- 
) meters that I had available« 

ACTION: I have been unable to do this because they have not permitted 
the American team to have access to the patients* 

(3) In response to the Japanese request I offered to provide a report 
on the biologically significant radio-Isotopes present in the ash. 

ACTION: Dr. Nakalzumi gave me a small amount of deck sweep .ngs from 
the Fukuiyu üaru. This I have sent to the Health and Safety Laboratory 
for future study. The composition of the ash was actually know?, to the 
Commission from analysis performed by the Air Force on the material obtained 
from the Fukuzyu Uaru Prior to my visit. Authorization for transmission 
of this information to the Japanese was communicated to me in telegram No. 
2199 from the Secretary of State to the Ambassador. I transmitted this 
information to Or. Kobayoshi on April 7. 

—s 

- (U) I offered to arrange for animal studies which would provide 
useful information on absorption and metabolism of the various radio- 
chemical components of the ash. 

(5) In response to Japanese requests, I agreed to recommend monitoring 
proondures for the tuna inspectors. 

ACTION: Monitoring procedures was devised but I deferred the question 
of maximum permlssable contamination until more information became available 
on the extent and type of contamination. I agreed to stand by until the 
first contaminated tuna were found by inspection, at which time I would go 
to the scene of inspection and recommend specifically on the basis of ay own 
observations whether the catch should be accepted or rejected. As noted 
elsewhere in some detail, the Japanese never permitted me to examine tuna 
which was alledgely contaminated. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS ARISING OUT OF THE INCIDENr 

The mishap to the Fukuryu Uaru created a number of separate, but inter- 
related problems. Of these, the most urgent was the clinical status of 
the 23 fishermen, a subject with which Dr. Morton is exclusively concerned 
and about which he will report separately. Other problems which required 
attention were: 

ACTION: The Japanese reported the extent of the total amount of ash 
recovered as 50 millocurles. They now deny that this much is available 
and have no inventory of the material. Except for the small amount of 
ash turned ^ver to me by Dr. Nakaizumi and a similar amount which I recovered 
on a subsequent visit to the Fukuryu Maru, no ash has been made available | 
to us. 



L. An excellent report of technical information about the Japanese 
Tuna fisheries In Japan is report No. lOU issued by the Natural Re- 
30U1033 Section of SCAP in March, 19U8. 

s~\.     n ■   t * 
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(1) Contaminated Tuna* 
v 

(2) Appreh3nsion of long-range contamination of Japan and its fish- 
ing grounds» .- 

•—    i 

(3) Radiological factors affecting the fishermen: •■ 

(a) Estimating the whole body dose. 

(b) Estimated dcse from internal emitters. 

Contaminated Tuna 

Some of the Japanese Government officials are already referring to 
the latter half of March as the "great tuna panic". The origin of this 
panic both in the United States and Japan is worthy of careful stu^y. j 
the extent of the tuna consumption in the United States and Japan declined 
during the second half of March is now known to me at this tine. For 
a day prior to ny departure from New York on March 19, and for 2 weeks 
following my arrival in Tokyo on March 22 the subject of radioactive tuna 
was a subject of popular conversation. When one considers the reaction 
of the informed American public to the possibilites of contamination of 
tuna it is not surprising that the Japanese were stampeded into appre- 
hension over the immediate prospects of their eating radioactive tuna 
and the long-range prospects of thgir fishing grounds being ruined. 

(A) Tuna Fishing Industry of Japan L/' 

The Japanese fishing fleet at the present time consists of about 
1,000 vessels operating out of ten major ports. The annual value of the 
tuna catch approximates $26 million. The principal export species is 
albacor. Sixty percent of the landed albacor catch went to Japanese 
canners and forty percent was shipped abroad in freezers. Sixty percent 
of the albacor are caught in the summer season which extends from May 
through July. During this season, the fishing grounds are located 
relatively close to the Asiatic coest. 

During the winter months, January through March, the Japanese 
vessels range far out to sea. The winter season accounts for forty 
percent of the annual catch. 

(B) Contaminated Tuna in Japan 

The Fukuryu Mam landed at Yaizu with a catch of 28,000 pounds of 
tuna. We must accept the fact that these tuna were excessively con- 
taminated and that the decision of the Japanese to dispose of those 
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fish was a wise one.   Then Is reason to believe that contamination was con- 
fined to the surface of the fish and occured when the radioactive ashes 
fell and entered the ships hold» 

With the decision of the United States Food and Drug Administration 
/"S.    to monitor Incoming shipments of tuna, the shipping companies operating 

out of -Japan Initiated a requirement that the Japanese certify export 
shipments as being free of radioactivity» 

When I arrived in Japan on March 22, the Japanese had already monitored 
their first outgoing shipment of frozen tuna.   The Ministry of Welfare 
undertook to have its sanitation inspectors trained in the use of gelger 
counters and began the routine inspection of both Incoming and outgoing 
tuna at five ports»   All vessels were Instructed to return to one of these . 
ports»    Five gelger counters were obtained from the Far East Command and 
loaned to the Japanese.    In addition, they mustered approximately the same 
number from various sources in Japan» ' 

On March 21*, at a conference with the Japanese Government officials, 
they asked for my recommendation for maximum permissible contamination» 
They also asked that I recommend the kind of examination that should be 
made of the fish» 

Because of ny unfamiliarity with the mechanical details of handling 
tuna shipments, I suggested that I be permitted to study tuna loading 
operations scheduled for the following day.   Thereupon it was arranged 
that I should accompany Japanese officials to Yokohama where the Batan 
was being loaded with frozen albacor» 

Tuna shipments involve many fish and it is not an easy matter to monitor 
properly with Inexperienced personnel and only a few survey instruments« 
Based on ny inspection of the Batan, I suggested that every tenth fish be 
monitored for about 1 minute by passing an open window GU probe over the 
surface of the fish, paying particular attention to the gills»   I also 
instructed them to insert the probe into the mouth of the tuna and into 
the abdominal incision through the fish» 

There remained the question of criteria for rejection of fish found 
to be contaminated»   Again it is not a simple matter to evaluate the risk 
to a consumer of tuna from measurements made in this way»    I informed the 
Japanese that I was unable to propose a realistic figure without some 
study»    On the other hand it was my belief that significantly contaminated 
fish were not likely to be found.    Low level fall out to the skins of the 
fish was, of course, a possibility.   This seemed to be of little significance 
in view of existing cannery practices which strips the skins from the fish 
when processing begins»    I told the Japanese I would be standing by In 
Tokyo, that they should continue to monitor the fish by the method I 
proposed, and that when and if contaminated fish were found I should be i 
advised and given the opportunity immediately to make a first hand inspection 
of the fish»   My recommendations would depend on what I found. 

No contaminated tuna have been brought to ny attention»   Newspapers 
have occasionally reported incoming shipment of contaminated fish but the 
Japanese had not requested that I make an examination of them» 



The following sequence of events Illustrates some of the difficulties 
we. have had: 

(1)"- On March 31 we read in one of the Tokyo English language news- 
papers of two fishing vessels that were contaminated»   The Embassy called 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs who reported the following information by 
telephone: 

(a) The Koei Mam, then at the port of Misaki, was at 9 degrees, 
22 minutes north, 178 degrees, 19 minutes east on March 1.   The surface 
of the ship was re ading 2h.h3 counts per minute, the catch 155 counts per 
minute and the men 500 counts per minute«    The fish had been Impounded await- 
ing a decision as to their safety« 

(b) The Myojiim Maru was at Shiogone«    On March 1 it fras at 29 
degrees, 8 minutes north, 177 degrees, 19 minutes east«   The surface of 
the ship was reading 50 to U0O> counts per minute,   the fish 56 to 8U counts 
per minute, and the crew hO to*90 counts per minute« 

(2) The Embassy infcrmed the Ministry of Welfare of my interest in see- 
ing the ships and fish and told them a special glano would be available to 
fly me to the two ports«   The To reign office was requested to arrange for 
access to the vessels and was invited to send whoever they wished to desig- 
nate with me on this trip«   A flight was scheduled for early on the morning 
of April 2. . 

(3) Around noon on April 1 the Foreign Ministry called the Embassy 
and advised that the Myojiim Maru had left Shiogone that mcrning, that its 
destination was not known, and that the fish had been disposed of in an 
unknown manner«    The Embassy informed the Foreign Ministry that, this be- 
ing the case, we would limit our trip to Uisaki» 

(U)    At U PM on the afternoon of April 1 the F'teign Ministry again 
called to inform the Embassy that the Koei Maru had left the port of Misaki 
one hour before to dump its contaminated catch at sea«   The Embassy asked 
the Foreign Ministry to call the vessel back inasmuch as it was only one 
hour off port but the Japanese stated this could not be accomplished« 

To summarise the tuna situation, it is ray belief that no significantly 
contaminated tuna have arrived in Japan except for the catch from the Fukuryu 
Marv«   Rigorous inspections procedures will undoubtedly disclose certain 
amovnts of low level radioactivity on the surface of the tuna but the 
significance of this is minimized by the practice of skinning tuna fior 
to canning«    In the meantime the tuna market has stabilized and tuna 
representatives of American tuna interests have informed me that their 
companies are no longer concerned over the problem« 
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Apprehension of Long Range Contamination of Japan and Its 
Fishing Grounda ———   —— 

Japenese apprehensions over the poslblUty of long range 
radlologisal. contamination were very similar to those we en- 
countered in the United States as a result of NPG operations, 

.•■\ A difference In Japan la due to the fact that none. If any, of — 
the counting equipment Is calibrated, Gil tubes are used without shields, 
and under conditions where the background count Is apt to be highly variable« 
This, coupled with the fact that they do not know the background activities 
of such things as soil and biological materials, makes It very difficult 
to evaluate the reports.   Many of the reports of "ash" falling In various I 
parts of Japan are undoubtedly dust or soot falls that occur normally in 
any industrial area from time to time*    Reputable scientists have examined 1 
samples of potasslusHrich soil and have reported their date is gross 
counts without any reference to normal soil background.   For this reason 
I find it very difficult to take serious the frequent public report of 
$0 to 100 counts per minute for the unspecified size of samples reported j 
from time to time. 

: • 
At ray conference with the Japan scientists and government officials 

on March 2U, I explained the procedures we use in the States for 
<-N   measuring fallout. I urged them to use similar procedures for the 
_   sake of uniformity and offered to loan them the equipment we used. They 

seemed eager to accept and I requested U sets of equipment which has 
since arrived from the States. However, since the arrival of this 
equipment, I have delayed giving it to the Japanese because in their 
present state of mind little good could come of it. I do believe, 
however, that when the present confusion subsides, it will be useful 
for the Japanese to maintain a fallout monitoring network and I think 
we should cooperate with them to the fullest extent. 

In a conference with Dr. Kobayoshl on March 26, I informed him of 
ray conversation with Dr. Bugher and his offer in behalf of the Atomic 
Energy Commission to provide financial support for marine biological 
studies directed at the long range contamination of the Pacific. Dr. 
Kobayoshl, through his interpreter, expressed his appreciation for this 
offer but did not pursue the matter further and has not approached me 
since. 

With regard to fallout on the Japanese islrnds themselves, it is to 
be remembered that the position of those islands in relation to possible 
sites of weapons testing is such that the Russian testing program is apt 
to produce more fallout than events in the Marshalls or Nevada. 

J Estimating the Whole Body Dose 

I doubt that it will be possible to make a satisfactory estimate of 
either the Beta or Gemma dose the fishermen received. We know that the 
ash fell in such quantities that the deck of the ship became white, and 
there was sufficient material to develop visible footprints. Unfortunately, 
this is the limit of our information on how much ash fell and how long 
it remained on the ship. The fishermen washed the decks in order to remove 
the ash and according to their reports their washing was effective, ^en 
the vessel arrived in Yaizu much of what remained was removed. 
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Measurements made by various investigators dnrlng the period 
between March 20-26 are In agreement«   It la curious that the Beta- 
Gamma ratlQ Is about 1*   This would indicate that the bulk of the ash 
had by this time penetrated to the porous wood structure of the deck, 
thus absorbing the Betas»   The Gamma radiation over most of the ship was 
approximately UO m.r. per hour when the ship arrived in port.   If we extra- 
polate this.back to H / 3 hours, the time the ash began to fall^ the into- 

A^        grated Gamma dose is about 100 R.   Of course, the ash was falling from H 
plus 3 hours to about H plus 9 hours«   If we take the mid-point of this 
period as the start of exposure we find the exposure, is about 70 R.,   This,, 
however, estimates the whole body Gamma radiation from residual debris 
still on the ship when the first measurements were made«    rne actuax   dose 
could have been 2, 10, or even 100 times higher depending on how much ash 
was washed off the ship and at what time. 

We have made a number of discreet inquiries in the hopes that 
photographic film might have been available aboard the ship and might possi- 
bly be used as a dosimeter.   All efforts to date have been negative. 

Deposition of Internal Emitters 

There was an urgent requirement to evaluate the extent to which 
fission products had been absorbed into the tissues of the fishermen* 
As mentioned earlier. Dr. Nakaldzuml had concluded from his mouse experi- 
ment that the prognosis for the fishermen was adversely affected by the 
probability of excessive deposition of long-lived bone-seeking Isotopes». 
The Japanese scientists were desperately looking for an agent to mobilize 
these isotopes and Dr. Lewis believes that they had administered EDTA to 
the patients, despite the fact that urine analysis was beyond their 
capability and they were therefore unable to determine either the need for 
EDTA or the effect produced by it»    /part from the fact that they were 
unable to undertake urine analysis at that time, it is also evident that 
they did not understand the dynamics of fission product metabolism and were 
not used to thinking in terms of urinary excretion levels as an index 
of absorption and deposition. 

They were anxious to provide me with samples of urine for State-side 
analysis.   Two samples were delivered on March 26 and five more on March 
30»   As yet we have not received samples from the remaining 16 patients«,, 
The samples received were properly forwarded to the Health and Safety 
Laboratory and I have had the results of gross analysis of the first two 
samples.   I communicated these results to Dr» Kobayashl in the attached 
letter which is self-explinatory. 

y> & ci 
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

6 April 195U 

Dr, Rokuzo Kobayashi 
National Institute of Health 
Welfare Ministiy 
TOKYO 

Dear Dr. Kobayashi: 

On March 26 we received two samples of urine from patients at 
the Tokyo Univeristy Hospital.    I am happy to be able to report at this 
time that the radioactivity of these samples is so low that the deposits 
of fission products in the tissues of the two patients can be accepted 
as well within the limits of safety.   The results follow: 

-   720 disintegrations per minute per liter 
«   jlO n it «       n       n 

Data on the individual radio-isotopes will be telegraphed to me 
in another few days.    It will then be possible for me to be more quanti- 
tative in estimating the dose from absorbed fission products«   However, 
it is most certain that the storage of long-lived radio-isotopes is in- 
significant in these men. 

As you know, the rate of excretion of fisalon products at any 
given time after absorption bears a relationship to the quantities de- 
posit"4 in the various tissues.   The principal radiochemical constituents 
at this time are due to Sr 89, LalliO and the Rare Earths.   These are 
isotopes which have relatively short half-lives and are eliminated from 
the body with comparative rapidity either by radioactive decay or ex- 
cretion.    In the case of these patients, Sr90 is most certainly an in- 
significant fraction of the total absorbed radioactivity.   The permissible 
urinary excretion, considering the isotopes involved, would be greater, 
by a large factor, than the values imported above. 

I note that the newspapers continue to carry occasional .state- 
ments of the Japanese investigators to the effect that the prognosis for 
the fishermen is adversely affected by the fact that long-life bone- 
seeking isotopes are deposited in their tissues.    It is regrettable that 
the public continues to be misinformed in this respect.   Certainly the 
results reported above argue convincingly that only minimal, medically 
insignificant amounts of fission products have been absorbed into the 
tissues of the two pationts for v-hom results are available. 

UL •£* 



6 April 1954 
Dr. R. Kobayaabl - 2 

I regret that I am unable to give you the results of analysis 
of urine trom the 21 other patients«   Knowing that those data would be 
highly important to your committee in its evaluations of the medical 
status of these patients, we have offered to undertake radiochomical 
u.'lne analysis of all 23 patianta.   The urine from only two patients 
has been delivered to us in time to permit shipment to the States and 
analysis by this date.   More recently, samples from five additional 
patients from the Tokyo University Hospital ware delivered to us, but « 
have not as yot received samples from the 16 patients now hospitalized 
at the Daiichi Hospital. 

Respectfully yours. 

Merril Eisenbud 
Director, Health and Safety Laboratory 
United States Atomic 3nergy Commission 

; 1    * 

ME/ansAcc 

CCi   Dr. Nokaidsumi 
Dr. Kakohi 

.; 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HCW), c/o Postmaster 
SöA Francisco, California 

19 April 1954 

MQ.fORANDUM FOR RECORD 

Additional Ground and Air Radsafs Survey Data During Period ERAVO 
SUBJECT: 

to BRAVO plus 5 Days 

1.    Following are readings from radsafe surveys during the period B to 

B plus 5 days: 

a.   Special ground surveys from PEU survey flight and DDS evacuation 
parties:    (All times Zebra, March 1954.) 

Eniwetak Island (Rongerik Atoll) 
Rongelap Island 
Allinginae Island 
Utirik Atoll 
iW.aetok Island (Rontalap Atoll; 

012315 
020645 
0301*45 
030145 
020645 

waiat height on 
AM/PIR TIB in nWhr 

2000 
1400 

445 
160 

3000 

b     NTOO ABLE. BAKER and CHARLIE flights originating from Knajalein, 

flints (ÄtcTSd Mi originating fron 0-hu. *^*!££l^W 
OWL and flight KING (Gilbert lalands), using «P^^V^Si to tST?-^ 
•qSipMi* (all time. Zebra, March 1954, and readings axtrapoUted to the gr. 

Atoll 

(1) NYQQ Kwa.laletn Flight ABLE: 

Atoll 
DTG Intensity 

(Zebra)        (nr/hr) 

Lftt 020010 
Wotho 020100 
Rongelap 020140 

*Taongi 020325 
Utirik 020^51 
Ailuk 020516 
Liklap 020540 

* uninhabited 

.080 
1.000 

1350.000 
1.400 

240.000 
76.000 
6.000 

Ujae 
Allinginae 
Rongerik 

♦Bikar 
«Taka 

Jemo 

DTG 
(Zebra) 

020024 
020128 
020200 
020428 
020456 
020528 

Intensity 
(mr/hr) 

.100 
1,00.000 

1720.000 
600.000 
160.000 
18.000 

SÄW3 H'7/ 
f 
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(2) NYOO Kwajalsin Flight BAKZR: - • 

DTG         Intensity DTG Intensity 
Atoll     ■ [Zebra)       (mr/hr) Atoll (Zebra) (mr/hr) 

Namu 021920              .020 Ailinglapalap 021945 .080 
Namorik ' 030223              .200 abon 030047 .200 
Kill 030024             .200 Jaluit 030006 .200 
liili 022309              .600 Arno 022228 .600 
Majuro 022216           2.000 Aur 022145 .400 
Kaioalap 022124           3.600 £rikub 022102 4.000 
mje 022051         20.000 

(3) NY0O Kwa.lalein Flight CHARUr.: 

030005 Kusaie 0301O0             .800 Pingelap .600 
Mokil 022330              .600 Ponape 022145 .800 
UJslang 022015              .800 

(4) NY00 Guam Fliaht EASY: 

Guam 052140              .000 Namonuito 060010 .000 
Truk 060100              .000 Kuop 060110 .000 
Losap 060135              .000 Namoluk 060200 .000 
Lukunor 060215              .000 Satawan 060230 .000 
Pulap 060404              .000 Guam 060615 .000 

(5) NYOO Oahu FliBht GaORGi: , 

Kauai 051740              .200 Niihau 051755 .080 
Kaula 051805              .100 Nihoa 051857 .100 
Neckar 052000              .100 Fr. Frigate Shi . 052032 .200 
Gardner Finn • 052124        .     .200 Maro Reef 052225 .200 
Laysan 052250              .080 Lisianski 052330 .080 
Psarl-Hermes Rf. 060025              .080 Midway 060055 .100 

(6) NYOO Oahu Flight Hai: 

Oahu 041718             .030 Lanai 041747 .004 
Hawaii 041845             .040 kaui 042035 .080 
Llolokai 042115             .020 

(7) NYOO Gilbert Island Flicht KING: 

052315 Baru 052305              .080 Nukunau .080 
Arorae 052344              .040 Tamana 060015 .040 
Onotoa 060028              .040 Tabiteuea 060047 .080 

Aranuka 060135              .040 Abemaoa — .040 

Tarawa 060229              .040 Abaiang 060239 .000 

Marakei 060249              .000 ilakin 060310 .080 
Nonouti 06C114              .080 

R. A. HOUSE 
Lt Col USAF 
Ch. TecK Br, J-3 

fill 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOH), c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 1 May 1954 

SUBJECTi Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
~. - and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives (Prints distributed to 

■following onlyi C/S, USA (ExAgt), DMA (AEC), DBM (AEC), HICOM  
TERPACIS, CINCPAC, CINCPACFLT, ChAFSHP, COMNAVSTAKRAJ) 

PHOTO NO. DATE TAKEN 
1      4 Mar 54 

2 

3 

5 

7 

8 

11 

12 

22-1012 

22-1013 

22-10U 

22-1015 

22-1016 

22-1018 

22-1019 

22-1020 

22-1021 

4 Mar 54 

4 Mar 54 

4 Mar 54 

4 Mar 54 

4 Mar 54 

4 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

11 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

22-1022  10 Mar 54 

/t/CL    4- 

LOCATION   CAPTION 
Utirik    Trust Territory Representative and 

Interpreter arriving Utirik from Kwaja- 
lein to meet USS RENSHAW. 

Utirik RENSHAW receiving Utirik natives, 

Utirik Utirik natives on deck of RENSHAW. 

Utirik Similar 

Utirik Utirik Natives in whale boat. 

Utirii Feeding Utirik natives on RENSHAW. 

Utirik    Utirik natives eating on deck of 
RENSHAW. 

Kwajalein  RENSHAff arriving Kwajalein, 

Kwajolein Utirik natives being transported to 
compound« 

Rongelap  V/halo boat coming onto Rongelap, 

Rongelap  Navy work party preparing gear to pull 
native boat onto beach, 

Rongelap Native huts on Rongelap Island. 

Rongelap Navy men pulling native boat onto beach. 

Rongelap Similar, different angle, 

Rongelap 'Whaleboat coming alongside USS NICHOLAS. 

Rongelap  Crew of NICHOLAS preparing to hoist 
whaleboat aboard, 

Sifo Island Navy men taking native hut apart, 

Sifo Island Mr. Strope taking sand sample from Sifo 
Island for radiation tests, 

Sifo Island Men preparing native equipment fox pro- 
tection, .. 

^-13 



SUBJECTI Black and fthlte Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utirlk Natives 

^ 

PHOT? NO, 
22-1023 . 

22-1024. 

22-1025 

22-1026 

22-1027 

22-1028 

22-1029 

22-1030 

22-1031 

22-1032 

22-1033 

22-1034 

22-1035 

22-1036 

22-1037 

22-1047 

22-1050 

22-1051 

PATETAEBT 
10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

10 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

22-1049  5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

22-1052  5 Mar 54 

LOCATION   CAPTION 
Sifo Is.   Mr, Wilds, Dept of Interior representa- 

tive placing native goods under cover 
for protection, 

Sifo Is.  Navy men cleaning native property before 
placing in tents« 

Sifo Is»  ft. ft. Baum climbing coconut tree to 
secure sample for radiation tests. 

Sifo Is.  Soule checking radiation of drying copra 
in tent area. 

Rongelap Interior Rongelap Schooli Front-left. 

Rongelap Same as abovet Front-right. 

Rongelap Exterior of Rongelap School, 

Rangerik Reefer storage, 

Rongerik Dumping spoiled food. 

Rongerik  Whaleboat survey party going ashore 
Eninotak, 

Rongelap Survey of native hut. 

Utirlk Aerials Utirlk Atoll from PBH, 

Utirlk Boy and old man on Utirlk, 

Utirlk Village shot from lagoon, 

Utirlk Aerial of island, 

Knajalein  Gen Clarkson with native women and 
children. 

Kwajalein  Gen Estes, Capt Sooy, Adm Clarke, Gen 
Clarkson talk to John, Magistrate of 
Rongelap, and Kabdo from Utirlk, 

Kwajalein  Gen Clarkson, Adm Clarke, Kabdo, John, 

Kwajalein  USMC Band playing for natives at Naval 
dispensary. 

Kv;ajclain Natives waiting for medics; Kabdo talks 
to Rod 
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SUBJECTI Black cmd White Contact faints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives 

PHOTO NQ,. 
22-1053 

DATE TAKEN 
5 Iter 5U 

22-105A  5 Mar 5U 

LOCATION 
Kwaj alein 

Kwajalein 

22-1055 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1056 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1057 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1058 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1059 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1060 5 Har 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1061 5 Liar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1062 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1U63 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1064 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1066 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1067 5 Liar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1068 5 Mar 54 Kwaj alein 

22-1069 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1070 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

CAPTION 
T. Capollo and C. Rothrock, KMC, USN 
behind desk start medical record on 
Jinni and daughter, Alma 

R. M. King, HM3 and M, L. Duncan, HM3 ~ 
take blood samples from baby's toe, 
mother next right. 

H, L, Duncan, R. M. King take blood 
sample from Utirik boy, mother next. 

M, L. Duncan takes sample of blood from 
Utirik man. 

Similar, different native man. 

W, E. Rico, HUC, making blood count at 
microscope. 

L, ?, Kraushaar, HM2, preparing blood 
sample for a cell count. 

Similar, different angle, 

Utirik mother bott3e feeding baby at 
dispensary. 

Uarshallose waiting turn for finger- 
prick at dispensary. 

HM2 Kraushaar, getting blood sample from 
elderly Utirik man. 

Procedure mooting of Native Aid Operation; 
left to right: Adm Clarke, Lt Bowman, 0. 
DoBrum, M. Wilds, Cdr E.F. Grable, Lt 
Guna, Lcdr U.D. Halpin, Cdr W.J. Hall, 
Cdr Blasdel, Capt D.A. Sooy. 

Nativo women prepare fruits. 

L.V. DeJong issuing soap for natives1 

decontamination baths in lagoon. 

Male natives taking decontamination baths 
in lagoon. 

131  Native compound at Kwajalein. 

Marshallese Church Service. 

/AJCL 4- 
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SUBJECT! 

PHOTO NO. 
22-1071 

22-1072 

22-1073 

22-1074 

22-1075 

22-1076 

22-1077 

22-1078 

22-1079 

22-1080 

22-1081 

22-1082 

22-1083 

22-1084 

22-1085 

22-1086 

22-1087 

22-1088 

22-1089 

22-1090 

Black and ?/hitc Contact Prints Ilolatlve to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives 

m mm 
5 Uar 54 

5 Har 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

5 Mar 54 

LOCATION        CAPTION 
Kwajalein     Natives leaving Church Service. 

Kttajalein     CWOHC H,J, Spangler with native boy r" 
dispensaiy, 

Krrajoloin     Drs. Cdr V.J. Hall, Capt DcMent, Lt J,S, 
Thompson. 

Knajalein     Native woaen prepare for docontaoination 
bath« 

Kv.-ajolcin     Similar! LSt Island background (DoJong 
issuing soap). 

Kwajaloin     SimJJ.art LSt Lagoon background (DoJong 
issuing soap). 

Knajedein     Docontcmination bath: Mother with baby 
in lagoon. 

Krrajcloin Kabdo and nife (Utirik) in compound. 

Krrajalcin Utirik man with children in compound. 

Kuajoloin Native mother with baby drinking coconut. 

Kwajaloin Native father with baby drinking coconut. 

Kwajaloin V.C. Ebcrle playing with native kids, 

Kwajaloin     U.IT, Naylor, DC2, V/.E. VanNattan, A03, 
CWO L.G. Barr, J.C. Wcstbrook, AKli 
Monitor toon, 

Kwajaloin     Drs, Lt Thotrrnnn, Capt DeMont, Gordon 
Dunning, 

Kwajaloin     'Jcstbrook nonitoring native woman Tilth 
baby, 

Kwajaloin     ViTestbrook nonitoring young native girl- 

Kwr.jalcin     DeJong and iTostbrook monitor native mon 
and boys, 

Kwajalein     L,V, DeJong nonitoring young boy, 

Kwajdo^n     Naylor and VanNattan monitor nativo nan- 

KwajalcLi     Sailors nonitor native man with baby. 

/MCC 4- 
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Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys» Evacuation 

NATION  SÄEXM 
Kwajalein  Sailors monitor natives at compound« 

Knajolein  Noylor and VenNattan read native boy's 
foot, "^ 

Kwajalein  DeJone reading lady's hair (geiger) 

Kwajalein  King John (Rongelap) talking to Drs, 
Dunning, DeMent, Hall and Mr, 0, DeBrun, 

Kwajalein  Drs. Dunning, DeMent, unknown, Hall, 
tmknown, 

Kvmjaloin Sailors play hopscotch with native kids, 

Kwajalein Taking chow to native mess (from truck). 

Kwajalein Natives in chow line. Sailors serving, 

Kwajalein USMC Bond playing for Morsholleae. 

Kwajalein Similar to 22-1100, 

Kwajalein Native barber giving haircuts« 

Kv/L.Jalein  Ensign Peters end Mr. Evans (ARC) with 
handout items, 

Kwajalein  Peters and Evans handing out ARC items 
to natives. 

Kwajalein  Similar to 22-1104., 

Kwajalein  Lt Marcella (nurse) with Dr. DeMent, 
Capt, USN. 

Kwajalein  Peters and Evans giving candy to native 
kids. 

Kwajalein  Morshnllese playing volley-ball« 

Kwajalein  Peters and Evans unwrapping candy, etc. 
for natives. 

Kwajalein  J.C. Westbrook with monitor and Dr. 
DeMent check natives' hair after' decontaai- 
nation wash. Ensigns Johnson and Peters 
look on. 

9*11 

SUBJECT» Black and Wl 
and Care of 

PHOTO NO. ' DATE TAKEN 
22-1091 5 Mar 54 

22-1092 -5 Mar 54 

22-1093 5 Mar 54 

22-1094 U Mar 54 

22-1095 11 Mar 54 

22-1097 11 Mar 54 

22-1098 11 Mar 54 

22-1099 11 Mar 54 

22-1100 11 Mar 54 

22-1101 11 Mar 54 

22-U02 11 Mar 54 

22-1103 11 Mar 54 

22-1104 11 Mar 54 

22-1105 11 Mar 54 

22-1106 11 Mar 54 

22-1107 11 Mar 54 

22-1108 11 Mar 54 

22-1109 11 Mar 54 

22-1110 11 Mar 54 

/AJCC4- 
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SUBJECT: 

PHOTO W. 
22-U11 

22-1115 

22-1116 

22-1117 

22-1118 

22-1119 

22-1120 

22-1121 

22-1122 

22-1123 

22-1204 

22-1205 

22-1206 

Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utirlk Natives 

' DATE TAKEN   LOCATION   CAPTION 
11 Mar 34-   Kuajalein  Navy wives donate clothes to Marshallese; 

left to right! Mrs. C.E, McLanohan, Mrs, 
R.S, Clarke, Mrs. 17,H. Shannon, and Mra. 
A«L. Hone. 

22-1112  11 Mar 54   Kwajalein 

22-11U  U Mar 54   Knajolein 

11 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

3 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

Jack Tobin (District Anthropologist) 
nith Rongelap Magistrate John and 
Utirik's Kooboj. 

Norse (Lt) Marcella Smith, Dr. (Lt) J.S, 
Thompson, and Jabwe (native doctor) and 
Ellen. 

22-1207   20 Mar 54 

Knajalein  TT.E. VanNattan and T7.W. Noylor monitoring 
native clothing in laundry. 

Utirik    Utirik Atoll before evacuation. Natives 
in foreground, IstLt V.J. Larson, USAF^ 
(Instrumentation Officer) and Ens R.P. 
Keiser, USNR, arriving in rubber boat. 
Seaplane in background. 

Utirik    Native colony on Utirik Atoll.. 

Utirik    Similar, beach scene. 

Utirik    Similar, native house. 

Utirik    Outrigger and native paddling toward 
native colony at Utirik. 

Utirik    Native colony from lagoon - Utirik. 

Utirik    IstLt W.J, Larson getting soil samples, 
native colony in background. 

Utirik    Similar. 

Kuajaloin  Dr. Conard examining Jemlok, 2 years, 
bald from BRAVO shot contamination. 

Kuajalein  Dr. Conard examining neck rash on Jimoko. 

•Kwajolein  Left to rights Dr, Conard, natives, 
Mahaffey, Evans and Pratt set for still 
photo. 

Kuajalein  Group shot of native children. 

/l*?Z -^ 
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SUBJECT} 

PHOTO NO. 
22-1208 

22-1209 

22-1210 

22-1211 

Black and Hhlte Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utlrlk Natives 

PATS MB 
20 Mar 54 

20 Tior % 

20 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

LOCATION. . cmaa 
Kwajaloin     Portrait of Chief Magistrate of Rongelap, 

John. 

Knajalein     Weather station personnel being exanined 
by Dr. Conard. 

Kwajolelh 

Kunjaloln 

2P-1212 20 Mar 54 Kuajaloin 

22-1213 20 Mar 54 Knajalein 

22-12U 20 Mar 54 Kwajaleii! 

22-1215 20 Mar 54 Kwajaloin 

22-1216 ?0 Mar 54 Kuajslein 

22-1219 20 Mar 54 Kuajalcin 

22-1220 20 Mar 54 Knajaleln 

22-1221 20 Mar 54 Kwajoleln 

22-1222 20 Mar 54 Koajoleln 

22-1223 20 Mar 54 Kv7aj sleln 

22-1224 20 Mar 54 Kwajalein 

22-1225 10 Mar 54 Rongerlk 

Dr. V. Bond oxaolnlng hair of Smith. 

Group shot of weather station personnel 
subjected to fallout from BRAVOf left 
to rlghtt Seated, A/1C R« Harmer, S/Sgt 
L. Winchester, kjXZ R4 Pottlngill, AAC 
B, /xdrews, A/2C D. Black, A/lC W. Smith, 
A/lC L. Bushkln; standing: A/lC, D. Baker 
VIC J, Ashby, S/Sgt C. Tovmsend, M/Sgt 
R, Pletsch, A/lC Azblll, A/lC. R. Ropor, 
A/lC Curbow, V/OJC J. Kapral,    S/Sgt A. 
Campbell. 

Native children eating lunch. 

Adults and children eating lunch. 

Similar to 1213. 

Similar to 1213, 

Similar to 1213. 

Dr. Conard examining natives. 

Similar. 

Left to righti Dr. Conard, Marta, Jonita 
and Billet (interpreter) - examination. 

Left to rightt Mahaffey, Evans, Dr. 
Conard, Pratt with natives at examination. 

Dr. Conard and ueorge Pratt discuss shot 
of native oxominatlon, camera in back- 
ground. 

Dr. Conard examining back of neck of 
native. 

(Eniwotak Is) Radsafe man checking tent (lonlsphorc 
recording station) for radiation level. 

(4 7<7 
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SUBJECTt Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utlrlk Natives 

PHOTO NO. PtfEME»  Ifi&lM  fiAOM u ,jt      , „ f . J4 ,4 , 
22-1235  10 Mar 54   Eniwetak Is Navy man holding sick rat (radiation) 

~ . - at Enlwetak naln cfljnp, 

-^N    22-1237  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Native workshed along beach, 

22-1238  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Interior of native home, 

22-1239   8 Mar 54    Rongelap   Similar. 

22-1240   8 Mar 54    Rongolap  Radsofe man checking outrigger canoe for 
fallout radiation« 

22-1241  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Similar, 

22-1242  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Beach scone of Rongelap, 

22-1243   8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Left to righti Mr, M,E, Wilds (Department 
of Interior Representative) and Lt Fink, 
Executive Officer of USS NICHOLAS talking 
to destroyer by radio, 

22-1244  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Radsafo man checking native cometary 
for radiation, 

22-1245  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Similar to 22-1244. 

22-1246  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Typical native house in main port of 
village, 

22-1258 8 Mar 54 Rongelap Pigs left at village after evacuation, 

22-1260 8 Mar 54 Rongolap Chickens left behind by natives, 

22-1261 8 Mar 54 Rongelap M,E. Wilds sitting in whaleboat, 

22-1262 8 Mar 54 Rongelap Dr. Scoville sitting in whaleboat, 

22-1263 8 Mar 54 ' Rongelap Whaleboat anchored in lagoon, 

22-1264  8 Mar 54    Rongolap  Two whaloboats together in lagoon for 
conference on.procedure, 

> 
22-1265  8 Mar 54    Rongelap  Whaleboat underway in lagoon, 

•-* 

22-1266  8 Mar 54    Rongcrik  Navy personnel examining moss hall at 
main camp on Eniuotck Island, 

22-1267  8 Mar 54    Rongorik  Similar, different view in mess hall, 

22-1268  8 Mar 54    Rongerik  Interior of reefer, 

22-1269  8 Mar 54    Rongcrik  Similar. 

^>   ^8^ 



SUBJECT i Black and Whito Contact Prints Rolativo to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongolap and Utirlk Natives 

CAPTION 
Interior of dispensary on Eninctak. 

Slnllor, 

Interior of supply room on Enlwetak. 

Slnllor. 

Interior of living quarters on Eninctok, 

Similar, different angle. 

Similar, 

Similar. 

Beach scene in front of village, 

Viott along main path in Utirlk village. 

Village soono, Utirlk. 

Main path looking away from village. 

Native homo outside main part of village. 

Outrigger canoes along beach near village. 

Men loading rrdiation samples in whalcboat 
on Utirlk beach, 

Whaleboat being raised aboard USS NICHOLAS 

Radaafc man checking Dr, Scoville, 

Men in main cemp oil Enivretak, 

Radsafe men lending on Rongolap beach 
fro- v/haleboat, 

Radsafo ncn talking in village on Rongolap 

Similar, 

Burccl Churoh at Rongolap village. 

Similar, different angle. 

Native wash house in Rongolap village. 

22-1270 
PATE ma 
8 Mar 54 

LOCATION 
Rongorlk 

22-1271 ' 8 r,!nr 54 Rongorlk 

22-1272 ' 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1273 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-127^ 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1275 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1276 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1277 8 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1278 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1278 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1280 8 Mar 54 Jtirik 

22-1281 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1282 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1283 8 Mar 54 .Utirlk 

22-1284 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1285 8 Mar 54 Utirlk 

22-1287 8 Mar 54 Utirik 

22-1288 9 Mar 54 Rongorlk 

22-1290 9 Mar 54 Rongolap 

22-1291 9 Mar 54 Rongolap 

22-1292 9 Mar 54 Rongclap 

22-1293 9 Mar 54 Rongolap 

22-1294 9 Mar 54 Rongelap 

22-1295 9 Mar 54 Rongolap 

H-ai 
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SUBJECT: Black and Whlto Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives 

^ 

•^N 

PHOTO NO.    DATE TAKEN        LOCATION       CAPTION 
22-1296       9 liar 5U Rongelap      Rongelap village scene, 

22-1297 -   9 Mar 54. Rongelap Abandoned goose on Rongelap beach.  

22-1298 20 Mar 5A Kvmjaloin Dr. Cronkito examining King Ian of Utirik 

22-1299 20 Uar 5A Kwajaloin Slailar, 

22-1300 20 Mar 5U Kwajaloin Siailar. 

22-1301 20 Mar 54 Kr/ajalcin Similar, 

22-1302       20 Mar 5U        Kuaj olein     Native people of Utirik watching examina- 
tion, 

22-1303       20 liar 54        Kwajaloin    Two typical native women and two girlso 

22-1304       20 Mar 54        Kwajaloin     Natives watching examination. 

22-1305       20 Mar 54 Kwajaloin     Dr. Conard behind natives watching oxemi- 
natlon, 

22-1306  20 Mar 54   Kwajgloin  Dr. Cronkito examining native girl's 
mouth, 

22-1307  20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Dr. Cronkltc examining native boy's hair, 

22-1308  20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Portrait of King Ian of Utirik. 

22-1309   20 Mar 54  Kwajaloin  Group shot of George Pratt, King Ian, 
Dr. Cronkito and King Ion's wife* 

22-1310   20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  TU-8 photographer photographing natives 
for identification purposes, 

22-1311   20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Similar, 

22-1312   20 Ifcr 54   Kwajaloin  Similar. 

22-1313   20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Interior of hospital, nurse Kathleen 
Bnil treating ear sore of Tima, Dr. 
Shulman in background, 

22-1314  20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Similar, Dr, Shu.Tman treating Tima. 

22-1315   20 Mar 54   Kwajaloin  Similar, 

22-1316  20 Liar 54   Ewajalein  Native children treated for anal cracks. 

XT » t > 
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SUBJECT: Black and Whito Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and coro of Rongclap and Utirik Natives 

LQCAIIOH   CAPTION 
Ifoajalein  Similar 

„_ .^_.   „ „ ,_   Kwajaloin  Native nodic treating mouth of nativcL 
"> child, 

Kuajaloin - Dr. Sholman treating eye of Nolmira« 

Kv/ajaloin  Native medic treating anus of native 
child, 

Kuajoloin  Dr. Shulmon treating neck sore on Tinako,. 
Nurse Bnil assisting. 

Kivajolcin Similar, 

Kw. j olein Similar. 

Kuajoloin Similar, 

Kwcjalcin Taking blood sample from Airmen Logna, 

Kcvnjdcin Similar, 

Kuajalcin  Taking blood samples from woathor station 
airman. 

Kuajalcin  Dr. V. Bond taking blood somplo from 
Bortolino. 

Kwajoloin Similar to 22-1328. 

Kfrajaloin Similar, different eixnon. 

Kwajaloin Blood testing and counting room, 

Kuajalcin Similar, different view, 

Kuajalcin Similar, different vicu, 

Kuajalcin  Dr. V. Bond taking blood samples fron 
native, 

Kuajolein Similar, different angle, 

Kuajalcin Similar, but samples from uomen. 

Kuajalcin Similar, 

Kuajalcin Similar. 

PHOTO HO. 
22-1317 20 Mar 54 

22-1318 - 20 Mar 54 

22-1319 20 Mar 54 

22-1320 20 Liar 54 

22-1321 20 liar 54 

22-1322 20 Mar 54 

22-1323 20 HOT 54 

22-132^ 20 Mar 54 

22-1325 20 Mar 54 

22-1326 20 Mar 54 

22-1327 20 Mar 54 

22-1328 20 Mar 54 

22-1329 20 Mar 54 

22-1330 20 Mar 54 

22-1331 20 Mar 54 

22-1332 20 Mar 54 

22-1333 20 Mar 54 

22-1334 20 Mar 54 

22-1335 20 Mar 54 

22-1336 20 Mar 54 

22-1337 20 Mar 54 

22-1338 20 Mar 54 
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SUBJECTt Black nnd HJhlto Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
. and Care of Rongclap and Utirik Natives 

MCATIQN   CATION 
Kuajdoin  Dr. Cronkito and Or* Bond talking to 

native child, 

Knajaloin  Native watching examination, 

Kwajolcin  Similar, but with Dr, Bond in group, 

Kwajolcin  Dr. Cronkitc and Dr. Bond oxanining . 
native child, 

Krajclein  Dr. Cronkito examining native child, 

Krajaloin Dr, Cronkitc examining native baby on 
lap of fathoTo' 

Kuojaloin  Closcup of native father and baby, Dr, 
Cronkito oxemining baby, 

Kuajalein Closoup of native father and baby, 

Knajaloin Closcup of King Ian of Utirik. 

Kwajalein Similar, 

Kwajalcin King Ion, wifo and son, 

Kwajalein King Ian, wifo and two sons» 

Rongcrlk Atoll Men unloading spoiled food from roofer. 
(Eniwotok Is) 

Eniwotak Is Lien loading spoiled food onto truck, 

Eniwotok Is Similar to 22-1363. 

Eniwotok Is Men loading spoiled food onto truck. 

Eniwotak Is Backing truck onto roof to dispose of 
spoiled food. 

Eniuctak Is Men dumping spoiled food on reef, 

iilinginao Atoll Native cooking area on Sifo Island, 

Sifo Island Interior of native tent, 

Kwajalein Natives waiting for blood somplo taking 
at dispensary. 

PHOTO NO. DATE TAKEN 
22-1339   - • 20 Mar 54 

22-1340 20 Mar 54 

22-1341 20 Mar 54 

22-1342 20 Mar 54 

22-13A3 20 Mar 54 

22-13U 20 Mar 54 

22-1345 20 Mar 54 

22-1346 20 Mar 54 

22-1347 20 Mar 54 

22-1348 20 Mnr 54 

22-1349 20 Mar 54 

22-1350 20 Mar 54 

-^ 2-1363 10 Mnr 54 

22-1364 10 liar 54 

22-1365 10 Mar 54 

22-1366 10 Mnr 54 

22-1367 10 Mar 54 

22-1368 10 Mar 54 

22-1369 10 Mar 54 

22-1370 10 Mar 54 

22-1371   . 20 Mar 54 
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SUBJECTI 

PHOTO NO. 
22-1372 

22-1377 

22-1378 

22-1379 

22-1380 

22-1381 

22-1382 

22-1383 

Black and Whlto Contact Priata Relative to Surveys, Evacuation 
and Care of Rongolap and Utirlk Natives 

PATE TAKEN 
- 20 Mar 54 

20 Uar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Uar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Mar 54 

20 Uar 54 

msM   yssm 
Kwajalcin     Similar, but with native wonan and child« 

Kuajalcin     Native being fed» 

Rr/ajalcin     Sinilar, 

Kwajaloin     Rod Cross Field man, Mr, Evans, distri- 
buting gun to natives» 

Kwajalein     Native nan shaving hinself with safety 
razor blade, 

Kaajalcin     CW0HC J.J, Spongier with native boy at 
disponsazy, 

Kwajalcin     Navy radsafo man chocking natives» 

Knajaloin     Closeup of radsafe nan and radiation 
counter reading foot of native» 

22-1384      20 Mar 54        Knajaloin     Native children playing hop scotch» 

(s/t) . R. A. HOUSE 
LtCol, USAF 
ChlechOpns Br, J-3 & Radsafo Officer 

_> 
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ÜkADQUARTEBS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 187 (HOW), e/o Postusttr 
San Francisco, California 

SUBJECT:   Surrey of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls 

IMky 1954 

TO:     Commander in Chief, Pacific 
Navy No. 128, c/o Fleet Post Office 
San Francisco, California 

1. Forwarded herewith is the report of the survey party which 
visited Rongelap and Utirik Atolls during the period 21-23 April, 
in order to determine what action oust be taken prior to return of 
the native populations to these places. 

2. I concur in the recoBBwndations suboitted* Z reconmend that 
you designate as soon as possible your representative who will coor- 
dinate the activities of interested agencies in this project. I as- 
sure you that the personnel and facilities of Joint Task Faroe SEVEH 
will be made available to your Project Officer as lone as elements of 
the Task Fores remain in the Forward Area. 

3. When I am advised of your approval of the recosiaendations 
contained in this report, additional copies will be reproduced here 
and forwarded to interested agencies for their use. 

1 Incl 
Report of Survey of 
Rongelap and Utirik 
Atolls (in dup) 

A CERTIFIED TRUE COPY: 

l%l P W Clarkson 
P. W. CURKSQN 
Ha Jar General, USA 
Coonander 

CHESNEY 
Major ÜSAF 
Adjutant General 
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HEADQUARTERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

APO 167 (HOW), e/o Postnaater 
San Francisco, California 

30 April 1954 

' SUBJECT:   Survey of Rongelap and Utirik AtoU« 

THRU: Ccnmander, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

-> 

TO:     Ccomander in Chief, Pacific 
Navy No. 128, c/o Fleet Post Office 
San Francisco, California 

1. Referencest 

a. Letter, CJTF SEVBI to CINCP^C dated 9 April 1954» subject! 
"Return of Inhabitants of Rongelap and Utirik to their Home AtoUs**» 

b. Message, CINCPAC to CJTF SEVEN, U0042Z April 1954. 

c. Message, CINCPAC to CNO, 1605002 April 1954. 

2» In accordance with the provisions of references ai and b, a 
survey party visited Rongelap and Utirik AtoU» during the period 21-?) 
April 1954» The mission of the survey party was to determine what action 
must be taken prior to the return of the native population to these atolls, 
from which they were evacuated early in March 1954 as a consequence of 
the Initial detonation of the CASTLB test series« The eemposition of the 
survey party la Indicated in Indosure 1« A narratir account of the ac- 
tivities of the survey party. Including observaticn« coneemlng the two 
atolls, is presented in Indosure 2* 

3« In general, the conclusions of the survey party confirmed the 
planning factors outlined in reference a. The natives of Utirik Atoll 
may be returned to their homes shortly after the last shot of the CASTLE 
series. On the other hand, the natives of Rongelap AtoU can net be re* 
turned to their homos for approximately one year. 1 Nay 1955 la recos- 
mended as the planning date for the return to Rongelap. The natives of 
Rongelap should be examined periodically to monitor their recovery from 

fi* 
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Jü AprU 1954 

SUBJECT«   Surrey of Rongelap and Utlrik Atoll* 

the effects of the radiation received, and Rongelap Atoll should be 
visited quarterly by RadSafe personnel to monitor the decay of the 
contaqination there» 

4«   The survey party submits the following specific recoamendationst 

a.   UTIRg 

(1) Several days after the last CASILE shot, Utirik Atoll 
should be inspected again by RadSafe personnel of JTF SEVEN or AEC to 
determine whether or not additicnal contamination his occurred. If no 
Increase In oxtemal radiation and food and water contamination levels 
is noted, the return of the natives nay be undertaken without delay« 
The contämlnaticn levels now present at the two atolls are indieatod in 
Indosure 3* Research analysis of the foods and water collected ie being 
made by NRJ.iL and NYOO. 

(2) CINCPHCFLT should designate a project officer to coor- 
dinate the activities of interested agencies in the return of the Utirik 
natives* 

(3) CINCPHCFLT should designate and make available a ship 
which will trarsport the Utirik natives and their belongings frca Kwaja— 
lein back to Utirik. In addition to the few personal effects the native« 
have with thoir, the following items should be moved to Utirik» These 
items should be assembled by the C1NCP.XPLT project officer in coordi- 
nation with the local Kwajalein representative of TERPHCIS, and the fund« 
for necessary purchases should be provided by JTF SEVEN: 

(a) Used lumber, already made available by ComNavSta 
Kwajalein« 

(b) Flour, salt and other staple items of food supplie« 
adequate for one month« 

(o) Limited amounts of nails, window glass, metal rooflaf 
and medical supplies as determined by CINCPHCFLT 
project off leer in coordination with Kwajalein rep» 
resentatlve of TERPACIS. 

(d) 10,000 gallons of fresh water to flush and refill 
Utirik cisterns. 

(e) Approximately 400 chickens, 120 pigs and small num- 
bers of other animals as determined by CINCPnCFLT 
project officer, in coordination with TERPACIS rep- 

ti %<i 
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SUBJECT:   Survey of Rongelap and Utlrlk Atolls i 
I 

resentÄtiTB.   Son« of these animals are already 
being obtained by the TERP..CIS representative« at 
Kwajalain, 

> (4)   The survey party ties advised that en a number of oo>» 
casioos LSTs have.entered the Utlrlk lagoon.   The us« of this type ship 
is reeconended, if the CINCP*CFLT project officer concur« after Investi- 
gation of the lagoon channel«* 

(5) No construction or repair work by U.S. personnel is re* 
quired, since little deterioration of the buildings on Utirik has occurred 
since the evacuation. 

(6) No decontamination work is required, except for the 
flushing and cleaning of cistoms recoonended above. 

b,   feJS&if 

(1> The natives of Rongelap Atoll should be relocated on an 
island of trx Kwajalein Atoll for the period of appreodaately on« year» 
BIKEJ Island ha? been selected by TERPACIS representrtives at Kwajaleln 
for this rnrpose. This island 1« under control of TERPACIS. CCHNAVSXiJafcJ 
conrirs ii; chls selection. The relocation near NtVST* Kwajaleln i« In ac- 
cord with the ^cconnendations of the Project Officer of Project 4.1» who 
wiM thortly :^.clude the active medical surveillnce of th« Rongelap na— 
ti-x» ac K*'«ja! .ein. 

(2) As in th« case of the Otlrik native«» CINCPACFLT should 
dQ»fgiiat'< a i reject officer to coordinate the activities of Interested 
agencies during the temporary relocation of Rongelap native« and during 
thoir ultimate return to their hones. 

(3) The tempora.y nature of this relocation should be given 
wide publicity throughout the Trast Territories and U.S. new« media, after 
the movement ha« been eomplctad. 

(4) The A3C contractor at th« Pacific Proving Ground« (Holme« 
and Narver, Inc.) should prefabricate as necessary and supervise the con- 
struction of small wood dwelling«, a combination school and church, a dis- 
pensary, and other buildings and cistern« for th« 82 Rongelap native« to 
be relocated temporarily in tho Kwajaleln utdl. Material« for this con- 
struction will be provided from Eniwetok and delivt ^ed to the site of th« 
new village by JTF SEVEN. Details of the conatruction required are pre- 
sented in Indosure 4. 
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SUBJECT:    Survey of Rongelap and Utirlk Atolls 

(5) Cotmon labor for this construction should be provided 
by the natives of Rongelap themselves, is much ".s possible.    Holmes and 
Narver personnel will perform the more difficult tasks»   Native labor 
should be paid ««ages by JTP SEVEN at a vage scale determined by the rep» 
resentatives of TERPnClS. 

(6) Water and staple food supplies for one month should 
be provided initially, as In the case of the Utirik natives covered above* 
Likewise, chickens and animals should be provided in numbers determined 
by representatives of TERPACIS ind the CDICP..CFLT project officer.    In 
addition, the Rongelap natives must be provided mlniimun food supplies 
and other essentials on a continuing basis, since they will have no in- 
come from sale of copra and since BIKEJ Island provides meager quantities 
of natural foods. 

f?)    Just pr^or to the time the Rongelap natives are moved 
ftcu X»»^AlejL-  lOtnd to KXTM Island, a ship should be sent to Rongelap 
Island Lo ^lo   up the dothini?.. bcoks and other belongings (including two 
30-foot «l'\Ci-"i .-f ^he nftt^s-   Decontamination of those items should b« 
performoc» -.*• i.*"»..ja'.cfa un:'.cr r-p^rvisico of local or JTF SE7EH RadSafe 
prt:-3onn«>l. 

':;;   P^iodic modiul surveys of the natives and RadSafe 
WLxr^yn 01 1 '.„ a°Lo.Lli shouli be coaducted by en? if led personnel opera— 
t j ir» crt oi  'ic-.-.-T^a ^wajalel-,    Dr. Bugher   DHk, i.3', stated that his of— 
Ji  -! '••   i i v) .'odically send groups of qurlifiel personnel to Kwajalela 

« 
'5)   iVEC RadSafe personnel ree5 ten« in the Pacific Proving 

lic'u.cii   ir,  .-exjunction with representatives cf DEM, AEC, should make 
p.r'.od:... lurpörticns of the  '.c'.ar.ds of Rongelap Atoll to ascertain the 
-ate of dantcy of the contaodn'tLcn.   Reports of these inspections should 
•De forwp.rJed to intere^.e^ i'<erciti| AEC, CINCP..CFLT, JTF SSVEJI, CCMN^VSX» 
IC-/;.J;X2IN. 

(10) A r-hr-:e. .ai.'.ve of CINCP^CFLT, probablj CCIOIAVSTHKWAJ, 
shcuJ.d nonitor tno grrara.  «."fire of the Rongelap natives during their 
teoiprnry stay at JOnjalei.: ' • o'JL, 

(11) Ir the tt:Jrf_ of 1955, another survey party should visit 
the islands of Rongelap Atc-31 x:J the natives in their temporary hoass at 
Kvajalein Atoll to determine vhen these natives may be returned to their 
homes and what additional action must be taken prior to their movement font 
Kwaj?lein Atoll.   The same agencies should be represented on this later sun 
vry party as on this group.   Funds required for this movement and the con* 
struction and supplies necessary at Rongelap Island will be provided by 
JTP SEVEN. 

,0 OTIC does nol 
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SUBJECT:   Survey of Rongelap and Utlrlk Atolla. 
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">■ 

5«   AH members of the survey party agree on the recommenditions 
presented.   CDR E. P. CRONKITE, Project Officer of Project 4*1 «as not 
a~member of the survey party, but he was consulted several times.   His 
views ware considered by the survey party.   All data from the testing , 
of soil, water and food items will not be available and evaluated for 
sone weeks. 

6.   Finally, the survey party emphasizes the importance of pub- 
licizing the temporary nature of the relocation.    It is possible that 
the natives will be content to remain at Kwajalein Atoll after they live 
there a year, under subsidy of the U.S. Government.   Mr. Neasf District 
Administrator of TERP^CIS at Majuro, stated at a conference at Kwajalein 
on 27 April 1954 that it is the policy of TEHPACIS to discourage concen- 
tration of Marshalles« natives at a few coamereially favorable locations 
and to dlscourago too rapid acquisition of wealth by small groups of 
natives.   This policy confirms the recoaaand-.tion mads above that the 
subsidy provided the natives while at Kwajalein be held to the essen- 
tial minimum. 
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4 Inels» 

1. Composition of 
Surrey Party. 

2. Narrative Account of 
Activities of Survey 
Party, 

3. Radiological Surveys 
of Rongelap and Utirik 
Atolls. 

4. Construction Required 
to Establish Temporary 
Village for Rongelap 
Natives. 

DAVID 0. BZARS, JR. 
Colonel, U. 5. Army 
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COiPOSITIOH OF SURVEY PnRfrC 
WHICH VISITED BUGELAP "M UTIRIK ATOLLS. 21.23 APRIL 1954 
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Colonel David 0. Qyar«, Jr. 
-U.3«. Army 

Dr. Thomas Whit« 

Mr. Jaaws G. Terrill, Jr. 

Captain William Horn« 
U.S. Army- 

Mr. David L. Narver, Jr. 

Mr. Charles Babree 
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Mr. Marion Wilds 
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U.S. Navy 
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Sgt William W. Baum, 
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U.S. Navy 
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Holmes It Narver, Inc. 
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Holmes It Narver, Inc. 
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Medical Research 
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HEAOQUARIERS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVBI 

APO 187 (HCW)f e/o Pottaaater 
San Francisco, California 

30 April 1954 

NARRATIVE OP ACTIVITIES 9tJSBSU!kBLSä VISIT T0 B^QEL^ 'Ww-wmw* 

19 April - The members of the survey party who are normally based 
at Enlwetok during Operation CASTLE proceeded to Kwajaleln by C-47 air» 
craft« 

20 April - The survey party assembled in the office of RüSM Clarke, 
COMNAVSTAKWU, at 1000 hours. In addition to the survey party and ADM 
Clarice, Or. John Bugher, Director of Division of Biology and Medicine 
of the AEC, and Mr. Jack Tobin, District Anthropologist of TERPACIS, were 
present. Col Byars outlined the purpose and schedule of the trip. Mr. 
Tobin translated for the natives present. The possibility of having to 
relocate temporarily the Rcngelap natives was discussed briefly. The 
conference adjourned at 1100 hours. After the conference, Mr. Tobin 
and Mr. Wilds representing IERPHCIS stated that the natives were very 
glad to learn that definite action is being initiated to return than 
to their homes. 

In the afternoon, members of the survey party and Dr. Bugher visited 
the office of Project 4.1 and discussed the work of that unit with the 
Project Officer, CDR E. P. Cronklte. This unit works directly across 
the street from the barracks in which the 82 natives of Rcngelap are bil- 
leted. Project 4*1 has conducted extensive tests of evacuated natives, 
and results of the work will be made available to interested agencies. 

At 1600 hours the survey party boarded the USS PHILLIP (DDE 498), 
which sailed from Kwajalein at 1800 hours. 

21 April - The PHILIP entered the lagoon of Rcngelap Atoll at 0700 
hours and anchored off the beach of Rcngelap Island. The entire party 
went ashore in motor whaleboats and began a survey of the island. Chic- 
kens were seised without delay. No other animals or domestic fowls were 
observed, except several cats. The three natives from Rcngelap assisted 
the survey party in identifying buildings, locating cisterns and wells, 
and answering questions. AU six natives were active in the collection 
of chickens and soil, water and food samples. The Rcngelap natives trans- 
ported to ths PHILIP sawing machines and other personal effects from the 
dwellings. 

22 Aprl). - The survey party was divided into two group« • One group 
returned to Rongelap Island and continued ths survey of ths native Till- 
age. The other group proceeded by motor whaleboat to three Islands of 
ths Rongelap Atoll north of Rongelap Island, These Islands were Bosch, 
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Etxlalo and Eniaetok, Radiation levels wer« recorded on the three Is- 
lands; the intensity increased as the party moved northward, as was ex- 
pected* Actual readings are presented in Inolosure Ho. 3« On Enialo 
Island, birds eggs were gathered for testing since the natives include 
these in their diet. 

Dr« White conducted an experiment on Rongelap Island in which he 
used fire-fighting equipment from the PHILIP to wash down the thatch 
roof of one of the native buildings. After a considerable drenching 
the intensity of the roof was reduced by ten percent, as some of the 
contamination was washed off the roof onto the ground* 

Members of the ship's company were spearfishing in the afternoon 
and donated their catch to the collection of food samples which will 
be tested. 

The survey of Rongelap was concluded and the party returned to 
the PHILIP. Certain general observations were presented in regard to 
the current situation at Rongelapt 

1* The present intensity of radiation an Rongelap Island is 15- 
20 milliroentgens per hour (mr/hr). 

3« Little damage to buildings on Rongelap has occurred since the 
evacuation. The Rongelap natives confirmed this* However, heavy rains 
or storms during the year or more that the natives will be absent will 
probably cause considerable damage. An estimate of the repairs necessary 
for the return of the population must be based on a survey made just 
prior to this return. 

3* The survey party was impressed with the primitiveness of the 
dwellings. The buildings were walled with woven panels of scrap 1UBP> 
ber and were invariably roofed with thatch. The natives sleep on mat« 
which are laid on bare wood floors or directly on the ground. Ho other 
furniture is present in the sleeping dwellings except a few wood boxes 
for storing clothes in each room. The families eat in adjacent buildings 
or outside* The evacuation of the remainder of the household effects of 
the 82 Rongelap natives will not present much of a problem* 

4* The only building in the village which showed the work of skilled 
carpentry wee the church* However, this edifice had burned shortly before 
1 March. 

5* The water supply is precarious. There *>« six concrete cisterns 
in the village* These cisterns are concrete boxes about five feet on a 
side* The rain falling on the tin roofs of ths cisterns is collected by 
draining it through gutters into the boxes* Pour of the six cisterns con- 
tained water, of which samples were taken for testing* 
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6. A village can be constructed with little effort by Holnes 
& Narver at another location for the temporary residence of the 
Rongelap natives which will be at least at comfortable and sanitary 
as the present Rongelap village« 

' 7* LSTs will have no difficulty in entering the Rongelap la- 
>      goon and beaching at the village« ^ 

8. The Items collected at Rongelap Island for testing included 
cocoanuts, pandanus fruit, papayas, water (cistern and well), soil 
(surface and from three inches under surface), pumpkin, eggs, fish, 
clams, 12 chickens, and arrowroot. These Items afford a good cross 
section of the diet of the Rongelap residents« 

9« There were few food supplies noted» There was a small store, 
but Its shelves were bare. The dwellings contained almost no food 
items. 

2g April '- Again the survey party was divided into two parts. 
One group flew to Utlrik Atoll, surveyed the conditions there and 
returned to Rongelap Atoll lagoon. The other group moved on the 
PHILIP to AUinglnae Atoll. The destroyer stood off the southern 
side of the atoll and dispatched motor whaleboats to Slfo and Enlbuk. 
Islands« 

At Slfo certain equipment left there by members of Task Group 
7.1 was reeovered. Also, the camp used by the natives from Rongelap 
was inspected, Slfo will not be satisfactory as a site for the ten» 
porary relocation of the Rongelap natives. The natives do not wish 
to go there; It is inaccessible to medical facilities} and the current 
radiation levels are 6 MIl/HR. At Enlbuk Island the crew of the PHILIP 
assisted the natives in moving the 30-foot sloop onto the beach. The 
PHILIP returned to Rongelap Atoll lagoon and arrived Just as the SA-16 
returned from Utlrik. The group from the SA-16 aircraft and the samples 
taken from Utlrik were taken aboard the PHILIP, which sailed at 1830 
hours for Kwajaleln« 

The other group of the survey party visited Utlrik during the day. 
The eight members of the party who made the flight to Utlrik were: Colo- 
nel Byars, Mr. Terrill, Mr. Kelley, Mr. Wilds, Lt Chapman. Mr. Dare, 
Native Magistrate Compass, and Native Kabwodwod. An SA-16 aircraft 
from Enlwetok landed in the lagoon at Rongelap, took aboard the survey 
group, and took off for Utlrik at 0830. 

The SA-16 landed at Utlrik at 1000 hours. There are many coral 
heads in the lagoon Just under the surface of the water, but the pilot 
of the SA-16 wae able to land without difficulty. The survey -group 
moved to and from the beach in the six-man rubber life raft frcn the 
aircraft. 
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The following general observations concerning Utirik are sub- 
mitted: Details of the current contamination levels are presented 
in Inclosure No. 3: 

~ - !•' The village at Utirik is a similar to but larger than the 
villageat Rongelap, Utirik is the only inhabited island in the atoll» ~ 
The Island is more productive than Rongelap; papayas, pandanus, and 
bread fruit grow abundantly« The houses and cisterns were somewhat 
better than those at Rongelap. 

2t   Three pigs were taken for testing» Several wild dogs were 
seen but were not captured. If any of these dogs are still alive when 
the natives return, the dogs must be destroyed. The dogs have killed 
all the chickens abandoned at the time of the evacuation« 

3. According to the natives, LSTs have beached at the village, 
despite narrow passage into the lagoon and the coral heads there. 

Um    The following items were removed from Utirik for testing; cocoa- 
nuts, pandanus fruit, papayas, grass, water, soil, three pigs, bread ■ 
fruit, and arrowroot. 

The survey group returned to the SA-16 and departed frcm Utirik 
at 1515 hours. The group returned to the PHILIP at Rongelap and the 
destroyer got underway at I83O hours. 

2U April - The PHILIP docked at Kwajalein at 0600 hours. The 
survey party, less the natives, moved to the Guest House where a con- 
ference was conducted at 1000 hours» Mr. Tobln, District Anthropologist 
for TERPACIS, was also present. The results of the surrey trip were 
discussed and plans for the drafting of this report were made. 

The members of the survey party who are stationed at Bniwetok Atoll 
returned by C-54 aircraft, arriving at Eniwetok Island at 1815 hour«, 
which concluded the trip. 

INCLOSURE NO. 2 
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Eniwetok Atoll, M.I, 
30 April 1954 

MEMOIUNDUN FOR:    Senior Member, Survey Party 

> SUBJECT:   Radiological Surreys of RCNGEUP and UTITJK Atolls 

Submitted herewith Is a report on the radiological survey of 
certain islands of the HONGELAP, UTIhlK and AILINGIIIAE Atolls con- 
ducted by the undersigned 21-23 April 1954.   The contents of this 
report are organized as followst 

I.    RCNGEUP and AILINGINikE 

1. Preliminary Remarks. 
2. Methods. 
3. Dose rates "nd doses» 
4. Distribution of eontnlnation. 
5. Decontamination. 
6. Food and water data. 

II.   UTIHIK 

1. Preliminary Uemarks. 
2. Methods. 
3. Dose rates and doses. 
4. Distribution of contamination. 
5. Food and water data. 

Dr. Thomas White 
LASL, Advisor to CTG 7*1 

1 Attachment: 
Report 

James G. Tcrrill, Jr. 
PHS, Advisor to CTG 7.1 

William M. Home 
Captain, USA 
Army Chemical Center 

DJCLOSUiS NO. 3 *  ft 
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I,    RONOEUP and AJLDJGN.IE 

1. PRELIMDLug l^acjjCS;    Following the general conference at Kwajalein on 
20 April* there via« an informal coftferenee between representatives of the 
Surrey Team and Dr. John Bugher, Mr. Merrill Eisenbud, and CDR Crooklte and 
other »embers of Project 4.1, on the problem of sampling the Rongelap food 
and tftter supply and the soil.   Mr» J» Tobin (Marshall District Anthropologist) 

N supplied'a detailed list of food naterlals, with the relative importance of 
each indicated«   After considerable discussion of sampling methods, it 
appeared to be generally agreed that decisions on this complex problem might 
be postponed for the following main reasons t 

a.   Unless the radiation dose rate on Rongelap'should be found to be far 
less than that expected from prior surveys, there would be no possibility of 
returning the natives to their homes for many months. 

b«   Current findings on contamination of the food supply, although of 
considerable inherent value, would be of little use in predicting the state 
of the food supply at some distant future date when the people might return« 

It was therefore decided that the emphasis in the Rongelap survey would 
be on external radiation measurements and on decontamination problems j that 
although food, water and earth samples would be collected as permitted by 
other work, no special effort would be made to obtain analyses of these 
samples as a basis for any conclusions of this report«   At this time the 
services of Lt, William Chapmtm, USN, were offered by Project 4.1 for the 
collection of food and soil samples for interested agencies« 

2, METHODSt   Gamma radiation dose rates, except where otherwise specified, 
were made with one or more AN/PDR-39 survey instruments at about three feet 
above ground level.   Three such instruments were taken on the expedition, 
and they gave readings in good agreement with one another«   Where contact 
readings are specified, the bottom of the instrument wee placed in contact 
with the surface in question« 

The results of the analysis of the food are only qualitative«   The 
technique used in determining the radioactive content of the various food 
stuffs would be sensitive mainly to surface contamination«   Self absorption 
of beta activity was not evaluated»   Precise measuremente using more 
sensitive techniques will be made by NRDL and NY00.   The technique used 
should detect contamination levels to approximately 00 DFK ik X 10-$ ue) 
on the surface of samples, however. 

The specific activity of the water samples was obtained by evaporating 
to dryness one milliliter of «jach of the samples in a glass counting cup and 
determining the activity in the resulting sample using a GM tube and Berkley 
sealer«   Bismuth-210 was used as the standard to convert CTN to micro-curies 
per milliliter.    The specific activity of the water samples from Rongelap 
indicate values that are roughly 10,000 timee greater than the tolerance of 
10-7 uc/ml beta activity established by the National Bureau of Standards 
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X.    RCNGELAP AND AILINGNAE (CONT'P) 

Handbook 52 for lifotlnw consumption».   The Utlrik sample« varied fros 10O 
to 1000 times the accepted tolerance*   These data Indicate the necessity 
for thorough cleaning of the cisterns before refilling for general 
cofisunptlon» 

Existing conditions made It impractical to attempt any assay for the 
plutonlum activity, which may be of importance in these samples. 

3«   DOSE RATES AND DOSSSt   Alllngiae Atoll. Slfo teland. 23 April« 6 mr/hr. 
All of the remaining report under the Rongolap*>Allingnae heading pertains 
to Rongelap Atoll. 

On Rongelap Island« at the standard position established by Scoville, 
the reading at 0930 hours on 21 April was 17 mr/hr.   This measurement, and 
those made on 11 and 26 March fit a dec-iy formula 169t-1.526 r/day (t in 
days after 1 March) within about 3%, 

On 22 April readings were made on other Rongelap Atoll Islands as follow 

ISLAND AVE.       MAX. DECAY BCPONHIT 

Enlaetok   32 mr/hr   34 mr/hr -1.4 

Busch 17 mr/hr 21 mr/hr    -1.46 

STAKE LOCATICNS 

2 stks-100 yds beach. Just 
north at western peninsula 

I stk-50 yds beach, center 
of path in south grove 

Enlaelo  20 mr/hr — (no prior data)  1 stk-scuth end of Island 

With reasonable precision, these readings (and that on Slfo Island) are 
related to previous observations by the same decay exponent* 

4« DISTRIBUTION OP CONTAMINATION; Returning to the status of Rongelap 
Island, it was noted, as on the 26 March survey, that the readings over grave 
areas (about 15 mr/hr) were consistently lower than over grassy area» (about 
20 mr/hr)« The smooth concrete floor of the roofless church gave a contact 
reading of about 6 mr/hr, while the contact reading on the bordering gravel» 
about 18 mr/hr, was consistently higher than more distant gravel, about 
15 mr/hr, as though the radioactive particles that landed on the concrete 
had been swept into the nearby gravel by the wind, (a similar phenomenon was 
noted en Parry Island during the Greenhouse Operation)« 

No exceptional contamination of sleeping mats was noted, but this 
quest im was not studied extensively. It was noted, however, that in those 
huts that had few openings, the contact readings on the floor, both on mat 
and on dirt, were exceptionally low (4-5 mr/hr). 

Contamination of thatched roofs was noted, particularly on windward 
slopes, where the contact reading en the Instrument was as much as 100£ in 
excess of that obtained when the instrument was held at the sans height above 
ground at some distance from the roof* However, since the excess reading onl 
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I.    RCNGELAP /JID AILINCS.KE (CONT'D) 

began to appear when the- inatnmeat was within about six inches frcm the roof, 
it seemed unlikely that deeontaoinaticn of the roof would effect any substantial 
reduction of exposure of inhabitants in a hut« 

A' crude attenpt was aade to ascertain depth of penetration of radioactivit} 
in a patch of. soil near the center of the Village«.   The place chosen was äT 
bare patch of loose soil in a grassy area«.   Successive layers of about en« 
inch in thickness «as scooped up, each layer being pat in a separate can, and 
then the radiations frcm the cans were cempared on the beach where the back- 
ground was much loweiu   The third layer had no detectable activity; the first 
layer had about six tiass the activity of the second.   It is quite possible 
that all of the activity in the second layer may have coo« from spillage 
during removal of the first layer.   An effort was made to collect an even 
thinner layer.    The technique was even more unsatisfactory, but the results 
indicated that the activity per unit volume was several times greater in th» 
thin layer than in the first inch»   One can conclude that there was vexr 
little if any activity below two inches, and that the activity may be entirely 
superficial. 

5.   DECOMTAMINATICM:   Sines the state of th* vegetation and the cistern« 
indicated that there had been little if any rain on the island, an attempt 
was made to find out whether future rains might effect any natural decontami- 
nation.   The ship's crew mounted a portable gasoline-driven water-pump on th« 
beach, connected a hose, and sprayed salt water on the thatched roof of on« 
hut, and on a neighboring gravel area.   Th« contact reading on the roof of 
the hut was reduced by 10% (after subtracting the general background frcsi 
the readings, this indicates approximately 25% decontamination of the roof), 
but there was no noticeable reduction in contact readings on the floor of the 
hut or on the washed-down gravel area.   While this experiment cannot be 
regarded as conclusive, it suggests that on« should not be optimistic about 
the effect of future rains.    It should be noted that Eniwetok Atoll experience 
on this subject is conflicting.   During Operation Greenhouse, the heavy rains 
just prior to George Shot had little effect on the Dog Shot fall-out, but th« 
rains that followed soon after the departure of th« Task Fore« appear tm have 
been fairly effective.   However, even if the experience had been consistent, 
the terrain surfaces at Rongelap and Ghiwetok are so different that it would 
be unsafe l;o draw conclusions. 

It was evident that any attempt at artificial decontamination would be 
difficult and very expensive relative to th« cost of supporting the population 
elsewhere until radioactive decay has reduced the radiation to an acceptable 
level*   Decontamination operations of the type used on Ehiwetok Atoll (bull- 
dozing and grading) would not be applicable because of the total destruction 
of all vegetation and severe demage to th« thin top-soil in the area covered* 
Any reasonable noo-de at motive decontamination effort would have to be a 
manual job« 

P- /ÖI 



I(    RCNQEUF iOID AILIHGNAE (CCKT'D) 

6«   FOOD AW) WATER DATAt 

Drinking Vbter Cistam-Map 37* 

Drinking Water (dear) Clstern-Kap 49 

Drinking Water (stirred) Clstem-Hap 49 

Drinking Water Clstern-Kap 19 

Drinking Water Cistern-Nap 8 

Well Water (Brackish) Well-Map 66 

Jekru (Fresh) Collected on 4*22-54 

Coconut Milk 

Neat from Pandams 

Green Papaya-Interior 

Ripe Papaya-Interior 

Arrow Root-Interior 

Swipe-Exterior Arrow Root 

Swipe-Exterior Papaya 

* Refers to nap of Native Tillage - Rongelap Island - Rongelap Atoll 

DAIB (9 
PROCUREMENT ACTiVm 

DATE OP 
ANALYSIS 

4-21-54 2.52X10-3 UC/B1 4-25-54 

» 8.03X10-4 uc/al M 

49  ■ 1 »9(210-3 uc/nl « 

1.19X10-3 uc/nl ■ 

None 1» 

None ■ 

4-22-54 2.52X10-3 uc/nl 4-25-54 

4-23-54 None 4-25-54 

4-22-54 None 4-25-54 

4-22-54 None 4-25-54 

4-22-54 None 4-25-54 

4-22-54 None 4-25-54 

4-22-54 974 DPM 4-25-54 

4-22-54 1640 OFM 4-25-54 
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1, PRELIKPIAflX RZMAHKS»   At the planning conference at Kwajal»in on 20 April 
it was agreed that radiation lerels at Utirik might allow an early return of 
the native«.   Accordingly, it was decided to aake a field study of food and. 
«at«r as. well as an external radiation surro/ based on ths pattern employed 
at Rongelap. 

2. METHODS:   External ganma dose rates were measured with AN/PDR-39 and 
MX-5 survey Instrunsnts«   These instruments gar« readings in good agreement 
with each other«   Average readings integrated over the exposure tins closely 
checked doaimater readings« 

3«   DOSE RATES AND DOSES»   Prior to this surreyf no standard positions were 
established on this island.   A standard position Mas established on April 23 
at 1100 hours.   The reading at this point and thro« fest above the ground was 
3.0 mr/hr.   An average reading in the vegetated area of the Island was 2,8 mr/h 
The readings about the buildings where gravel is prevalent averaged about 2.2 
mr/hr«   This data with the measurements made on 4 and U March fit a decay 
formula:   Dj^Ot'1*^2 r/day (t in days after 1 March) 

This formula indicates that a level of 0.3 r/week would be reached in 75 
to 80 days after 1 March, 15-20 May).   An integration of the expected external 
dosage from 1 June 1954 to 1 Jun 1955 gives a 3.4 r exposure.   This can bo 
compared with the 3 »9 r external ganata per year level established by the 
Atomic Energy Cosmission as a limit for off-aite populations.   The integrated 
external gaana dosage over the year beginning 1 June could bo scoewfaat, but 
not significcntly, higher if the decay rate leveled off to the conventional 
t-1-2 rate» 

4.   DI3TRIBUTICM OF CONTAMINATIOW t   The contamination was fairly uniformly 
distributed over the island.   The highest reading out of doors at the 3 foot 
elevation was 3.3 mr/hr and the lowest was 2.0 mr/hr.   There was sons 
reduction in readings indoors, and this reduction waa substantially larger, 
60 percent in a large building like the church, as compared with a small 
building like a typical dwelling.   Gravel areas (2.2 mr/hr) gave lower 
readings than the grassy areas (2,8 mr/hr). 

The sleeping mats showed ganraa readings (1.0 - 1.2 mr/hr) about half 
the levels outdoors (2,2 * 2,4 mr/hr) but beta plus gaana levels were 
somewhat higher (3.5 mr/hr) than the outdoor gasaa readings.   Contamination 
of the thatched roofs was noted.   It was necessary to place the instrument 
dose to (less than 3 feet) and perpendicular to the roof surface to 
consistently detect this effect with ganta asasuremsnta»   The MX-5 picked 
up this increase in contamination more consistently when detecting both 
beta and ganma. 
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II.    UTIRIK (CONT'D) 

5V   FOOD flB VfllTg DATAt 

11% 
QkTE CP 
PROCURPOMT 

4-23-» 

...      DAIE or 
ACTIVITr       ANALISIS 

Drinking Water-Cistern near Church 3.21X10'* uo/ol   4-25-54 

Drinking VHater-Ciatern-north 
settlement 

4-^3-54 3.SCDQCT* ue/al   4^25-54 

Brackish Well Wäter-200 yds south 
of Church-unprotected hole 

dear Well Vfeter-350 yd« south of 
Church-corrugated metal siding & cover 

Milk from Bread Fruit 

Solids from Bread Fruit 

Ripe Papaya-Interior 

Creen Papaya-Interior 

Arrjw Root^Interior 

4-23-54 5*3X10-* ue/al 4-25-54 

4^23-54 7.3X10-5 uc/ml 4^25-54 

4-23-54 None 4-25-54 

4-23-54 Nona 4-25.54- 

4-23-54 None 4-25-54 

4-23-54 None 4^25-54 

4-23-54 None 4-25-54« 
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Iniwtdr Atoll, M.Z. 
30 April 19» 

CqPTROCTIOW HBQUIHBD TO ESTABLISH rwuvn^vr Tn.r±i^ 

Wa (Holmes It Narrer, Inc.) art herewith lutandtting the following BUI of 
Katarlal and coat eatlmate to construct a tanporary village on the Island 
of BDceJ -In the Kwajalaln Atoll, Karshall Islands, 

The cost estinata outlined below Is based on the followlngi 

1. Construction Is to be on BikeJ Island« 

2. WH will furnish all oatevUl* 

3 •   The Navy will transport the material to Bike j Island - (no cost In- 
cluded). 

km   HSM will furnish one (1) carpenter foreman, two (2) carpenters and 
one (1) heavy equlpnent operator* 

5. The Navy Station Kwajalein is to furnish the four (4) MH am hcuslAg 
and transportation between Kwajalein and BikeJ - (no cost included 
for transportation). 

6. That heavy equipment required (grader, etc) Is available at Kwajalein 
(no coat included for equipaent). 

7. That natives are available for labor and as carpenter assistants - 
(no wages for natives included, but will be funded by JTF SEVEH)* 

8. That the HSN carpenters are furnished with an interpreter« 

9«   WN will furnish portable generator and pcwar saw« 

10«   Tods for native labor will be furnished by Navy Station Kwajaleiiu 

SIMCUK OF MATERIAL 

Framing Lvnber 
Framing Nails (Aluminum) 
Nails for Plywood (Aluminum) 
Corrugated Aluminum Roofing 
Aluminum Ridge Cap 
Aluminum Cutter 
Plywood, 3/Ö* 
Plywood, 1/2" 
Wood Doors 
Door Handles 
Door Hinges 
Seat Hinges 
Shatter Hinges 
Eye Bolts with Hooks 

44552 B.F. 
9 Kegs 
3 Kegs 

16944 Sq. Ft. 
744 Lin« Ft. 

1636 Lin. Ft. 
727 Sheets 
410 Sheets 
44 
4a 
48 Pair 

8 Pair 
152 Pair 
400 

H 1*6 
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Paint 52 Gali u 
Screening ■ .. ..•■ 256 Sq. Ft. 
Nailing Strip», 1" X 1" 350 Un, n. 
Screen Door 4 
Mess Tables, 8* Long 11 

r MATERLM COSTS 

Ubor          Material 

Lumber 44552 B.P, .10 4455 
Rough Hardware Nails 12 Keg» 12.00 145 
Corrugated Metal Sheets 16994 S.P, .22 37AO 
Aluminum Ride Cap 7A4 L.F. a56 U5 
Aluminum Sheet for Gutter 1636 L.F. .20 325 
3/6* PlTWod 23264 S.F. .18 A190 
1/2" Plywood 13120 S.F. .22 2885 
Single Flush Door» A4 »a 13.00 570 
Door Handle» AS ea .20 10 
Door Hinge» WPy, 1.75 85 
Seat Cover Hinge» 8 Pr. .65 5 
Shutter Hinges 152 Pr. .80 120 
Eye Bolt» & Hook» A00 ea .15 60 
Screening 256 S.F. .15 A0 
?creen Door A ea 10.00 AC 
3. x 1 Hailing Strips for 

in rnening 350 L.F. .15 55 
?a^:t 52 Gal. 3.75 195 
Kens Table» Uea. 

m 
11.50 130 

HUi Carpenters 3 for 
3 weeks , 54 Man Days 1SL0 

H&N Heavy Duty Han 
1 Week a 7 Man Days .121 

TOLi. COST - 1705.00        17,165.00 

The above total of 17,165 Include» man power furnished by H&M. 

The above bill of material is needed to construct the temporary village in ac- 
cordance with the drawing» number Ml»«. 255 end 256 showing the else» and. con- 
stracticn of the various building» required and a» »tated in meaorandum letter 
dated April 27, 1954 from Mr. Marion Wild», Acting Destad Rep. Ebeye - for the 
Trost Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

t* - lot. 
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No provisicns for cisterns arc being made at this time for the temporary vil- 
lage at BlkeJ as there is available on the island (2) 15*000 gallon eisten» 
which only need cleaning and filling« 

At the tins the natives are returned to their island of Rongelap» there will 
be a need to construct new   roofs over cisterns, the cost of which will have 
to be included in the cost of moving the natives from BikeJ Island to Ronge- 
lap Island«- Also at this tins to include cost of repair or replacement due 
to damage by storm during the interval the natives are away» 

2 Attachments t 
1. - IM drawing No. Mise 255 
2, HiN drawing No. Mise 256 

DiCLOSURE NOr 4 
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UNITED STAIES PACIFIC FLEET 
HEADQUAHTERS OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF 

CINCPACFLT FILE 
FF1-1 
All 

■    ' Ser   01339 
17 JUN 1954 

I 1 
From:   Commander in Chief U. S, Pacific Fleet , 
Tot       Commflnder Joint Task Force Seven 

Subj:   Survey of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls . 

Ref:      (a) CJTF SEVEN CONF Itr J-3/U1.Ö of 1 May 1954 
CINCPAC CONF Msg 16O501Z of Apr 1954 l 
CNO CONF Msg U1955Z of May 1954 

[d) CINCPAC UNCL Msg 122157Z of May 1954 '" 
>) CINCPACFLT CONF Msg 112214Z of May 1954 

CINCPACFLT CONF Msg 1A2006Z of May 1954 ( 
CJTF SEVEN CONF Msg 120436Z of May 1954 

(h) CJTF SEVEN CONF Msg U0430Z of May 1954 

1«    Reference (a) forwarded the report of the survey party which visited 
Rongelap and Utirik Atolls during the period 21-23 April 1954 in order to 
determine requisite action for' rehabilitation of these atolls prior to 
return of inhabitants who were evacuated incident to hazards resulting from 
the first test in the CASTLE series,    CJTF SEVEN concurred in the recemenda- 
tiens of the survey repert and requested to be advised of CINCPACs approval 
of these recommendations, 

2,    Reference (b) apprised CNO of CINCPAC's views and CJTF SEVEN'S preliminary 
advice on the matter of rehabilitation.   This was approved by CNO in reference 
(c) which further stated that no funds »ther than normal support should 
be expended without prior appreval» 

3*    CINCPAC delegated respensibility for ihe subject matter tr CINCPACFIT 
in reference (d) and further directed r:jrF SEVEN to report to CINCPACFLT for 
the tasks outlined* 

4«    In reference (e) and (f), CINCPACFLT provided guidance for the resolution 
of certain matters in connection with rehabilitation of the Rongelap and 
Utirik natives. 

5«    CJTF SEVEN informed cognizant cemnaaders of the detailed plans for native 
rehabilitation in references(g) and (h), 

6,    On the basis of the foregoing action, CINCPACFLT considers that all basic 
questions pertinent to native rehabilitation have been reselved and that 
action is proceeding satisfactorily.    As a matter of record, CINCPACFLT's 
actien en the recomnendations of the survey report is summarized in the 

M -it* ■■ 



CINCPACFLT FILE 
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following paragraphs.   This sunmiry will also serve the purpose of providing 
guidance for matters of possible future occurrence until completion of the 
native rehabilitation project, 

7,    Comments on the specific recomraendations of the survey party contained 
in paragraph k •£ enclosure (1) to reference (a) are listed after each 
recomnendation which is quoted for convenient reference: 

a.    UTIRIK 

(1) "Several days after the last CASTLE shot, Utirik Atoll should be 
inspected again by RadSafe personnel of JTF SEVEN or AEC to determine whether 
or not additional contamination has occurred*    If no increase in external 
radiation and food and water contamination levels is noted, the return of 
the natives may be undertaken without delay.   The contamination levels now 
present at the two atolls are indicated in Inclosure 3*   Research analysis of 
the foods and water collected is being made by NRDL and NYOO." 

COMMENT:   Concur» 

(2) "CINCPACFLT should designate a project officer to coordinate the 
activities of interested agencies in the return of the Utirik natives," 

COMMENT:   Reference (f) provided for CO NAVSTA KWAJAIEIN to coordinate 
the project and act as the local representative of CINCPACFLT in the dis- 
charge ef CINCPACFLT respenaibilities in connection with the subject project« 
It further provided for CO NAVSTA KWAJALEIN to designate a project officer 
at his discretion, 

(3) "CINCPACFLT should designate and make available a ship which will 
transport the Utirik natives and their belongings from Kwajalein back to 
Utirik«    In addition to the few personal effects the natives have with them, 
the following items should be moved to Utirik.    These items should be assemb- 
led by the CINCPACFLT project officer in ooordination with the local Kwaja* 
lein representative of TERPACIS, and the funds for necessary purchases 
should be provided by JTF SEVEN: 

(a) Used lumber, already made available by ComNavSta Kwajalein, 

(b) Floud, salt and other staple items of food supplies adequate 
for one month, 

(c) Limited amounts of nails, window glass, metal roofing and 
medical supplies as determined by CINCPACFLT project officer 
in coordination with Kwajalein representative of TERPACIS, 

M- '0 T. 
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Vd) 10,000 gallons of fresh water to flush and refill Utirik 
cisterns, — 

(e) Approximately 400 chickens, 120 pigs and small numbers of 
other animals as determined by CINCPACFLT project officer, 
in coordination with TERPACIS representative.    Some of these 
animals are already being obtained by the TERPACIS repre- 
sentatives at Kwajalein." 

COMMENT:    LST 1157 being utilized as provided for in references (e),  (g) 
and (h).    Reference (e) authorized the provision of certain supplies by CO 
NAVSTA KWAJALEIN subject to his discretion,   CINCPACFLT has no project 
officer for determination of numbers of animals to be provided.    This 
determination and detailed arrangements regarding animals are considered to 
be HICOMTEÖPACIS responsibilities, 

(4) "The survey party was advised that on a number of occasions 
LST's have entered the Utirik lagoon.    The use of this type ship is recomaend- 
ed, if the CINCPACFLT project officer concurs after investigation of the 
lagoon channels," 

COMMENT:    Concur subject tro requirements of safe navigation as determined 
by the LST commanding officer, 

(5) "No construction or repair work by U.S. personnel is required, 
since little deterioration of the buildings on Utirik has occurred since 
the evacuation." 

COMMENT:    Satisfactory to CINCPACFLT in consideration of the fact that 
CJTF SEVEN is best equipped to evaluate this matter and has concurred with 
this recommendation, 

(6) "no decontamination work is required, except for the flushing and 
cleaning of cisterns recomnended above," 

COMMENT:    Concur subject to the same comments in subparagraph 7»a.(5) 
above, 

b,    RONGELAP 

(1) "The natives of Rongelap Atoll should be relocated on an island 
of the Kwajalein Atoll for the period of approximately one year,    BIKEJ 
Island has been selected by TERPACIS representatives at Kwajalein for this 
purpose.   This island is under control of TERPACIS,    COMNAVSTAKWAJ concurs 
in this selection.    The reltcation near NAVSTA Kwajalein is in accord with 
the reconmendations of the Project Officer of Project 4,1, who will shortly 
conclude the active medical surveillance of the Rongelap natives at Kwajalein, 

*    * -/'.? 
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COMMENTt   MAJUTO Atoll haa been selected as the site for tenporary 
relocation of the Rongelap natives, upon representation of HICOMTEHPACIS ._ 
for reasons of native welfare, as set forth in reference (e), 

(2) "As in the case of the Utirik natives, CINCPACFLT should desig- 
nate a project officer to coordinate the activities of Interested agencies 
during the temporary relocation of Rongelap natives and during their 
ultimate return to their homes." 

COMMENTS    Reference (f) provided for CüMNAVSTAKWAJALEIN to coordinate 
movement of the Rongelap natives to Majuro,    Responsibility for their wel- 
fare during their temporary residence on Majuro rests with HICOWTERPACIS,' 
CINCPACFLT will arrange for necessary coordination in connection with their 
ultimate return to Rongelap at a later date« 

(3) "The tenporary nature of this relocation should be given wide 
publicity throughout the Trust Territories and U. S. news media, after the 
movement has been completed." 

COMMENT:   Concur*    It la considered that this matter should be and la 
being handled at departmental level by the Atomic Energy Commission, Depart» 
ment of Defense, Department of.Interior and other interested government 
agencies.    It ia assumed that HICOMTERPACIS will provide for appropriate 
publicity within the Trust Territories, 

(4) "The AEC contractor at the Pacific Proving Grounds (Holmes and 
Narver, Inc.) should prefabricate aa necessary and supervise the construc- 
tion of small wood dwellings, a combination school and church, a dispensary, 
and other buildings and cisterns for the 82 Rongelap natives to be relocated 
temporarily in the Kwajalein Atoll.   Materials for this construction will 
be provided from Eriwetok and delivered to the site of the new village by 
JTF SEVEN.   Details of the construction required are presented in Inclosure 
;." 

COMMENT»   Concur, except for substitution of Majuro vice Kwajalein 
as the tenporary relocation site* 

* 

(5) "Common labor f er this construction should be provided by the 
natives of Rongelap themselves, aa much as possible. Holmes and Narver 
personnel will perform the more difficult tasks. Native labor should be 
paid wages by JTF SEVEN at a wage scale determined by the representatives of 
TERPACIS." 

COMMENT: Concur« 

(6) "Water and staple food supplies for one month should ba provided 
initially, aa in the case of the Utirik natives covered above. Likewise, 
chickens and animals should be provided in numbers determined by representa- 
tives of TERPACIS and the CINCPACFLT project officer. In addition, the 
Rongelap natives must be provided minimum food «uppliea and other essentiala 
on a continuing basis, since they will have no income from sale of copra and 
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sines BIK&I Island provides meager quantities of natural foods," 

COMMENT:    Concur subject to pertinent remarks previously expressed in 
references (b) and (e),   CINCPACFLT has no project officer for determina- 
tion of numbers of livestock to be provided.   This determination and 
necessary procurement arrangements are considered to be HICCMTERPACI3 
re sponsibilitie s« 

(7) "Just prior to the time the ^ongelap natives are moved from 
Kwajalein Island to BIKEJ Island, a ship should be sent to Rongelap Island 
to pick up the clothing, books and other belongings (including tw» 30-f oet 
sloops) of the natives*    Decontamination of these items should be performed 
at Kwajalein under supervision of local or JTF SEVEN Radsafe personnel»" 

COMMENT*    Arrangements for transfer of Rongelap natives boats and per- 
sonal effects to Majuro in LST 1157 have been made by COMNAVSTA KWAJALEIN» 

(8) "Periodic medical surveys of the natives and Radsafe surveys of 
the atolls should be conducted by qualified personnel operating out of Nav- 
Sta Kwajalein.   Dr. Bugher, OEM, HEC, stated that his office would periodie- 
ally send groups of qualified personnel to Kwajalein for this purpose," 

0 

COMMENT:    Concur» 

(9) "AEC RadSafe personnel resident in the Pacific Proving Grounds 
in conjunction with representatives of DEM, AEC, should make periodic 
inspections of the islands of Rongelap Atoll to ascertain the rate of decay 
of the contamination.   Reports of these inspections should be forwarded to 
interested agencies} AEC, CINCPACFLT, JTF SEVEN, COMNAVSTA KWAJALEIN. 

COMMENT?   Concur. 

(10) "A representative of CINCPACFLT, probably COMNAVSTAKWAJ, should 
monitor the general welfare of the Rongelap natives during their temporary 
stay at Kwajalein Atoll.1* 

COMMENT:    Monitoring of general welfare of natives, wherever located, la 
a continuing responsibility of HICOHTERPACIS. 

(U) "In the spring of 1955, another survey party should visit ths 
islands of Rongelap Atoll and the natives in their temporary hones at 
Kwajalein Atoll to determine when these natives may be returned to their 
homes and what additional action must be taken prior to their movement from 
Kwajalein Atoll.    The same agencies should be represented on this later 
survey party as on this group.   Funds required for this movement and the 
construction and supplies necessary at Rongelap Island will be provided by 
JTF SEVEN." 

I 
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COMMENT:    Concur, subject to substitution of Majuro vice Kwajalein aa 
the site of temporary residence of the Rongelap natives« 

8, CJTF SEVEN is requested to confirm that the AEC will undertake partici- 
pation indicated in paragraphs 7.b.(8) and 7.b,(9). 

9, By copy of this letter, HICOMTEaPACIS is requested to advise as to 
whether he concurs in the actions indicated in this letter, and specifically 
to confirm the understandings as to matters for which HICOMTERPACIS assumes 
as indicated in the "COMMENTS" in paragraphs 7.a.(3), 7.b.(2), 7#b.(3), 
7.b.(6), &.b.(lf). 

10, CJTF SEVEN is requested to provide copies of reference (a) to all infor- 
mation addressees listed for distribution in this letter.   Further distribu- 
tion of reference (a) at the discretion of CJTF SEVEN is authorized, provided 
a copy of this letter is bound with each copy of reference (a) so distributed. 

H. G. H0PW00D 
Chief of Staff 

Copy to: 
CNO (5 copies) 
CINCPAC 
C0MKAWSEAFRON 
CO »IAVSTA KWAJALEIN 
HICOMTERPACIS 

AUTHENTICATED 

/s/ A. R. Olsen 
A. R. OLSEN 
Flag Secretary 
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HSADQUARTEclS 
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 

WASHINGTON 25, O.C. 

J-3/729.3 6 Jyi^ 1954 

^     SUBJECT: Responsibilities for Care and Disposition of Native Inhabitants 
of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls 

TO:     Manager 
Santa Fe Operations Office 
P. 0. Box 5400 
Albuquerque, New hexico 

1. lir. James E. Reeves of your agency telephoned this headquarters 
I 16 Juno and discussed with Colonel Byars, J-3 Division, Headquarters JTF 
i SEVEN, tl  status of iir. Thomas A* Hardison as representative of General 

Clarkson on matters concerning the care and disposition of evacuated na- 
tives. The question is pertinent since you assumed on 2 Juno full respon- 
sibility for all .xZC natters pertaining to the Pacific Proving Grounds. 

. 2. On 14 May 1954« CINCP^CFLT requested CJTF SETOK to adviso that 
f agency of the name of the person who would represent CJTF S-iVEN in tho 

Forward «roa after the personnel of Headquarters, JTF cETER  returned to 
Washington, In order to avoid the necessity of leaving indefinitely at 
Eniwctok a staff officer of this headquartors, CJTF SEVEN designated ixr. 
Hardison his representative at jfhiwetok in connection with the disposition 
of native inhabitants of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls, 'net,  Hardison visited 

I Kwajalein and Hajuro Atolls several tines and was ominontly woll-qualifiod 
to act as representative of CJTF dSVEN in this natter« 

| 3* As you know, the native inhabitants of Utirik Atoll have been re- 
turned from Kwajalein to their homo island. Tho a-itivo inhabitants of 

| Rongelap Atoll have been temporarily relocated for a period of about one 
year on EJit Island of Hajuro Atoll, while the radioactive contamination 
of Rongelap decays to aecuptablo levels. It is not now contemplated that 
extensive construction or repair will bo necessary on Rongelap Island when 
tho inhabitants of that atoll are returned to their homes. Consequently, 
it is doubtful that Holmes and Narver, Inc., and the .JSC Resident Engineer 
at Eniwctok will be called upon to take further action in regard to tho 
care and disposition of tho natives. Mr. Hardison is, therefore, relieved 

'      of any responsibility as CJTF SEVEN representative in this matter. 

4. Tho rosponsibilitius of interested agencies for the continued 
care and disposition of the natives of Rongelap and Utirik ..tolls are 
delineated for your information as follows: 

M - H S- 
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J-3/ 
SUBJECT: Hespoaiibilitius for Caro and Disposition of Native Inhr-bix,ants 

~ . - of Rongelap and Utirik .itolls 

a« CINCPrtS has overall responsibility under the Dopartmcnt of 
Dcfonso for tho completion of the project for the restoration of atolls, 
with .JLC assistance, and for the return of inhabitants, CINCP.»C delegated 
to CEICP.'.CFLT its responsibility in this connection. CINCP..CFLI instructed 
COM..VST.iC./AJ to coordinate and act as its local representative in the dis- 
charge of CINCP.vCFLT responsibilities in connection with the displaced na- 
tives. CO:-iN..VS,LJCU.»J designated LCDR Robert W. V/ells tho Project Officer 
to represent ClNCP.JFLT interests, 

b. The routine welfare and care of all Marshall Island natives 
arc continuing responsibilities of tho High Comnissionor, Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands, as agent for Department of the Lit crier. 

c. Tho Division of Biology and Hodicinc, ..EC, will continue to 
monitor tho physical condition of the native inh'.bitr.nts of Rongelap and 
Utirik ..tolls who were exposed to radioactive contamination ".s a result 
of tho first shot of the C..3TLE series. Parties of medical and radsafo      < 
personnel under the direction of Division of Biology and Medicine, .JC9 

will visit tho natives "JiA the atolls concerned periodically in order to 
observe the medical progress of tho natives and to ascertain tho earliest 
possible time for tho return of tho Rongelap natives to their homes. Tho 
first visit of this ..EC-sponsored group is planned for August or September 
of this year. Representatives of this headqur.rtcrs will accompany the ..EC 
party. 

d. JTF SEVEN naturally has a continuing intoxist in this matter« 
JTF SETS! has furnished funds to pay certain medical expenses for tho natives 
while at Kwajalein, for tho procurement of livestock to replace that lost 
as a result of tho contamination, for the construction of a temporary vil- 
lage at Ma jure Atoll, for tho purchase of food and clothing supplies, and 
for othur purposes. JTF SEVEN will continue to provide funds for the pro- 
vision of food for the Rongelap natives while they are ~t Majuro and will 
pay for initial food stocks when they are returned to their homes. CTG 
7*2 will represent CJTF SEVEN at Ehiwotok in connection with tho disposi- 
tion of Utirik and Rongulap natives, in tho event any problem arises which 
can and must bo handlod at tho Pacific Proving Grounds. 

5. Santa Fo Operations Office has no routine responsibilities for 
the continued care and disposition of these natives. The erection of tho 
temporary village at Kajuro under tho supervision of hr. Hardison was pv.r- 
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formed with promptness and efficiency, according to reports received 
hero, the construction is excellent. The assistance and coopcr-tion 
provided by Hr,  Hr.rdison and iiis assistants is greatly appreciated, 

FOR THE Cd-ft-UIDER: 

Copy fumiahed: 
Mr. T. ... Hardiacn 
UAJÄ, Sni-./ctok 

CTG 7.2, Enivretok 

.»EC/at., ..TTiJ: Lt Col 
Grounberg 

/a/ S. McGinlcy 
/t/ E. McGINLET 

Major General, U.S. ..nay 
Cniaf of Staff 
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